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To my father, Wilfred, who from the other side 

validated everything I have learned.

Thank you.



INTRODUCTION

The Encyclopedia of the Unseen World is devoted to exp aining the fascinating yet 

sometimes complicated subjects involved with life after death and the spiritual 

world. I feel that when we are seeking answers to questions such as the existence 

and state of our loved ones that have crossed over, it is particularly important that 

we understand the meaning of terms that have now become mainstream. I also be

lieve knowing what others have experienced and are still experiencing is vital to our 

own spiritual growth, knowledge, and understanding. By gaining knowledge about 

the spiritual world, we can understand better what is ahead for each of us.

It is interesting to note that even though there are now studies being done to 

prove that there is a spiritual world, that there is indeed life after death, the infor

mation being discovered is basically the same as that which has been revealed to 

us for centuries by the ancients, whose firsthand accounts sparked whole religious 

movements on the one hand and disdain and disbelief on the other.

This book takes us on a journey through time, as we meet people that have re

ceived communications from the spiritual realm firsthand. We earn of people from 

ancient times through today that have actually crossed over to the other side and 

back in out-of-body experiences, and realized that they were seeing and reporting 

the same things as those that have journeyed into the next world and back in mod

ern near-death experiences. We meet people that in the face of skepticism and 

ridicule stood up and said, “Yes, it does exist, I have seen things, felt things, and 

heard things that prove that we are not a one and do not cease to exist once the 

physical body perishes.”

A relative of mine, once he found out what the subject matter of this book is, 

asked me if it was scary. It is not scary. Only Hollywood can turn something this 

interesting and enlightening into fear. It is, in a nutshell, comforting to know that 

there is more to our existence, to our universe, to our being, than what we have 

been taught. It is not scary to step outside of our limited knowledge of things and 

explore. It is not scar)' to think that one day I will be able to once again meet people 

that I once knew, but who are no longer residing on earth.

The book is written in easy to understand terms. It is sorted in an A-to-Z format 

with highlighted cross-references. I have tried to include a variety of beliefs sur

rounding the spiritual world, from ancient times through today. I have incorporated 



people that have had experiences with the other side across the ages, so that we 

get a better view of what has been happening in this area of belief worldwide and 

for so long. Unfortunately, because of space constraints, the stories are only 

touched upon, but they are enough to get you started on your own spiritua path, 

your journey into the world that Shakespeare once cal ed the “undiscovered coun

try.” That country, by the way, is no onger undiscovered.

I also use the terms “spiritual world” and “other side.” Both are terms for the 

nonphysical world where souls exist after the death of the physical body.

Once you finish here, you can use the references in the back of the book to con

tinue your research.

Good luck.

I wish you well on your journey of discovery and enlightenment.



ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE UNSEEN WORLD



“The dead don't bear a grudge nor seek a blessing.

The dead don’t rest uneasy. Only the living.”

—Margaret Laurence, The Stone Angel

A

ACHERON

A river located in the Epirus region of northwest Greece. In Greek mythology it is a 

river connected to the spiritual world. The word acheron when translated means 

“river of despair.” In ancient Greece it was believed to be one of the five under

world rivers, through which the souls of the dead were transported by Charon (fer

ryman of the dead) to Hades, ruler of the underworld.

ADC (AFTER-DEATH COMMUNICATION) PROJECT, THE

Headed by Bill and Judy Guggenheim, this is an in-depth project on the subject of 

communication from the spiritual world. Bill and Judy Guggenheim are the co

authors of Hello from Heaven!, which contains 353 after-death communication ac

counts. The ADC Project was started in May, 1988 and was the first thorough study 

on the subject. During their research, the Guggenheims interviewed two thousand 

people living in the United States and Canada. They were able to compile 3,300 ac

counts from people who had been contacted by a loved one from the spiritual 

world.

ADDICTIONS

f\ strong dependence on a substance (or practice) that may have negative effects 

upon the participant. Peop e that have serious, problematic addictions on earth 

and do not overcome them may still have the addiction after they pass on. Those 

existing in the spiritual world who passed on with this type of addiction may find 

themselves either earthbound or in the lower realms, unable to move on until they 

let go of their habit. This addiction can pose a severe problem for a person after 

death because it can hinder their spiritua deve opment. Peop e that have had 



near-death experiences have reported witnessing addicts who have crossed over. 

One obser/ed a person in spirit attempting to inhabit the body of a living person 

who had the same addiction. Once a person in spirit lets go of the addiction, they 

are then able to move on with their spiritual journey and move into a higher spir

itual dimension.

ADJUSTERS

A name for guides in the spiritual world that greet the newly deceased persons 

arriving from the physical dimension. According to a number of sources, ancient 

and modern, when we cross over to the other side, there are guides to greet us and 

help us adjust to our new surroundings. These guides can be any number of peo

ple or entities, including loved ones from our most recent incarnation, loved ones 

from previous lives (that we have forgotten while on the earth plane), or even an

gels and beings of light.

ADVANCED SOULS

Souls that have had a number of physical incarnations on the earth or elsewhere. 

In the spiritual world, advanced souls are often assigned to be spirit guides to help 

those still existing in the physical world. In addition, advanced souls may incarnate 

on earth to assist humanity in spreading goodness and ight to the world. When on 

earth, advanced souls quietly go about their business doing good work and finding 

self-fulfillment in improving the lives of others. Advanced souls are apt to focus 

less on institutional matters and more on enhancing individua values, and tend to 

possess great patience and tolerance. They also display extraordinary coping skills 

and wisdom. Even from childhood, these souls have an air about them that makes 

others feel that they are somehow wiser than their time on earth would allow. Ad

vanced souls are not motivated by self-interest; they often disregard their own 

physical needs and comforts for those of others. At death, an advanced soul that 

has had many previous lives knows immediately that it has been set free from the 

limitations of life in the physica realm, and that it is returning to its origina home.

AEONS

The Aeons are great spiritual beings in ancient Gnosticism. They were believed to 

be the first beings created by God and number somewhere around 365. According 

to ancient Gnostic beliefs, some of the aeons turned away from the Supreme Being 

when they became fascinated with human sexuality. This belief parallels a story in 

the Bible's Old Testament (Genesis 6:1-4), which speaks of angels becoming 



attracted to human women and coming to the earth to take them as wives.

AFTER-DEATH COMMUNICATION

A communication from someone that has crossed over to the spiritual world. In 

most cases the recipient is a family member or friend. In the spiritual world, peo

ple's thoughts are so powerful that they can communicate easily with each other, 

as well as with people still existing in the physical world. When offering a com

munication to someone still in physical life, the person in the spiritua world often 

intends to comfort the individual or bring closure to unfinished business.

This communication is achieved through the use of telepathy. Research shows 

that the communication can come in a number of different ways and may occur in 

the waking state, the meditative state, or the dream state. Common forms of com

munication from the other side are:

Auditory Communication (hearing a spirit’s voice). Verbal communication may 

be received in two ways, outwardly (hearing through the ears) or inwardly, as a 

thought coming into the mind.

Visual Communication (seeing the spirit). A person on the other side may appear 

to one or more living persons. Visual communication is spontaneous and can 

occur anywhere and at anytime. The deceased can be seen either fully or partially. 

When appearing fully, the spirit of the deceased usually appears solid and often 

with light surrounding it. Usually, the deceased person appears younger and in bet

ter health than before he or she crossed over. The living person may see an image 

of the deceased in the form of an outward vision (as if the experiencer is watching 

a f Im) or an inward one (as if the living person is having a daydream). Bedside vis

ual visitations are common; spirits often appear beside the bed or at the foot of the 

bed.

Dreams. The deceased person may appear to a living person in a dream. It is be

lieved that this is one of the easier methods of after-death communication for a 

person in spirit. Usually, the recipient of the dream is certain that the contact was 

made and is ab e to rest easier because their grief and worry over the deceased is 

assuaged. The dreams are often experienced as rea events, as if the dreamer were 

there with the deceased, and sometimes the dreamer is given a message. In addi

tion, the deceased may interrupt an ordinary dream. This interruption can be 

likened to the dreamer watching a movie that the deceased suddenly appears in.



Feeling a Presence. In this case experiencers feel the presence of their loved one. 

They have the feeling that the deceased person is in the room with them or that 

they are being watched by their oved one. This feeling is often accompanied by a 

feeling or sense of tremendous love and tranquility.

Touch. In some instances people can feel a touch, such as a caress, a kiss, or 

even a hug, from the deceased loved one. The touch often comforts the living per

son's grief over the individual’s death.

Apports (appearance of favorite items). An item that the deceased person loved 

or admired may be shown to the recipient in a vision or a dream, or the solid item 

itse f might appear where the recipient will notice it in waking life.

Smell. Here the experiencer smells a distinct fragrance—such as the scent of 

perfume, cooking food, air fresheners, or soaps—that is associated with a de

ceased loved one.

Telephone Calls. Sometimes a person in spirit will use the telephone as a means 

of communicating a message to loved ones left behind. This call usually startles 

the recipient, who sometimes quickly hangs up. Usually the person on the tele

phone sounds far away.

Electronic Manipulation (e.g., lights going on and off, televisions turning on au

tomatically). It seems rather simple for those on the other side to make their pres

ence known by making electronic equipment, such as lights, computers, televi

sions, and radios, go haywire. In addition, the deceased may leave an audib e mes

sage on a tape recorder, answering machine, or even computer (a form of com

munication also known as electronic voice phenomena).



People respond in a number of ways to after-death communications. If someone 

has had experience with such phenomena or are at least aware of the possibility 

that the oved one who has crossed over may contact them, this communication is 

perfectly normal. For others it may come as a shock and may even be a frightening 

experience. However, the after-death communication is a gift to the recipient and is 

usually viewed that way by those who experience it. More often than not, the per

son that has crossed over is trying to comfort their loved one and convey the mes

sage that they survived death and are fine. They are trying to convince their loved 

ones to not worry about them, and to reassure the living that they are in a better 

place.

The return communication tends to be prob ematic for many recipients. Often 

people feel the need to contact a third party, such as a medium, to relay a message 

to the deceased. However, a third party' is not needed to relay a message to the per

son in spirit, because the person is still alive in every way while in spirit form. Their 

hearing, sight, and personality are a l intact. Only their form has changed. Those of 

us living in the physical realm cannot see and hear those in the unseen spiritual 

world; because most people's spiritua senses are not developed, we cannot per

ceive those existing on the other side. This makes communication between those 

in spirit and those in the physica virtua ly impossible. However, the person in spir

it can still hear and understand the messages spoken out loud by their loved ones. 

Therefore, if a living person has a message for a relative or friend that has crossed 

over, talking aloud is a simple way of conveying the message. In addition, if a living 

person has a question for someone that has passed on, an answer may come in 

one of the communication forms listed above. Therefore, one must be receptive, 

keep watch, and have a mind open to the possibility of communication from the 

spiritual world.

AFTER-DEATH EXPERIENCE

A term sometimes used when referring to a near-death experience.

AFTER-DEATH VISION

A vision of a deceased individual. After-death visions have been reported since an

cient times. According to historical accounts, those that have passed on some

times visit the dying to bring them messages and/or comfort. An after-death vision 

is given by the deceased to the recipient to reassure them that the deceased sur

vived death. The vision can be that of an apparition, in which the deceased may ap

pear fully formed, or be seen in the mind's eye (as if the recipient is watching a 



movie of the deceased). These visions often occur soon after a person crosses 

over into the spiritual world at death and more often during the first three months 

after the death. The vision can be seen by one or more persons in the same or even 

different localities and sometimes occur simultaneously. An after-death vision can 

be experienced by anyone.

AFTER-DEATH VISITATION

f\ visitation from a loved one that has crossed over into the spiritual world. After

death visitations most often occur soon after a person’s death, but can also hap

pen years later. They often happen to let a loved one know that the deceased is still 

in existence. The deceased may a so come to bring a message or warning to a liv

ing individual. These visitations can occur when the recipient is in a waking or 

sleep state. In the s eep state they may be confused with a dream. One can discern 

the difference by how real the dream seemed. There is often a sense of feeling that 

the visitation was real and a message was conveyed. The visitation may also come 

in the form of an apparition.

AFTERLIFE

A general term used to refer to the continuation of existence after the physical body 

has permanently died. The term afterlife is a so another name for the spiritual 

world. The afterlife is essentially another dimension where living beings that are in

volved with the cycle of spiritua advancement and reincarnation are able to study, 

rest, and learn in preparation for their next incarnation. It is said to be a place of 

emotional and spiritual euphoria, where al enjoy a state of perfect health. Any 

unhappiness, probems, difficulties, and ailments a person suffered during their 

physical lifetime are gone. Although the afterlife is said to be in close proximity to 

the physical world, it cannot be perceived by the physical senses.

Just what goes on in the afterlife has been a matter of debate and speculation 

throughout the history of humankind. Finally, in the modern era, due to a great 

dea of study, research and comparisons with stories of near-death experiences, 

out-of-body experiences, and ancient writings, a picture is beginning to be painted 

of this mysterious otherworld.

The afterlife is evidently a pace of earning, growth, and activity. It is a busy exis

tence, and the goa is for beings to evolve and grow spiritually. It is a time of ana

lyzing one's spiritual development and soul’s journey. There, we are able to review 



our life as we lived it during our most recent incarnation. We also remember and 

examine our past lives, lessons learned, and missions fulfilled. Important deci

sions are made, such as whether or not to continue incarnating on earth (or an

other world) or move on into the higher spiritual realms.

Exactly where a person goes within the afterlife rea ms depends upon the kind of 

person they were and the kind of life they lived while on earth. Inhabitants of the 

afterlife are called souls and/or spirits. Popular terms used when referring to the 

afterlife are the other side, spiritual realm, and astral plane. In certain religious be

liefs the afterlife is known as heaven and paradise.

Living in the Afterlife. According to the majority of the world’s rel igious and spir

itual beliefs, the kind of existence experienced in the afterlife is one of peace and 

love. Most believe that this is the life that awaits honest, loving, kind people who 

cross over into the afterlife. It is a world of happiness, recreation, spiritual growth, 

and learning. There, people are involved in activities that they take pleasure in, and 

they associate with people much like themselves and that they enjoy being around. 

The skills, interests, and abilities developed in their most recent life on earth are re

flected in the roles chosen after death. People in the afterlife go about their activ

ities much as we go about ours here in the physical world.

In the afterlife, there are opportunities in art, science, music, and many other 

interests. Much of the information mentioned here has come to light in our mod

ern era and was derived from research of the afterlife and near-death experiences, 

as wel as out-of-body experiences (also known as astral projection). In addition, 

information about life after death can also be found in ancient scriptures and writ

ings including the Bible, the Koran, the Egyptian Book of the Dead, the Books of 

Enoch, and the Tibetan Book of the Dead.



In the Books of Enoch, there is an account of the biblical prophet Enoch visiting 

the spiritual world and witnessing many amazing sights. Among them were spirits, 

whom Enoch referred to as angels, studying and working. 1 Enoch states:

The men (angels) brought me to the sixth heaven, and there I saw seven groups 

of ‘angels'. Some of these ‘angels' study the movements of the stars, the Sun and 

the Moon and record the peaceful order of the world. Other ‘angels' there, under

take teaching and give instruction in clear and melodious voices. Others are re

sponsible for recording the fauna and flora in both the Highland and the Lowlands. 

There are ‘angels' who record the seasons and the years, others who study the 

rivers and the seas, others who study the fruits of the lowlands and the plants and 

herbs that give nourishment to men and beasts. And there are ‘angels' who study 

mankind and record the behavior of men and how they live.

The beauty of the afterlife is said to be unimaginable. In addition, living conditions 

are similar to those on earth and include such aspects of earth life as homes to 

dwell in, paces to go, and friends to see. There are a so many places for learning 

and menta and spiritual growth.

Location of the Afterlife. For thousands of years people thought that the afterlife 

realm was somewhere up above the earth and that the soul ascended to this place 

after death. Evidence shows that this is not the case. According to modern afterlife 

research, the afterlife exists in the same space as the physical world. It is another 

dimension that overlaps with the physical pane. If we were to open our “spiritua 

eyes,” we would be able to see into this world. Occasionally, we can get a glimpse 

into it by happening upon a spirit from the other side. What separates the spiritual 

world from the physical is the fact that the former is a different dimension vibrating 

at a higher frequency.

AFTER LIFE

A 1998 movie by Japanese director Hirokazu Kore-eda, starring Arata, Erika Oda, 



and Susumu Terajima. The film has an afterlife theme about death and memory. 

The movie tagline asks, “What is the one memory you would take with you?" In the 

film, after people die, they spend a week with spiritual counselors who help them 

choose one memory. They describe the memory to the staff that works with a crew 

to film it and screen it at the week’s end. As soon as a person views their memory, 

he or she vanishes into the afterlife, taking only that single memory with them into 

eternity. In the film, twenty-two people, including an elderly woman, a rebellious 

high school dropout, a teenage girl, and a seventy-year-old war veteran, arrive in 

one week and are assigned to three counselors and a trainee. In preparation for the 

movie, H irokazu interviewed five hundred people, from a l walks of life, about their 

memories. These interviews are interwoven throughout the film.

AFTERLIFE COMMUNICATION

See After-Death

Communication.

AFTERLIFE EXPERIMENTS, THE

A book by Gary Schwartz (who is a so the co-author of The Living Energy Universe). 

The Afterlife Experiments documents groundbreaking scientific experiments that 

lend testimony to the existence of life after death. Session transcripts take the read

er into a controlled aboratory environment where contact with those in the spir

itual world is made. In these experiments, mediums and “sitters" worked together 

to establish a connection with the spiritual world, which they did on a consistent 

basis.

ACE OF SOULS

Metaphysica and New Age thinkers, as well as a number of spiritual groups and 

religious teachings, hold to the theory that human souls are immortal. According 

to some prominent psychics and people who have had near-death experiences and 

experienced after-death communication, people on the other side appear many 

years younger than they were when they were alive on earth. This is because in the 

afterlife people's appearance can regress or progress to their best age. This age is 

genera ly believed to be around thirty* years old. Popular author Dolores Cannon 

writes in her book Between Death and Life, “All souls have been around for the 

same degree. Some of us have chosen, for our own persona reasons, to incarnate 

into the body more than others. That is where they get the term old or young soul.” 

In an interview in the Internet magazine The New Times, medium Rosemary Altea 



writes, “I have seen young men twenty or thirty years old who had died at five or 

six.”

A KASH IC RECORDS

A spiritual library of knowledge, located on the other side. The Akashic Records are 

also known as the Records of Life. They are said to hold the history and experi

ences of ever)' person that has ever lived. They contain ever)1 word, action, deed, 

feeling, thought, desire, and intention that each individual has ever had. The 

records also give the account of every person’s soul journey. This journey would 

include their past, present, and possibly their future incarnations.

Prophets, mystics, and psychics have talked about the Akashic Records for cen

turies. Some claim to be ab e to tap into these records for information. One such 

example is the prominent psychic Edgar Cayce, who first brought the term Akashic 

Records to general society. Cayce claimed that while in a trance state he could re

trieve information from the Akashic Records for medica diagnosis.

Spiritual beings, such as angels, are believed to have privy access to the Akashic 

Records to provide humans with information needed to help with difficult prob

lems, and to answer questions on God, the heavens, and the future. According to 

ancient Judaic lore, there are heavenly archives that hold sacred scrolls; this is per

haps an old description of the Akashic Records. These heavenly archives are said 

to be looked after by angels.

AKH

In ancient Egyptian beliefs, the akh was the principal aspect of the soul of a human 

being or of a god. After death, the akh was believed to join the gods in the under

world. If the proper funerary rites were performed after a person’s death, then their 

akh would become immortal. It was these rites that prevented the akh from dying a 

second death. The second death meant the end of one’s existence forever.

ALIGHIERI, DANTE

Noted Italian poet (1265-1321). He is the author of The Divine Comedy (La com- 

media divina), a three-part narrative poem considered to be one of the greatest 

masterpieces ever written. The Divine Comedy is a vernacular poem in 100 cantos 

(more than 14,000 lines). In The Divine Comedy, Dante explores the condition of 

human souls in the afterlife by going on an imaginary journey through heaven, 

purgatory, and hell. The journey begins on Good Friday, in the year 1300, with a 



descent through the subterranean circles of hell (L’lnferno), guided by the poet Vir

gil. Dante's inspiration for The Divine Comedy is said to come from the Bible, the 

sixth canto of Virgil’s Aeneid, Aristotle's physical vision of the universe, and 

Thomistic philosophy. (Thomistic philosophy is inspired by the philosophical 

methods and principles used by Thomas Aquinas.) In Purgatorio, Dante struggles 

up the mountain of purgatory, reaching the earthly paradise at its peak. He then 

undergoes the purification that will make him fit for entering paradise. In the end, 

the protagonist comes face to face with God, thus achieving the greatest desire of 

al souls.

AL-JANNA

Al-Janna is the Islamic name of the spiritual world. In Is amic beliefs, souls trave 

to Al-Janna, which is believed to be a beautiful spiritua paradise. There are eight 

levels of Al-Janna, most with gardens of some form or another. There the devoted 

enjoy delectable food, abundant fruits, spring water, goblets of silver, and an exis

tence free from pain and sorrow. In addition, there are four rivers fi led with milk, 

water, wine, and honey. Male inhabitants are served by houri (beautiful virgins), 

who exist to serve their masters. It is a place of rest and refreshment in which the 

righteous live in the presence of God. Another version of the term Al-Janna is Djan- 

na.

ALLEVIATION

In the spiritual world, pain, suffering and illness as we know it do not exist. It is a 

place fil ed with love, where people are calm, content, and free of the illnesses that 

may have ed to their death or followed them throughout their earthly life. There 

people can think more clearly because the mind itself is sharper and is not clut

tered with the constant pressure of stress found in one's everyday earthly exis

tence. Most people that have crossed over and returned to tell what they saw on 

the other side have given accounts of a place of harmony and love. It is a place 

where the cares of the material world are in the past.

ALTEA, ROSEMARY

Internationally renowned medium, hea er, and best-selling author (1946-). She 

won international acclaim with the publication of her books The Eagle and the Rose 

(her autobiography), Proud Spirit, and You Own the Power She is also the founder 

of the Rosemary Altea Association of Hea ers (RAAH), a nonprofit organization 

based in England with patients worldwide. She is known as “the Voice of the Spirit 

World,” a title she obtained by traveling extensively around the world 



demonstrating that we don’t die and helping thousands make contact with their 

loved ones on the other side.

Altea was born and raised in England. As a child she heard voices and was able 

to see people who were deceased. Threatened by her mother, she told no one her 

secret. During the 1970s, however, she began working with a group of people who 

helped her develop her spiritual abilities. Today, Altea, along with her spirit guide, 

Grey Eagle, helps bring peace and joy to those who have lost loved ones by bring

ing messages of hope to those eft behind. It is her belief that we do not die, but 

are transformed, continuing on long after our physical death.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ELECTRONIC VOICE PHENOMENA (AA- 

EVP)

f\ nonprofit educational association whose purpose is to investigate and study the 

paranormal communication found on audio- and video-recording equipment— 

communication referred to as electronic voice phenomena (EVP) and instrumental 

transcommunication (ITC). Founded in 1982 by Sarah Estep, the organization is 

currently under the direction of Tom and Lisa Butler (since May 2OOO), authors of 

the book There is No Death and There are No Dead. Currently, its membership in

cludes people from over twenty countries who have collected pictures, recorded 

voice messages, and information from loved ones in the spiritual world who are 

trying to communicate with the living. Messages have been found on such devices 

as tape recorders, televisions, telephones, and video recorders.

The association seeks to assist in the understanding of this phenomenon by 

sharing experiences, ideas, concepts, and information with association members, 

as well as the general public. The association’s basic theory is that we are nonphys

ical beings that currently exist in the physical world through physical bodies. After 

the death of the body, we continue on into the spiritual world.

In addition, AA-EVP seeks to essen the grief of those that have ost loved ones, 

as well as find ways for us to communicate openly with the spiritual world. The 



messages received via EVP are thought by the association to be of nonphysical ori

gin. For more information, the AA-EVP can be reached via its website: 

iviviv.aaevp.com. See a so Jiirgenson, Friedrich.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR PSYCHICAL RESEARCH (ASPR)

The oldest psychical research organization in the United States. A nonprofit society 

located in New York City, it occupies a historica landmark building acquired by the 

society. It was founded in 1885 by a prominent group of scholars who collectively 

had the desire to explore the unfamiliar realms of human consciousness. The soci

ety's purpose is to advance the understanding of psychic and paranorma phe

nomena through research. Some of the topics studied that are related to the spir

itual worlds include telepathy, clairvoyance, out-of-body experiences, near-death ex

periences, reincarnation, surviva after death, apparitions, and mediumship.

AMPHITHEATER

According to severa people who have had near-death experiences, a large, spiritual 

amphitheater exists on the other side. It has been variously described as an “ethe

real structure," “made of crystal," and “brilliant." It is said to radiate multicolored 

waves of energy and be suspended in space. In appearance it resembles the am

phitheaters of ancient times. Love and music emanate from it. One account de

scribes it as having walls made of gold with jewels embedded in them. The am

phitheater is also said to be a p ace where life reviews are sometimes given.

ANCESTOR WORSHIP

The veneration of one’s ancestors. It is based on the idea that the spirits of loved 

ones that have crossed over after death possess supernatural powers. It is believed 

that these loved ones still have influence in the lives of the living and can be cal ed 

upon for assistance, special favors, and guidance.

Although it is not a universal practice, ancestor worship is found in various cul

tures at every level of development. It continues to be an important component of 

various religious practices in modern times. During ancient times, it was a minor 

cult among the Romans. The practice reached its highest point in West Africa and 

with ancient Chinese. It was a so well developed in the Japanese Shinto cult and 

among the peoples of Melanesia. In modern times, it remains an important 

component of various religious practices.

Ancestor worship in some cultures (such as the Chinese culture) seeks only to 
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honor the deeds, memories, and sacrifice of the deceased. This includes making 

offerings in order to provide for their we fare in the spiritual world. For example, 

items are often placed in or near coffins so that the deceased will have their be

longings with them in the afterlife. Even “spirit money” is sometimes burned as an 

offering to ancestors.

ANDERSON, GEORGE

An internationally acclaimed psychic medium (1952—). Dubbed the “Edgar Cayce of 

our time,” Anderson has he ped to bridge the gap between the spiritual and phys

ical worlds by connecting families with deceased loved ones on the other side. In 

addition, he helped pave the way for other mediums in a world full of disbelief and 

skepticism. In 1982, Anderson was the first medium to have a cable television pro

gram, titled Psychic Channels. In 1987, his book We Don't Die was the first book by a 

medium to become a bestseller. In 2001, he was featured in a television special 

entitled Contact: Talking to the Dead. In addition, he has worked with the New York 

Police Department’s homicide unit to help with unsolved murders.

Today, Anderson continues his work through private appointments, grief

support seminars, and various media, including television and books. His books 

include Our Children Forever: George Anderson's Message from Children on the Other 

Side; Lessons from the Light: Extraordinary Messages of Comfort and Hope from the 

Other Side; We Don't Die: George Anderson's Conversations With the Other Side; 

Walking in the Garden of Souls: George Anderson's Advice from the Hereafter for Living 

in the Here and Now; and We Are Not Forgotten: George Anderson's Messages of Love 

and Hope from the Other Side.

AN DR EASI, OSANNA

Italian mystic and visionary Osanna Andreasi was born in Mantua, Italy to Italian 

aristocrats Niccold and Agnes Andreasi (1449—1505). At the tender age of five, she 

reportedly began to have visions of the spiritual world that included paradise and 

divine spiritual beings. She even reported being held by God. At the age of seven

teen, after many spiritual experiences and visions, she felt cal ed by a higher source 

to enter into a spiritual life and became a Dominican tertiary. Her spiritua experi

ences included having visions of angels, Jesus, and God, and she fell into ecstasies 

whenever she spoke of God.

ANGAKOK



A traditional Eskimo shaman. The Angakok were believed to have had supernatural 

powers, including the ability to communicate with those in the spiritual world. 

When a person became ill, it was sometimes thought that the cause came from the 

loss of one's soul. Therefore, the help of an Angakok was sought. In order to cure 

the person, the Angakok would communicate with a deceased relative of the sick 

person. In addition, he was believed to be able to fly through the air in order to 

look for the errant soul.

AN CEL OF DEATH

An ange that escorts the souls of the dead to the spiritual realm. He is believed to 

come at death to take the souls of individuals away to the life beyond. Belief in an 

angel of death is derived from beliefs in the “gods of death” in the various cultures 

and early religions. In modern times, the angel of death is believed to mirror hu

mankind’s mixed feelings towards the subject of dying. For most people, death is 

still a difficult subject to come to terms with. The ange of death is the idea of 

death embodied as a tangible being. This being is portrayed in various ways, in

cluding an old man cloaked; a skeleton carrying a arge scythe and wearing a dark 

black cloak with a hood; and a skeleton dressed in a gown or a white buria shroud. 

He is often personifed as the Grim Reaper in Western beliefs.

In Hinduism, the angel of death is referred to as Yama or Yamaraj, which means 

“the lord of death.” Yama travels on a black buffalo, carrying a rope to lasso the 

souls back to his home, called Yamalok. Yama’s helpers are referred to as Ya- 

maduts. It is they that actually take the souls back to Yama ok. In Yamalok the per

son's life is examined, and his or her good and bad acts are recorded and kept by 

the god Chitragupta (the keeper of records of humanity). Chitragupta knows all of 

the deeds and behaviors of each individual on earth. From these records, Yama de

cides where the person will go in his or her next incarnation.



The ancient Greeks believed in Thanatos, the god of death. Thanatos performed 

al of the functions of an angel of death. He was believed to come to humans at the 

end of their lives and carry them away to the underworld.

In the Japanese tradition, there is Shinigami, the god of death or the death god. 

Shinigami is the personification of death. It is believed that the idea of Shinigami 

was brought to Japan from Europe during the Meiji period. In fact, the term Shini- 

gami is a recent term and means, loosely, “death deity.” It does not represent any 

of the Shinto deities.

In the old Slavic tribes, “death” was personifed as a woman wearing white and 

carrying a green sprout. If the sprout touched a human, they would go to sleep for

ever. In Islam, Azrael is the angel of death. In Judeo-Christian beliefs, Gabriel has 

been called the angel of death. In Zoroastrian beliefs, Mairya is the angel of death. 

The Hebrew Midrash speaks of an angel of death that was created by God on the 

first day of creation; this ange is said to reside in heaven. He has twelve wings and 

is full of eyes. As soon as the dying person sees him, they expire. In Coptic Church 

beliefs, Abbaton appears when it is time for a person to die and carries them away.

In a more modern account, the famed psychic Edgar Cayce met the angel of 

death in one of his many out-of-the-body journeys. During the experience, he 

recognized that he had actually made contact with the person of death. He was sur

prised to find that Death was not what he had imagined—the Death often shown in 

art and media as wearing a black cloak and hood and carrying a sickle. In actuality. 

Death, according to Cayce, was robust, with rosy cheeks and a fair complexion. In

stead of a sickle, he carried a pair of shears.

Is the ange of death real? It is more commonly believed these days that when a 

person dies and is about to cross over, they have an escort or guide. However, this 

guide is not a dark angel, or even an angel that comes to take the life force out of a 

human, as some have believed in the past. This is usually an angel or spirit guide 

(sometimes more than one) that the individual knows and has been with in the 

spiritual world before coming to earth.

ANCELOI

The last class of angels found within the angel hierarchy created by German 

philosopher and clairvoyant Rudolph Steiner. According to Steiner, the angeloi 

stand one stage higher than humankind. They are said to work directly with 



humans more than any ofthe other classes of angels. The guardian angels are said 

to be from the angeloi class.

ancel(s)
Ce estial beings that are superior to humans in power and intelligence. A 1991 

Gallup Pol revealed that 69 percent of Americans believe in angels, and 32 percent 

feel that they have had contact with an angel. The word angel means “messenger.” 

It was derived from the Hebrew word maiakh, which means "messenger"; the Per

sian word angaro, meaning “courier"; and the Greek word angelos, which also 

means “messenger.”

Belief in angels can be found in cultures and religions al over the world. They 

are believed to perform various services for people on God's behalf. In heaven, an

gels have many functions, some of which involve the earth and humans. But many 

angelic functions have nothing to do with this life or this dimension. The angels 

that we know of are the ones directly assigned to work with this realm. They gener

ally come to offer their help, guidance, and protection and to deliver messages for 

God.

In published accounts of near-death experiences, people often tel of leaving 

their bodies and meeting angels. These beings escort them to heaven, show them 

around the heavenly realm, and in some cases help them to understand why they 

should return to their life on earth. An example of one such account is found in the 

best-selling book entitled Embraced by the Light by Betty J. Eadie. In the book Eadie 

tells of leaving her body and seeing three men, whom she referred to as monks. 

These three men informed Eadie that they had been her guardian angels while she 

was on earth.

In addition, angels act as go-betweens for God and humankind, often going back 

and forth between heaven and earth. Angels are thought to be a necessary link be

tween God and the physica realm and are believed to escort souls to heaven.

According to ancient Judaism, angels in the highest realms help to f Iter down 

God's light and love to the lower-level realms that extend all the way down to earth. 

In addition, it is believed by many religions that angels assist in judging souls once 

the souls reach heaven. It is said that some angels he p determine who will enter 

paradise or heaven, and who will be thrown into hell (the lowest realms or dimen

sions). Angels are also sent from heaven to be guardians to humans on earth, 



helping us live out our lives, learn our lessons, and fulfi I our life’s missions.

While angels have so many duties relating to earth, it seems norma that they 

would a so have many more responsibilities relating to the afterlife. These duties 

include caring for people who have just died, bringing them comfort, escorting 

them through the tunnel and into the light, and comforting souls newly arrived in 

heaven.

Orders of Angels (also known as The Angelic Hierarchy and The Hierarchy of An

gels). According to Christian tradition, there are nine orders of angels listed in the 

angelic hierarchy. These include the seraphim, cherubim, thrones, dominations, 

virtues, powers, principalities, archangels, and ange oi. Ministering angels serve 

and assist God. They do God's bidding in the heavens and are sometimes sent to 

help those in need on earth.

Seraphim. Powerful spiritual beings of Judeo-Christian belief; thought to be the 

highest order of angels in heaven. They have been described as incorruptible, bril

liant, and powerful. They exist in the highest spiritual realm and, as the closest an

gels to the Divine, are in direct communication with God. It is said that they are so 

radiant that not even the cherubim and the ophanim (also ver)' powerful beings) 

can look upon them. If humans stood in their presence, they would be incinerated. 

They contro the motion of the heavens as it flows out from God. Their essence is 

love, and they are called angels of love. Through their purifying powers, they move 

humans to a love of God. They surround God’s throne, continuously singing the 

Trisagion, a song of celebration. The third of the Books of Enoch (26:9—12) says 

that there are four seraphim corresponding to the four winds of the world. They 

each have six wings, corresponding to the six days of creation. Each of the four 

seraphim has sixteen faces, facing in each of the four directions. Each wing is the 

size of heaven. The name seraphim is a combination of the Hebrew word rapha. 



which means “healer,” and ser, which means “higher being.” The seraphim are 

represented by the serpent, which is a symbol of healing. They are also referred to 

as seraphs.

Cherubim. Brilliant and mighty angels who dwel close to God in the seventh 

level of heaven, according to Judeo-Christian lore. They are the second highest 

order of angels in heaven. They are sometimes referred to as cherubs, but are not to 

be mistaken with the baby angels of the same name. According to the Books of 

Enoch, cherubim are majestic and very beautiful. The name cherubim originated in 

Assyria and is derived from the word karibu, which means “one who prays." Cheru

bim emanate a subtle vibration of knowledge and wisdom that they receive from 

God. They are a so the keepers of the celestial records, and are said to praise God 

night and day, continuously. In Islam they are called el-karubiyan, which means 

those "brought close to A.lah.” In the Near and Middle East, they were origina ly 

portrayed as might)' guardian figures. In Assyrian art, cherubim were depicted as 

winged creatures with faces of either a lion or a human, and bodies of sphinxes, ea- 

g es, or bulls. In the biblical book of Psalms (18:10), God is said to ride upon a 

cherub. In Exodus 25:18 of the Good News Bible, the cherubim are referred to as 

“winged creatures.” The Zohar (a primary Cabalistic text that's name means “The 

Book of Splendor”) states, “Come and see. When the sun sets the cherubim ... beat 

their wings above and stretch them out, and the melodious sound of their wings is 

heard in the realms above.”

Thrones. The order of angels ranking third in the angelic hierarchy. It was from 

the biblical prophet Ezekiel’s vision that the medieval scholars derived the class of 



angels known as thrones. The thrones wheel around the throne of God. Their ro e 

is to inspire confidence in the power of God. They are said to dwell in either the 

third or fourth level of heaven found in ancient Judeo-Christian beliefs (see Heav

en). They are also cal ed wheels, galgallin, erelim, arelim, abalim, and auphanim. In 

the third of the Books of Enoch, they are referred to as the ophanim. In the Jewish 

Cabala they are called merkabah.

Dominations. The fourth order of angels. They are known as the channels of 

mercy. They are in charge of merging the spiritual and physicals worlds. They are 

said to receive their assignments from God directly and rarely communicate with 

humans personally. They are variously called dominions, lords, lordships, kuriotetes, 

and hashmallim.

Virtues. The order of angels ranking fifth in the angelic hierarchy. The virtues are 

responsible for working miracles in God's name on earth. They also look after the 

heroes of the world, and those who champion for good. They also impart strength 

and courage to individuals when needed. The virtues are also referred to as the an

gels of grace, angels of valor, the brilliant ones, splendors, malakim, mights, and 

tarshishim.

Powers. The order of angels that rank sixth in the angelic hierarchy. The powers 

are said to be the first angels created by God. They are guardians of the passage

ways leading to heaven. They also act as guides to lost souls. It is the job of the 

powers to bring balance to the earth. It is because of them that humans are able to 

maintain ba ance within their spirits. It is also the job of the powers to record the 

history of mankind. They are also ca led authorities, dynamis, dunamis, and poten

tates.

Principalities. The order of angels that ranks seventh in the angelic hierarchy. The 

principalities are the guardians of al arge groups on the earth, including nations, 

great cities, religions, and large corporations. They are also cal ed princedoms.

Archangels. High-ranking angels who act as messengers to God. They are 

thought to be the most important mediators between God and mankind. The word 

archangel is often misapplied, as it is used as a generic term referencing all angels 

above the last order of angels (see “Angeloi (or Angels)" below). In the angelic 

hierarchy, they are just one step above the angels. The archangels are said to com

mand the heavenly army in an ongoing war with the forces of darkness. In some 



hierarchies they are referred to as the archangeloi.

Angeloi (or Angels). The ast c ass of angels found within the angel hierarchy cre

ated by German philosopher and clairvoyant Rudolph Steiner. The angeloi stand 

one stage higher than mankind. They work more with humans than any other class 

of angels. Guardian angels are from the angeloi class. In most other hierarchies the 

angeloi are referred to as just angels.

Ministering Angels. Angels who attend to God's immediate wishes. God is said 

to have ministering angels surrounding his throne day and night to do his bidding. 

According to lore, there are many hundreds of thousands of ministering angels. 

They act as messengers and mediators between God and humans. They are con

sidered by some to be a separate class of angels.

See also “Children and Angels” under Children.

ANIMALS

In many ancient cultures, animals played a arge role in visions of life after death. 

In fact, the mythologies of several ancient cultures held that when people died, 

their pets were waiting to guide them into the spiritual world. It is believed that on 

the other side there are spirit animals from the entire spectrum of the anima 

world, particularly those animas that are closest to humans in friendship, such as 

dogs, cats, horses, and even birds. In fact, animals not only reside in the spiritual 

world, but also carry their memory and feelings from the physical world.

A number of people that have had near-death experiences have reported seeing, 

touching, and holding their pets they had on earth, but that had died earlier. In her 

book The Other Side of Death, Jan Price documents her near-death experience, in 

which her dog that had died years earlier greeted her. Her dog communicated with 

her and even showed Price her home in the spiritual world.

It is believed to be the bond of love between humans and their pets that raises 



the consciousness of an animal, thus allowing the spirit of the pet to live on in the 

afterlife. It is the showing of love that he ps the animal to develop a personality and 

cause it to become separate and individua listic. In addition, some metaphysical 

anima experts think that every animal, like every human, has a spiritual body. 

Therefore, many of the animals that are extinct on the earth can be found in the 

spiritual world.

Some near-death experiences have said that during their life review, they could 

hear the thoughts and feelings of pets. Some psychic animal communicators hold 

that when an animal crosses over, their death experience is similar to that of hu

mans. At death, the animals drift upward and have the opportunity to decide where 

they want to go next in the spiritual realms. Often, they stay close to their former 

owners for a time before leaving. In the spiritual world, animals are on a different 

level than human souls. In addition, there are no physical restrictions and nothing 

holding the animals to any place or thing. Animals are able to reincarnate with the 

same owner or with others. Animals in the spiritual world also have the ability to 

visit their former owners and loved ones in the form of a dream or apparition. They 

can also, like other spirits, communicate telepathically. When visiting their former 

owners on earth, they may come around and leave physical signs. They may also 

sometimes bark or meow just as they did when in the physical realm. One woman 

reported hearing her deceased cat meowing in the garden while she worked. He 

later appeared at the foot of her bed (where he used to sleep) in the form of an ap

parition. The anima may show itself or make its presence known in some other 

way, such as moving an object.

Near-death experiencers sometimes mention animals in their descriptions of the 

spiritual world. Birds are often mentioned and seem to be of the greatest abun

dance on the other side. Some of the birds sighted include bluebirds, robins, and 

birds with “plumage.” Other animals that have been spotted include beavers, 

bears, deer, lions, monkeys, horses, tigers, and even squirrels. In her writings, pop

ular medium Sylvia Browne also mentions dinosaurs.

ANIMISM

Animism is the belief that all things—animal, vegetable, mineral, and human— 

have spirits. The term animism is derived from the Latin word anima, meaning 

“breath” or “soul.” Animism is one of humankind’s oldest beliefs. Its origin is 

thought to be the Paleolithic age. It originally meant the doctrine of spiritual 



beings, including human souls. From its earliest beginnings, it was a belief that a 

soul or spirit existed in every object, even if that object was inanimate. Each soul 

was believed to be endowed with reason, intelligence, and volition, identica with 

that of man. In a future state, the soul would exist as a part of an immaterial soul. 

The soul, therefore, was thought to be universal.

Animists hold that after death, the human soul stays on earth or travels to join 

the departed spirits of the ancestors in the underworld, also known as the Realm of 

the Shadows. It is believed that for eternity the human souls roam in darkness, 

feeling neither pleasure nor sadness. Some of the spirits of the dead may be called 

on to either help or bring suffering to those stil on earth.

ANKH

The ankh is one of the most famous and widely recognized images of all time. It is 

a hieroglyphic sign for life that looks similar to a cross, but has a oop in place of 

the upper arm. It is also a symbol of eternal life in ancient Egyptian beliefs. It is one 

of the most potent symbols represented in Egyptian art. Often the gods, as well as 

the pharaohs, are pictured holding the ankh. Placing the ankh to the lips or in front 

of the mouth was considered to be an offering of the breath of life—the breath that 

was needed in the spiritual world.

ANTON ETTE, J OS I AN E

Author, reverend, and healer (1942—). Born in France, Antonette began her spiritua 

journey alongside her grandmother on the island of Corsica (France). Her grand

mother at that time was active in the shamanic hea ing traditions of the island, and 

she initiated Antonette into the healing practices as a child. In 1964, Antonette had 

a near-death experience, whereupon she learned that she could communicate with 

the spirit world. During the past thirty years, Antonette has taken on a number of 

roles, including hospital chaplain, spiritual counselor, and university lecturer. In 

addition, she has taught classes on both spiritual development and death and 

dying, in the United States and in France. After so many years of experience, An

tonette is comfortable with communicating with the spiritual world, as well as trav

eling there either consciously or in dreamtime. She feels that she is a bridge be

tween the two worlds and aids others on their spiritual journeys.

Antonette is also the creator of the Bernadette Foundation, a nonprofit, interfaith, 

educational organization founded in 1982. The purpose of the foundation is, they



say, “to enhance ba anced, conscious living by assisting individuals to understand 

their spiritua nature and their common connection with al life.” Antonette’s books 

include Whispers ofthe Soul and Matters of Spirit. The books relay information 

about what Antonette has seen and experienced in her journeys to the other side. 

For further information, you may view her website, wu’u'.mattersofspirit.com.

ANUBIS

The jackal-headed god ofthe ancient Egyptians. His duties included watching over 

the mummifcation of a person and guiding them into the afterlife. Some occultists 

believe that the ancients at one time worshiped gods who came to earth from the 

heavens.

APOCALYPSE OF ZEPHANIAH

The Apocalypse of Zephaniah is an ancient apocryphal work credited to Zephaniah, 

a Hebrew prophet of the late seventh century BC and author of the biblical book of 

Zephaniah. In the Apocalypse of Zephaniah, an angel ofthe Lord escorts Zepha

niah through the spiritual world, where the prophet witnesses many amazing 

sights. These sights include a scene in the fifth heaven, where he sees angels ca led 

“ ords” and a soul in torment. The book also contains a fragment dealing with buri

al, scenes from above the seer’s city, a record of angels from Mount Seir and an

gels carrying off the souls of sinful men, an account of a heavenly city, and the 

story of an accuser and the angel Eremiel in Hades.

apparition(s)
An apparition is the unexpected sighting of a deceased person. However, there 

have been cases where people still alive on the planet have appeared as appari

tions, due to astral travel and bilocation. In addition, the term apparition may also 
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be applied to visions of angels, animals, and religious Fgures. An apparition can 

appear lifelike, transparent, or a combination of both, and generally vanishes sud

denly. Apparitions can be of the whole body or parts of the body and general y last 

less than a minute. If the appearing person has crossed over recently, then the ap

parition will appear more solid; if they have been away longer, it is more translu

cent. Apparitions of earthbound spirits will appear somewhere between solid and 

translucent.

According to some channeled reports from those in the spiritual world, it is not 

always easy for them to appear as apparitions. It requires a slowing down of their 

energy. The longer they have been away from the physical world, the more difficult 

the task of appearing becomes.

People who have crossed over into the spiritual world, but remain earthbound, 

often because of not being able to et go of the physical or because they feel the 

need to be here due to their loved ones, may appear as apparitions. These appari

tions are often referred to as ghosts.

Society for Psychical Research, Well-organized, systematic studies of apparitions 

started after the Society for Psychical Research (SPR) was founded in Eng and in 

1882. The SPR was soon joined in this quest by the American Society for Psychical 

Research (ASPR) and by smaller research groups and individual investigators in 

continental Europe. Scholarly journals were established to publish ongoing re

search as well as theoretica speculation and ferce debates. The basic idea of these 

efforts was to apply scientific method to data col ection, evaluation, and interpre

tation of psychic phenomena—an area that nineteenth-century materialistic science 

had ignored up to that time. See information about the ASPR's work on apparitions 

at u'wu'.aspr.com.

See also Bystander Apparition; Collective Apparition; Crises Apparition; Ghost(s); 

Haunting(s); Place-Bound Apparition.

APPEARANCE

Souls in the spiritual world appear much the same way as the people they were 

during their lives on earth. This is because the spirit body is a duplicate of the 

physical body. According to some credible mediums and higher intelligences, 

those that have had near-death experiences, and those that have had visions of 

loved ones in the spiritual world, the spirit person's appearance can regress to 
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their best age. Also, often a glow of light is seen emanating from the person, as if 

there were a candle burning inside them. The more spiritual the person, the 

brighter their light. In some accounts, people witnessing higher beings could not 

see these beings because the light that they radiated was so bright. Some reported 

seeing only a faint outline of a person inside of the light.

apport(s)
A term for a physical item that appears suddenly out of nowhere. These are consid

ered gifts from the spiritual world to the physical world, from a loved one on the 

other side to a friend or re ative on earth. Objects can differ in size, may be inan

imate or living, and appear none the worse from their journey from the other side 

to the physical world. Objects that have been known to appear as an apport include 

flowers, jewelry, and even live animals. In the early days of spiritualism, apports ap

peared, under most circumstances, in the presence of a medium that was per

forming a seance, and they appeared most often at the request of the medium. 

They have also been known to appear in situations of a haunting or in cases of 

loved ones from the other side attempting to relay a message to friends and family 

members. Some apports are thought to be created from a material called ecto

plasm. These items are thought to come in from another dimension or the afterlife 

realm itself. Many believe them to be fraudulent.

ARCHANGELS

See Angels.

ARCHIVES

Ancient Judeo-Christian scriptures tell us that there are heavenly or spiritual ar

chives with records containing the deeds and history of humankind. The scriptures 

also speak of specific books (or scrolls) that are read by God and that are protected 

and kept by ministering spirits. These books have become known as the heavenly 

archives. It is here that the Book of Life is kept. According to Judeo-Christian teach

ings, the Book of Life is the book in which the deeds of humans are recorded and 



from which God will read on Judgment Day. Al sacred works are for God’s eyes 

only. We know little about these holy records, only what the Bible and apocryphal 

scriptures, such as the Books of Enoch, tell us.

According to metaphysicians and New Age thinkers, there are spiritua records 

that are stored in great buildings in the spiritua realm. According to one account, 

the records are housed in what is called the Hall of Records, described as a very 

large spiritual library on the other side. These records are a so known as the 

Akashic Records. They are said to be a complete record of humankind's history. All 

of God’s spiritual family has access to them. It is a repository of knowledge, and 

information from it can be received psychically. It has been described as a library 

of the mind.

ARCHONS

A high-ranking order of angels. The Archons are guardians of entire nations. The 

Archangels Gabriel, Michael, Raphael, and Uriel are among the many angels who 

make up the Archons. In Gnosticism, the Archons are named as Jaldabaoth, Jao, 

Sabaoth, Adonaios, Astanphaios, Ailoaios, and Oraios. They are equated in some 

writings with the Aeons.

ARISTOTLE

Greek philosopher and scientist, and one of the most famous of the ancient 

philosophers (384-322 BC). Aristotle was a brilliant student in Plato’s Academy, re

maining there for twenty years and earning the nickname ‘‘the Intellect” of the 

school. He ater conducted his own school, called the Lyceum, in a spot sacred to 

Apollo in Athens. In his metaphysics, Aristotle argued for the existence of a divine 

being, which he called the Prime Mover, who is responsible for the unity and pur

posefulness of nature. He said the Prime Mover was a being with everlasting life 

and perfect blessedness, and who engaged in never-ending contemp ation. He be

lieved that God is perfect and the aspiration of all things in the world, because all 

things desire to share perfection.

AS A MAN DO

Asamando is the name of the afterlife of the Ashanti people of Africa. According to 

Ashanti beliefs, Asamando is a duplicate of an Ashanti village on earth, but life 

there is more perfect. In Asamando, there is no drought, and there is p enty of food 

for everyone. However, its spiritual occupants still have to do work, such as farm

ing and tending animals.



ASCENDED MASTERS

Enlightened, spiritua beings that ser/e humanity. They have the ability to leave the 

spiritual world at wil and go to the earth without going through the process of 

birth and death. In addition, they are beings that once lived in the physical plane. 

Ascended masters dwell in the spiritua world and have bodies of light. They have 

worked with humanity throughout the ages, assisting with the spiritua evolution of 

each person who strives to reunite with God. Beliefs in the masters can be found in 

Theosophy, the I AM movement, the Temple of the Presence, and Elizabeth C are 

Prophet’s Church Universal and Triumphant. In addition, there are organizations 

and channelers that communicate with the ascended masters.

ASCENSION

The evolving of one’s energy into a higher form. In religious and spiritual beliefs, 

the word ascension is associated with souls rising to heaven after death. In the 

modern era the word ascension is denned in a new way. There is the belief that 

some people ascend to a higher state of being and ater return to the earth to be

come teachers and healers as Jesus was. It is believed that the earth will evolve 

from the third dimension to the fifth dimension. During this evolution, there will 

be a great shifting in the earth’s atmosphere that causes climatic disturbances 

such as storms, great earthquakes, and other adverse conditions. Those who come 

back to teach after their ascension will prepare the people of the earth for the move 

into the fifth dimension. The angels are said to be working with the ascended mas

ters of the higher spiritua realms who are overseeing this change. One of the read

ers is the archange Michael.

ASGARD

See Norsemen.

ASPORT

A term for an object that disappears suddenly from a room. It is the opposite of ap- 

port.

ASSOCIATION FOR RESEARCH AND ENLIGHTENMENT, INC. (A.R.E.) 

See Edgar Cayce.

ASSUMED BODIES

A term used in referring to the bodies that some beings from the unseen spiritual 

world take on to perform their earthly missions. Angels are thought by many 



theologians and scholars to be incorporeal beings acking in substance, so they 

take on assumed bodies when they come to earth. Some have contended that these 

bodies are not real bodies at all, but visions of bodies that are incapab e of per

forming the natural functions of an earthly body. However, the Bible contradicts 

this thinking: In their assumed bodies, the angels ate and drank with the prophet 

Abraham (Genesis 18:1-8). In addition, there were angels who came to earth and 

had sexual relations with women, with whom they a so fathered children (Genesis 

6:2).

ASSYRIA

An ancient kingdom that flourished in northern Mesopotamia from the third 

millennium BC until about 6oo BC. Assyrians believed in a spiritual world that con

sisted of gods and an afterlife. They believed that the primary god was found in the 

great powers of the universe and personified in the forms and images of their 

mythical gods. Their chief god was Anu, whose name is the Sumerian word for 

“heaven.” Anu was the father and king of the gods. Another important god was 

Enlil, the air god and leader of the pantheon from at least 2500 BC. He later re

placed Anu and took on the titles of “king of heaven and earth" and “king of al the 

lands.” Ashur was the national god of Assyria. He was a god of war and eventua ly 

assumed the role of Enlil.

The Assyrians believed that each individual possessed a sort of semimateria 

spirit or ghost that survived physical death. When the body of the deceased was 

buried or cremated, they believed that the ghost descended into the underworld.

ASTRAL

The word astral means “of the stars” or “related to a star.” It refers to the subtle, 

nonphysical realm of existence beyond the physical world. The term astral origi

nated with either Greek or Latin. Initially it was used to describe the heavens of the 

Greeks and the home of their gods. Today the term astral has a much broader 

meaning. It is now used in terms of our spiritual body (or soul) and the various 



realms and dimensions of the spiritual world. See Astral Body; Astral Cord; Astral 

Plane; Astral Projection; Astral World.

ASTRAL BODY

The nonmaterial counterpart to one’s physical body; a so called the soul, spirit, 

etheric body, ethereal body, and in some cases the doub e. Other terms for the as- 

tra body include linga-sharira (Hindus), ka (ancient Egyptians), pneuma (ancient 

Greeks) and the spiritual body. It is an invisible duplicate of the physical body and 

the core of feeling and desire. It has been ca led “the vehicle of desire that gives 

persona feelings images, and emotions.” The astral body is capable of leaving the 

physical body and traveling independently to portions of the spiritual world, as well 

as other dimensions. This trave usually occurs during sleep. These travels are re

ferred to as out-of-body experiences, astral projection, and astral travel. The astral 

body is composed of astral material that is made up of energy. It is attached to the 

physical body at the naval, by a silverlike cord. It is said to be extremely brilliant in 

appearance, with colors of indescribable beauty. The astral body permanently sepa

rates from the physical body at death and returns to the spiritual world.

ASTRAL CORD

The cord that connects the astral body to the physical body. It is made of a nne 

substance and connects at the naval. Some people who have experienced astral 

projection claim that they have seen the cord. One of the cord’s functions is to en

able the traveling or projecting astral body to return to the physical body. It has 

been described as a kind of ethereal umbilical cord that is severed at death. The as- 

tra cord is also referred to as the silver cord.

ASTRAL PLANE

Another name for the astral world.

ASTRAL PROJECTION

The separation of the astral body (spiritual body) from the physical body, a 



phenomenon a so known as an out-of-body experience. Once separated, the astra 

body is then free to trave and transcend time and space, covering dimensions and 

great distances. In astra projection the person leaves the physical body and 

projects their spiritual body off the earth plane and into the astral world (also 

known as the spirit world and afterlife realms). Essentially, when astral projection 

occurs, one is experiencing being outside the human body while still conscious 

and alive. Astral projection differs from a near-death experience in that it occurs 

more often during the sleep state and can happen (though very rarely) sponta

neously. In fact, there are some well-known accounts of people who actually 

slipped out of their body without trying. Two such people are Sylvan Muldoon, who 

chronicled his experiences in the book The Projection of the Astral Body, and Robert 

Monroe, author of journeys Out of the Body. Some peop e, such as Oliver Fox, have 

the ability to project at will. Projectors claim that during an astral voyage, com

munication with other projectors or spirits is possible.

ASTRAL TRAVEL

Another term for astral projection. See Astral Plane; Astral Projection.

ASTRAL WORLD

Another name for astral plane. It is the area of the spiritual world that humans trav

el to after physical death. It is also a realm that humans can visit during sleep.

ATMAN

A Hindi word meaning “the true self.” It is the individua soul, the real self that 

continues to exist after one’s ife on earth is complete. In Hinduism, the atman is 

def ned as the life principle, the personal soul or self, and the individual essence. 

An atman is believed to be hidden in every object of creation, including humans. It 

is the immortal part of our morta reality. It’s the part of the individual that returns 

home to God.

In some New Age thought, the atman is the supreme and universa soul from 

which all individual souls arise. Some cal this supreme, universal soul God.

ATMOSPHERE

The atmosphere in the higher realms of the unseen spiritual world is said to be one 

filled with love and light. According to some who have had near-death experiences, 

it is permeated with God's love, which is felt everywhere and has been said to be as 

important as the air we breathe while on earth.



ATWATER, P. M. H.

Near-death researcher, visionary, and author (1937-). Born in Twin Falls, Idaho, 

Atwater is one of the origina pioneers in the study of near-death experiences. Atwa

ter herself has had three near-death experiences. Ail occurred within three months 

(from January to March 1977). In an attempt to understand her experiences, she 

began researching the near-death phenomena. She began by interviewing other 

near-death survivors. To date, she has investigated thousands of people who have 

had the experience and has written several books on the subject, including Coming 

Back to Life, Beyond the Light, Future Memory, and Children ofthe New Millennium. 

Other books by Atwater include The Complete Idiots Guide to Near-Death Experi

ences and The Big Book of Near-Death Experiences. Because of her vast knowledge on 

this subject, Atwater has served two terms on the Board of the International As

sociation of Near-Death Studies. She also has a background in hypnotic past-life 

regressions, dehaunting houses, and mediumship, and she specializes in several 

divinatory practices, including astrology, numerology, dream and symbol interpre

tation, and rune stones. More information on Atwater and her work can be found at 

www.cinemind.com/atwater.

AUDITORY COMMUNICATION

An after-death communication in which the deceased is heard speaking. Often 

when a deceased relative dies, they visit loved ones still on earth. They may come 

briefly and call their loved one's name, or they may come for longer and say a few 

wo rds.

AUGUSTINE OF HIPPO

Early church father, doctor ofthe church, bishop of Hippo (354-430 AD). Born in 

Tagaste, North Africa, he was originally named Aurelious Augustinius. Augustine 

was one ofthe greatest theologians in the history of Christianity and is considered 

to be one of the most prolific geniuses that humanity has ever known. He was a 

main influence on the development ofWestern culture and thought. His two most 

celebrated writings include his spiritual autobiography, Confessions (a detai ed 

http://www.cinemind.com/atwater


account of his conversion, addressed to God), and City of God. Augustine drew 

from his own experience when devising ideas about the spiritual world. To Augus

tine, God is a powerful majestic spirit. He completely rejected the popular view that 

matter is evil, believing instead that al God's creations are innately good since they 

reflect their maker. He believed that those on earth should emulate the behavior of 

the angels and taught that humans should spend more time in prayer, contem

plation, and worship of God, just as the angels of heaven did. He believed this to 

be the goa of all humankind.

City of God. A treatise by Augustine written between 413 and 422, considered to 

be his best work and hailed as a masterpiece. It is a large work: twenty-two books. 

The work itself has had a huge impact on Christianity, and some scho ars suggest 

that it not only influenced Christianity, but also formed the basis of its beliefs. The 

book began as a reply to the charge that Christianity was responsib e for the de

cline of the Roman Empire. Augustine produced a wealth of evidence to prove that 

paganism bore within itse f the seeds of its own destruction. In the City of God, 

Augustine offers his viewpoint of heaven: it is a city in which heaven and earth are 

separated by only the thinnest of veils. Augustine describes heaven as a perfect 

spiritua community, a paradise, where there is peace and ultimate satisfaction, 

with God at its center. He writes about Creation, the fall of Adam and Eve, and the 

advancement of human events since then. He concludes that governments and 

whole societies rise and fall, butthat God is continuous and never changing. Peo

ple should, therefore, consider themselves a part of God's heavenly home first and 

members of their earthly home second. This is because our place on earth is 

temporary; however, God's home in heaven, God's city, is eternal. Says Augustine, 

“These two cities were made by two loves: the earthly city by the love of self unto 

the contempt of God, and the heavenly city by the love of God unto the contempt 

of self.” 

aureole(s)
A radiant light that encircles the head or body of an individual on the other side. 

This light is said to be different from ight humans perceive on earth. It is a brilliant 

light, but not blinding. It symbolizes God's divine light and the deceased’s level of 

spirituality. The higher one is spiritually, the more radiant the light becomes. Some 

people are so radiant that even on the other side, others cannot look upon them. In 

his Divine Comedy, Dante Alighieri wrote, “They had their faces all of living flame / 

And wings of gold and all the rest so white that never snow has known such 



purity.” Beings of light, angels, enlightened beings, and ascended masters dwelling 

in the various afterlife and heavenly realms are often described with phrases such 

as “white as snow,” “like ightening,” and “shining ones.” These terms all refer to 

the brilliant light that these beings radiate. A variation of aureole is aureola.

AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINALS

Traditional Australian Aborigina societies share the common belief that hu

mankind was created in a distant time period referred to as Dream Time (sacred 

time). Dream Time refers to the spiritual realm. It represents the home ofthe gods, 

psychic messages, as well as spirits and ancestors. It is a place where time and 

space have no meaning. At death, the soul is believed to return to the everlasting 

Dream Time where it existed before birth. Upon returning to the spiritual world, 

each individual becomes a part ofthe ancestors who are believed to always be with 

him or her. The aborigines do not worship their ancestors, but continue to view 

them as rea people existing in another realm. They think of them as spirit guides 

who are forever watching over them and guiding them through life until it is their 

turn to join them in the spirit world, Bralgu. Bralgu is the afterlife in traditional Aus

tralian Aboriginal beliefs. Once a person dies, their soul is believed to be trans

ported in a magical boat to Bralgu. There each soul is reunited with loved ones 

who have previously died.

AUTOMATIC ART

Pictures and paintings created by a spirit through a medium; artistic expression 

without the control ofthe conscious self. It is a form of mediumship in which a 

person from the other side or another entity creates a piece of art through a phys

ical being to convey a thought or message.

AUTOMATIC SPEAKING

The act of a disembodied person from the other side (or some other being) speak

ing through a physical person on earth. It is a form of mediumship, as wel as a 

way of communication from those on the other side. The person involved in this 

activity is a willing participant who agrees to step aside to allow the individual from 

the other side to speak.

AUTOMATIC WRITING

f\ type of channeling in which a person produces written scripts, received from an 

unseen person in another realm, without the control of the conscious self. The 



unseen person can include people in the afterlife or beings from other higher 

dimensions who wish to communicate positive information to humankind. Auto

matic writing is the most common form of mediumship. The writing can be 

accomplished through the use of paper and pen or via e ectronics. See Automatic 

Art; Automatic Speaking.

AUTOMATISM

A term used for the various forms of communication used by those on the other 

side to contact those in the physical realm. It incorporates such practices as auto

matic writing, automatic speaking, creating automatic art, moving, and other forms 

of channeling. One who engages in automatic art or writing is known as an au- 

tomatist.

AVATAR

Found in Hindu lore, the word avatar, sometimes also avatara, is the earthly 

embodiment of a deity (human, animal, or even a mythica creature) and usually 

refers to an incarnation of God or his aspects, such as that of Vishnu. Avatar 

means “to appear,” "to descend,” "to take birth,” or “to manifest.”

AZTECS

American Indian peop e of centra Mexico. The Aztecs had a strong belief in an un

seen spiritual world. They believed that after death, the soul took four years to pass 

through nine intervening subterranean realms. Each realm was made up of some 

hazardous environment or dangerous terrain that the soul traveled through before 

reaching its destination. There were treacherous mountains, ravenous creatures, 

and cold winds. The determining factors for a person’s fate in the spiritual world 

were their social status and the manner in which they died.

Four of the realms corresponded to the four directions (east, west, north, and 

south). The most magnificent realm in the spiritual world of the Aztecs was the 

eastern paradise (also referred to as Ichan Tonatiuh llhuijcan, or “the Eastern Par

adise of the Sun”). It was for warriors who died in battle, sacrificial victims, and 

merchants who died during their business travels. These were considered honor

able deaths. It was believed that if a person died in a battle or a sacrifice, they were 

later reborn as a hummingbird, a butterfly, or some other winged animal that en

joyed honey. In addition, the souls of the east became companions of the sun. The 

western paradise (Tatnoanchan) was comprised of women who died giving birth 



(also said to be companions of the sun). It was believed that women who died in 

childbirth returned to earth as moths. The southern paradise (also known as 

Tlalocan) was for those who died from lightning strikes, drowning, and marsh 

fever. The south consisted of a beautiful tropical garden filled with friendly ani

mals, fragrant fowers, and blissfulness. In this paradise there was no sadness or 

tears. The north realm, ca led Mictlan, was the place where most people went after 

death. It is said to be a very' undesirable place.

The Aztecs buried their dead with charms and cremated dogs to assist them in 

their crossing over. The afterlife for babies and children in Aztec beliefs was named 

Chalmecacivati. It was believed to be an earthly realm, but void of pain and ill 

health.



B

BA

The Egyptian concept of the soul of a human being or of a god. It is believed that 

the ba inhabits the body during one's life, although it is not attached to the body. 

At death the ba leaves the body and joins the divine spirit. In Egyptian art, the ba is 

represented as a human-headed bird that eaves the body when a person dies. The 

face of the ba was the exact likeness of the deceased person. See Egypt.

BABBITT, ELWOOD

A noted clairvoyant and medium (1922-2000). Elwood Babbitt was born in Or

ange, Massachusetts, on November 26, 1922. As a young child. Babbitt could see 

spiritua people. For many years he could not tell the difference between a spiritual 

person and those in the physical rea m. In fact, as a child. Babbitt would play with 

children that were in spirit. He was even amazed on one occasion when he wa ked 

right through a spirit friend. Elwood also had out-of-body experiences beginning at 

a young age. He would go to sleep and awaken outside of his body able to see him- 

se f sleeping.

In a near tragic accident when he was just sixteen years old. Babbitt found him- 

se f in the hospital, where doctors had predicted that he had only a few hours to 

live. That night, his grandmother, who had passed on years before, appeared be

fore him, saying that he would be tine and that his injuries to his eyes, throat, and 

ears would heal. He then witnessed a large ball of bril iant glowing golden light that 

moved from his head though his entire body. The ball g owed and then faded away. 

He heard someone say the word peace. Afterward, he fel asleep. Babbitt left the 

hospital a few days later, leaving the doctors stunned. It was during this period that 

Babbitt realized that he had a spiritual mission. He became a trance medium who 

was able to speak with people no longer in the body. He became a communicator 

between the spiritua and physical realms and continued to do so for fifty years.

BABIES

See Children.

BABYLONIA

An ancient kingdom in southern Mesopotamia, famous for its richness and luxury. 

Babylonians believed in an unseen spiritual world that people crossed over into 

after death. In the afterlife, Babylonians believed that each individual possessed a 



sort of semi-material spirit that lived on after death. They believed that when the 

body of the deceased was buried or cremated, the spirit of the individual de

scended into the underworld. This spiritual rea m was a so nlied with a number of 

spiritua beings. Among them were the winged bull-men and spirit messengers 

called sukalli. Babylonians believed that each individual had a guardian spirit pro

tecting them. These spirits mediated between them and the gods. If an individual 

performed an unrighteous act, the guardian spirit would leave them. If the person 

repented, the spirit would forgive them and return. These beliefs and others found 

their way into the surrounding cultures and religions. Traces of Babylonian beliefs 

in an unseen spiritual world and its spiritual occupants can be found in Zoroas

trianism, where Babylonian gods and spiritual beings were turned into angels. Later 

those beliefs evolved and became a part of Judaism and Christianity’s spiritual be

liefs. The Babylonians considered the seven planets to be gods, and these gods are 

thought to have become the archetypal seven archangels. One notorious deity of 

Babylonian lore was Rimmon, the god of thunder and lightning. When adopted 

into Christianity, he became a demon of he.I.

BAHAISM

A religion founded in Iran during the mid-nineteenth century by Mirza Hoseyn ’Ali 

Nuri, a so known as Baha’ullah. It is the goal of a I Bahai followers to deve op spiri

tually. Bahais believe in an afterlife in which the soul is immortal and continues to 

exist after the death of the physical body. The soul, according to AbduTBaha (Ba- 

ha’ullah’s son, who became leader of the religion after his father's death), has the 

powers of imagination, thought, comprehension, and memory. At death, the soul 

is separated from the body and then begins a spiritual journey towards God 

through many realms of existence. Bahai followers do not believe in heaven or hell. 

Instead, the proximity to God is seen as a “heavenly state" and the distance away 

from God is considered as a state equal to hell. Because Bahais think God is 



omniscient and merciful, they believe that everyone has the opportunity for re

demption and that in the afterlife each soul will be dealt with in a just way. Bahais 

have no details about how God will deal with individuals. This is indicated in their 

writings, which say, “The manner in which the Supreme Being, in His Justice as 

well as in His Mercy, will dea with every individual soul is a mystery unknown to 

us on this earthly plane." Baha’ullah likened physical life to an embryonic stage of a 

person’s existence. He held that leaving the body is similar to being reborn and al

lows the soul the ability to embark upon a more enriching and freer life.

baha’ullah

See Bahaism.

BARDO

f\ term found in the Tibetan Book ofthe Dead and meaning the in-between state 

after death and before rebirth. It is a stage varying from seven to forty-nine days, 

after which the karmic body from previous lives will be reborn. Another name for 

the Tibetan Book ofthe Dead is Bardo Thodol.

BARKEL, KATHLEEN

A well-known British trance medium (1930-). She became well known for her work 

at the British College of Psychic Science, where she participated in healing ses

sions with her husband and had voice seances with her daughter. During her 

seances, sitters were able to receive apports that came in the form of pebbles. 

Barke's control (or spirit guide) from the other side was a Sioux chief that had 

lived eight hundred years prior. As he placed Barkel’s hand over that of a sitter, a 

beautiful pebble would materialize.

BARRETT, SIR WILLIAM FLETCHER

English physics professor and paranormal researcher (1844-1925). Sir William 

Fletcher Barrett was a professor of physics at the Royal College of Science for Ire

land from 1873 *° 1910- Barrett discovered Stalloy, a silicon-iron alloy used in elec

trical engineering and researched divining rods. In 1874, he began researching psy

chic phenomena, specifically mesmeric trance and physical psychic phenomena. 

He was specifically interested in the skills and abilities of those who claimed to be 

psychic, as well as the cause and effects of this extraordinary talent. Two years later 

he submitted his dissertation, titled “Some Phenomena Associated with Abnormal 

Conditions of Mind,” to the British Association for the Advancement of Science, 



and the paper was published by the association’s anthropological subsection. The 

article relayed Barrett's work with telepathy, and in it he said that the more fantastic 

aspects of physical psychic phenomena, such as levitation, could be attributed to 

hallucination.

In the early 1900s Barrett published a small book on deathbed visions. He was 

one of the first people to examine this subject. He noted in his writings that as 

people were close to death, they sometimes saw other worlds and saw and spoke 

to relatives and friends that had previously passed on.

BEDE (ALSO ST BEDE, THE VENERABLE BEDE)

Ecclesiastical English historian and Benedictine monk (672 or 673-735 AD). Also 

known as Saint Bede and the Venerable Bede. He authored the Ecclesiastical History 

of the English People, which was considered to be an important primary source on 

English history between 597 and 731. In this work, Bede wrote about the near-death 

experience of a man named Drythelm. The man died, but revived the next morning, 

giving his wife an account of what happened to him while on the other side—an 

account he ater shared with Bede. He told of seeing a shining angel, who showed 

him the terrible punishments of purgatory (a concept not yet accepted by the 

church as doctrine), which include ice and fire. In an even darker place, he saw 

worse punishments and spirits who bobbed up and down in globes of fre. Those 

of hell attempted to capture Drythelm, but the angel guided him to a pace filled 

with light and happiness. Drythelm wanted to stay; however, the angel informed 

him that the souls in that place were not completely saved, but were waiting to 

enter heaven itself.

BEING (S)

General term used to denote the various types of discarnate beings and life forms 

found throughout the many dimensions, including the afterlife. This list includes 

angels, ascended masters, beings of light, counselors, saints, souls, and spirit 

guides.

being(s) of light

Spiritual beings that give help in the afterlife. They are known also as spirit guides, 

guardians, and angels. In many near-death experiences, beings of light have been 

reported. These luminous entities have been described as beings made with beau

tiful, vibrating or shimmering light. Some beings of ight are said to be similar to 



crystal in color and transparency. Others are said to have the appearance of a shim

mering pearl or to be composed of white or yellow and exude an unearthly radi

ance. One was even described as having long golden hair. Often, the being asks 

the deceased person to reflect on their life, and the being assists the person with 

their life review. During this experience, the being of light acts as a guide to the 

individual, all the while showing kindness, concern, and compassion. In some 

cases the being of light is identifed as God, Jesus, Muhammad, or some other reli

gious f gure that the person may believe in. In other cases, the being of light tells 

the individual that they must return to the physica realm, that “it is not their time.” 

Some peop e are given the choice by the being of light: to return to their life and 

loved ones or remain on the other side.

BELANGER, JEFF

Modern American author and ghost investigator (1974-). He is the creator of the 

popular Internet website Ghostvillage.com, which he started in 1999 and which con

tains many of his writings on the paranormal and otherworldly activity. Belanger 

first became interested in the subject of the unseen world at the tender age often, 

while investigating unusual activity in a house. After graduating from Hofstra Univ

ersit)', where he earned a degree in English, Belanger honed his journalist skills, 

but al the while retained his interest and fascination in ghostly encounters and re

lated mysteries. Today Be anger is a prominent leader on the subject of ghosts, the 

supernatural, and the paranormal. He has also authored a number of books on 

these subjects, including The Ghost Files: Paranormal Encounters, Discussion, and Re

search from the Vaults of Ghostvillage.com; Ghosts of War: Restless Spirits of Soldiers, 

Spies, and Saboteurs: Our Haunted Lives: True Life Ghost Encounters; Encyclopedia of 

Haunted Places: Ghostly Locales From Around the World; Communicating With the 

Dead: Reach Beyond the Grave; and The World's Most Haunted Places: From the Se

cret Files of Ghostvillage.com.

BENEDICT, MELLEN-THOMAS

Ghostvillage.com
Ghostvillage.com
Ghostvillage.com


Artist and near-death experiences In 1982 Benedict died from cancer and then ex

perienced one of the most profound near-death experiences ever recorded. For an 

hour and a half Benedict was unresponsive and showed no vital signs. However, to 

the shock of many, he revived to find he was in complete remission from the can

cer. His body was hea ed. The healing was hailed as a miracle. During the hour and 

a half that Benedict was out of his physical body, he trave ed into a brilliant light 

and through a number of dimensions beyond the light. His experience is unique, 

because he seems to have traveled farther than most others that have had near- 

death experiences, even going farther than the void (also known as the outer dark

ness). In this experience, Benedict saw, in a holographic vision, earth's past and 

earth's future, the cosmic relationship of humans and earth, and humankind’s role 

in the universe.

Today, Benedict is bringing the world new scientific discoveries and is working 

very closely with the mechanics of cellular communication and with quantum biol

og}' (research on the re ationship of ight to life and how our biological systems 

work). After his life changing experience, Benedict considers himself a bridge be

tween the world of spirit and of science.

BENC

f\ people of West Africa; also known as the Ngan or Ngen. The Beng believe that 

when a child is born, it is a reincarnated soul. The Beng people believe that babies 

enter this world with spiritua knowledge.

BENNETT, TONY

American singer of popular music, standards, and jazz (1926—). In his autobi

ography, entitled The Good Life, Bennett writes of having a near-death experience in 

1970 due to a drug overdose. He writes, “A golden light enveloped me in a warm 

g ow ... I had the sense that I was about to embark on a very compelling journey. 

But suddenly I was jolted out ofthe vision ... I knew I had to make major changes 

in my life.”

BENSON, ROBERT HUGH

f\ celebrated English author and Catholic priest (1871-1914). Benson received his 

education at Trinity College, Cambridge, from 1890 to 1893, where he studied the 

classics and theology. In 1895, he was ordained a priest in the Church of Eng and 

by his father, Edward White Benson (the then Archbishop of Canterbury). While in 

life, Benson enjoyed a career that spanned a decade. He authored many nonfiction 



books, a series of twenty novels, and short stories. First an Anglican and later a 

Catholic priest, Benson was in popular demand as a speaker in Eng and and the 

United States.

After death, he authored a number of other books, which he dictated to his 

friend, medium Anthony Borgia. These books from the spiritual world include Life 

in the World Unseen, Facts, Heaven and Earth, More About Life in the World Unseen, 

and Here and Hereafter. With these books, Benson wanted to correct the teaching 

contained in the Christian-related books he wrote while living on earth. In his after

life books, he talks about the Orthodox Church and faith. He also tells of life on the 

other side and what existence is like for those who have passed on.

BERKELEY, CEORCE

Irish philosopher and bishop (1685— 1753). He is generally regarded as the founder 

of the modern school of Idea ism. Born in county Kilkenny, Ireland, Berkeley was 

educated at Trinity College, Dublin, where he became a fellow in 1707. According to 

Berke ey, God is the only other person or thing, other than souls, that exists. He 

believed that there must be a mind in which all ideas exist—that mind, of course, 

belonging to God.

BERRY, CATHERINE

English medium (1813-1891). Berry discovered her talent for communicating with 

those in the afterlife in 1864 after sitting with the famed British medium Mar)' Mar

shall. Berry's talents were witnessed by other mediums, who often sought her out 

to aid them in becoming more powerful. She was also gifted in automatic drawing 

and painting, as well as healing. In 1876, her book Experiences in Spiritualism: A 

Record of Extraordinary Phenomena Witnessed Through the Most Powerful Mediums 

was published.

BETH A RDS, BETTY

Internationally known psychic, mystic, spiritual leader, meditation teacher, and 

hea er. She founded the Inner Light Foundation in Petaluma, California. During her 

life on earth, Bethards aided many people in understanding and accepting the tran

sition of death. After having a near-death experience herself, she lost her fear of 

dying, realizing that death is nothing more than a continuation of our existence. 

Bethards crossed over into spirit on July 30, 2002. Books by Bethards include The 

Dream Book: Symbols for Seif Understanding, Seven Steps to Developing Your Intuitive



Powers, There Is No Death, Be Your Own Guru, Sex and Psychic Energy, Atlantis, Way 

to Awareness, and Techniques for Health and Wholeness. Her Inner Light Foundation 

can be contacted online at www.innerfight.org. Or you may write to: Inner Light 

Foundation, P.O. Box 750265, Petaluma, CA 94975.

BIBLE, THE

The word bible comes from the Greek biblia, which means "little books.” It is made 

up of sixty-six little books that were written over a period of 1,600 years, from 1513 

BC to 93 AD. Some forty men shared in the writing of the Bible, which is believed 

by Christians to be inspired by God. The existence of a spirit world actually perme

ates the Bible.

Old Testament. The O d Testament (Hebrew scriptures) makes up the first part 

of the Bible. The Old Testament scriptures speak of Adam and Eve as immortal be

ings designed to live forever on earth. However, according to the scriptures, they 

were issued death as a punishement for an disobedient act. Later in the Old Testa

ment are teachings about life after death. It was believed that all people (the good 

and the bad) after death went to a pace of conscious existence, named Sheol (al

though certain facets of Christianity consider Sheol to be nothing but a grave). 

Books of the Old Testament referencing good peop e going to Sheol include Psalm 

9:17, 31:17, and 49:14 and Isaiah 5:14. Scriptures referencing the bad going there in

clude Genesis 37:35, Job 14:13, Psalm 6:5, 16:10, and 38:3, and Isaiah 38:10.

The Hebrews (or Israelites) are told that communication with the dead is unlaw

ful and against God, that it is only God that they should seek for counsel. Neigh

bors of the Israelites, however, believed in life after death and believed that the 

dead could be contacted. King Saul of Israel went against the Hebrew belief of not 

communicating with the dead by contacting a medium (known as the Witch of 

Endor) prior to going to war at Endor. He sought to contact Samuel, a deceased 

judge and prophet of Israel, for counsel about the pending battle (1 Samuel 28). 

The medium saw Samuel c airvoyantly and materialzed him to the point where Saul 

was able to speak with him through her.

http://www.innerfi


The Old Testament book of Danie (one of the very last books of the Hebrew 

scriptures to be written) held the f rst definite ideas on life after death. Daniel 12:2— 

3 states, “Many of those who have already died will live again: some will enjoy eter

nal life, and some will suffer eterna disgrace. The wise eaders will shine with a I 

the brightness of the sky. And those who have taught many people to do what is 

right will shine like the stars forever.” In addition, the prophets Ezekiel and Isaiah 

reported having powerful spiritual visions.

New Testament. In the New Testament, John, the writer of the Book of Reve

lation, had a lengthy vision that involved g impses into what he perceived to be 

heaven. He witnessed thousands standing before the throne of God dressed in 

white. In addition, the Gospel of Matthew te Is how, on the Mount of Transfig

uration, Jesus talks with Moses and Elijah, both whom had been dead for a long 

time (Matthew 17:1-3). Jesus also made the statement that in his father's house 

(i.e., in heaven) there are many rooms—a comment denoting an afterlife in a spir

itual world. The most prominent New Testament account of a ife after this world is 

that of Jesus himself appearing after death to his apostles and his mother in an ef

fort to convey that he was not dead, but indeed alive in an unseen world.

BILOCATION

The appearance of the astra body in several places at once. This phenomenon has 

been reported for centuries. There have been reports from families and friends who 

were close to a deceased loved one receiving simultaneous visits from that loved 

one; those who saw the deceased were on opposite sides of town or opposite sides 

of the world, and both visits were completely real and completely unique. In addi

tion, bilocation can also occur when a person is astral traveling or having an out- 

of-body experience.

BINARY SOUL DOCTRINE

f\r\ ancient belief that a human being possesses two souls and that these two souls 

were in danger of separating at death. The idea of two souls can be traced back to 

the earliest days of human history. It was taught long before Christianity presented 

the world with the one-soul belief. Belief in a binary soul could be found in the first 

writings of certain cultures, peoples, and religions, including those of Canaan, 

China, Egypt, Greece, India, Israel, Mesopotamia, and Persia. In addition, the peo

ples of A aska, Australia, the Dakotas, Haiti, Hawaii, and MesoAmerica embraced 

this idea. The Manichaeans, Mandaeans, Cathars, and Temp ars also have teach

ings surrounding two souls. The Greeks referred to the souls as the psuche and the 



thumos. The Egyptians ca led them the ba and the ka. To Persia they were the urvan 

and daena. In India they were the atman and Jiva. China referred to them as the hun 

and po, Haiti cal ed them the gros bon ange and ti bon ange, Hawaii ca led them the 

uhane and unihipili, and the Dakota Indians cal ed them the nagi and niya. The an

cient Israelites referred to them as the ruah and nefesh. For more information on 

BSD, see The Lost Secret of Death: Our Divided Souls and the Afterlife by Peter 

Novak.

BIRCH, SILVER

A spirit guide who was once human and passed on over three thousand years ago. 

He is said to be one of the greatest afterlife teachers, with the highest credibility, 

and one of the most influential and wise spirit guides ever to contact the earth 

plane from the other side. Some of the books of Silver Birch’s teachings (a l pub

lished by Psychic Press) include The Seed of Truth, Teachings of Silver Birch, More 

Teachings from Silver Birch, Light from Silver Birch, The Spirit Speaks, Philosophy of 

Silver Birch, A Voice in the Wilderness, Wisdom of Silver Birch, and Silver Birch 

Anthology.

BIRD OF COD

See Birds.

BIRDS

Birds are associated with the flight into the spiritual world and the journey to 

immortality. They are also often associated with the journey of the human soul 

after death. Many myths associate birds with the arrival of death. Because of their 

power of flight, birds are often seen as carriers or symbols of the human soul, or 

as the sou itself, flying heavenward after a person dies. In addition, some cultures 

associate birds with birth, believing that an individual's soul arrived on earth in 

bird form. The mythological bird ca led the phoenix combined images of birth and 

death to become a powerful symbo of eternal rebirth. According to Egyptian eg- 

end, the phoenix burned up every five hundred years, but was then miraculously re

born out of its own ashes, so it was truly immortal.



The Flight of the Soul. There are numerous mythologies that link birds to the 

journey the human soul takes to the spiritual realm. In some cases the bird is the 

guide into and through the afterlife. For example, in Syrian beliefs, eagles on tombs 

represent the guides that lead souls to heaven. In Jewish beliefs, the dove is a soul 

guide.

The Soul. In some cultures, it was believed that the soul, once freed from the 

body, took the form of a bird. For example, this belief is seen in the Greek and 

Celtic cultures; both believed that the dead could reappear as birds. Sumerians 

thought that the dead lived as birds in the underworld. In one Islamic tradition, a I 

dead souls remain in the form of birds until Judgment Day. In Christianity, the 

dove is a symbol of the soul ascending to heaven. In Hindu myths, birds are sym

bols ofthe soul or forms taken by the soul between earthly lives. A Turkish saying 

describes the death of a person as “his soul bird has flown away.” In some cul

tures, due to their great size and strength, eagles represent royal or imperia souls. 

This is seen in the funeral traditions ofthe ancient Romans. The Romans would re

lease an eagle at a ruler’s funeral. As it rose into the sky, it symbolized the ruler's 

soul taking its p ace in the heavens. Ancient Egyptians believed that the soul could 

leave the dead body in the form of a bird, often a hawk. They built their graves and 

tombs with narrow shafts leading to the open air so that these birds could fly in 

and out, keeping watch on the body.

Bird of God. The term Bird of God is sometimes used when referring to the 



angels. Throughout history, birds have been a symbol for spiritua beings. Various 

birdlike beings can be found in religious beliefs around the world. In Russian folk

lore the Alkanosts, winged, birdlike female f gures, are known as Birds of Paradise. 

Native North Americans worshiped a god they referred to as Thunderbird: the eag e 

and the hawk symbolize him. In Etrurian beliefs there was Charon, the winged god 

of the dead. He had huge wings and a large crooked nose resembling the beak of a 

bird. He carried the souls of the dead to the underworld. In Judaic lore there was 

the phoenix, a bird who resides in heaven. It is charged with protecting the earth 

from the rays of the sun. In addition, the term bird of God is a term used in Dante’s 

Divine Comedy when referring to the angels. The task of this angel is to act as pilot 

of the ferry transporting the souls belonging to purgatory.

BLAKE, ELIZABETH

Direct-voice medium. Blake was a phenomenally powerful direct-voice medium 

from Bradrick, Ohio. The voices would come through often very clearly and in day

light, and would answer specific questions accurately. Blake was investigated by 

the American Society for Psychical Research to determine whether or not she was a 

fraud. As it turns out, the two men who interviewed her hailed her abilities and 

skills with communicating with those in the unseen spiritual world. In her ses

sions, Blake used a two-foot-long, double trumpet. She would put the small part of 

the trumpet to her ear and the bigger part to the sitter’s ear. This procedure gave 

the indication that the voices were actually coming from her own ear. The voices 

could be small as a whisper or very loud. Excerpts from a sitting with Blake can be 

found in the book The Psychic Riddle by Isaac Funk.

BLAKE, WILLIAM

English artist, supernatural visionary, and mystic (1757-1827). William Blake was 

born in London to James Blake, a prosperous London hosier who reared his chil

dren as religious dissenters. From childhood, William was able to see inside the 

spiritual world. He reportedly saw angels, famous people, and prophets. As early 

as the age of seven, Blake habitually saw a white-bearded spiritua person who he 

perceived to be God, peering in through his window. Afterward and for the rest of 

his life, he continued to see spiritua people and beings that were unseen to others. 

He reported seeing a tree filled with angels and angels walking amid haymakers in 

the mornings. However, Blake reported seeing apparitions of some very notab e 

people, even conversing with them on occasion. In some cases he would even 

draw portraits of them. Some of his remarkable visitors included the prophet



Ezekiel, Moses, Homer, Julius Caesar, Mark Antony, Dante Alighieri, Edward III, 

William Shakespeare, John Milton, and Voltaire. Because of Bake’s willingness to 

speak of his experiences, there were some that thought he was delusional. How

ever, those that knew Blake considered him to be honest and his experiences real.

When Blake's brother Robert was dying, Blake witnessed his soul ascending up

ward in joy. Later, Blake was visited by his brother, who brought to him infor

mation from the other side on how to improve on his engravings (his lifelong 

trade). Blake incorporated the technique into his work, and it he ped to make him 

famous.

Among his many exceptional creative talents, Blake enjoyed writing poetry. He 

felt that his writing was inspirited from spiritual beings. In addition, he was an 

automatic writer. He referred to this type of writing as “immediate dictation," in 

which he recorded information given to him by people from the spiritual realm.

For the most part, as evidenced by his great work, Blake was a spiritua person. 

He believed in the Divine, he believed in an almighty, he believed in an unseen 

spiritual world. However, he despised traditional religions, such as Christianity and 

Islam and their version of God, which showed the Divine to be controlling and 

disallowing humans to use their imaginations and explore their passions. Yet he 

believed his work to be guided by God's angels and credited his creative genius to 

them. In fact, B ake once wrote, “It is not because angels are holier than men or 

devils that makes them angels, but because they do not expect holiness from one 

another, but from God alone."

During his lifetime, he created a arge number of memorable drawings revolving 

around spirituality and the Divine, which included scenes from the unseen spiritua 

realm, the details of which he maintained were revealed to him by angels. Among 

his famous works ofthe spiritual world is a watercolor titled Jacob's Dream. In it an

gels can be seen ascending a winding staircase, leading souls toward heaven, 

which appears at the end ofthe stairs as a bright light. His other famous artworks 

include The Good and Evil Angels, The Meeting of a Family in Heaven, Elohim Cre

ating Adam, Satan Smiting Job with Sore Boils, The Simoniac Pope, A Father's Mem

oirs of His Child, What Gleams for Joy, and The Ancient of Days. Says Blake, “The 

man who never in his mind and thoughts travel’d to heaven is no artist." His 

books of poems, the texts of which he engraved and illustrated, were influenced by 



his unorthodox Christian and political beliefs and by such mystics as Jacob Bohme 

(or Boehme). He died in London, August 12, 1827, leaving uncompleted a cycle of 

drawings inspired by Dante’s Divine Comedy.

BLAVATSKY, MADAME

Russian medium, guru, mystic, esotericist, spiritua ist, and author whose birth 

name was Helena Petrovna Hahn (1831-1891). Historians regard her as the person 

that started the New Age movement. Born on August 12, 1831, at Dnepropetrovsk 

(Ekaterinoslav), Ukraine, Blavatsky was a woman of noble birth. She was the 

daughter of CoIone Peter von Hahn and Helena Andreyevna, nee de Fadeyev, a 

celebrated novelist who died when Blavatsky was a child. As a child, Blavatsky was 

raised as al noble young ladies of the time were. She was educated by governesses 

and instructed in art, literature, and music. She learned French, English (her native 

language was Russian), and piano, in a time when women still had no right to vote. 

However, from a young age Blavatsky stood out. Early on, it was understood by 

those around her that she was gifted with amazing psychic abilities. Some of the 

extrasensor)' skills displayed throughout her life included c airvoyance, telepathy, 

clairaudience, materialization, and astral travel. She was also extremely adept at 

mediumship. Her biggest accomplishment, outside of her writing, was the creation 

of the Theosophical Movement, also known as Theosophy. She started the Foun

dation of Theosophical Society in New York City in 1875. The society’s aim was to 

advance spiritua principles and spread knowledge of Eastern mysticism, which in

cluded such beliefs as reincarnation and karma. It was Blavatsky who brought 

many of the mysterious teachings of the East to the West. Her writings include Isis 

Unveiled (1877), The Secret Doctrine (1888), The Voice of Silence (1889), The Key to 

Theosophy (1889), and a host of articles. She also started magazines, including The 

Theosophist (1879) and Lucifer (1887).

bodhi sattva(s)
Spiritual beings in Buddhism sometimes referred to as Buddhas to be. Once mor

tal beings on earth, the Bodhisattvas have reached nir/ana, but have put off their 

own salvation in order to become emissaries of God. In their enlightened state, 

they return to earth to help humans. They act as healers, spiritual guides, and 

teachers. In addition, they act as guides for the souls of those who are near death. 

In heaven, they are privileged beings that receive al the rewards of those who have 

reached salvation.



BOOK OF LIFE

A book believed by ancient Jews and Christians to hold the good and bad deeds of 

every human on earth. It was said to be the basis from which God's judgment is 

formed. It was generally believed that after one's death. God will read this book and 

enumerate one’s good deeds in life. It was believed that if more good deeds than 

bad were found in this book, one would go to heaven; but if one's bad deeds out

weighed the good, then that individua would be sent to hell. Therefore, those 

whose names are found written in the Book of Life would escape God’s everlasting 

judgment. According to the Pseudepigrapha's 3 Enoch, God is assisted with the 

Book of Life (referred to here as the Book of Records) by Radweri’el YHWH, an 

angel who acts as the heavenly archivist. He is the angel who is responsible for 

maintaining the heavenly archives in which the Book of Life is kept. There is a pas

sage in 3 Enoch that talks about Radweri’el YHWH’s role, saying, "He takes out the 

scro I box in which the book of records is kept, and brings it into the presence of 

the Holy One [God]. He breaks the seals of the scroll box, opens it, takes out the 

scro Is and puts them in the hand of the Holy One. The Holy One receives them 

from his hand and places them before the scribes, so that they might read them 

out to the Great Law Court" (3 Enoch 27:1-2). See also Akashic Records; Hall of 

Records.

BOOK OF DEATH

In ancient Jewish tradition, in the spiritual world, there is a book entitled the Book 

of Death. It was believed that God kept the names of the unrighteous in this book.

BOOKS OF ENOCH

A pseudepigraphic work credited to the prophet Enoch, of biblical fame. The Books 

of Enoch are the lengthiest work in the Pseudepigrapha (a compilation of 52 Judeo- 

Christian writings that were not a part of the origina Bible). Scholars have con

cluded that the original collection was written either in Hebrew or in Aramaic. 

Composed during the second and first centuries BC, the Books of Enoch relay the 



prophet Enoch's out-of-body experiences in which he traveled to the spiritual 

realm. There he conversed with God and the angels, traveled through the spiritual 

realm, and visited seven heavens.

In the first heaven, Enoch saw “a very great sea, greater than the earthly sea." In 

the second heaven, Enoch was “transported on clouds that move" and witnessed a 

place where he saw the rebe lious angels. He also earned that two hundred angels 

rule the stars. In the third heaven, Enoch saw the garden of paradise and in the 

center, the Tree of Life, which was guarded by three hundred glorious angels. In the 

fourth heaven, “he saw egions of spirits, dragons, luminaries, and wondrous crea

tures such as the fabled phoenix flying around the earth.” In the fifth heaven, he 

“met angelic host,” the Egregoii (with the appearance of men taller than the giants 

ofthe earth) and the angels ofthe fall (that partnered with the daughters of men) 

bound for their transgressions for ten thousand years. In the sixth heaven, Enoch 

saw luminous angels with radiant faces. They revealed to him the motions of the 

stars, the phases of the moon, and the revolution of earth around the sun. In addi

tion, he saw archangels, phoenixes, and cherubim. In the seventh heaven, Enoch 

saw cherubim, seraphim, and thrones. In addition, two winged men on clouds 

placed him at the limits ofthe seventh heaven. From there, he could see a divine 

being from afar sitting on a throne. Enoch believed the being to be God. Afterward, 

the archange Gabriel came to Enoch to take him to the next place. In addition, 

Enoch saw what he believed to be angels in a specia building studying time, the 

seasons, ecology, astronomy and humanity. In the angelic classroom, a l ofthe an

gels were dressed alike and were being taught by the archangels. In addition, 

Enoch said the archangels kept records ofthe fauna and the flora found in heaven 

and on the earth. Other angels kept records of the seasons and years. Some stud

ied the bodies of water of earth and still others studied the fruits, herbs, and vege

tation that provide nutrition to the people and animals of earth. In addition, certain 

angels are responsib e for observing and recording the behavior of humans.

The books contain more information on angels than can be found in any other 

source. It includes the names of angels, their responsibilities, qualities, and per

sonalities. It lists the angels of hailstorms, wind, ightning, storms, comets, wind

storms, hurricanes, thunder, earthquakes, snow, rain, daylight, night, the sun, 

moon, and heavenly bodies. The books also give information on the fallen angels, 

their sexual re ationships with women, their corruption of humankind, Enoch’s 

unsuccessful attempt to act as mediator for them, and the foretelling of their



demise.

The experiences of Enoch described in the books are similar to near-death ex

periences found in the modern era, and the details closely resemble what others 

have relayed after visiting the spiritual world. The writings of Enoch were not in

cluded in the Old Testament canon because the early church doubted the author

ship of the books. The books were at one time well read by the Jews and consid

ered to be inspired canonical scripture by earlier rabbis.

BORGIA, ANTHONY

f\ medium known for his work involving Monsignor Robert Hugh Benson (whom 

he had known before Benson's death). From the spiritual world, Benson re ayed 

important information to Borgia regarding life after death. The information turned 

out to be six books, in which Benson gave detailed description on what humans 

can expect when they die and what they could look forward to seeing in the unseen, 

spiritual world.

BOSCH, HIERONYMUS

Early sixteenth-century Flemish Gothic artist (1450-1516). His name is taken from 

his hometown, Hertogenbosch; Bosch spent his entire career there. Little is known 

about Bosch’s personal life. Even the date of his birth is obscure. In addition, there 

are no writings from Bosch relaying exactly what his works meant or his thoughts 

on them. What is known about his training is but a guess.

By the time of his death, however, Bosch was an internationally known painter of 

spiritual visions who seemed to have an affinity towards hell, sin, and punishment. 

His art helped to set the mental image of the afterlife for people in his day, espe

cially that of hell. His art, during his lifetime, could be found in the homes of the 

wealthy and nob e.



Bosch's most famous painting is The Garden of Earthly Delights, a three-part 

altarpiece, cal ed a triptych. Its name comes from the rich garden pictured in the 

centra panel. The story of the painting proceeds from left to right; Adam and Eve 

are shown in the left panel of the piece; the middle part depicts sinful pleasure 

(earthly delights); and the horrors of hell—a dark, cold, yet fiery vision—are de

picted on the right. Two other famous paintings by Bosch feature angels: The En

trance to Heaven and The Last Judgment.

BRIDGES

In folklore and mythology bridges are often associated with the roads the dead 

travel to reach the afterlife. These paths are frequently referred to as "bridges of 

souls.”

BRINKLEY, DANNION

Near-death experiencer and author (1950—). His story is one of miracles, heavenly 

revelations, and newly found psychic powers.

The best-selling book Saved by the Light recounts Brinkley's first extraordinary 

near-death experience. On September 17, 1975, Brinkley died after being struck by a 

bolt of ightning during a thunderstorm, as he talked on the telephone. The bolt of 

lightning sent thousands of volts of electricity through his body, tossing him sev

eral feet into the air. Twentyeight minutes later, he woke up in the morgue with a 

sheet draped over his body. In those twenty-eight minutes Brinkley had a profound 

near-death experience. During the experience, he remembers being out of his body 

and watching loved ones and medics as they attempted to revive him. He tells of 

traveling through a dark tunnel toward a spirit being, visiting a crystal city, and 

going before thirteen angelic instructors in what Brinkley describes as a "cathedral 

of knowledge.” There the angels shared revelations with him about humankind's 

future.

In 19S9, after his damaged heart stopped during an illness, he had a second 

near-death experience, which reunited him with his angelic instructors. This time, 

they told him that he was to use his new psychic gifts to help the dying. Since that 

time, he has dedicated his life to working with the sick and elderly and teaching 

people not to fear death. Through his lecture tours, books, and workshops, he has 

reached millions. Today he is considered an expert on the subject of grief and be

reavement. Says Brinkley, "We are not human beings here for a spiritual expe

rience, but spiritua beings here for a human experience.” He is also the author of a 



second bestsei er. At Peace in the Light. See Saved by the Light.

BRITTEN, EMMA HARDINGE

Spiritualist, gifted medium, and inspirational speaker (1823-1899). Emma 

Hardinge Britten was born in the East End of London, the daughter of Captain 

Floyd, a seafarer. At an early age, Britten was recognized as a talented musician, 

singer, and elocutionist. As early as eleven years old, she was earning a living as a 

musica instructor. Her musical talents led her to acquire a contract with a theater 

company in 1856, in America. There she performed on Broadway and elsewhere in 

New York City. It was there that she met Ada Hoyt, who converted her to a belief in 

spiritualism and also helped develop her into a medium and public lecturer. Her 

mediumistic talents included automatic writing, psychometry, healing, and prophe

cy. She was also well received as a great speaker. In one famous case the member 

of a famous sunken mail steamer (the Pacific) spoke through her while she was in 

trance and gave a detailed account of what ensued during the tragedy. Because of 

this story, the owners of the Pacific threatened litigation. However, the story told 

through Britten proved accurate. In 1865 Britten returned home to Eng and, where 

she spent the next four years. It wasn't until 1869 that she returned to New York in 

order to confer with publishers regarding a book she was in the process of writing. 

During that trip over from England, she met William Britten, whom she later mar

ried. She ater became known for her work as an advocate of spiritualism and even

tually became the most famous chronicler of the spiritua ist movement.

BROWN, ROSEMARY

A British medium (1916-2001). Brown became well known for her talents of chan

neling music and art from the spiritual world. She was a middle-aged London 

housewife when she began to be contacted by the spirits of history's most famous 

composers, including Bach, Ludwig van Beethoven, Johannes Brahms, Frederic 

Chopin, Claude Debussy, Edvard Grieg, Franz Liszt, Sergei Rachmaninov, Franz 

Schubert, and Robert Schumann. She was able to clearly see and hear them. She



received from them dictations of new compositions that they had written in the 

spiritual world.

Brown wrote in her autobiography, titled Unfinished Symphonies, that when she 

was seven years old, an elderly man with long white hair and dressed in a black 

gown appeared to her. This man turned out to be the great Hungarian composer 

Franz Liszt. He said that he would be working with her when she became an adult. 

She described the experience of channeling as losing control of her hands and 

someone else guiding them. She was even able to give pieces of information about 

the composers from which she channeled. She said that Liszt made the arrange

ments for the other composers to come through. Chopin would instruct her on 

what notes he wanted her to play and forced her fingers onto the correct keys. Both 

Bach and Beethoven had her sit and take dictation. Schubert attempted to sing his 

compositions. As a result. Brown spent many tireless hours working with her spirit 

friends and transcribed hundreds of compositions. Each piece is said to have the 

style of the composer that wrote it. Brown wrote three books on her channeling: 

Unfinished Symphonies (1971), Immortals at My Elbow (1974), and Look Beyond 

Today (1986). She recorded some ofthe channeled pieces on an album titled The 

Rosemary Brown Piano Album.

Brown would also draw waterco ors, charcoals, and oil prints from dead artists; 

write poems from deceased poets; write down equations from Albert Einstein, give 

philosophical statements from Bertrand Russel ; recount psychological obser

vations from Carl Jung; and even channeled and published a play from George 

Bernard Shaw. She received spiritua visits from other notables including William 

Shakespeare and Vincent Van Gogh. These visits, she said, proved that there is in

deed life after death.

BROWNE, SYLVIA

World-renowned psychic, medium and spiritual eader (1936-). Known for her 

exceptional psychic abilities, Browne has appeared on numerous television shows 

and other media, and teaches and lectures on the afterlife and paranormal topics, 

often with the aid of her spirit guide, Francine. In 1974 Browne created the Nirvana 

Foundation for Psychic Research, a nonprofit organization now known as Society 

of Novus Spiritus, which means "new spirit." The organization is based upon a 

Christian Gnostic theology. Since that time, Browne has aided thousands of people 

through her books, lectures, website, and teachings. It is Browne's aspiration to 



prove that the human soul survives death, that God is a real and loving being, and 

that there is a divine plan to our lives. She is the author ofJourney of the Soul; Con

versations with the Other Side; Astrology Through the Eyes of a Psychic; Adventures of a 

Psychic; God, Creation, and Tools for Life; Life on the Other Side: A Psychic's Tour of the 

Afterlife; and the best-selling The Other Side and Back: A Psychic's Guide to Our 

World and Beyond. Browne has appeared on national television on such shows as 

Unsolved Mysteries, In Search Of That's Incredible, and the Montel Williams Show. 

She has a so starred in the hour-long CBS special Haunted Lives, been a guest on 

the Larry King Live show, and had two pay-per-view specials in 1999 and 2OOO. To 

learn more of Browne and her work, see www.sylvia.org.

BRUBAKER, DON

Author of the popular near-death experience book titled Absent from the Body: One 

Man’s Clinical Death. Clinically dead for forty-five minutes after a heart attack, 

Brubaker left his body and journeyed to the unseen spiritual world. During this pe

riod, he witnessed the magnificence of heaven as we I as the darker realms. 

Brubaker returned to tel of his journey into life after death and his life experience 

since that time. The book recounts his life leading up to his experience and after.

BUILDINGS (IN THE SPIRITUAL WORLD)

See Amphitheater.

BURMA

See Nats.

BUSEY, CARY

Hollywood actor, Oscar nominee, and near-death experiencer (1944—). In 19SS, in 

Culver City, California, Busey nearly died in a motorcycle accident. An avid Harley 

rider, Busey was going between forty and fifty miles per hour when he hit a patch of 

gravel, which caused him to lose control of his bike. He crashed and was thrown 

from his bike, slamming into a curb headfirst. Not wearing a helmet at the time, he 

cracked his skull, nearly dying. While in surgery, he had a near-death-experience. 

He witnessed angels in the form of large, golden orbs of light, exuding uncondi

tional love. As a result of his experience, he altered his lifesty e becoming a more 

spiritua individual. He now talks about personal rebirth and near death experi

ences, and is an advocate for wearing motorcycle helmets.

BYSTANDER APPARITION

http://www.sylvia.or


An apparition that appears to a person other than the one meant to see it. The ap

parition appears to the third party presumably to alert the intended, often a loved 

one, to their presence as proof of their survival of death.



c

CAMPBELL BROTHERS

Allen B. Campbell (1833-1919) and Charles Shourds (d. 1926). The Campbell 

brothers, as they were known, were mediums that used slate writing and spirit type

writing. However, they became famous for their spirit portraits and paintings in 

pastels and oils.

CANNON, DOLORES

Past-life regressionist, hypnotherapist, psychic researcher, and owner of Ozark 

Mountain Publishing in Arizona (1931—). Cannon specializes in the recovery of lost 

knowledge. During the course of her work, she has amassed a arge amount of 

information about the unseen realms and dimensions, taken from her years of hyp

notic research as well as work in past-life therapy. In addition, she is also the 

world’s leading expert on Nostradamus and his prophecies.

Cannon has written a number of popular books, including Conversations With 

Nostradamus, Volume II; Conversations With Nostradamus, Volume III; Conversations 

With Nostradamus, Volume VI; The Custodians; Jesus and the Essenes; They Walked 

with Jesus; Keepers of the Carden; The Legend of Starcrash; Legacy from the Stars; A 

Soul Remembers Hiroshima; The Convoluted Universe, Book One; The Convoluted Uni

verse, Book Two; and The Convoluted Universe, Book Three.

Her book Between Death and Life: Conversations with a Spirit offers an incredible 

amount of information about the spiritual world, covering such topics as levels of 

existence, spirit guides, guardian angels, ghosts, walkins, heaven and hell, and God 

and the devil. Among its other compelling information is the assertion that the 

spirit can leave the body immediately before death to reduce pain. Also, there is a 

silver cord that ties the spirit to the physica body. In addition, it is wrong to com

mit suicide, and committing suicide is an error that can take many lives to correct. 

Regardless of the incredible variations in the past lives of the many patients she 

has regressed, the information they’ve given on the period between lives is 



consistent with one another. Between Death and Life presents sound evidence that 

regression memories can provide information about the other side of death.

CARRINGTON, HE REWARD

Author and psychic researcher (1880-1958). By the mid 1920s Carrington had writ

ten many books about psychic phenomena. He wrote two books with Sylvan Mul

doon on the subject of astral projection. The first. The Projection of the Astral Body, 

was mainly an account of Muldoon’s own experiences. The second, The Phe

nomena of Astral Projection, contained a col ection of cases.

CASUAL BODY

Indian spiritual beliefs inform us that the human being is made up of three bodies. 

These include the physica body, the astra body and the casua body, or body of 

light. It is the source of each personality that incarnates in each lifetime, causing 

the personality to be and to exist. The causa body asts throughout one’s incar

nations. When an incarnation is finished, the causal body reabsorbs the personality 

the person had during that lifetime. The causal body exists for many millions of 

years, as a person journeys through many incarnations. Once the incarnation cycle 

is comp ete, the causal body disappears. Humans that are liberated from the cycle 

of rebirth discard the causal body and move on to the higher realms. The causal 

body is seen as a brilliant ball of energy and ight. Animals do not have a causal 

body.

CAUSAL PLANE

A high spiritual level of existence. The causal plane is said to be located directly 

above the astral plane.

CAYCE, EDGAR

One of America's greatest psychics (1877-1945). Born in Hopkinsvil Ie, Kentucky, 

Cayce began his amazing journey at the age of twenty-four when he discovered that 



he had psychic abilities. Having ost his voice due to a cold and finding no relief 

from traditiona medicines, Cayce visited a hypnotist in an effort to find relief. 

While under hypnosis, Cayce discovered a treatment for his throat. He also found 

that he could diagnose other people's illnesses and prescribe treatments for them 

in the same unique way. This was the beginning of a long life assisting and diag

nosing the ailments of others. Cayce astounded doctors with his ability to diagnose 

and give treatment to people who sometimes lived hundreds of mi es away.

While under hypnosis, Cayce found that he had the ability to leave his body and 

visit the spiritua world. One place in particular that he visited was the realm hold

ing the Akashic Records, a vast spiritual library that holds answers to many of life's 

mysteries.

In his lifetime, Cayce had more out-of-body experiences—a total of 14,000— 

than anyone ever known. Cayce’s treatments, out-of-body experiences, and predic

tions are recorded in his extensive collection of books, which cover a huge range of 

topics, including the subject of spiritua realms.

In 1931 Cayce founded the Association for Research and Enlightenment (ARE). It 

is a not-for-profit organization that researches and examines a number of spiritual 

topics, including ancient mysteries, dreams, philosophy, and reincarnation, among 

others. Cayce's readings have been preserved to assist others with similar medical 

or personal problems. For further information on howto obtain Edgar Cayce read

ings, books, and more, contact the ARE through its website: ivww.edgarcavce.org.

CELTS

In Celtic beliefs, the unseen spiritual world was referred to as the “other world" or 

“underworld." It was believed to be either underground or an island in the sea. 

There were various theories and ideas about the underworld. It was believed by 

some to be a great misty island, such as Ava on or Tir Na Nog. It was known by 

many names, including the Land of the Living, Delightful Plain, and Land of the 

Young. Celts believed that in this world there was no illness, old age, or death. 

There the inhabitants were eternally happy. Others thought it to be a universe par- 

al el to our own, closely resembling the physical world except that everything there 

was peaceful and harmonious. In a second belief, some Celts thought that after a 

series of rebirths, in which a different inborn evil is purged in each, the perfected 

soul is at last et into Gwenved, the White Place, where one can experience great 



rest as we I as earthly pleasures.

CHANNELER

A person through which a person from the unseen spiritual world communicates 

information. People from the other side communicating information may be spirit 

guides, ascended masters, angels, beings of-light, famous people from history', and 

a loved one’s friends and relatives that have crossed over.

Often deceased relatives and friends have information that they would like to 

share from the other side, but have no clear means of doing so. The channeler 

serves as an intermediary for a deceased person that would like to relay infor

mation to a still-living loved one. The information and scenarios can vary. The per

son that has passed on may want to convey that they are alive in spirit and still with 

the living individual even though they cannot be seen. In some cases, the deceased 

may share information regarding a will or a murder.

In addition, angels and spirit guides may have some information to share with a 

person, a group of people, or humanity as a whole, and will communicate infor

mation through a medium or channeler. These messages are usua ly of a spiritua 

nature and offer he p and guidance to humankind. In recent years, there has been a 

steady increase in the amount of people who are coming forth as channels for 

those in other realms. The receiving of these messages are referred to as chan

neling.

See also Automatic Art; Automatic Speaking; Automatic writing.

CHANNELING

See Channeler.

CHAPMAN, GEORGE

Modern British trance medium and healer (1921-2006). He was given the Spiri

tualist of 1975 Award, an honor bestowed on him by prominent healer Harry Ed

wards (the leading hea er in the UK from the 1940s until his death in 1976).

Born in 1921 in Bootle, a town within the Metropolitan Borough of Sefton, in 

Merseyside, Eng and. Chapman was raised by his grandparents after the death of 

his mother when he was five years old. For the first twenty-five years of his life. 

Chapman did not experience any psychic or mediumistic episodes. It was after his 

marriage in 1944, when he and his wife, Margaret, ost a four-week-old baby 



daughter, that Chapman first sought to find answers to the age-old question of lire 

after death. After failing to find answers in religion, Chapman had an experience 

that changed his life forever.

While working as a fire officer in 1946, he began spending his free time between 

fire calls using an upturned glass and alphabet, which mysteriously began spelling 

out information. After experimenting with this communication method for a time, 

Chapman established that the messages he was receiving were valid. At one riv

eting point, he discovered that he was receiving messages from his deceased 

mother. He later learned that she was ooking after their infant daughter on the 

other side. He continued his interest in mediumship and was known to practice 

three hours a day. During this time, he was able to leave his body and make con

tact with both his mother and daughter on the other side.

One important moment of his trance-mediumship career was when Chapman 

met his guide. The guide's name was Dr. William Lang. Lang apparently had been 

commissioned in the spiritual world to assist Chapman in his trance work. Lang 

brought Chapman the news that he was also a hea er. In addition. Chapman was 

able to verify who Lang was through information that Lang had provided him. 

Chapman, a ong with his guide, soon became famous for their healing abilities and 

received healing requests from abroad. He founded clinics in several locations 

abroad including Germany, Switzerland, Spain, and the United States. He became 

known as England's mosttrave ed healer.

CHARON

Winged god of the dead in Etrurian be iefs. He was the son of Erebus, the god of 

darkness, and Nyx, goddess of the night. He had huge wings and a large crooked 

nose resembling the beak of a bird. He carried the souls of the dead to Hades and 

was the overseer of the cities of the underworld.

CHERUBIM

See Angels.

CH!

See China, “Chi.”

CHILD EXPERIENCER

A term for a child that has had a near-death experience.



CHILDREN

In the spiritual world, there are no babies or small children, unless specific souls 

choose to remain in these forms. Souls have a choice of appearance once they are 

on the other side and may for a time choose to remain in the same form that they 

had on earth when they died. This means that if they died as a child, they may 

choose to remain in this form for a while. The aging process is different in the spir

itual world than it is on the physical plane. In the spiritual world, the aging process 

depends on the wants and needs of each individual soul.

All souls have been in existence from the beginning of time. There are young and 

old souls in the spirit world, but this categorizing of souls is based on their experi

ences on earth (or otherworlds). Therefore, a young soul is someone who has not 

had much experience incarnating, and old or advanced souls have incarnated sev

eral times, gaining experience, knowledge, and wisdom a ong the way.

The spirit becomes a baby when it chooses to enter life in the physical. In meta

physics it is thought that miscarried babies or babies who live for a short time after 

birth are teaching essons or fulfilling a purpose that those around them are not 

aware of. Their deaths provide lessons and challenges that help the people around 

them to grow. It is believed that souls decide to incarnate briefy based on their free 

will and are fully aware ofthe mission before incarnating. Souls sometimes incar

nate into the physical body of a baby for only a short period of time in order to aid 

in teaching a esson that will help the parents or siblings grow spiritually. They may 

also choose to incarnate for only a short period in order to complete a karmic task. 

For example, they may need to complete a karmic timeline because their previous 

life was cut short by suicide. Once souls fulfill their purpose on earth, they leave 

their physical body and return to the spiritual world, where they will immediately re

turn to maturity.

Children and Angels. Children are believed to receive visitations from angels 

more often than adults. This is thought to be due to their innocence and also their 

openness. Some believe this relationship with the angels begins in the womb. Ac

cording to Judaic lore, as a baby is growing inside ofthe mother’s womb, an angel 

instructs it on the wisdom of the Torah. Just before the child is born, an angel 

touches the mouth ofthe baby, so that it will forget what it learned. However, the 

impression of the wisdom is said to remain with the child during its earthly life.



Children are also thought to receive more angelic protection because they are so 

young and careless. As they grow and are better ab e to look after themselves, they 

require less angelic protection. It is believed that when they are very little, they have 

many guardian angels. In Catholicism children are taught that they have two an

gels, a good angel and a bad angel, one sitting on each shoulder.

Legend has it that guardian angels of children dwell in a privileged p ace in heav

en, close to God. This belief stems from the New Testament book of Matthew 

18:10, where it says, “See to it that you men do not despise one of these little ones; 

for I tell you that their angels in heaven always behold the face of my Father who is 

in heaven.” Premature babies and children of adulter)' are protected by caretaker 

angels. The angel Temeluchus is the guardian angel over all children per Gustave 

Davidson's A Dictionary of Angels.

CHINA

During ancient times, the Chinese believed in an unseen spiritua world. The Chi

nese performed ceremonies to honor the spirits of their ancestors and ensure that 

they would have benevolent feelings toward their descendants. In old world China, 

there was the belief in a binary soul, referred to as the po and the hun. These binary 

souls were thought to split at death un ess countermeasures were taken.

In some parts of the Chinese culture, it was believed that when a person died, 

they would go to the Fairyland of the Queen Mother of the West by “riding to the 

Jade Pool” or by "riding to the mountain of the Dao.” The deceased were guided by 

Chang’e and by the god of thunder and the goddess of ightning. Souls were 

thought to enter this spiritual realm by its south gate. Afterward, they passed into 

Vaulting Mists Hall, where deities and celestial immortals, along with the great 

Jade Emperor, who presided over a l, gathered to confer about the rights and 

wrongs of human conduct. After passing through the Vaulting Mists Hall, new 



arrivals went through the Pure Wind Gate, where a different judge examined their 

life and deeds from their most recent incarnation. There, demons sent by Yama 

(king of hell) waited to seize evildoers and take them to condemnation. The good 

were escorted, at the command of the Jade Emperor, into Fairyland where they 

would forever live in paradise in the company of immortals and deities. There they 

engaged in nightly ce ebrations, where they enjoyed exquisite foods and listened to 

beautiful music performed by fairy girls.

Another Chinese belief in a spiritual world comes from Buddhist teachings. Al

though this religion is not Chinese in origin, there are still many Buddhist fol owers 

in China. The Buddhist philosophy states that a person’s fate after death depended 

on if they lived a virtuous and good life while on earth. Buddhists believe that they 

could be reborn in the Pure Land, said to be to the west, beyond the sunset. This is 

a place where souls take refuge from the cycle of birth, life, death, and rebirth by 

entering this land of pure consciousness, enlightenment, and liberation.

Chi. One of the most important Chinese spiritual beliefs is that of the chi (or qi), 

which is the vital life force. Chi is believed to be inherent in all things. It is the chi 

that animates the mind and body. In ancient Chinese beliefs, the word chi encom

passed a twofold idea, the prebirth and the postbirth chi. The Chinese during that 

period believed that individuals were born with a quantity of prebirth chi, which 

was determined by one's parents and additional factors. This prebirth chi could not 

be replenished. When a person depleted all of their prebirth chi, they died. How

ever, postbirth chi could be replenished through breath, food, and sustenance. 

Using postbirth chi lessened the expenditure of one’s prebirth chi, therefore 

lengthening one's life.

Spiritual Beings. Ancient Chinese believed in beings referred to as shen, which 

are immortal spirits. The Chinese refer to the shen as gods. Once human, the shen 

have attained salvation and immortality. Traveling between the spiritua and phys

ical worlds, they can manifest in human or anima form, in order to bring 



messages, heal, teach, or offer strength, protection, and encouragement.

CHINVATO PERETAV (BRIDGE OF THE SEPARATOR)

In ancient Zoroastrian beliefs, a bridge also known as the “bridge of the separator." 

It was believed that after an individual's death, the soul of the person stayed near 

the body for three days. On the fourth day, protective spiritual beings would come 

to escort the soul to the Chinvat Bridge. This bridge was said to be as thin as a 

strand of hair, sharp as a razor, and span across hell. It was a p ace of mora judg

ment, where a person’s deeds, offerings, sacrifices, and prayers, as well as ethical 

practices and accomplishments in life, were examined. Departed souls crossed the 

bridge and were questioned by immortals to see if they qualified to enter paradise. 

If the souls were found guilt)’ of sin, the bridge would narrow, and the offending 

souls would fall off the bridge to perdition. Those found worthy to enter paradise 

would find a wide road to the realm of light. See also Zoroaster.

CHRIST CONSCIOUSNESS

A phrase used to denote the spiritua and mystical knowledge of the unit)’ of the 

entire universe. To achieve Christ consciousness means to see the universe as God 

and God as the universe. Everything else is a part of this whole.

CHRISTIANITY

The religion of the Christians as originated by Jesus of Nazareth. The Christian reli

gion began in ancient Judea, and its first members were Jews. It expanded into the 

Greek-speaking world of the eastern Mediterranean, emerging as a religion around 

64 AD. The early Christians believed that man was not pure enough to enter the 

kingdom of heaven as flesh and blood, so all people were transformed into spir

itual beings after death. Christians teach that a just and loving God would not have 

given humans life only for it to end after a short period of time on earth. Therefore, 

Christian doctrine teaches that the human soul is eternal.

The Afterlife, Heaven, and Hell. Traditional Christians believe in a spiritual world 

where the spirit goes and exists after death, because Jesus and the New Testament 



writers of the Bible mention notions of an afterlife and resurrection. In the book of 

Luke. Jesus tells the story of a poor man, named Lazarus, and a rich man, and the 

story shows people in this spiritual world, waiting in either comfort or torment for 

the resurrection. In II Corinthians 5:1, the apostle Paul says, “For we know that ... 

when we die and leave these bodies ... we will have wonderful new bodies in Heav

en, homes that will be ours for evermore, made for us by God Himse f, without 

human hands.” And again in II Corinthians, Paul tells of an experience he had vis

iting heaven: "Fourteen years ago I was taken up to Heaven for a visit. Don’t ask 

me whether my body was there or just my Spirit, for I don’t know; only God can an

swer that ... There I was in Paradise, and heard things so astounding that they are 

beyond man’s power to describe or put into words.”

In Christian beliefs, the unseen spiritual world consists of two realms, heaven 

and hell. In the modern era, the idea of heaven has changed slightly within the dif

ferent sectors of Christianity. Christians still firmly believe in an afterlife or spiritual 

realm. However, some now reject the idea of hell, believing that hell only repre

sents a place where the wicked are deprived of God. It is thought that existing apart 

from God is the ultimate punishment. This belief corresponds to some near-death 

accounts, which tell of a particularly bad person wondering or existing in darkness 

until he calls out for help or to God. In addition, heaven is now considered by 

some Christians to be a condition where the soul exists close to God. Christian 

fundamentalists, however, still believe heaven and hell are literal places. To them, 

heaven is still a pace where the good go fortheir reward and eternal rest, and hel 

continues to be a p ace of punishment for one’s sins.

In addition, Christian saints and mystics throughout history' also spoke of spir

itual experiences involving otherworldly and afterlife phenomena.

Apparitions and Spiritual Beings. The Bible speaks of apparitions of dead 

prophets. For example, in the story of Jesus’ transfiguration, told in Matthew 17:1— 

3, the spirits of the Old Testament prophets Moses and E ijah appear: “And after 

six days Jesus taketh unto him Peter and James, and John his brother, and bringeth 

them up into a high mountain apart: And he was transf gured before them. And his 

face did shine as the sun: and his garments became white as snow. And behold 

there appeared to them Moses and Elijah talking with them."

In addition, Christianity has a great belief in unseen spirits such as angels, 



archangels and guardian angels, which are mentioned in the Bible. These mar

velous beings go about unseen, guarding and protecting the unsuspecting. They 

are viewed as being pure and virtuous beings. It is thought that when people cross 

over to the other side, they will see angels there. The angels of Christianity are 

based on the angels found in the Christian Greek scriptures (New Testament) of 

the Bible, where they act as messengers and ministers of God. They announce the 

Last Judgment, separate the good from the wicked, give strength to the meek, and 

comfort the discouraged.

Christianity recognizes seven archangels, only four of whom are known by name. 

They include Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, and Uriel.

Angels in Christian beliefs are traditionally depicted as wearing long flowing 

robes and having huge wings. They are usually depicted as being surrounded by an 

aureola or having a ha o above their heads. They usual y appear androgynous.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS

See Mormonism.

CIPHER TEST

A secret code set up by an individual before their passing. The code can be in the 

form of a message, symbols, or signs. It is intended to be used by the deceased 

person as a means of communication with loved ones or a friend still alive on 

earth to prove the deceased's survival after death.

CITY OF COD

See Augustine of Hippo.

CITY OF LICHT

A city believed to be located in the spiritual world. It has been described in a num

ber of near-death experiences, as we I as spiritual visions and ancient scriptures. 

To this day it continues to be seen and written about by those that have journeyed 

to the other side. It has been called by a variety of names, including the heavenly 

city, ce estial city, and crystal city. This mysterious city is described as a crystal or 

g owing city in which everything, including the souls within, are made of light. In 

other accounts, it has been variously described as brilliant, crysta line, golden, and 

filled with beings of light. The city is said to radiate God’s ove, as the light ofthe 

city is believed to be divine.



Inside, the city is said to be very much like the cities of earth, with buildings, 

places to socialize, work places, gardens, homes, and so on. However, the mate

ria s of which the buildings are made resemble gold, silver, marble, and other 

materials considered valuable on earth. Among the buildings are places of wor

ship, crystal cathedrals, towers, an extensive library, a receiving station, an ice 

palace, a temple of wisdom, a temple of records, and specific buildings where aid 

is given to the newly arrived from the earth plane. The city's residents are busy 

going about their lives, but have been known to stop and aid a lost newcomer. This 

sparkling city is said to be the place for rest and the contemplation of one’s soul 

journey.

Near-death experiencer and author Dannion Brinkley died and returned to life, re

counting his experience in his best-selling book Saved by the Light. During his visit 

to the unseen spiritual world. Brink ey saw this beautiful city. He writes, “As wing

less birds we shot into a city of cathedrals. These cathedrals were entirely made of 

a crystal-like substance that glowed with a bright light from within. I was awestruck. 

This p ace had a power that seemed to pulsate through the air. I knew that I was in 

a place of earning. I wasn't there to witness my life or to see what value it had had, 

I was there to be instructed."

In her book Within Heaven's Gates, author Rebecca Springer spoke of a mighty 

city that she had seen after her journey to heaven: “I caught my breath, then 

stopped abruptly and covered my face with my hands to shield my eyes from the 

g orified scene. I looked upon it as one but ha f awakened. Before us spread a ake 

as smooth as glass, but flooded with golden glory caught from the very heavens 

that made it ook like a sea of molten gold. The blossom and fruit-bearing trees 

grew to its very border. Far, far away across its shining waters arose the domes and 

spires of what seemed to be a mighty city."

In the Apocalypse of Zephaniah (a book from the Old Testament Pseude- 

pigrapha), Zephaniah visits the spiritua realm. He too witnesses a great spiritual 

city. He gives this description: “I went with the angel ofthe Lord, and I looked in 



front of me and I saw gates. Then when I approached them I discovered that they 

were bronze gates. The angel touched them and they opened before him. I entered 

with him and found its whole square like a beautiful city, and I walked in its midst.”

CLAIRALIENCE

Another word for clairscent.

CLAIRAUDIENCE

The ability to receive messages in auditor)' form from people in the unseen spir

itual world. The psychic skill of clairaudience has been reported for more than 

three thousand years. Prophets such as Abraham, Moses, Ezekiel. Jeremiah, and 

Muhammad a l heard an unseen inner voice that guided them. In medieval times, 

there were several Catholic women who heard a voice from heaven instructing 

them to record the marvels they heard. After the Spanish Inquisition in 1492, a 

number of Jewish mystics settled in the northern Palestinian town of Safed. All 

heard maggidem (inner voices) and transcribed the lessons they earned about the 

Torah, the Kabbalah, and hidden mysteries of the Divine. Some well-known books 

on the subject of clairaudience by people that have experienced the phenomenon 

include Alice Bailey's Tibetan, Benjamin Creme’s Master, Ruth Montgomery’s 

Guides, Mary Margaret Moore's Bartholomew, Pat Rodegast’s Emmanuel, Helen 

Schucman's Voice, David Spangler's John, Meredith Young's Mentor, J. Z. Knight's 

Ramtha, and Stevan Thayer’s Ariel.

CLAIRCUSTANCE

Another term for clairscent.

CLAIRSCENT

The smelling of a scent from the unseen spiritual world. This phenomenon occurs 

as a result of a person on the other side attempting to communicate with a loved 

one in order to let them know they still exist after death. There have been reports of 

fragrances belonging to a deceased person lingering in the air, or the smell of a fa

vorite fower of someone deceased mysteriously occurring. Clairscent, a term that 

literally means "clear smelling,” can be defined also as the smell of something that 

is not in one’s immediate surroundings. Other terms for clairscent are clairalience 

and clairgustance.

CLAIRVOYANCE

The ability to see spiritua people, objects, and even animals that are on the other 



side. The term is also used for those with the ability to see past or future events, as 

well as present happenings elsewhere from a different ocation. The images are 

transmitted from the unseen spiritual world to the conscious mind.

CLARK SHARP, KIMBERLY

Co-founder of the Seattle-based International Association for Near-Death Studies 

(IAN DS). Author of the extraordinary book After the Light: What I Discovered on the 

Other Side of Life That Can Change Your World. She was named as one of the forty 

most influential people in the Pacific Northwest for her work with death and dying.

CLINICAL DEATH

The cessation of breathing and blood circulation. It occurs when the heart stops 

beating. Years ago, to most people there was not an in-between stage of life and 

death. There was no gray area as to whether someone was alive or dead. As a re

sult, people were sometimes buried alive (as evidenced by scratches in coffins later 

opened) or awakened to find themselves in a morgue. Now, in the modern era, we 

are aware that there is a stage of death that can indeed be considered a gray area. 

Now, if a person is clinica ly dead, they can be revived with CPR. In fact, as medical 

resuscitation techniques are being improved, more and more people are being 

brought back from clinical death. Many times, after a clinical death where the per

son has been resuscitated, a near-death experience has occurred. In near-death ex

periences, the person crosses over into the spiritual world and, after being revived 

in the physical realm, returns to tell of their experience on the other side. See Near

Death Experience.

CLOTHING

Traditionally people in the afterlife, as well as angels, have been portrayed as wear

ing long white or light-colored robes. In her best-selling book Embraced by the 

Light, in which she relays her now-famous near-death experience, author Betty J. 

Eadie wrote of seeing “ancient-looking ooms,” on which material was spun to 

clothe the new arrivals coming in from the earth. Eadie says, when speaking of the 

cloth, “Its appearance was ike a mixture of spun sugar. As I moved the cloth back 



and forth, it shimmered and sparkled, almost as though it were alive. The material 

was opaque on one side, but when I turned it over I was able to see through it.” In 

her book Between Life and Death, Dolores Cannon interviews one of her subjects 

that is under hypnosis and regressed back to a memory of their life in the spirit 

world. She asks the individual how the people ook and if they have clothes. The 

subject answers, “Here they wear robes, but not always. Whatever type of clothing 

they want to project as wearing, they'l do it as being part of the type of image they 

want to project at that particular time.” Yet in another experience, the same person 

mentioned being dressed in a long white flowing gown, and its whiteness was dif

ferent than that of any cloth she had seen before. She said there was a depth and 

iridescence to it, and she cal ed it “alive white.” Mystic and visionary Pere Lamy 

once wrote of the clothing of angels, “Their garments are white, but with an un

earthly whiteness. I cannot describe it, because it cannot be compared to earthly 

whiteness; it is much softer to the eye.”

coincidence(s)
In order to remain anonymous, yet assist still-living individuals, beings on the 

other side (e.g., our deceased loved ones, spirit guides, angels) sometimes manip

ulate circumstances so that the circumstances will appear as a coincidence. For 

example, they may arrange the meeting of two strangers: one that is in need of 

help, and the other who is able to give assistance. On occasions, spiritual beings 

come to the earth to give aid, taking on the appearance of a good Samaritan who 

happens along at just the right moment. There have been a number of reports, 

given in ange books, of good Samaritans who have come to the aid of people and 

then mysteriously disappeared.

COLBURN, NETTIE

f\ trance medium (1841—1892) that was famous for her connection to Abraham Lin

coln and his wife Mary Todd Lincoln. Co.burn conducted seances for Mary. Pres

ident Lincoln sat in on at least two of those sessions. Colburn worked closely with 

her spirit guide, named Dr. Bamford, in the seances. Colburn was unexpectedly 

introduced to the Lincolns. Their initia meeting was arranged by a friend, 

Cranstoun Laurie, who was a high-ranking post office official who knew Mary. Col

burn had gone with Laurie to his home after she had failed to receive an army fur

lough for her ailing brother. Laurie apparently did not provide her the details of the 

meeting in which she found herself. She was very surprised to be introduced to 

Mary, who was anxious to see Colburn’s mediumship skills because she had heard 



so much about them. Upon witnessing Co burn in trance and making contact with 

the spiritual world, Mar)' arranged for Colburn and her brother to remain in Wash

ington by obtaining a furlough for the brother.

Mary afterward informed her husband of Colburn’s talents and, wanting to see 

them for himself, the president sat in on the next “circle.” Colburn went into trance 

and someone spoke through her to the president, imploring him to move forward 

with the signing of the Emancipation Proclamation into law. After the seance was 

over, another person present asked Lincoln if he had noticed the way in which the 

address was given, meaning the tone and characteristics of the person speaking 

through Colburn. Lincoln apparently glanced towards a portrait on the wall, com

menting, "Yes, and it is very singular. Veryl” The portrait was a full-length picture of 

Danie! Webster {1782-1852), a eading American statesman during the Antebellum 

period.

COLL ECTIVE A PPA RITION

An apparition that is seen by several people at the same time or seen in multiple 

locations at the same moment in time. Approximately one third of apparitions that 

are seen are collective apparitions. They are also referred to as collective vision. 

See also Apparitions.

COLLECTIVE VISION

See Collective Apparition.

COMAS

A profound state of unconsciousness. The affected individua is alive, but is not 

able to react or respond to life around him or her. A coma may occur as an ex

pected progression or complication of an underlying illness, or as a result of an 

event such as head trauma. There are reports of people waking from a coma and 

recounting a classic near-death experience. Because of these experiences, some be

lieve that those in a coma state are actually out of the body and traveling within the 

astral world.

COMMUNICATING GUIDE

An advanced, highly evolved spiritual being that guides and communicates infor

mation to people in a number of different ways. See Guides.

COMMUNICATION



See After-Death

Communication.

COMMUNICATION WITH THE OTHER SIDE

See After-Death Communication; Greece; Medium(s).

CONDUCTOR OF SOULS

See Escorts.

CONSCIOUSNESS, CONTINUATION AFTER DEATH

An a ert cognitive state in which one is aware of onese f and his or her situation. 

Once the spiritua body has left the physical body and transitioned into the unseen 

spiritual world, it is believed by many that there is a continuation of conscious

ness.

CONTRACT

See Soul Contract.

CONTROL

An advanced spirit (also called a spirit guide) on the other side, who acts as a 

guide and guardian for a medium who is contacting those who have passed on. It 

is the job ofthe control to protect the medium from unwanted spirit entities and to 

prevent these entities from getting through to the physical world from the other 

side. This entity is also referred to as a protector.

COOKE, GRACE

Spirit medium and meditation teacher (1892-1978). Cooke channeled information 

from Sir Arthur Conan Doyle from the spiritual realm. Through Cooke, Conan 

Doyle dictated The Book of the Beyond and The Return of Arthur Conan Doyle.

CORELLI, MARIE

Popu ar Victorian novelist (born Mary Mackay, 1855—1924). Her books have been 

hailed as imaginative, philosophica , and mystical. Through her writing, Corelli 

made it her life's mission to help cure the world of its social ills. In her mystical, 

spiritual, and metaphysical ideas, Corelli was ahead of her time. Her first book, ti

tled A Romance of Two Worlds, is taken by some to be largely autobiograph ical. The 

story resembles an account of a near-death experience. The book itself included 

radical ideas not accepted in Corelli's day. In the story, the young heroine drinks a 



magica elixir that propels her into the spiritual world. The fol owing passage is an 

excerpt:

A dense darkness now grew thickly around me—/ lost all power over my limbs— 

I felt myself being lifted up forcibly and rapidly, up, up, into some illimitable, ter

rible space of blackness and nothingness. I could not think, move, or cry out—I 

could only feel that I was rising, rising, steadily, swiftly, breathlessly ... A flashing 

opal brilliancy shot across the light in which I rested, and I beheld an Angel, grand, 

lofty, majestic. "/ am thy guardian,” it said. “I have been with thee always. I can 

never leave thee so long as thy soul seeks spiritual things.”

Other books by Corelli include Thelma (1887), Wormwood (1890), Barabbas 

(1893), The Sorrows of Satan (1895), The Master Christian (1900), Temporal Power 

(1902), The Life Everlasting (1911), and The Secret Power (1921).

COUNCIL OF ELDERS

Highly advanced emissaries of God that exist in the unseen world. They are essen

tially God's spokespeople. In the spiritual world the Council of Elders help indi

viduals to adjust to their return to spirit. These beings aid in their spiritual growth, 

showing them which essons they need to work on if and when the soul decides to 

return to earth. In addition, they help people decide how they are to progress fur

ther into the spirit realms. The Council of Elders is instrumental in the advance

ment of all souls entering life on earth and in the advancement of those individ

ual's spiritual, eterna life.

A review with the Council of Elders is one of the last acts a soul performs before 

being sent into life on earth. Michael Newton in his book Journey of Souls, says this 

explicitly: “One of the last requirements before embarkation for many souls is to go 

before the Council of Elders for the second time. The spirit world is an envi

ronment personifed by order and the Elders want to reinforce the significance of a 



soul's goals for the next life. The Elders reinforce the significance of our goals for 

life. Once we were ready for entering the physical realm, we were like battle- 

hardened veterans girding ourselves for combat. This was our last chance for us to 

enjoy the omniscience of knowing just who we are before we adapt to a physical 

body.”

World-famous medium Sylvia Browne a so speaks ofthe Council of Elders in her 

book Life on the Other Side: A Psychics Tour of the Afterlife: “The Council, also known 

as the Elders or the Master Teachers, is its own phylum of eighteen highly ad

vanced male and female beings who essentially act as God's spokespersons on 

The Other side ... . The Council presides in a vast white marb e room in the Hall of 

Justice, at a gleaming white marb e U-shaped table.”

COUNSELORS

See Council of Elders.

CRISIS APPARITION

A phenomenon in which a person from the other world appears to a living loved 

one at a critical time. Examples of crises moments would include a life-threatening 

circumstance. The visit is normally made just before the crisis occurs.

CROOKALL, ROBERT

One of the great pioneers in the clinical study of near-death experiences (1890- 

1981). Educated at Westminster Coliege, London, and Briston University. Later, he 

joined the staff of the Geological Survey of Great Britain, specializing in coal

forming plants. He was awarded a doctorate in Science in 1930. But Crookal re

signed from his geological work in 1952 in order to devote the rest of his life to psy

chological studies. Crookall was a member of the Churches' Fellowship for Psy

chical Study. The church was formed as an outlet for those who had psychic and 

spiritua experiences. It allowed individuals to tel what happened to them and to 

examine their experiences in light of estab ished church teachings on the afterlife. 

Crooka I meticulously undertook a systematic study, complied from a wide variety 

of sources, including hundreds of communications from the spiritual world and 

persona testimonies of the experience of death and surviva I. He published his 

findings in his book. The Supreme Adventure (1961). Crookall found consistencies 

in communications from around the world. He also found consistencies in the ac

counts of near-death experiences, the evidence provided by high- evel mediums, 



and accounts ofthose involved in out-of-body experiences.

Crooka I theorized that the astral body (a so known as the etheric body or the 

soul) is normally “enmeshed in” the physical body. As a result, most people are 

not even aware that it’s there until they have a near-death experience or out-of-body 

experience, and in most cases not until they physically die. Crookal believed that 

the soul body consists of extremely subtle matter. He believed that during out-of- 

body and near-death experiences, this sou! body separates from the physical body 

and becomes a temporary too of consciousness. He described this soul body as 

“superphysical." Today, his work remains important in the field of psychical re

search.

CROOKES, SIR WILLIAM

Highly distinguished English chemist and physicist (1832—1919). William Crookes 

was born on June 17, 1832, in London. He was educated at the Royal Col ege of 

Chemistry and later developed into a prominent scientist, leading the world in the 

rields of chemistry and physics. His accomplishments include discovering the ele

ment thallium, inventing the radiometer, developing the Crookes tube, inventing 

the cathode-ray tube, pioneering research into radiation effects, and contributing to 

the felds of photography, wireless telegraphy, electricity, and spectroscopy.

As a man of science, Crookes believed it to be his responsibility to prove or dis

prove the claims of spiritualists and mediums c aiming to be in contact with peo

ple in the unseen spiritual world. He began his research as a skeptic. He explained 

the reasons for his investigations, saying, “I consider it the duty of scientific men 

who have learnt exact modes of working to examine phenomena which attract the 

attention of the public, in order to confirm their genuineness or to explain, if pos

sible, the delusions of the dishonest and to expose the tricks of deceivers.” His 

first subject of study was the famous medium Daniel Douglas Home. However, it 

wasn't long before Crookes saw that Home’s c airns were legitimate. Crookes was 

meticulous about his experiments with Home and others. In one case Crookes 

purchased an accordion that he placed inside of a wire cage. Home simply put his 

hand on the cage, and the accordion began playing. Those who had been waiting 

for Crookes to expose mediums as tricksters and deceivers were stunned to find 

that Crookes had become a believer.

The experiments that really put Crookes on the record for providing proof of 



communication with those in spirit were those he did with medium Florence Cook. 

Through Florence's mediumship, a spirit who ca led itself Katie King would materi

alize. Over nearly three years, Crookes took forty-four photographs of Katie. How

ever, when Crookes reported his work to the scientific community, he found a large 

amount of opposition. In an 1898 address to the British Association, he said, 

“Thirty years have passed since I published an account of experiments tending to 

show that outside our scientific knowledge there exists a Force exercised by intel

ligence differing from the ordinary intelligence common to morta Is. I have nothing 

to retract. I adhere to my already published statements. Indeed, I might add much 

thereto.” Crookes described his experiences in his books, entitled Researches into 

the Phenomena of Spiritualism (1874) ar,d The Spiritualist (1873).

CROSS CORRESPONDENCES

The receipt of interconnected messages from a person on the other side by several 

mediums at different locations. Once the various pieces of information are col

lected, only then can the entire message be deciphered. One of the most famous 

cases of cross correspondences involved Frederic Myers, who after his death con

tacted individual mediums at various ocations. He gave them bits and pieces of 

information and told them where to take the communications. Once the communi

cations were pieced together, the messages made sense. Through this process, 

Myers achieved his original goal in proving his existence after death.

CROSS REFERENCES

Another term for Cross Correspondences.

CROSSING OVER

f\ term denoting the transition from life in the physical world to ife in the spiritua 

world. See Death.

CROWN CENTER

Located at the top of the head, this is the seventh chakra and the focal point for 

channeled information from a guide.

CUMMINS, GERALDINE DOROTHY

Medium, automatic writer, and spiritua author (1890-1969). Cummins was born 

January 24, 1890, in Cork, Ireland. She was the daughter of Professor Ashley Cum

mins. She was best known for her work with automatic writing, which she recorded 

at great speed. During her automatic-writing career, she received channelings from 



a number of sources, including Cleophas, Phillip the Evangelist, and Frederic 

Myers.

Her first three books were interconnected and are extensions of the New Testa

ment books the Acts of the Apostles and the Letters of Paul. Her first book, The 

Scripts of Cleophas, picks up after the death of Jesus and continues to the apostle 

Paul’s leaving Berea for Athens. Her next channeled work was entitled Paul in 

Athens. This book is an extension of the first. Cummins's third book, The Creat 

Days of Ephesus, is a continuation of the first two. These works were shown to be 

legitimate, as their composition was witnessed by prominent theologians and other 

authorities.

Cummins's fourth book was channeled from the esteemed Frederic Myers (a 

brilliant scholar, psychic investigator, and one of the founders of the Society for 

Psychica Research). The book, titled The Road to Immortality, looked into the 

development of the human soul. In The Fate of Colonel Fawcett, another amazing 

book of channeled communications, Cummins wrote from information channe ed 

from Fawcett, who disappeared into the Brazilian jungle years before, as he 

searched for pieces of a the lost At antean civilization.

In 1951 Cummins's autobiography was published. It was appropriately titled Un

seen Adventure: An Autobiography Covering Thirty-four Years of Work in Psychical Re

search. Other works by Cummins include Swan on a Black Sea, A Study in Auto

matic Writing, and The Cummins-Willett Scripts.
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DAVIS, ANDREW JACKSON

Nineteenth-century clairvoyant and prophet (1826-1910). Davis was born on Au

gust 11, 1826, in Blooming Grove, New York. He is said to have been one of the 

most incredible predictors ofthe future. Davis believed that he was put on earth to 

assist people spiritually, and he made doing this his life’s work. Not shy of meta

physical phenomena and events surrounding his life, Davis had a number of psy

chic abilities and talents that he used for the benefit of humankind. One of his 

main clairvoyant skills was being able to transcend norma consciousness and 

enter into a higher consciousness, which he referred to as a “superior state.” Once 

in this higher state, Davis could access advanced information about the universe, 

humankind's future, and the future state of earth’s sciences, including astronomy, 

physics, chemistry, medicine, and psychology. Many of his scientific predictions 

have recently come true. In addition, entering this superior state allowed him to 

diagnose and prescribe treatments for individuals without having any prior infor

mation about them. Another of Davis’s amazing talents was his ability to observe, 

at the death of an individual, the soul exiting the body and taking on the spiritual 

form. Davis was also capable of entering and exiting the unseen spiritual world at 

will. Because of this ability, he was able to relay information on life after death.

DEATH

The process of liberation of the spirit from the materia body. At the moment of 

physical death, the soul returns to the unseen spiritual world. This occurs when the 

silver cord (also known as the astral cord) breaks. The silver cord can be likened to 

an umbilical cord that connects the physica body to the spirit body. Once this 

cord is broken, it is impossible for the soul to return to the physical body. After 

death, the spirit preserves its individuality, personality, and characteristics.



According to the numerous accounts of near-death experiences, there are certain 

elements of death that most people experience. There is Frst the leaving of the 

physical body. The person may either find themselves up high overlooking the 

body and the goings on surrounding it, or they may be standing alongside of it. 

They may see a brilliantly lit tunne or find themselves traveling up and away from 

the earth.

If the sou is older and has had experience from many previous lives, then at the 

moment of death, it knows immediately that it has been set free and is going 

home. These advanced souls need no guide to greet them, because they remember 

the way to the other side. However, there are guides to meet most souls. A young 

soul or the soul of a child who has died may be a little disoriented until such a 

guide comes for them. At the end of the journey, they often find relatives, a being 

of light, or a religious figure that they recognize, and this guide helps them with the 

crossing over.

In near-death accounts, the soul is sent back, often under protest because of the 

pure love it found on the other side. Many souls do not want to return to physical 

life.

Those not returning find themselves in a place with peop e that are very much 

like themselves in temperament, energy, and vibration. The state of mind a person 

is in during the time of death may require the soul to take a rest to become rejuve

nated. Souls dwell in the spiritual world according to their level of spirituality. The 

more advanced a soul is spiritually, the higher and more beautiful the ream it will 

ascend to. Death is an interchange station between the two worlds. After our phys

ical death, we continue on to different realms of existence.

DEATHBED APPARITION

Another name for a deathbed vision.

DEATHBED CONVERSIONS

The adoption of a religion or faith just before death. People make deathbed conver

sions for a number of reasons. The primary reasons are to be forgiven by God, and 

or to be ab e to go to heaven or paradise and participate in the benefits therein.

According to Silver Birch, the great spiritual teacher from the other side, there are 

no deathbed conversions. Birch, who is considered to be very credible and whose 



communications from the unseen spiritua world have been a source of study for 

years, commented on deathbed conversions in a book titled Silver Birch Com

panion, saying:

We are concerned with deeds, with actions and with the life that every individual 

lives. We teach the supreme law of cause and effect, that none thwarts the Great 

Power, that none cheats the law, that man is his own savior and his own redeemer, 

that man pays the penalty for every wrong doing, and that man reaps the reward for 

every kindness that he performs. We say that the laws of the Great Power are 

mechanical, automatic in their action that kindness, tolerance, sympathy, service 

automatically make you the better because you have practiced them, and that self

ishness, wrong-doing and intolerance automatically make you worse. You cannot 

alter the inflexible law. There is no cheap reprieve; there are no easy pardons. Di

vine justice rules the whole universe. A spiritual dwarf cannot pretend to be a spir

itual giant. There are no death-bed conversions.

DEATHBED VISION(s) (DVBS)

f\ dying person’s awareness of the presence of dead relatives or friends. For thou

sands of years, many individuals have received personal proof of after-death sur- 

viva by observing their fellow humans at the moment of death. Deathbed visions 

are said to be powerful, yet comforting, experiences for persons that are close to 

death. These visions have been found to be similar across nationalities, religions, 

and cultures throughout history. Common characteristics of a deathbed vision in

clude brilliant ights, scenes of great beaut)', angels or beings of light, and a sense 

of calmness and peace. Many deathbed visions involve seeing loved ones that have 

already crossed over into the spiritua world; these loved ones can appear to a liv

ing person moments, hours, days, and even weeks before their death. Deathbed vi

sions are sometimes referred to as departing visions.

Deathbed visions often essen the fear of dying for the individual, making the im

pending death easier and often more comfortab e for all involved. Deathbed vi

sions were widely reported in the nineteenth century. During that period, most 



people died at home, near their loved ones. Often, those close to death spoke of 

otherworldly scenes and deceased relatives visiting them.

In the early 1900s Sir William Barrett, a professor of Physics at the Roya Col ege 

of Science in Dub in, pub ished a small book on deathbed visions. He was one of 

the first people to examine this subject. His book, titled Death Bed Visions, summa

rized his findings. He noted that as people were close to death, they sometimes 

saw other worlds and saw and spoke to re atives and friends that had previously 

passed on. There were reports of music paying, and in some cases attendants wit

nessed the spirit leaving the body at death.

DEATHBED VISITATION

Another name for a deathbed vision.

DEATH PREMONITION

A forewarning of a death for oneself or someone else. Death premonitions have 

been known to come in the forms of a vision, a dream, or a feeling. Death premo

nitions occur from people in all waks of life. One of the most famous is that of 

President Abraham Lincoln. Lincoln had a dream foretelling his death and funeral. 

He told both his wife and his bodyguard about it just hours before his assassi

nation. Nostradamus also prophesied his own death and was even able to give the 

date when his tomb would be opened. In ancient history, the wife of Julius Caesar, 

Calpurnia, dreamed the night before he was killed that he would be stabbed by 

someone he was familiar with. Death premonitions can be found today in our pop

ular culture as well. For example, in ABC's series Lost, the character Desmond 

Hume foresees the death of another character, Charlie Pace. In the movie 

Premonition, Sandra Bullock’s character, Linda Hanson, has dreams of her hus

band's death, only to see it played out before her eyes as she tries to save him.

DEFENDING YOUR LIFE

A 1991 film about a man named Daniel who had everything—a great job, good 

friends, and a brand-new BMW—that is, until he wrecks his car, killing himself. He 

wakes up in the afterlife in a place called Judgment City. He soon realizes that he is 

there to be judged. In Judgment City, the newly dead have five days to defend the 

way they lived their lives in order to be able to move forward instead of incarnating 

back on earth in yet another life. While reviewing his less-than-assertive life, he 

meets Julia, the woman of his dreams. If he can't prove that his life wasn’t 



control ed by fear, Daniel will have to go back to earth, while it is clear that Julia will 

move forward. In the meantime, Daniel enjoys the perks of the city, such as eating 

al the food he can without gaining weight. The film, written, directed, and starring 

Albert Brooks, also stars Meryl Streep, Rip Torn, and Lee Grant. Shirley MacLaine 

makes a cameo appearance as herself, acting as the holographic host of the “Past 

Lives Pavilion"—a reference to her own personal belief in reincarnation. The movie 

was flmed in and around Los Ange es, California.

DEAD AGAIN

A 1991 thriller film directed by Kenneth Branagh and starring Branagh and his then- 

wife Emma Thompson. Andy Garcia, Derek Jacobi, and Robin Williams are also 

featured. The film explores the themes of reincarnation, destiny, and justice 

through parallel narratives of a society murder in the Hollywood of the 1940s and a 

modern-day search for the identity of a woman with amnesia. Thompson and 

Branagh play the key roles in both stories.

DEEDS

The works done by a person while in physical life. One’s works or acts on the earth 

plane are believed to affect one's life after the person has crossed over into the un

seen spiritual world. This is the law of karma, the bel ief that eventual y one's deeds 

will come back upon him or her either in this life, the next, or the afterlife. In the 

afterlife, bad deeds or works can affect which level or realm one returns to after 

death. If someone has performed very bad deeds in this life, on the other side they 

will find themselves with others who have also done bad deeds. And in the next 

life, a person may have what they sowed in the previous incarnation returned to 

them.

In addition, people receive a life review immediately upon entering the afterlife. It 

is a review of one’s entire physical life. It shows the good deeds and the bad. Ac

cording to many people that have crossed over and had a life review in a near-death 

experience, every thought, action, word, and deed we had or did while we are alive 

on earth is recorded and kept. Therefore, everyone is held accountable fortheir ac

tions.

DEMIURGE, THE

The creator of the universe in ancient Gnostic beliefs. The same term can be found 

in ancient Judaic lore, which also names the demiurge as creator of the universe.



Plato said the demiurge was the deity who fashions the material world. According 

to lore, the demiurge, or makergod, created the world in the shape of a revolving 

sphere. This sphere, made of soul matter, was fashioned from the harmonious fu

sion of the four elements: earth, water, fire, and air. After the creation of the world, 

the remnants of soul matter were made into human souls.

DENNIS, LYNNCLAIRE

Author of the book The Pattern. Dennis had a near-death experience in 1987 while 

hot-air ba looning in the Swiss Alps. She recounts the information that was given 

to her during her time in spirit. In The Pattern she tells both the process and the 

implications of the geometrical marvel called a mandala from both a scientific view 

and a metaphysica perspective.

DEPARTING VISION

See Deathbed visions.

DESCARTES, RENE

French philosopher sometimes referred to as the father of modern philosophy 

(1596-1650). Descartes supported the belief in life after death. In his work Discourse 

on Method, he writes, ‘‘Next to the error of those who deny God ... there is none 

which is more effectual in leading feeble minds from the straight path of virtue 

than to imagine that ... after this life we have nothing to fear or to hope for, any 

more than the flies or the ants.”

DEVACHAN

An after-death state of being in Theosophical beliefs. It is a temporary place where 

the soul exists between incarnations. It is said to be similar to and sometimes mis

taken for heaven. In Devachan people are blissful, surrounded by friends and loved 

ones in a perfect environment. It is the place where most people that have lived 

good lives go. There, unfulf lied goals can be accomplished. However, it is not the 

end of one’s spiritua journey. It is a stopover before entering yet another incar

nation for one’s spiritua growth.

deva(s)
The word deva means “shining one.” Devas seem to have two ro es in ancient leg

end and present metaphysica thought. Devas are generally considered to be a type 

of nature spirit and are said to carry the blueprints of nature. In Buddhist beliefs, 

they are higher spiritual beings believed to be invisible to humans, with superior 



skills and powers. In ancient Persia and India, the Devas were considered gods.

DEVIL, THE

In Christian beliefs, the devil, also known as Satan, is God’s adversary. The word 

det'll comes from the Greek word diabolos, which means “slanderer.” Some believe 

that the word det'll is derived from the Indo-European det'i (“goddess”). It is also 

said to come from the Persian daeva, which means “evil spirit.” Some facets of 

Christianity believe that the devil is behind all of the wickedness in the world. It 

was the devil, according to Judeo-Christian ore, who caused the fall of man, sev

ering man’s pure ties with God and causing him to be thrown out of paradise. The 

devil, who according to legend was the most beautiful angel in heaven, is said to 

have done this in an effort to win for himself the worship ofthe newly created hu

mans, as he wanted to be like God. The devil and his hordes (groups of angels that 

followed him when he was cast out of the heavens) forsook their place in the heav

ens to come down to the earth. He is the chief of demons, the name of evil beings 

in the spiritual world, according to Christianity.

D HARM ATA

See Tibetan Book ofthe Dead.

DILUM

The name ofthe afterlife in ancient Mesopotamian beliefs. It means “place of sun

rise.” It reflects humankind’s earliest known belief in life after death and an unseen 

spiritual world. The name Dilum can be found in the Epic of Gilgamesh, a narrative 

poem from ancient Mesopotamia, written approximately 2500 BC. To believers, 

Dilum was a vast, bountiful, paradise garden that only the good were able to as

cend to and partake of.



dimension(s)
f\ level of existence. Within the unseen spiritua world, there are many dimensions. 

Terms denoting the word dimension are realm and pane. The dimension to which a 

soul travels after death consists of two separate areas. The first is said to be beau

tiful, resembling Earth. It is this area that most people travel to after death. It is a 

place of rest, contemplation, and enlightenment. The second place has been 

likened to a dark empty space. It has been described as a deep dark void. Those 

that have lived se fish, unloving lives are believed to exist there in loneliness and 

confusion. According to some beliefs, the life one lives on Earth determines which 

of these areas one's soul will exist in after death. According to some individuals 

that have traveled to this dimension in their out-of-body experiences, the area we 

will exist in after death will depend upon the amount of ove and service we gave to 

others while on Earth.

Dimensions higher than this are said to be for the more advanced souls. From 

these dimensions, humankind receives inspiration, guidance, and knowledge for 

spiritua growth on Earth. In addition, great spiritual teachers may descend to Earth 

from these realms to benefit the people of Earth. The higher dimensions remain a 

mystery to humankind as those that have professed to having out-of-body experi

ences are not permitted into those realms. It is thought that eventually, everyone 

will progress into the higher dimensions, though it may take eons. See also After

life.

DIRECT-VOICE COMMUNICATION (ALSO DIRECT-VOICE PHENOMENA 

OR DVP)

The term for when someone in the unseen spiritual world speaks in the physical in 

his or her own voice (not through the voice of a medium or by other channels). 

The voice may come in a whisper or normal volume. The deceased are genera ly 

heard in the voice from their ast incarnation on earth. Although these cases are 

said to be rare, there are individuals who have heard the voice of a loved one that 

has crossed-over call out to them without any medium involvement. Other terms 

for direct-voice communication are direct-voice phenomena and direct-voice medi

umship.

DIRECT-VOICE MEDIUM(s)

See Direct-voice Communication; Medium(s).

DIRECT-VOICE PHENOMENA



See Direct-voice Communication.

DIRECT WRITING

A way in which those from the unseen spiritual world can communicate with those 

in the physical world. Direct writing involves the appearance of writing on a sur

face. The writing may appear gradually, etter by etter, or suddenly as a complete 

word or sentence. This form of communication from the unseen world reaches 

ver)' far back in history and can even be found in the Bible. In the Old Testament 

book of Daniel (5:5), it says, “At that moment the fingers of a man’s hand came 

forth and were writing in front of the lamp stand upon the p aster of the wall of the 

palace of the king."

DISABILITIES

The term disability refers to any condition that impedes the completion of daily 

tasks using traditiona methods. In the unseen spiritual world, there are no disabil

ities, sickness, blindness, or any other maladies. Once a person returns to the spir

itual plane, any physical disability or ailment they previously experienced during 

their life on earth disappears. One thing mediums often say about those living on 

the other side is that the deceased can now “breathe" or “see,” or that the deceased 

are no longer “ill.” There have been cases where the deceased individual had been 

bed-ridden or blind in their physical life, and they made it a point to tell their still

living loved ones that on the other side, that is no longer the case. See Prebirth.

DI SCAR NATE

Lacking physica form. A spirit or ghost, for examp e, is referred to as ‘a discarnate 

entity.’

DISCARNATE MATERIALIZATION

Another name for an apparition.

DISEMBODIED SPIRIT



A spirit without a material body. A term used when referring to a ghost.

DIVINATION

The original purpose and definition of divination is to learn the will of the gods or 

to portend the future. It was used heavily in mankind’s ancient history, by kings 

and nob emen. To the same extent, divination is used today by everyday people 

simply wanting to know their future. Peop e also use divination as a means of com

municating with higher beings, such as angels, spirit guides, and in some cases, 

people that have crossed over from this life to the next.

DOMINATIONS

See Angels.

DOUBLE

The word double, as associated with the unseen spiritua world, has two meanings: 

(1) the etheric counterpart of the physical body; (2) a soul viewing the physical 

body it has just vacated.

DOUGHERTY, NED

Author of Fast Lane to Heaven: A Life After Death Journey. In his book, Dougherty 

relays his experience of nearly dying at the age of thirty-seven and having a near- 

death experience. At the time, Dougherty had been living the high life. He owned 

the popular Club Marakesh, located in the Hamptons, and a second nightclub in 

West Palm Beach, where he lived a decadent lifestyle complete with limos and cele

brities. His life changed drastically in 19S4 after he col apsed, triggering a near- 

death experience. During his experience, Dougherty felt that he was floating and 

suspended in a dark bottomless pit. While still suspended, he witnessed his life re

view. Afterward, he traveled to a second realm where he saw oved ones that had 

previously passed on. This realm exuded the light of God. He also encountered a 

lady in the light who spoke to him about earth’s future. And he was given prophetic 

information that included detai s about the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks on 

New York City and Washington, D.C. After returning to the physica realm, he was 

able to bring back prophetic information. Today, drawing from his initial expe

rience with the afterlife. Dougherty continues to give revelations about future 

events.



DOYLE, SIR ARTHUR CONAN

Scottish novelist, short-story writer and psychic researcher, best known for his sto

ries about the detective Sherlock Holmes (1859-1930). A zealous spiritualist, Sir 

Arthur Doyle was ab e to make contact with people from the afterlife. His research 

led him to write The History of Spiritualism (two volumes). In addition, he wrote The 

Wandering of a Spiritualist. In his novel The Land of Mist (1926), a spiritualist rescue 

circle, guided by the medium John Terbane and a longdead Chinese philosopher 

named Mr. Chang, helps the newly dead find their way in the land beyond the 

grave. Amazingly, after his death, Doyle dictated through medium Grace Cooke The 

Book of the Beyond and The Return of Arthur Conan Doyle.

DRAGONFLY

A 2002 movie starring Kevin Costner and Susanna Thompson; directed by Tom 

Shadyac. Movie tag ine: “When someone you love dies ... are they gone forever?” 

Doctor Joe Darrow (Kevin Costner), a respected expert in trauma and triage, sud

denly finds himse f a one after his wife, Doctor Emily Darrow (Susanna Thomp

son), is killed in an accident while on a medial mercy mission in a remote area of 

Venezuela. Through the near-death experiences of his patients, Joe soon realizes 

that his late wife is trying to reach him from the other side.

DREAM INCUBATION

A method by which a person acquires information from a spirit via a dream. It is 

believed that by s eeping in a specific location that has some spiritual significance 

to the spirit or subject at hand, a person can, in a dream, obtain the information 

sought.

DREAM VISION

Messages from the spiritual world are often communicated to a person while they 

are sleeping. The messages often come when the person is falling asleep or just 



waking up, a relaxed state when peop e are more receptive to communications 

from those in the spiritual world. Often, after a someone has crossed over, they 

will appear to their loved ones in a dream either to reassure the loved one that they 

survived death and are well on the other side, or to bring a message from the other 

side (such as information about a murder or some unfinished business). Usually, 

the person who has the dream is certain that the contact was made and is able to 

rest easier in their grief and worry over the individua . The dreams are often experi

enced as real events, as if the person were there with the deceased. See also After

Death Communication,

DRUIDS

Priests in Celtic society. The Druids were religious leaders, educators, judges, doc

tors, and astronomers. They believed in a purified and elevated earth that was the 

dwelling p ace of the gods and the souls of the dead. They taught the doctrine of 

transmigration of souls (the rebirth of a soul into a new body after death) and dis

cussed the nature and power of the gods. They believed that only a thin, invisible 

barrier separated the spiritual dimension from the physical dimension and there

fore, it was thought that the living could speak with the dead. They a so believed 

that it was possib e, through the mediation of a god, for living humans to be in

vited into the Otherworld.

DRYTHELM

See Bede.

DUBOIS, ALLISON

World-renowned medium and profiler (1972-). She is the author of the New York 

Times bestsellers Don't Kiss them Good-Bye and We Are Their Heaven: Why the Dead 

Never Leave Us. The popular television series Medium is based on her life. Born in 

Phoenix, Arizona, DuBois was aware of her psychic abilities as early as the tender 

age of six. In 1990, she graduated from Corona del Sol High Schoo in Tempe. 

During college, she worked as an intern at the district attorney’s office in Phoenix. 

She received a BA in political science with a minor in history from Arizona State 

Universit)'. DuBois uses her psychic abilities to aid law enforcement agencies 

across the United States solve crimes. In addition, she also works as a jury consul

tant and has helped put a number of murderers on death row.



“the life we begin with a scream 

we end with a whisper”

—Bucky Sinister, “The House that Punk Built,” 

AU Blacked Out & Nowhere to Go

E

EADIE, BETTY J.

Author of the New York Times best-selling book Embraced by the Light (194.2—). 

Eadie was born in Nebraska to a Native American mother (Sioux) and a Scottish- 

Irish father. During her early years, she lived on the Rosebud Indian Reservation in 

South Dakota. In November of 1973, at the age of thirty-one, Eadie, a mother of 

eight, died following surgery. Next, Eadie journeyed to the unseen spiritual world, 

where she met Jesus. There she was given a message to share with others when 

she returned to the physical world. In Embraced by the Light, Eadie shares this mes

sage and chronic es her near-death experience, which has been hailed as one of 

“the most profound and detailed near-death experience ever recorded.” By sharing 

her message of God's love and the wonder of what she saw and experienced in the 

spiritual world, Eadie helps others to overcome their fear of death. Eadie is also the 

author of The Awakening Heart and The Ripple Effect. Her website, Embraced by the 

Light: The Official Bettie J. Eadie Website, can be found at 

www.embracedbythefiht.com.

EARTH

The third outward p.anet from the sun. It is the largest of the solar system’s terres

trial planets, formed around 4.57 billion years ago. All souls are said to have helped 

in the creation of the universe and of earth. According to some psychics and near- 

death experiencers, earth is a replica of the unseen spiritua world. This is because 

everything in the universe was first created in spirit and then recreated in the phys

ical. The geography of the two worlds is said to be similar except for the seis

mology factor and the shifts of the and bodies on the earth. {Betty J. Eadie has ad

dressed this idea of earth being a replica of the spiritual world in her book Em

braced by the Light, as has medium and author Sylvia Browne in her books.) Not 

only was the earth modeled after the spiritual world, but also the theories, philoso

phies, and discoveries of humans often originate in the spiritual world.

http://www.embracedbythefiht.com


On the other side, the earth is viewed as a kind of school where souls go to learn 

and to grow spiritua ly. The earth exists in a dimension where free will is practiced. 

Because of this, souls from the spirit world come to earth to learn important 

lessons of love, thus bringing themselves closer to God.

In the spiritual world, earth is considered a “dark planet.” People in spirit are 

said to grieve when someone incarnates to the earth plane because they know how 

difficult their life on earth will be. The person traveling from the spirit world leaves 

a world of perfection and beaut)' to come to a world of war and pain. However, it is 

believed that incarnating to the earth is necessary for a soul’s spiritual growth and 

its ong journey back to God, where it will once again become one with the creator. 

The next shift for planet earth and the surrounding universe is into the fifth dimen

sion: the dimension of unconditional love and total oneness with All That Is.

EARTHBOUND

See Earthbound Realm; Earthbound Spirits.

EARTHBOUND REALM

A name for an area located in the spiritual dimension between the earth realm and 

the higher realms. It is a dark realm where those that have crossed over and are 

still connected to the earth because of an addiction, strong obsession, or some

thing negative dwell. How long a soul will remain there is up to the individual, be

cause they must find a way to disconnect themselves from the attachment that 

keeps them connected to the physical. Some have likened this realm to he I.

EARTHBOUND SOUL

Another name for an earthbound spirit. See also Ghosts.

EARTHBOUND SPIRIT(s)

f\ term used for those who have died, but not left the vicinity of the physical plane. 

These individuals are often tied to the earth for a reason and do not move into the 

spiritual world. The reasons can vary. For example, some, it is believed, do not 



realize they are dead, which sometimes cause them to impose themselves on those 

still dwelling in the material world. Often, the result of this imposition is a haunt

ing. Others remain because they find it difficult to leave their grieving family. Some 

are connected to the materialism of this world, and some are attached to addic

tions. Others want to try and get a message to their loved ones or stay to right a 

wrong (such as identifying their own murderer). They can dwell on the earth pane 

for a short time or for many years, even decades, before either rea izing they are 

dead or moving on fully into the spiritual world. All spirits, it is said, eventually 

make their way to the other side. Another term for an earthbound spirit is earth

bound soul.

ECTOPLASM

A white material that has been known to emanate from certain trance mediums 

while they are communicating with the spiritua world. It has also been known to 

show up in areas where an earthbound spirit dwells and is attempting to make con

tact.

EDISON, THOMAS ALVA

American inventor and businessman, hailed as one of the greatest inventors who 

ever lived (1847-1931). He patented the light bub, the phonograph, the motion

picture projector, and many more devices. One invention that Edison was working 

on just before his death was a machine that would a low people to communicate 

with those in the spiritual world. A believer in life after death, Edison wrote an arti

cle in Scientific American (1921) that said:

If our personality survives, then it is strictly logical or scientific to assume that it 

retains memory, intellect, other faculties and knowledge that we acquire on this 

Earth. Therefore, if personality exists after what we call death, it is reasonable to 

conclude that those who leave the Earth would like to communicate with those they 

have left here. I am inclined to believe that our personality hereafter will be able to 



affect matter. If this reasoning be correct, then, if we can evolve an instrument so 

delicate as to be affected by our personality as it survives in the next life, such an 

instrument, when made available, ought to record something.

Edison is thought to have been working on a prototype tor this machine right up 

until he passed in 1931. The whereabouts of the plans or prototype for this machine 

are unknown.

EDWARD, JOHN

American medium, author, and lecturer (1969-). Edwards has helped thousands of 

people communicate with loved ones that have crossed over. He has written sev

eral books on the subject, including After Life: Answers from the Other Side: Crossing 

Over: The Stories Behind the Stories; Final Beginnings; and One Last Time: A Psychic 

Medium Speaks to Those We Have Loved and Lost. In addition to his books, Edward 

has also used television to bring closure to grieving peop e that have lost loved 

ones to death. His show, titled Crossing Over with John Edward, premiered July 1O, 

2OOO, and ran to May 1, 2004. Edward is known for his easygoing nature and the 

accuracy of his readings. He has been credited with convincing people around the 

world that there is indeed a life after death.

EGYPT (ANCIENT)

A civilization located in eastern North Africa. Ancient Egypt began around 3050 BC, 

when the f rst pharaoh, Menes, united the kingdoms of Lower Egypt and Upper 

Egypt. The ancient Egyptians strong y believed in a spiritual world. In fact, it was 

their hope to extend life beyond the grave and into an afterlife. The afterlife was ex

pected to be an idea ized version of their earthly lives. This idea steamed from the 

knowledge that in the afterlife one was free of the limitations of the physical body.



The Egyptians were concerned with three main aspects of life after death: the ka, 

the ba, and the akh. The ka was considered to be a duplicate of one's self—not a 

part of the personality, but a separate part of the self. The ba was loosely consid

ered the soul of a person, and it was sometimes represented in art as a bird. The 

akh was the principa aspect of the soul of a human being or of a god. Nearly all of 

the ancient Egyptians' funerary customs were dedicated to one purpose: ensuring 

that the ba and ka were reunited with one another on the other side.

Much of Egyptian belief in the afterlife centered on the pharaoh, who represented 

the gods. Proper entombment of the pharaoh would secure his fo lowers a position 

in a pleasurable afterlife. The shape of the pyramids was an image of the cosmic 

mountain or the heavenly adder by which the pharaoh ascended to the sky after 

death. Inscribed on the walls within the pyramids were instructions, incantations, 

and prayers whose aim was to guide the pharaoh into the company of the sun or to 

identify him with Osiris, the dying-and-rising god who became the lord of the dead.

The ancient Egyptians buried the Egyptian Book of the Dead with the deceased. 

The book contained precise directions on appropriate behavior after death—so 

much so that the book was recited to the body while it was being prepared for en

tombment. It was thought that if the soul of the person failed to follow these in

structions, then a union with Osiris (god of the underworld) would be unattain

able. The corpse went through a complex mummification procedure to ensure that 

the soul would have a resting place once it crossed over into the spiritual world. In 

addition, many bodies were entombed with personal items that the deceased had 

treasured in life, so that the person could have them in the next life.



A part of the transition into the afterlife, and what was said to be the final step in 

crossing over, was the judgment in the Hall of Maat (the god of justice) by Horus 

(the god of the sky) and Thoth (scribe of the dead). The ceremony, called the 

Weighing of the Heart, was performed by comparing the ab (the conscience) and a 

feather. Only those whose hearts were lighter than a feather would make it to the 

next life; those whose hearts were weighted down with their bad acts were de

voured by the god Ammut. A creature with a crocodile head, who was called the 

Devourer of Souls, swallowed hea1/)' hearts. The souls of the good were led to the 

Happy Fields, also known as the Fields of Reeds and Field of Peace, where they 

joined Osiris. Many spells and rituals were created to ensure the soul received a 

judgment of approval in the spiritual world. These spells and rituals were recorded 

in the Egyptian Book of the Dead. This way, once on the other side, a soul could 

enjoy a life much better than it had on earth.

Near-Death Experiences. In ancient Egypt, if one wanted to become a part of cer

tain mystica cults, he or she was required to have a near-death experience in order 

to become a member. Bringing the initiate close to death often brought on near- 

death experiences. By having this experience, the person would know what to ex

pect when it was their time to die. It is believed that these induced near-death ex

periences are what prompted and formed the information found in the Egyptian 

Book of the Dead. See also Egyptian Book of the Dead.

EGYPTIAN BOOK OF THE DEAD

A collection of ancient funeral texts of the ancient Egyptians. The texts are meant to 

help the soul when, at death, it crosses over into the unseen spiritual world. The 

book contains prayers, spells, and hymns to be used by the soul for guidance on 

its journey to the next life. A copy of the text was usually buried with the deceased. 

The original name of the text was The Book of Coming Forth By Day. The name Book 

of the Dead was given to the writings by Karl Richard Lepsius, an German Egyptol

ogist who published a section of the text in 1842. The book gives guidelines about 

what souls can expect after death and the journey through the afterlife, as well as 

how to maneuver around the hurdles that might prevent their transitioning and 

reaching the Field of Reeds, which was their primary objective in the afterlife.

ELECT

Elect is a Christian term that refers to God s choice of people who will go to heav

en—or in some Christian terminology, “will be saved.” In other words, the elect are 



those ca led by God to salvation. These elect are selected not by their actions (e.g., 

morality, charity, kindness), but simply because God chooses them. This selection 

is believed to have occurred before the creation of the world, making the elect pre

destined to go to heaven. This view of election was especially held by Calvinists 

who believed that the elect could be identif ed by their wealth, indicating God's 

favor and blessings toward them. According to Mormon doctrine, the elect of God 

are those men and women who have demonstrated great faithfulness to the teach

ings of Jesus. Mormons believe that they will be elevated to godhood in the after

life. Jehovah’s Witnesses teach that there are 144,000 individua s chosen (or elect

ed) by God to go to heaven.

ELECTRONIC MANIPULATION

See After-Death Communication; Electronic Voice Phenomena (EVP).

ELECTRONIC VOICE PHENOMENA (EVP)

The recording of voices of those that have passed on and exist in the spiritual 

realm. See American Association of Electronic Voice Phenomena (AA-EVP); Estep, 

Sarah; and Jiirgenson, Friedrich.

ELDER

A highly evolved and extremely wise entity. Elder is also a term used when referring 

to members ofthe Council of Elders.

elemental(s)
f\ type of nature spirit. An elemental is a spiritual being that is attuned with one of 

the four earth e ements: air, earth, Ere, and water. They are the spiritua essence of 

that element. E ementals are living beings that are similar in appearance to hu

mans, but dwell in a different realm. They have never existed in a physical incar

nation, although they have the ability to manifest a physical body. They are thought 

to be made of an etheric substance that is distinctive to their specific element. They 

are also referred to as nature spirits.

ELK, BLACK

A famous ivichasha ivakan (“medicine man” or “holy man”) ofthe Oglala Lakota, or 

Sioux (1863-1950). Born to a medicine man who followed Crazy Horse, Black E k 

witnessed the Battle of Little Bighorn in 1876. In Black Elk Speaks, he describes his 

childhood and early adult life and the spiritual life of the Sioux. He also speaks of 

an experience of visiting the spiritual world. His experience is considered to be one 



of the best-known modern records of a visionary journey to the spiritual world. At 

the tender age of nine, he had his first visionary experience. It came to him when 

he was struck down by an unexplained paralysis. While he lay apparently dead, he 

was called out of his body by two thunder beings, who escorted him to a tipi in the 

clouds. There the six grandfathers, as the great powers of the sky, the earth, and 

the four quarters were known, gave Black Elk the talents of healing and spiritual in

sight. After this experience, Black E k could no onger live the life of a normal child. 

He returned from his near-death experience changed, with newfound powers and a 

special mission in the world. Black Elk is also said to have had several visions in 

which he met the spirit that guides the universe.

ELYSIAN FIELDS

See Elysium.

ELYSIUM

A paradise in the underworld in Greek mythology. It was the final resting place of 

those souls that lived righteous, virtuous, and heroic lives while still on earth. Also 

called the Elysian Fields or Field of Reeds.

"EMANATIONS"

Title of an episode from the Star Trek Voyager television series. First aired in March 

1995, it dealt with the afterlife beliefs of an alien race called the Vhnori. While in

vestigating an uncharted asteroid inside an asteroid belt containing a new element. 

Commander Chakotay, Ensign Harr)' Kim, and B'E anna Torres stumble upon the 

burial ground of the Vhnori. After Chakotay and B’Elanna are beamed aboard Voy

ager, Kim is pulled into a “subspace vacuo Ie” and switched with a dead body. He 

finds himself on an alien world, the same one from which the bodies in the burial 

ground originated, and the body, which is now on Voyager, is revived. The crew 

learns from the person whose body mistakenly ended up on Voyager that the aster

oid belt is where an alien society transports its dead in the belief that they evolve 

into a higher state of consciousness after death. Kim's appearance on the Vhnori 

home world begins to raise questions, doubt, and uncertainty about what really 

happens after a person dies. Some even begin to examine the validly of believing in 

an afterlife.

EMBODIED SPIRIT

Another name for an incarnate spirit.



ENLIGHTENMENT

f\ higher state of consciousness in which a person becomes aware of their connec

tion with God and realizes that they are a part of the Divine, a part of God.

ENDOR, WITCH OF

The witch of Endor is a medium found in the Bible. In the first book of Samuel, the 

witch of Endor used a ta isman to call up the spirit of the dead prophet Samuel for 

Israel's King Saul.

ENERGY BODY

Another name for the astral body or etheric body. This spiritua body carries the 

nonphysical human principles.

ENOCH 

f\ bib ical character who was the seventh descendent of Adam and Eve. He was the 

son of Jared and father of Methuselah. In Islamic beliefs he is called Idris and con

sidered a prophet. He is characterized in the Bible as being a righteous man who 

was devoted to God. Some biblical translations refer to him as a “man who walked 

with God.” Because of this devotion and unique relationship with God, tradition 

holds that he never experienced dying. The Bible (Genesis 5:22-24) states that 

when Enoch was 365 years old, God “took him.” (During the time of Enoch, 365 

years was considered a short lifespan. His son Methuse ah lived to be 969.) It is 

thought that God took Enoch because he was too good of a person to continue to 

dwell on the earth and that not experiencing actual death was Enoch’s reward. Leg

end holds that upon his arrival in heaven, God transformed him into a glorious 

spiritual being. The apocryphal Books of Enoch record Enoch's travels in the spir

itual realm.

ENTITY

Another term for beings. Entities can be found within the physical worlds, as well 

as the spiritual realms.

ESCORTS

Spiritual beings that assist souls at death as they cross over to the next life. They 

are also known as greeters. It is their job to provide safe passage to the afterlife 

realms. The idea of otherworldly beings (often gods or angels) escorting the souls 

of the dead is not uncommon. In fact, the belief in after-death escorts into the spir

itual world can be found in many spiritual, re igious, and mythologica beliefs. The 



Bible's book of Luke (16:22) speaks of angels carrying the soul of a dead man to 

heaven. In Greek mythology, the god Hermes was the escort for the dead, helping 

them find their way to the underworld (the afterlife realm according to Greek 

mythology). In Zoroastrianism, Mithras conducted the souls of the righteous to 

paradise. According to Aztec and Toltec beliefs, Xolotl (god of the underworld) 

helped those that had died to reach Mictlan (the afterlife). During the Middle Ages, 

the archangel Michael was considered to be the conductor of souls. Other names 

for escorts are celestial escorts, conductors of souls, and psychopomps.

ESTEP, SARAH

Pioneer in the research of electronic voice phenomena (EVP) in the United States, 

and the author of 'Voices of Eternity (an introduction to EVP) and Roads to Eternity 

(1925-2008). The subject of ife after death had fascinated Estep from a young age. 

During that time, she enjoyed reading material centering on the paranormal. She 

was very much interested in discovering whether or not a person was completely 

gone at the death of the physical body or if they lived on somehow. It was while 

reading a book entitled Handbook of PSI Discoveries that she first became fascinated 

with electronic voice phenomena. In 1976 Estep began experimenting with an ana

log recorder, in an attempt to communicate with those residing in the spiritual 

world. She followed the suggestions laid out in the book, which included asking 

questions. A week passed with no answers from the other side, and Estep decided 

to change her questions. She asked, “Please tell me what your world is like?” and 

received a one-word answer: “beauty.” After that, she was hooked and continued to 

research the subject of electronic voice phenomena. Today, her collection of EVP 

recordings is said to be around 20,000, and the voices come from different dimen

sions and from people that have crossed over.

In 1982, Estep founded the American Association of Electronic Voice Phenomena 

(AA-EVP) and was its director for eighteen years. Her reason for creating this or

ganization was, in her words, to “provide objective evidence that we survive death 



in an individua conscious state.” To record messages, Estep genera ly used an 

audiotape recorder and externa sound source. She also had success recording in 

the field with a reguar hand-held cassette recorder. Her ability to acquire spirit 

voices on tape gave extremely important evidence of the existence of the afterlife. 

See also Jiirgenson, Friedrich.

EXTRACT FROM CAPTAIN STORMFIELD'S VISIT TO HEAVEN

A satire on the afterlife, written by American humorist, satirist, ecturer, and writer 

Mark Twain. The story was inspired by a dream of an acquaintance of Twain’s, 

named Captain Edgar Wakeman. Twain had met Wakeman on a trip aboard a 

steamship America traveling from San Francisco to New York. In Extract from Cap

tain Stormfield's Visit to Heaven, Twain merges science notion with a satiric look at 

conventiona views of the spiritual world. It is an amusing story, where the main 

character, who died thirty years prior, whizzes around outer space at “a million 

miles a minute." He notices “a tremendous long row of blinking lights away on the 

horizon ahead.” These are heaven’s entryways. Stormfield enters heaven, and his 

wacky escapades commence. The story draws sharp contrasts between Storm

field’s notions of what heaven is like and the truth of what really happens when one 

crosses over. One of the interesting realities Stormfeld faces is one that has been 

described by certain modern-day mediums: the spiritual world does not just hold 

the souls of human's crossing over, but also the souls of beings from other worlds 

as well. Another lesson Stormfeld earns is that earth is not the main p.anet of 

heaven’s sights. After thirty years of traveling in the afterlife. Stormfield finds he 

can no longer even locate earth on a map.

EXTRATERRESTRIALS

A sentient soul who is not originally from earth. According to Swedish mystic 

Emanuel Swedenborg, in his phenomenal book Life on Other Planets, “Spirits of the 

deceased from every inhabited planet congregate around that planet and serve the 

sentient beings that live there.” Swedenborg said that the spiritual world is made 

up of more than just the spirits of people that have crossed over from it, but it also 

includes the spirits of human beings from other worlds as well. In addition, there 

are some near-death experiences, such as a number of Raymond Moody's sub

jects, who have returned to earth to report that while in the spiritual world, they had 

become aware of souls from different worlds.

EZEKIEL



A major prophet of the Bible's Old Testament During the exile of the Jews in Baby

lon, God used Ezekiel, whose name means “God strengthens,” to bring comfort 

and hope to the people. His biblical book includes many references to the spiritua 

world and out-of-body experiences. For example, Ezekiel 3:12 says, “Then the spirit 

lifted me up, and I heard behind me the noise of the Lord rumbling as the Glory of 

the Lord rose from its p ace.” It appears that Ezekiel’s soul is leaving his physica 

body and is hearing the vibratory rushing sound that is so often reported by out-of- 

body and near-death experiencers.



FACILITATED APPARITION

A vision of a person in the spiritual world seen psychically through items such as 

mirrors, cauldrons, water, ink, or fire.

FAIRIES

See Nature Spirit(s). See a so Deva(s); Elemental(s).

FEELING A PRESENCE

The feeling that one is not aone. Many people report feeling that a oved one that 

has passed on is present or around them, although the loved one cannot be seen, 

heard, or felt physically. See After-Death Communication.

FENIMORE, ANGIE

Near-death experiencer and author. Her book Beyond the Darkness: My Near-Death 

Journey to the Edge of Hell and Back offers a rare look of a near-death experience 

during a suicide attempt. The book details Fenimore's experience of committing 

suicide, journeying to the spiritual world, and what happens after she arrives there. 

In her experience, Fenimore showed that her suicide did not free her from her trou

bles, nor did she find herself in the light, but instead in a place of darkness and 

desolation. Fenimore was later brought back to life and returned to recount her 

experience and assist others in learning about life after death and the spiritual 

world.

FENWICK, PETER

Neuropsychiatrist and a fellow of the Royal Col ege of Psychiatrists (1935-)- Fen

wick is a highly regarded expert and researcher on the subject of near-death experi

ences, having examined over three hundred experiences. Fenwick has coauthored 

three popular books with his wife, Elizabeth, including The Truth in the Light: An 

Investigation of Over 300 Near-Death Experiences; Past Lives: An Investigation into 



Reincarnation Memories; and The Hidden Door: Understanding and Controlling 

Dreams.

FERRYMAN OF THE DEAD

See Greece and Charon.

FIELD OF REEDS

Another name for Elysium or the Elysian Fields.

FIFTH DIMENSION

A higher plane of existence. The fifth dimension is a place where there is complete 

love and harmony with the Divine. It is the plane where most people go when they 

leave physical life on earth. (Other areas that people gravitate to when they pass on 

are lower overtones ofthe fourth dimension or an in-between area to consider their 

spiritua life and the possibility of incarnating once more.) It is said that the next 

shift for earth and our universe will be into the fifth dimension. See also Dimen

sions.

FINDLAY, ARTHUR

A great psychic historian and afterlife researcher (1883-1964). Major works include 

The Curse of Ignorance (Volume 1 and Volume 2) and The Psychic Steam. Finlay start

ed out as a stockbroker and agnostic. He became convinced there was a spiritual 

world after sitting at one of direct-voice medium John Sloan’s seances and hearing 

the voice of his father, who was deceased, and a family friend, who relayed infor

mation to him not known to any other living person. He became a reguar sitter at 

Sloan’s seances and worked closely with Sloan to conduct experiments. He pub

lished his findings in two books. An Investigation of Psychic Phenomena, which con

tained a preface by Sir William Barrett (one ofthe founders ofthe American and 

British Society for Psychical Research) and On the Edge of the Etheric. In this sec

ond, arger volume, Findlay graded his cases Al and A2 according to the quality of 

the evidence they presented. In examining three of the 180 Al communications, 

Findlay said, “An eminent mathematician, on calcu ating the chances of correctly 

guessing all the facts recorded, answers that to have reached such accuracy repre

sented the equivalent of 1 to 5,000,000,000,000. In other words, the odds were 

5,000,000,000,000 to 1 against chance being the explanation.”

The Arthur Findlay College. In 1964, Findlay gave his home, Stansted Hall, built 

in 1871 and located in Essex, England, to the Spiritualists’ National Union to 



become a college for studies involving psychic science. There, in a supportive 

atmosphere, students are able to study the psychic sciences, including such topics 

as spiritualist philosophy, practice, healing, and more. Students from a l over the 

world have attended this phenomenal place of learning to improve and enhance 

their spiritua skills. You can contact the college at iviviv.arthurfindiaycollege.org.

FLICHTjOl

See Ghosts of Flight 401.

FLINT, LESLIE

A highly respected and gifted directvoice medium (1911-1994). In his autobi

ography, Voices in the Dark, Flint speaks of his rare gift known as the independent 

direct voice. With this skill, Flint could hear voices, originating from a voice box on 

the other side of the ectoplasm, in the air around him. He described the voices of 

the dead as speaking directly to their friends or relatives from a space located “a lit

tle above” his head and “slightly to one side” of himself. Flint relayed that the voic

es are objective and that sitters could record them on their own tape recorders to 

play later in private. Flint gave sittings in hotels, homes of strangers, churches, and 

theaters—all with the same successful result.

Recordings. There are over 120 recordings of those from the spiritual world 

speaking during the Flint’s sessions. To hear some of Flint’s voice sessions on the 

Internet, go to The Leslie Flint Educational Trust website at iviviv.lesHeflint.com or the 

website Paranormal Voices at 1v1v1v.xs4all.nl/-1vichm /death ra.html.

FORCES OF DARKNESS

Entities in the spiritual world that choose dark conduct over that of love and light. 

Their focus is to disseminate negativity and thus prevent others from growing 

spiritually and becoming en ightened.

FORCES OF LICHT

Entities in the spiritual world that choose light and love over dark conduct. The 

forces of ight work on the side of the Divine to assist others in spiritual growth 

and spreading the light of the Divine into the universe.

FORD, ARTHUR AUGUSTUS

American trance medium who was also clairaudient (1896-1971). He was the 

founder of the International General Assembly of Spiritualists. Ford was born in 

1896, in Titusville, Florida. As a youth, he was a truth seeker, which led him to 

ge.org
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various denominations of Christianity. It was not until World War I, while serving 

in the army, that Ford realized he was clairaudient. He would hear voices saying 

the names of people he had worked with—people who later turned out to be de

ceased. This realization prompted him later to seek information on psychic phe

nomena. Afterward, he began his association with spiritualists and established 

himself as a trance medium. His control, named Fletcher, first introduced himself 

to Ford in 1924 while Ford was in trance. It was Ford, along with Fletcher, who 

broke the Houdini code (a secret code that Harry Houdini, along with his wife, 

Beatrice, had conceived to prove life after death). This discover)' brought Ford 

attention. Ford suffered a setback in 1931 after he and his sister were in a car acci

dent in which his sister died. Ford himself was severely injured and relied on aco- 

hol and morphine to ease his pain, eventually becoming addicted to both. For the 

next twenty years he struggled to gain control of himself and fight this addiction. 

However, Ford continued his psychic work during this period. On January 4, 1971, 

Ford died. From the spiritua world, he made contact with his friend, psychic Ruth 

Montgomery. Montgomery published the information that she received from Ford 

in her book A World Beyond.

FORTUNATE ISLES

The spiritual world and afterlife of Pythagoras, Cicero, and Plato. In Greek mythol

ogy and Celtic folklore, it was the idyllic p ace where preferential people and heroes 

were greeted by the gods and where all of their dreams were fulfil ed. It was a so 

known as the Isles of the Blessed, Islands of the Blest, and the White Isle. The is

lands were believed to be located in the western ocean near the encircling River 

Oceanus. The Madeira islands, the Canary Islands, and Cape Verde have been 

thought to be these islands. In order to travel there safely, moving against dark 

forces a ong the way, souls must purge themselves of al that’s left within them of 

their association with life on earth and overcome the dark forces, which attempt to 

destroy them. One means of conquering these negative energies, it was thought, 

was to perform special sacred ceremonies while still in physical life.

FORTUNE, DION

British medium and author (born Violet Mar)' Firth, 1890-1946). She was also 

founder of the Society of Inner Light (a mystery school within the Western esoteric 

tradition). Fortune was a powerful psychic and a key persona in twentieth-century 

esoteric thought. She began her life as Violet Mary Firth, born in the village of Bryn- 

y-Bia, in Llandudno, Wales, on December 6, 1890. Her father worked as a solicitor, 



and her mother was a Christian Science healer. In fact, Christian Science was rigor

ously practiced in her home. As a young girl, Fortune disp ayed strong psychic and 

mediumship abilities. She reportedly had visions of Atlantis as ear.y as four years 

of age and believed herse f to have been a temple priestess in a previous incar

nation.

As an adult. Fortune took up a strong interest in the occult. She also became a 

member of the Theosophica Society. In addition, she undertook lessons in psy

chology and psychoana ysis at the University of London, and she became a lay psy

chotherapist at the Medico-Psychological Clinic in Brunswick Square. She was a 

believer of Christian mysticism, pantheism, and magic, and was associated with 

the hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn and the Fraternity of the Inner Light.

In her channelings. Fortune received information from an intelligence that she 

said was located in a higher plane of existence. She insisted that she was not con

tacting those that had passed on. She was very sensitive to disturbing people that 

had crossed over and vehemently did not wish to bother them. In fact, on the sub

ject of the afterlife, Fortune made her own contribution in writing with her book 

Dion Fortune's Book of the Dead (originally published as Through the Cates of Death 

in 1930), a metaphysical guide to understanding the changes that come with the 

death of the physical body. It explains how to assist an individual on their after- 

death odyssey and how to avoid impeding the soul’s progress after death. It also 

discusses why it is inappropriate to try and contact the dead (under most condi

tions).

An incredibly prolific writer. Fortune’s list of esoteric and metaphysical books 

also include Psychic Self-Defense. The Mystical Qabalah, The Training and Work of an 

Initiate, The Sea Priestess, Moon Magic, Cosmic Doctrine, Applied Magic, Glastonbury: 

Avalon of the Heart, The Esoteric Philosophy of Love and Marriage, The Coat Foot 

Cod, Esoteric Orders and Their Work, Aspects of Occultism, The Winged Bull, The 

Demon Lover, Sane Occultism, Dion Fortune's The Secrets of Dr. Taverner, Spiritualism 

and Occultism, and The Light of Occult Science.



FOX, OLIVER

British astral trave pioneer and author (1885—1949). Because he began experi

encing out-of-body episodes from an early age, Fox experimented to find a way to 

gain control over his astra projection ability. He succeeded and wrote an enlight

ening book on the subject, entitled Astral Projection: A Record of Out-of-the-Body Ex

periences (1939), which details howto have astral experiences.

FOX SISTERS

See Spiritualism.

FREE WILL

The ability to choose a course of action or make a decision without being subject 

to restraints. It is said that the greatest gift of God to humans is free will, which al

lows humans to move through their spiritual evolution at their own pace. Free will 

also applies to their life in the spiritual world as well as their physica incarnations. 

It is believed that, while in the spiritual realm, human souls use their free will to 

choose their parents and other forthcoming life circumstances; thus, human lives 

on earth follow a pan. Metaphysicians believe that once humans are born into this 

lifetime, they must stick with that plan, so free will then becomes imited as the 

soul lives out the path it charted for itself.

Italian humanist philosopher Pico De la Mirandola spoke on the subject of free 

will, saying, “God paced man in the middle ofthe world without a secure place, 

without a distinctive identity, without a specia function, while all these things were 

granted to the rest of his creatures. Man is created neither earthly nor heavenly; he 

can degenerate into a beast, he can ascend to heaven; everything depends solely 

and entirely on his will. It is granted to man to possess what he wished, to be what 

he wants." In Christianity, the concept of free will exp ains the existence of evil: 

God did not create evil, but gave his human creations free will so that they could 

freely choose whether to follow him or not; those that choose to turn away from 

him bring those things that are evi —things not of God—into the world.



Free Will and Other Beings. Humans, however, are not the only beings in God’s 

creation who are believed to have free will. The angels dwelling in the spiritual 

realm are also thought to have this free choice of action. Origen of Alexandria 

maintained that God created a number of spiritual beings that were equal and free. 

Some, through their free will, chose to leave their positions in the spiritual world 

and slowly drifted away from God; some drifted so far away that they became dark 

spirits. In the metaphysical arena, it is believed that some spirits living in the spir

itual world chose through free will to come to the earth to perfect their souls.

FRENCH, EMILY S.

American direct-voice medium from Buffalo, New York (1830-1912). Famous for 

her medium work, as well as for her integrity, French was said to have never 

charged money for her services. She had a Native American spirit control by the 

name of Red Jacket. Many experiments and investigations were conducted to prove 

that her mediumship skills were not fraudulent. She voluntarily helped with ‘‘rescue 

circ es,” in which earthbound spirits were assisted in crossing over.

“All we can touch, swallow, or say

aids in our crossing to God 

and helps unveil the 

soul." 

—Saint Theresa of Avila, “I Loved What I Could Love”



GABRIEL

A great archangel in the spiritua world. Gabriel, whose name means “God is my 

strength,” is one of the two highest-ranking angels in Judaism, Christianity, and 

Islam. He is best known for bringing important announcements to humankind. He 

is Frst encountered in the Bible's Old Testament, when he appears to the prophet 

Danie (8:16) to explain a vision. He later appears to Daniel a second time to an

nounce the coming of the Messiah. In the New Testament he announces the birth 

of John the Baptist to John's father Zechariah (Luke 1:11-22), and the birth of Jesus 

to his mother Mar)' (Luke 1:26-33). During the Middle Ages, Christians believed 

him to be the angel of light. In Is am the translation of the name Gabriel is Jibril. It 

was Jibril who revealed the Koran to Muhammad. For this reason, Jibril is also re

ferred to as Faithful Spirit, Faithful Servant, and the Bringer of Good News. He is also 

the guardian angel of Muhammad. In Essene beliefs he was the ange of life. In an

cient Judaic lore, Gabriel was thought to be female—the only female to be listed in 

the archangel class. Variations of the name Gabriel are Gavriel and Gabriella.

CAN EDEN

A term from ancient Jewish tradition, meaning “paradise," “Garden of Eden,” and 

“World to Come." It comes from the descriptions of the afterlife found in the Tal

mud (a collection of traditional oral Jewish tales and teachings). It was believed 

that a I souls would ascend above Gan Eden and become one with God, who ex

isted in the highest plane.

GANDHI, MAHATMA

Indian nationalist leader, who, appalled by the treatment of Indians, established his 



country's freedom through a nonviolent revolution (1869—1948). Even though 

Gandhi grew up Hindu and lived his life according to those beliefs, he remained 

open minded about other religions, believing that they a l ead to the truth of God. 

He said, “I consider myself a Hindu, Christian, Muslim, Jew, Buddhist, and Confu

cian.” He believed that Truth is God and so in seeking to know Truth, humans seek 

to know God. He felt that all people were brothers and sisters because al came 

from the same God and each individual carries God within them. Gandhi ooked 

forward to life after death, where he would exist in a spiritual world. He once said, 

“What I have been striving and pining to achieve these thirty years is to see God 

face to face.”

CAR RETT, EILEEN JEANETTE VAN CHO LYTTLE

Renowned trance medium, author, publisher, entrepreneur, and one of the most 

important people of the parapsy-chologica world (1892-1970). She made consid

erable contributions to the investigation and understanding of mediumship and re

lated phenomena. A natural sensitive (she was very much aware of people’s emo

tions and feelings), Garrett was considered one of the most respected trance medi

ums of the twentieth century.

Born in 1892, in Beauparc, Count)' Meath, Ireland, as Emily Jane Savage (later 

she became known variously as Jane Savage and Jean Lyttle or Little in her writing), 

Garrett recognized at a very early age that she was different. As a child she had spir

itual playmates, which she called “the children.” In addition to people, she would 

see animals and various energy light forms, which she called “surrounds.” Later 

(between 1924 and 1928), Garrett’s psychic talents were further developed by 

James Hewat McKenzie, the founder of the British College of Psychic Science.

As a medium, Garrett was superb. One of the most amazing mediumship experi

ences, and one that also brought her internationa attention, happened when she 

received a message from Flight Lieutenant H. Carmichae Irwin, the deceased cap

tain of the dirigible R101 (an airship developed for commercial use by the British), 

which went down in Beauvais, France, on October 5, 1930, killing forty-eight of its 

fifty-four passengers. During a seance at the National Laboratory of Psychical Re

search, where Garrett had been trying to contact spiritua ist Sir Arthur Conan Doyle 

(author of Sherlock Holmes), Irwin unexpectedly—and before the news of the air

ship’s crash was made public—re ayed the frightening details of what happened 

leading up to the crash and what ensued just moments before the airship went 



down. His description of what happened consisted of a arge amount of mechan

ical information, which was later confirmed by an official investigation.

Garrett was also a psychic researcher. She recognized the need for scientific, 

unbiased studies of psychic phenomena. For this, she enlisted the aid of scientists 

and psychic investigators. In 1931, Garrett received an invitation from the American 

Society for Psychical Research to visit the United States. She worked with Duke 

Universit)', under the direction of prominent psychologist William McDouga I and 

Joseph Banks Rhine (founder of the parapsychology lab at Duke University). In her 

paranormal research work, Garrett also worked with other well-known investigators 

of the paranormal, including Nandor Fodor {psychoanalyst and psychical re

searcher) and Hereward Carrington (British psychical investigator). Garret a so ex

perimented with telepathy, extrasensory' perception (ESP), and other related areas.

It was Garrett's utmost desire to educate others about her experiences with the 

spiritua world through her writing and ecturing. In the 1940s, Garrett began a 

monthly magazine titled Tomorrow. It was hailed as one of the most intelligent pe

riodicals on paranormal subjects during that period. She also started two pub

lishing companies. Creative Age Press and Helix Press. Her greatest achievement, 

however, was the founding of the Parapsychology Foundation in 1951, in New York. 

The foundation pub ished the International Journal of Parapsychology and held its 

first global symposium at the University of Utrecht, Hol and, on July 29, 1953. 

Today the Para psycholog}' Foundation is one of the most highly regarded organi

zations of its kind. It continues to turn out enlightening information in its period

icals and reports.

Garrett authored a number of books, including Telepathy: In Search of a Lost Fac

ulty; Awareness: Ancient Answers to the Secret of Personal Fulfilment; The Sense and 

Nonsense of Prophecy; Life Is the Healer; Many Voices; and My Life as a Search for the 

Meaning of Mediumship.

In the preface of her autobiography. Adventures in the Supernormal, she writes: “I 

have a gift, a capacity—a delusion, if you will—which is called ‘psychic.’ I do not 

care what it may be ca led, for living with and utilizing this psychic capacity long 



ago inured me to a variety of epithets—ranging from expressions almost of rever

ence, through doubt and pity, to open vituperation. In short, I have been ca led 

many things, from a charlatan to a miracle woman. I am, at least, neither of these.'7 

Garrett passed into the spiritual world on September 15, 1970. She was buried in 

Marseilles, France.

GENETIC RECALL

A term for memories that are passed down within a person’s genes. The genes 

hold the accounts of one's ancestors and of past-life experiences.

ghost(s)
A person that has passed on but chooses to stay in the physical world even though 

he or she is in spirit form. In her book Proud Spirit, famed medium Rosemary Altea 

says, “The term ghost is used to describe the apparition of a dead person or ani

mal." Ghosts are real, and they do share space with us in this life, although they are 

in a different realm of existence.

They are usually the spirits of people who have become trapped in our dimen

sion, hovering somewhere between the earth realm and the afterlife. Often these 

spirits are earthbound, held here by their own desires or because they haven't yet 

accepted that they are physica ly deceased. Some remain here for many years be

fore fully accepting their fate and crossing over into the spiritual world. Often, spir

itual beings, such as guides and angels, are sent from the other side to talk the per

son over. Therefore, it is believed that eventually al ghosts will go home to the 

spiritual world.

Ghosts have been seen by every culture in the world and reported since the 

beginning of human history. Ghosts, whether malevolent, benevolent, or simply 

sad, appear in the legends and folktales of many cultures. The word ghost is de

rived from the German word geist, which means “spirit," or the Old English word 

go st, which means “soul" or “spirit."

Manifestations of a person that has crossed over into the spiritua world often 

occur when the death of the person is recent and the spirit is still close to the phys

ical world (usually within the first three months of their transition). Ghosts have 

also been known to manifest years ater, during a time of crisis or just before a 

tragedy or death. They may appear when a still-living loved one is in great need. 

The sighting and length of appearances vary, and the recipients of such unexpected 



visits are usually upset by them.

Ghosts, when manifested, can be seen in a variety of ways. They may appear in 

their most recent human form, sometimes fully materialized, sometimes in a semi

transparent state. They have also been seen as silvery, shadowy, or fog-like. Those 

that do not materialize use other phenomena, such as moving an object or ma

nipulating electronic media, to be noticed. Earthbound ghosts show themselves 

more often and appear in a semitransparent state, sort of ha fin and half out of the 

physical, although they have been known to also appear solid. It seems that the 

longer the person has been deceased, the more transparent their spiritua form is. 

Spirits of people that have crossed over successfully usually go about undetected 

in our world unless they choose to make themselves known.

In the West, ghosts are often perceived as restless spirits. Restless ghosts are 

believed to have unfinished business in the physica plane. For example, they may 

be seeking justice or revenge after being the victim of a murder or violent death, or 

they may have not completed their will or may have an inheritance concern. In 

some cases, loved ones cannot locate a will or estate papers, or the person passed 

without conveying the secret ocation of an important document. There may be 

many other reasons why a person may linger on the physical plane. For instance, 

criminals are believed to sometimes linger on the earth plane to avoid punishment 

on the other side.

In many Asian cultures, most of the popu ace believes in reincarnation. They be

lieve that ghosts are people in the spiritual world that have not reincarnated due to 

some unfinished work or business they still have in the physical plane. People in 



both the East and the West believe that ghosts wander about places that they knew 

and were familiar with when alive and, in some cases, places where they died.

GHOST

f\ 1990 movie starring Patrick Swayze as Sam Wheat, Demi Moore as Molly Jensen, 

Whoopi Goldberg as Oda Mae Brown, and Tony Goldwyn as Carl Bruner. It was 

written by Bruce Joel Rubin and directed by Jerry Zucker. Ghost is part romantic 

comedy, part fantasy with an afterlife theme. It is a story of two lovers whose lives 

are turned upside down when one is killed by a rival. Finding himself in the spir

itual world, unable to be seen or heard by the living, Sam stumbles upon a medium 

(Oda Mae) that is able to hear him. With her assistance, he communicates with his 

be oved (Molly) and is able to resolve his murder. The end ofthe story shows Sam 

moving into the spiritual world. The movie itself has severa underlying spiritual 

themes, including life after death, the spiritual world, and of course, ghosts.

GHOST AND MRS. MUIR, THE (MOVIE)

The Ghost and Mrs. Muir was a 1945 novel by R. A. Dick. In 1947, a movie was made 

based on the book. It starred Gene Tierney as Mrs. Muir and Rex Harrison as the 

ghost. From 1968 to 1970, there was a television series (a situation comedy) pro

duced based on the film. In that version ofthe story, Hope Lange played Mrs. Muir 

and Edward Mulhare played the ghost.

The movie centers on a cottage on the seaside of Eng and, around 1900. A young 

widow and her daughter move into the cottage to find it haunted by the former 

owner, Daniel Gregg, who was once a sea captain. The captain appears only to 

Mrs. Muir. When Mrs. Muir runs into financial prob ems, Gregg attempts to assist 

her in saving the cottage by dictating his memoirs. The book is published and be

comes a bestseller. Mrs. Muir and her daughter and maid are able to continue liv

ing in the house. During this period, the ghost and Mrs. Muir fall in love. Knowing 

that they cannot exist in two different worlds and be together, the captain encour

ages her to find a live man and disappears from her life. While she is sleep, he con

vinces Mrs. Muir that her experience with him was al a dream.

Later, daughter Anna returns to the cottage and informs her mother that she, as a 

child, had spoken with Captain Gregg, triggering her mother's memories. Mrs. 

Muir lives out her life at the cottage and eventually dies. At the moment of death, 

the sea captain shows himself to her and reaches out to her. Her spirit is lifted 



from her body, and the two of them walk together happily into the spiritual world.

GHOST DAD

A 1990 movie comedy starring Bi I Cosby as a workaholic father who is never 

home. His life changes when he is picked up in a taxi and the driver runs off the 

bridge, causing Cosby's death and his transition to a ghost. He is then at the mercy 

of his children, who help with darkening his office, so he can be seen. As time goes 

on, Cosby's character grows closer to his children even though he is in spirit form.

GHOST DANCE

A ritual spiritual dance that originated among the Paiute Native Americans in Neva

da around 1888. Its founder was a young Native American named Wovoka (1856- 

1932), who was a Paiute mystic and medicine man. In 1888 Wovoka (also known as 

Jack Wilson) contracted a dangerous fever. At that same time, there was a soar 

eclipse. Wovoka, during his fever, had an out-of-body experience in which he vis

ited the spiritual world and met God. On the other side, he received a divine vision. 

In the vision, Wovoka saw the resurrection of the Paiute dead. He witnessed the re- 

mova of the white race, and all they had done, from North America. As a result of 

that vision, many Native Americans believed that they would again take their right

ful place in the world and one day be reunited with their departed loved ones. He 

believed that in order for this vision to become a reality. Native Americans must 

live honorable lives and perform a traditional round dance, known as the Ghost 

Dance. Wovoka supplied them with the necessary songs and dances to perform 

the dance ceremony. Other Native American tribes also embraced this revelation 

and the dance. The Ghost Dance, also known as the Spirit Dance, consisted of 

men and women together, holding hands, moving slowly around in a circ e—al 

the while facing the center. The songs and dances were performed without any 

musica instruments.

GHOST WHISPERER

American television drama series. Ghost Whisperer premiered on CBS on Sep

tember 23, 2005. It was created by writer-director-producer John Gray. The show 

stars Jennifer Love Hewitt as Melinda Gordon, a gifted psychic who has the ability 

to communicate with people that have died, but are earthbound and in need of her 

help. Melinda assists them by relaying important information and messages to 

those stil alive on the earth plane. She is often met with skepticism by the friends 

and relatives of the deceased individual. However, when she is able to help both 



sides, those that have passed on and those still alive on earth, she recognizes that 

her ability is truly a gift and not a liability.

GHOSTS OF FLIGHT401

f\ book by American investigative writer John G. Fuller. In the book, Fuller docu

ments one of the most amazing and true ghost stories ever told. On December 29, 

1972, an Eastern Airlines TriStar jetliner, flight 401, crashed into a Florida swamp, 

killing 1O1 people. Among the crash victims were the pilot, Captain Bob Loft, and 

the engineer, Don Repo. Following the tragedy, crews of Eastern Airlines’ other 

TriStars, dubbed the Whisperliners by the airline, began to report seeing the ghosts 

of Loft and Repo on board their aircraft. They were seen on other airliners from 

which pieces from the downed jetliner were used. In total, there were twenty sight

ings of the two men, who took it upon themselves from the spiritual world to make 

certain this tragedy did not repeat itself.

GIMLI

Heaven or paradise in Norse mythology. Legend has it that Odin, the chief divinity 

and creator god, existed before time. He is said to have created the heavens and 

the earth and all the creatures to mirror his glory. The creation of the earth and hu

mans was his definitive work. He created humans with an eternal soul that could 

reside with him forever. As a result, at death, the good go to reside forever with 

Odin in his glorious paradise, called Gimli. There they find lush meadows, as well 

as banquet and ballrooms where great celebrations are held. The unfavored souls, 

due to their wicked acts on earth, were destined to spend eternity being tormented 

in the palace of Hei.

GNOMES

f\ type of elemental (or nature spirit) representing earth. According to egend, 

gnomes dwel in forests. They manifest in the form of elderly dwarfs. They are the 

guardians and hea ers of the animals of the forests and protectors of earth's trea

sures. They are also called trolls.



GNOSTICISM

f\ movement in Greek philosophy that stresses the secret knowledge of God as an 

escape from the material world. Gnosticism also emphasizes a return to the spir

itual world by the souls of individuals through a process of mystical know edge 

(gnosis) and a belief in reincarnation.

Gnosticism thrived during the second and third centuries AD. The word is taken 

from the Greek gnosis, meaning “revealed knowledge." The word Gnosticism is a 

genera term for any number of philosophies and religions that existed during the 

time immediately before and after the birth of Christ. It was a system of belief 

blending ideas taken from Greek philosophy, astrology, reincarnation. Oriental 

mysticism, and Christianity, and it emphasized salvation through gnosis. Gnostics 

believed in two gods: one who created the spiritua world (the Logos), the other 

who created the world of matter (the Demiurge).

Gnostics placed special emphasis upon a contrast between the material and 

spiritual realms. They believed in a spiritual world, which was good, and a material 

world that was evil. Gnostics believed that flickers of God fell from the spiritual 

world into the material world and were captured in the bodies of humans. The flick

ers from God that dwel within humans were said to have been sent by God to save 

humankind. These flickers imparted a mysterious knowledge of the divine realm 

and God. By being reawakened by this knowledge, this godly aspect of humankind 

could go back to its rightful position within the spiritual realm.

According to Gnostic lore, from the original mysterious God, lesser gods were 

produced. The ast of these was Sophia. Sophia longed for the forbidden, which 

was to be knowledgeable about God, who was mysterious and unknowable. From 

her longing, the Demiurge, an evil entity, was formed and is said to have fashioned 

the cosmos and the world within.

In Gnostic beliefs there are a number of other spiritual entities. The highest be

ings are cal ed Aeons and Archons. The Aeons are superior angels said to be the 

first beings created by God. The Archons stand guard over the nations of the mate

ria world. The Pistis-Sophia is the mother of the Aeons, and the Schechinah is the 

queen of angels.

The Gnostics believed that God gave the angels free will. He recognized that if 

they were to exercise their free will, he would have to remove himself, so that they 



could pursue their own destinies. He then decided to withdraw, eaving the angels 

on their own.

COD

The divine source of al there is, known by many titles, including Supreme Being, 

Creator, and Ruler of the Universe. In general terms, God is a being envisioned as 

the perfect, omnipotent, omniscient creator of the universe and the primary object 

of worship in religious practices, particularly in monotheistic beliefs. Some reli

gions believe God is one, others that God is dual, and still others that God is a trin

it)'. Some believe that God is positioned high above in the spiritual world, looking 

down on planet earth and its inhabitants. Others assert that God is everywhere.

It has been said by many who have had near-death experiences that God’s pres

ence is felt everywhere in the spiritual world. The spiritual realms are made of dif

ferent dimensions with different vibrational energy. God, who is made up of pure 

energy, is believed to exist in the highest dimension, or realm. Few if any, it is be

lieved, actually see God. This is because few can raise their energies enough in this 

life to make it to the highest realm. It takes much love, a ight vibrational energy, 

and a strong bel ief to actually see God.

In addition, whether or not one sees God or any of the archetypes (e.g., Jesus, 

Muhammad, the archangels) is said to depend on one’s spiritua and afterlife be

liefs. In general, most peop e, when entering the spiritual world after death, are met 

by their loved ones and friends that have crossed over previously. However, the 

higher one's vibration, the more light they carry in their soul, the higher they will go 

in the spiritual realms. The higher one ascends, the more chance there is of seeing 

God.

In early Christian beliefs, the joy of seeing God face to face, once one has as

cended to the upper realms, is called the beatific vision. The Catholic Encyclopedia 

defines the beatific vision this way: “The immediate knowledge of God which the 



angelic spirits and the souls ofthe just enjoy in Heaven.” Although Christianity 

does not teach the idea of ascending to the highest dimension, it does teach that 

upon one's death one sees God. In some re igious beliefs, reaching the point 

where a person can actually see God is a time when the soul is united (and in 

some beliefs reunited) with God. This belief is held by many faiths, including Ju

daism, Christianity, Islam, and some Asian religions. Christians believe that in the 

afterlife, seeing and being with God is the reward for living out lives on earth. Some 

facets of Christianity believe that a l righteous souls will dwell with God in heaven 

after their death. In some metaphysical thinking, souls resided with God before 

incarnating on earth and will return to dwell with God after completing their jour

ney, eventually graduating, so to speak, to the highest realm, returning to God.

Visions of God. According to some ofthe world's great religions, there have been 

prophets who have literally seen God in a vision, an out-of-body experience, or in 

some cases, during a journey to heaven. In most cases, these circumstances are 

simply referred to as visions of God. In Judeo-Christian beliefs, Ezekiel was granted 

a vision ofthe throne of God. He says that when witnessing the likeness of God, “I 

fel upon my face.” The prophet Isaiah, again from Judeo-Christian beliefs, saw 

God enthroned in his temple, attended by the seraphim (the highest order of an

gels), who were singing, ‘‘Holy, holy, holy.” Stephen, whose martyrdom is recorded 

in the New Testament, had a vision of God moments before he died (Acts 7:55-56). 

The apostle John a so had a vision of God, as well as an out-of-body experience. 

He witnessed God on the heavenly throne, surrounded by angels and elders (Reve

lation 4:1-6). The prophet Muhammad of Islam witnessed the overwhelming bril

liance of God. Muhammad’s vision of God is described in the Koran as “some

thing too stupendous for the tongue to tel of or the imagination to picture."

Throne of God. According to ancient Judaic lore, the throne of God is where God 

sits while the court of heaven convenes. There, as God is seated upon the throne, 

the deeds of men are weighed, and judgment is served. The seven archangels 

stand at the throne of God. There are twenty-four elders who also stand near God's 

throne. The angels ca led seraphim, cherubim, and thrones encircle the throne of 

God. When the court convenes to judge the deeds of humankind, the angels of 

mercy stand to God's right, the angels of peace stand to his left, while the angels of 

punishment stand in front of him, waiting to do his bidding.

Body of God. It is commonly believed that God is a spirit, bodiless and formless. 

However, there were some cases in various religious books and scriptures where 



the prophets saw God embodied in their visions. This embodiment arguably was a 

form that the human mind could easily comprehend. For example, in the biblical 

book of Danie (7:9-10) it states, "I kept on beholding until there were thrones 

placed and the Ancient of Days [God] sat down. His clothing was white just like 

snow, and the hair of his head was like clean wool.” In another passage from the 

pseudepigraphic book of 1 Enoch {8-25), the prophet Enoch is describing a vision:

And behold I saw the clouds: And they were calling me in a vision, and in the vi

sion, the winds were causing me to fly and rushing me high up into heaven. And I 

observed and saw inside it a lofty throne—its appearance was like crystal and its 

wheels like the shining sun. And the Great Glory [God] was sitting upon it—as for 

his gown, which was shining more brightly than the sun, it was whiter than any 

snow. None of the angels was able to come in and see the face of the Excellent and 

the Glorious One; and no one of the flesh can see him—the flaming fire was round 

about him, and a great fire stood before him. No one could come near unto him 

from among those that surrounded the tens of millions that stood before him.

God and Dimensions. God is thought to exist in several dimensions at once. The 

idea is that God could not have created the universe if he were in it. Therefore, he 

must have existed in another dimension during the creation of the universe. Ac

cording to particle physics and relativity, at the time that the universe came to be, 

there were at least ten dimensions of space already in existence. It is believed that 

God must have been able to operate in all of those dimensions and more in order 

to have created the universe.

GREECE



The ancient Greeks believed in an afterlife and unseen worlds similar to heaven 

and he I. In Greek beliefs, the god Hermes conducted the dead to the underworld, 

which was ruled by the god Hades. There they were judged. The good souls as

cended to the Elysian Fields (also referred to as Elysium), a beautiful paradise. The 

bad were sent below to the fery Tartarus. There they were punished eternally. 

Some, however, were allowed to repent. After a long penance, they were then 

deemed worthy of entering the Elysian Fields. Souls who were judged to be neither 

totally good nor totally bad were sent to Asphodel, where they would exist in an 

indeterminate state.

The Ferryman ofthe Dead. In Greek mythology, the way to the underworld was 

barred by the River Styx, or Acheron, a marshy river. In order to cross it, the souls 

had to pay Charon, the ferryman ofthe dead, a coin. Charon then carried them by 

boat across the river. Charon would only ferry those souls whose bodies had been 

buried or cremated with the appropriate rites. In addition, each soul was required 

to pay him an obolus (coin) or danace (ancient Persian coin) for their journey. For 

that reason, the bodies ofthe dead could be found buried with a coin under their 

tongues. Souls found without a coin were not accepted by Charon and were left to 

wander along the Styx for one hundred years.

Communication with the Other Side. The ancient Greeks used psychorranteums 

(rooms used for mirror gazing) to contact and consult spirits of the deceased.

Spiritual Beings of Greece. In Greek mythology there were gods and goddesses 

who performed angelic functions in the spiritua realm, sometimes moving back 

and forth between their plane and the physical realm. These gods and goddesses 

became archetypal angels of later religious systems, such as Judaism and Chris

tianity. They include the horae, which were winged spiritual beings that guided and 

protected the Greeks; the winged god Hermes, who ran messages between the 

spiritua realm and earth for Zeus; the goddess Iris who was a messenger for 

Zeus’s wife Hera; Eros, the winged god of love; and Proserpina, queen of the 

underworld.

See also Sibyl; Thanatos.

GREETERS

Spirits that guide those that are new to the spiritual world. They assist the newly ar

rived spirits with the transition from physical life to the spiritua .



CROUP SOUL

A group of souls that agreed to incarnate together in the physical plane. While still 

in the spiritual realm, these souls made a plan to aid each other in their spiritual 

development by meeting at some point in life. They may come together for a short 

time or for their entire lives. These souls often recognize each other on a deep 

level, as all of the souls in the group vibrate at the same frequency. Group soul is 

also referred to as the over soul, the Greater Self, and the Higher Self.

GREGORY THE GREAT

Sixth-century pope, spiritual worker, and one of the most notable Fgures in ecclesi

astical history (540-604 AD). In his work entitled Dialogues, in the fourth and final 

piece of the book, Gregory looks at the soul's eternal life and gives examples of 

near-death experiences, deathbed visions, and ghostly appearances experienced by 

people who lived in medieva times.

For example, he wrote of a hermit who, after dying, revived and told of his jour

ney to hell and what he saw—namely, men in the fires of hell. The hermit explained 

how he was rescued from an eternity of burning by an angel, who then sent him 

back to life, warning him to be watchful about how he lived his life. Another man 

named Stephen, a businessman, died while traveling to Constantinople. He discov

ered, however, he had been taken to the spiritual world in error, and he was re

turned to life. He discussed with Gregory how he hadn't believed in he I until his 

brief visit there.

In addition, Gregory's Dialogues tells the story of a soldier that was killed and 

journeyed to the other side. After reviving ater, he relayed to Gregory what he had 

seen in the afterlife. He described a bridge over a gloomy, bad smelling river. 

Across the bridge was a beautiful meadow with lush grass and fragrant fowers. He 

saw people dressed in pure white. He witnessed a house made of gold bricks being 

constructed. The bridge it seemed was a test, because only just people could cross 

to the other side. The unjust simply slipped off the bridge and would fa I into the 

foul river. The soldier observed one man that he had known of in life, who had died 

prior to his own experience, lying in the slime underneath the bridge and weighted 

down with an iron. That man had had a reputation for enjoying performing cruel 

acts of punishment on others.

The Dialogues' last chapter ends with the image of another man named Stephen, 

who had slipped and fallen from the bridge, but was still holding onto it. Horrible 



men from the river below came up to pull him into the water by the hips, while 

from above good spirits tried to pull him up and back onto the bridge. The person 

witnessing this was sent back to life, back into his body, and never knew what hap

pened to Stephen. The unresolved image is forever imbedded in the reader's mind 

as a metaphor for the struggle between good and bad.

GREYSON, (CHARLES) BRUCE

One of the world's leading near-death experience researchers and editor-in-chief of 

the Journal for Near-Death Studies since 1982 (1946-). He was a founding member 

of International Association of Near-Death Studies (IANDS) and served for many 

years on its board of directors, as its president, and as its director of research. His 

near-death research for the past three decades has focused on the aftereffects of 

the experience. Greyson also authored the overview of near-death experiences for 

the Encyclopedia Britannica.

GUARDIAN ANGEL(S)

Spiritual beings believed to be sent by God for protection. A belief in a protective 

spiritual being can be found around the world in many ancient and modern belief 

systems.

Perhaps the most well-known guardian spirits are the guardian angels of Judeo- 

Christian beliefs. These angels are said to often appear at a moment's notice to res

cue their charges from harm. They sometimes appear in human form, sometimes 

in the form of an animal, and sometimes as a voice or a vision. Many people have 

relayed experiences of being rescued by invisible hands, or by a dream they had be

fore the danger occurred.

Ancient Romans believed that guardian spirits cal ed lares protected each family. 

Romans also believed in genius, spirits who protected men and boys, and Juno, 

spirits who guarded women and girls. Pakistani and Burmese people believe in 

guardian spirits called nats. Nats are thought to dwell next to the people they were 

guarding. In Islam there are the malaika, known as the guardians of mankind, and 

the hafazah, who protect humans against the jinn (demons). The Koran states, “He 

[God] sends forth guardians who watch over you and carry away your souls without 

fail when death overtakes you." Guardian spirits cal ed genii, are found throughout 

the Near East. In Zoroastrianism there are the fravashi, ancestra spirits who are 

also guardian angels. Native Americans believe in guardian spirits that are much 



like the guardian angels of other religious belief systems. Each can or tribe has a 

guardian that is believed to remain with it forever. Personal guardian spirits are 

sought after by individual members of a tribe.

Guardian Angels and Children. It has been suggested that children have several 

guardian angels. This is because children are more vulnerable and in need of more 

protection when they are young. As they grow, they are thought to need ess angelic 

protection as they become aware of the dangers around them. Some, but not all, of 

the angels leave a child as he or she matures. In Catholicism it is taught that every 

child has two guardian angels, one good and one bad, that sit upon each shoulder. 

The Guardian Angel Prayer is a prayer taught to Catholic children. It speaks of God 

sending angels to children for protection and guidance. It says, “Angel of God, my 

guardian dear, to whom His love, commits me here; Ever this day [or night] be at 

my side, To light and guard, to rule and guide.”

Personal Guardian Angels. The famous German c airvoyant Rudolph Steiner be

lieved that the guardian angels remain with a person through each incarnation and 

carry the complete history of the soul of the person. Once the individual has fin

ished the last incarnation, the guardian angel's roe is completed, and it eaves that 

individual.

The guardian angels of individuals, according to lore, come from the order of an

gels simply called “angels." They rank last in the angelic hierarchy and are the clos

est angels to mankind. These angels are assigned to individuals to protect and 

guide them from birth. They are sometimes referred to as persona angels and 

companion angels. Guardian angels use a variety of methods to reach individuals, 

including intuition, thoughts, and dreams. Sometimes they work through people 

and manipulate circumstances in order to relay messages. Although guardian an

gels do appear from time to time, most of their work is done invisibly. When they 

do appear, however, they may take on a variety of forms, including peop e, animals, 



and lights. When appearing as humans, they appear in forms that are in accord 

with the beliefs of the individual, disguising themselves in the appropriate cultural 

clothing. There are many reports, too, of angels appearing in full angel regalia, in

cluding ha os and wings.

GUARDIAN SPIRITS

See Guardian Angels.

guide(s)
See Spirit Guides.



HADES

In ancient Greek mythology. Hades is the name of the god that rules the nether

world. Later, the netherworld itself, a so came to be called Hades. In ancient leg

ends, Hades was believed to be beneath the earth and was home to the dead. The 

passage to Hades is mentioned several times in works by Homer, especially in the 

eleventh book of the Odyssey, where the roving hero, Odysseus, travels to visit the 

dead seer Tiresias. There Odysseus finds that those in Hades are miserable.

In apocryphal lore, the ruler of Hades was the archangel Uriel, who was believed 

to hold the keys to the gates of Hades. In the Apocalypse of Zephaniah, the angel 

Eremiel is listed as the overseer of Hades, and Baal-Beryth is the master of cere

monies in Hades. Judges at the entrance to Hades decided the soul's next incar

nation.

HALL OF RECORDS

A great hal said to be a prominent structure in one dimension of the spiritual 

world. It is said to be a place of great supernatural beauty. It has been described as 

being pure white and designed in ancient Grecian-style architecture. Some believe 

that the Akashic Records are located there. After a person has passed and traveled 

to the spiritual world and been reunited with loved ones, they are taken to the Hall 

of Records fortheir life review, according to some sources. It is mentioned by sev

eral metaphysica sources, from psychics to hypnotists and past-life regressionists. 

For example, the Hall of Records is mentioned in Sylvia Browne’s book Life on the 

Other Side: A Psychic's Tour of the Afterlife, by Edgar Cayce in his Reading 294-19 re

port fi e, on Kevin Williams’s website, Near-Death Experiences and the Afterlife, 

and in Dolores Cannon’s book Between Life and Death. The Hall of Records has 

also been seen in many near-death experiences.



HAMILTON, T. CLEN

Afterlife researcher (1877—1935). A graduate of Manitoba Medical College, Hamilton 

was a physician and a member ofthe Canadian Parliament. He became interested 

in afterlife communication in 1916, which led to his interest in conducting studies 

on mediums. His research consistently and successfully proved that survival after 

death is real.

Hamilton held his experiments in his laborator)' under tightly secured and con

trolled conditions. The tests were conducted via an assortment of fourteen elec

tronic flash cameras, which were set up to photograph apparitions simultaneously 

and from a l angles. Witnesses of the testing included medica doctors, lawyers, 

and electrical and civil engineers. Al ofthe observers attested to seeing dead per

sons materialize, which gave credibility to Hamilton’s work.

Through his research, Hamilton made an enormous contribution to the belief in 

communication between those living in the physical world and those in the spir

itual world and the belief that there is indeed life after death. Reports of his studies, 

including photographs, are on public display at the University of Manitoba in 

Canada.

HARE, ROBERT

A respected professor of chemistr)' at the Universit)' of Pennsylvania (1781—1858). 

Hare was born in Philadelphia on January 17, 1781. His father was a state senator. 

He was well known for his scientific discoveries, including the oxyhydrogen blow

pipe, for which he became famous. He was also a staunch advocate against spiri

tualism. Hare considered it his duty as a scientist to speak out against such ideas 

in the interest of reason and science. He eventually became so frustrated with the 

speed at which these beliefs were evolving that he set out to disprove spiritualism, 

as well as mediumship. So at age seventy-two, he began studying the phenomena 

to disprove its validity. He created severa devices that, to his surprise, proved 

without a doubt that there was an unseen power and intelligence in control. As a 

result, Hare became a staunch believer in not only life after death, but also in the 

idea of publicizing his findings so that a l could be privy to the knowledge of what 

happens once a person was deceased and the hope that knowledge provides. The 

university in which Hare worked denounced him and his findings, and Hare even

tually stepped down from his position. Later, Hare himself became a medium. By 

that time, his scientific reputation was diminished. In 1855, Hare's book



Experimental Investigation of the Spirit Manifestations was pub ished.

HARRISON, MINNIE

A physical trance medium (1895—1958). Harrison was the youngest of eleven chil

dren, a l of whom displayed mediumship abilities. She began her mediumship 

journey as a child. In fact, by the time she was a teenager, she recognized that she 

was both clairvoyant and clairaudient. Minnie held a mediumship circle that met 

regularly from 1946 to the mid-1950s. Many amazing things occurred within that 

circle, including apports appearing as gifts for those present and voices of the dead 

being heard. Perhaps the most amazing were the materializations of entities from 

the spiritual world. Harrison's son, Tom Harrison, kept a detailed journal of all that 

he saw while sitting in on the circ es. He has written a book entitled Visits by Our 

Friends from the Other Side.

HAUNTING (S)

The regular reappearance of an apparition in the same location or to the same indi

vidual (or both). It is also known as a recurring apparition or haunting apparition. 

Residual hauntings, also known as energy implants, are when earthbound spirits 

linger because they do not know they are deceased or have unfinished business. 

See Apparition(s); Ghost(s).

HEARING A VOICE

See After-Death Communication.

HEART AND SOULS

A 1993 movie with an afterlife theme. The film stars Robert Downey Jr., Charles 

Grodin, Alfre Woodard, Kyra Sedgwick, Tom Sizemore, David Paymer, and Elis

abeth Shue. The story revolves around the characters Harrison, Penny, Julia, and 

Milo. The four find themselves together aboard a city bus that crashes, putting an 

end to their physical life on earth. At the same time, their spirits become attached 

to the consciousness of a still-living man named Thomas (p ayed by Downey Jr.). 

They remain earthbound and tied to Thomas, due to unfinished business from 



their physical lives on earth. These four spirit friends were known only to him when 

he was a child, which eventually ed to his parents having him see a psychiatrist, 

thinking that there was something wrong with their son. At that point, not wanting 

to disrupt his young life any further, the four spirits decided to disappear from 

Thomas's view until later. When he nears the age of thirty, they suddenly contact 

him again. Thomas is at first shocked and upset over seeing them again, as he 

quickly realizes that his childhood friends were real and that they had left him. 

However, they inform him of their unfinished business on earth and ask for his 

help. Until their business is finished, they cannot go to the spiritual world. The 

adult Thomas becomes the medium for the four. Because they are now souls with

out physical bodies, they must use Thomas’s body to live out their last dreams on 

earth. Afterward, one at a time, they each leave happily for the spiritual world.

HEAVEN

The name of one plane of existence in the spiritual world. According to ancient 

Judeo-Christian beliefs, there are thought to be seven smaller levels of existence 

within the heavenly plane.

The term heaven is one that most people are familiar with and is commonly used 

in Judeo-Christian beliefs. It is generally used as a catchall word for what is a very 

vast spiritua universe. However, it is also used to refer to the pane that the major

ity of people travel to upon death—a plane found in most of the world's beliefs. 

Because it is also a place thought to be visited during astral travel, it is usually de

scribed the same way in most of the world’s religious beliefs. It is believed to be a 

place of immense beaut)' and happiness, where souls rest after their lives on earth. 

In some religious beliefs, it is a so the abode of God and the angels.

An area located just above our own physical dimension, yet beyond our percep

tion, heaven is believed by many to be the purest and most sacred dimension. It is, 

however, just one of many realms and dimensions found within the unseen world. 

Heaven is actually a large part (but not all) of what many refer to as the afterlife.

Qualifications for Entering Heaven. Many religions that believe in heaven have 

different ideas as to how one qualifies to get into it. Most often, entrance into heav

en is believed to be conditional. Some religions purport that those who go to heav

en get there because of their faith and belief in a particular deity. Some believe that 

only the good, the just, and the righteous will enter heaven. Others, such as some 

facets of Christianity (such as in Calvinists and Jehovah's Witnesses), believe that 



only those predestined and chosen by God will be allowed in. Still others, like 

Universalists, believe that everyone goes to heaven regardless of whether or not 

they lived a “good life."

According to many near-death experiencers, prophets, mystics, and holy men, 

and some psychics, entrance to heaven is not based upon judgment or favoritism 

from God; instead, it is based on the level of one’s spirituality. The majority of peo

ple go to what we know as the “heavenly realm.” One's character, one's good 

deeds in life, and how much love one showed, it is said, are what will cause a per

son to move into the heavenly realm after death.

Traveling to Heaven. Although it is possible for a living person's spirit to leave 

its body and travel through the spiritual world, spirits seldom travel to heaven un

less the body has died. However, in this modern age and due to the atest tech

nolog}', there have been many cases ofthe spirits of “clinically dead" people leav

ing their bodies, traveling to the spirit world, and then returning to tel about it. In 

most cases, the spirit proceeds through a tunnel to the place many refer to as heav

en. Most people’s spirits leave their bodies in their s eep, and travel to and often 

throughout different realms of the spiritual world, but they do not necessarily go to 

heaven.

Streets of Heaven. There has been much said about the streets of heaven. They 

are said to be paved with gold. People that have traveled there in near-death or out- 

of-body experiences have given various descriptions of these streets. Apparently, 

the streets are made not only of gold, but also gems and jewels. Says Rebecca 

Springer, in her popular book Within Heaven's Cates, “Passing up a slight upward 

slope, we found ourselves in a broad street that led into the center ofthe city. The 

streets I found were all very broad and smooth, and paved with marb e and pre

cious stones of every kind."

HEAVEN AND HELL

See Emanuel Swedenborg.

HEAVEN CAN WAIT

A 1978 movie starring Warren Beatty as Joe Pendleton, a quarterback who has an 

accident and meets with an untimely death. Joe teams up with two angels who he p 

him to search for a suitable earthly replacement for Joe's spirit. The film also stars 

Julie Christie, Jack Warden, Dyan Cannon, Charles Grodin, James Mason, Buck



Henry, and Vincent Gardenia. It was directed by Warren Beatty and Buck Henry.

HEAVENLY ARCHIVES

See Akashic Records; Archives; Book of Life.

HEAVENLY BOOKS

See Akashic Records; Archives; Book of Life.

HEAVENLY CITY

See City of Light.

HEL

See Norsemen.

HELL

A place of punishment and torment, as taught by many of the world's mainstream 

religions. There are many beliefs surrounding the idea of a hell. It is said to be a 

fiery place ruled by a devil, and the condemned souls in hel are in this devil’s 

possession, forever deprived of seeing God. Some believe that hell exists beneath 

the earth. Others say that it is a spiritual realm separated from heaven. Some peo

ple believe the fire of hell to be literal, some metaphorical. To the ancient Jews, 

Sheol was a hell where souls wander about woefully. Ancient Greeks believed that 

upon dying, spirits of the dead went to an underworld called Hades (Hades was 

also the name of the ruler of the netherworld). In some facets of Christianity, it is 

thought that there exist in hell al sorts of hideous demons who were once angels 

in heaven, but who rebelled, sinned, or fel away from God’s aws. Some religions 

argue that hel is not real and that a god of love would not torment peop e forever.

Evidence shows that the idea of a hell was born in early Christian beliefs as an 

opposition to the perfect state of heaven. In fact, eternal damnation was created by 

clerics to control and manipulate the hearts and minds of the people and as a 

means of converting them. The more modern idea of hell is that it is the separation 

from God. A person who chooses to separate himse f from God is said to be in the 

worst possible state.



Within the spiritual world, there are, however, dark realms where some people 

may find themselves after death. These realms have been seen by people that prac

tice astra projection, as well as by some who have had near-death experiences. It is 

rare that visits to these realms on the lower astral pane are reported; for the most 

part, the upper, more beautiful realms are seen. The lower realms are said to be 

dark, unp easant, and cold, and some even say they are ghastly. However, they are 

not eternal places. They are temporary homes for dark souls until they change. It 

may take a long time, maybe ages; however, all souls have the opportunit)' for 

change and growth and to leave the dark realms.

Gates of Hell. According to ancient Jewish lore, there is a gatekeeper to the low

est realm, known in the physical world as hell. The archangel Uriel is said to be 

keeper of the keys to the gates of hell.

See also Earthbound Realm; Hell Realms; Void.

HELL REALMS

The dark realms located between earth and the spiritual realms of light are known 

by some as the he I realms. They are also referred to as the outer darkness. Some 

specifically refer to them as the earthbound realm and the void. In general, people 

travel past these realms quite quickly in order to reach the higher realms after 

death. However, those with addictions or strong earthly connections may stay be

hind in the earthbound realm until they free themselves of their earthly attachment. 

Fortunately, they are able to do so eventually, with the he p of angels and higher 

beings that may come to their aid once they are ready. It should be noted that a 

spirit's arrival in one of the darker realms does not mean it is being punished; it is 

its spiritual state that puts it there. The more spiritual and less negative a person is, 

the higher he or she wil travel to the higher realms of light within the unseen



spiritual world.

HEMINGWAY, ERNEST

American author of such works as The Sun Also Rises and The Old Man and the Sea 

(1899—1961). Hemingway had a near-death experience while serving in the trenches 

near Fossalta, Italy, during World War I. It was about midnight on July 8, 1918, 

when a mortar shell exploded near Hemingway, who was then just nineteen years 

old. Flying shrapne badly wounded his legs, and at that moment, Hemingway 

died. But he survived the accident of war, and he later told of feeling his soul com

ing out of his body, describing it as, “like you’d pull a silk handkerchief out of a 

pocket by one corner. It flew around and then came back and went in again, and I 

wasn't dead any more.” He conva esced in Milan. Hemingway later sent a letter to 

his family, saying, “Dying is a very simple thing. I've looked at death and really I 

know.” Hemingway used his own near-death experience in A Farewell to Arms when 

he has his fictiona hero, Frederic Henry, undergo a simi.ar experience. In that 

novel, the protagonist is also positioned in the Italian trenches when “a blast

furnace door is swung open and a roar that started white and went red... in a rush

ing wind.” Henry feels his spirit rush out ofhimse fand soar with the wind. He be

lieves himself to be dead and realizes that there is an existence beyond physical 

death. “Then... instead of going on, I felt myself slide back,” Henry says. “I 

breathed and I was back.”

HIGHER SELF

Another term for the over soul.

HILDEGARD OF BINGEN

German composer, abbess, mystic, and writer (1098-1179). She has been called 

one of the most important fgures in the history of the Middle Ages and the great

est woman of her time. Born in Bockelheim, Germany, Hildegard knew at a very 

young age that she wanted to spend her life ser/ing God. At the age of eight, she 

was placed by her aristocratic parents in the care of nuns at Disibodenberg, near 

Bingen, Germany. She ater became head of the convent. There she became known 

as a powerful mystic, spending much of her time meditating on the mysteries of



God, having visions in which she saw heaven and hell, and giving prophecies 

about the future. She recorded these visions in a book entitled Scivias, which took 

her ten years to complete and brought her much tame throughout Europe. She 

wrote of her vision of God and the spiritual world, in which she described heaven 

as a royal court where the saints are dressed in silk, standing about the throne of 

God. She envisioned the throne of God as being surrounded by nine concentric 

circles of angels. The most wonderful part of heaven, according to Hildegard, is 

beholding the face of God.

HINDUISM

major world religion that originated from the ancient religions of India. It is a di

verse religion made up of the philosophy and culture of native India. Hinduism 

teaches that through the laws of karma, a soul is freed from rebirth and then be

comes one with Brahma (the one eternal). Souls may be reborn in the various spir

itual paradises or lower undesirable realms, or they may come back as a lower life

form.

In Hindu beliefs, above the earthly plane are seven spiritual planes of existence: 

the Bhu plane, the Bhuvas plane, the Svar plane, the Mahas plane, the Janas plane, 

the Tapas pane, and the Satya plane. Below the earthly planes are six spiritua 

planes on the darker side, referred to as the nether planes: Atala, Vitala, Sutala, 

Rasaataala, Talatala, Mahaatala, and Paatala. Below these are twenty-eight different 

hellish dimensions. Moksha is the term for the spiritua destiny of a l souls. Mok

sha is the liberation from the cycle of earth and its suffering. It is a transitioning to 

a higher spiritual consciousness and ultimately becoming one with the universe. 

Before this can be achieved, one must first reach a place in their soul journey 

where they will no longer need to be reincarnated. Eventually, the soul will become 

one with God (i.e., the universe).

Spiritual Beings. Hinduism includes a number of spiritua beings, including 

God. In Hinduism, God can be understood in several ways. Philosophically, God is 

understood as Brahma. In popular religion, many gods are worshiped for having 

his or her own function; however, these gods, too, are understood to be manifes

tations of Brahma. In this way, Hinduism stresses God's immanence. The abun

dance of gods illustrates the many faces of God, the unknown, as he interacts with 

humankind. Other spiritual beings of Hinduism include the apsaras, who resemb e 

beautiful fairies. They specialize in giving sensual p easure to the gods. They were 



sometimes sent to earth from the spiritual world to prevent wicked men from 

doing harm by distracting the men with their beauty and sexua expertise. There are 

also the shakti and the devi, who are the manifestations of God in the female form. 

Popular devi and shakti include Durga, Kali, and Lakshmi. See also Atman; Vedas.

HOMER

f\ major ancient Greek poet and principle figure in literature. Homer is best known 

for his two classica epic poems, The Iliad and The Odyssey. Homer composed de

tailed depictions of the spiritual world. In The Odyssey, he explains how the hero, 

Odysseus, descends into the land of the dead, also known as the underworld, or 

Hades, ruled by the god of the same name. The Homeric view of the underworld 

shows souls that are unhappy, shadowy, formless spirits. Homer also portrayed an 

afterlife cal ed Elysium, where the good were thought to go after death. There, the 

soul enjoyed a state of spiritual blissfulness. Views of the afterlife by Homer can be 

found in The Odyssey, book 11, “The Nekuia (The Book of the Dead).”

HOME, DANIEL DOUGLAS

One of the most famous physical mediums of the Victorian era (1833—1886). Born 

to William and Elizabeth Home in Currie, Scotland, Daniel Douglas Home was be

lieved to have inherited his abilities from his mother, who was also psychic, as 

were a number of her relatives. They were specifically known to have “second 

sight” and were a so referred to as seers. As a child. Home was considered to be 

fragile and overly sensitive. He was therefore sent to live with his childless aunt, 

Mary Cook (his mother’s sister) and her husband. While still a young boy, Home 

displayed his ability to see events before they occurred. He predicted the death of a 

cousin; the death of a childhood friend (which he saw in a vision); the death of his 

brother, who perished at sea; and even the death of his mother. As an adult, he was 

best known for his unusual ability of rising high into the air (also known as levi

tation). Home moved to the United States with his aunt and uncle when he was a 

young boy. After becoming a successful medium, Home eventually took up resi

dence in Eng and. There he is said to have conducted numerous sittings for peop e 

hoping to contact loved ones on the other side.

HOPE, WILLIAM

Spirit photographer from Britain (1863-1933). Hope has been hailed as the best- 

known British photographic medium of the twentieth century. Through his great 

skill and talent, as well as his mediumistic insights and gifts, Hope was able to 



photograph hundreds of people existing on the other side. He was even able to 

capture deceased pets on f Im. Careful not to be seen as a fraud, he had persons 

verify the pictures of their friends, re atives, and pets that he was able to capture in 

spirit. Famed trance medium Lilian Bailey was one who sat with Hope in an effort 

to have a photograph taken of her mother, who had passed away. However, Bailey 

received a photograph of a person she perceived to be a stranger. Eventually, it was 

discovered that the photograph was that of her spirit guide, William Hedley Woot

ton (a World War I soldier). The photograph even picked up a dark area over Woot

ton’s temple. He had been shot and killed in that very place.

HOUDINI, HARRY

American magician (born Ehrich Weiss, 1874—1926). Houdini abhorred fake medi

ums. He went so far as to vow that if indeed there were life after death, then after 

his passing he would send a message back in the form of a code to his wife, Beat

rice. Before his death, Houdini had created a message with Beatrice. He exp ained 

that only a real medium would be able to give her his message. Many attempted 

and failed. Then famous medium Arthur Ford tried and was successful. Ford gave 

Beatrice the message, “Rosabelle, believe." This was done in the long, complicated 

code that the two Houdinis had used in the vaudeville act they had performed 

many years before. Ford’s message delivery was witnessed by a number of people 

including reporters from The Scientific American, Beatrice, and others. Beatrice said 

no other person knew about the code. She even signed a formal document stating 

that the code had come from Houdini and was totally correct, thereby proving that 

the magician himse f had survived bodily death.

HUGHES, MARILYNN

Out-of-body experience expert, author, and founder of the Out-of-Body Travel 

Foundation (1965-). A former news anchor, reporter, and producer, Hughes has 

been researching and experiencing out-of-body travel and comparative religious 

mysticism since 1987. Through her work, she has helped people become enlight

ened about the unseen world and what lies beyond our physical senses. One pop

ular series by Hughes is The Mystic Knowledge Series, in which Hughes details such 



subjects as out-of-body travel, ghosts, lost souls, spirit guides, guardian angels, 

reincarnation, karma, spiritual warfare, angels, death, the afterlife, heaven, hell, and 

more. In addition to her mystic knowledge series, Hughes has written books on 

out-of-body travel, world religions, miraculous images, and suffering. She has also 

written children's books. Her foundation’s website is located at: 

www.outofbodytravel.org.

HYPNAGOGIC STATE

The state of being on the edge of fa ling asleep and still being awake. It is thought 

by some that in order to engage in astral projection, one needs to be in the hypna

gogic state.

http://www.outofbodytravel.or


“Wild men who caught and sang the sun in flight 

And learn, too late, they grieved it on its way, 

Do not go gentle into that good night.”

—Dylan Thomas, “Do not go gentle into that good night”

I

ICE PALACE

See City of Light.

IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL

A term denoting life without beginning or end, also referred to as eternal life. From 

the beginning of human history', mankind has displayed a desire to live forever. In 

fact, most cultures and religions believe in an eternal life that involves a soul or 

spirit continuing after the physical death. This belief is still held strongly in today’s 

modern era. Today, there is evidence that the soul of a person certainly continues 

after death. Information gleaned from near-death experiences and some of the an

cient re igious teachers, mystics, psychics, scriptures, and sacred texts al.ude to 

the fact that our life on earth is just a short journey of the soul. It is the soul that 

lives forever and continues on in various lives and situations to gain knowledge 

that ultimately will aid its enlightenment as it moves along a path that will even

tually lead back to God.

INCARNATE SPIRIT

A spirit with a materia body, living on earth or on other worlds. It is the opposite 

of a disembodied spirit.

INCARNATION

The manifestation of a spiritual being into a physica body. All persons that have 

lived on earth existed in the unseen spiritual world before incarnating. The reasons 

for incarnating vary. Most spiritual beings do it in order to learn. They are using 

planet earth as a school for spiritual growth. A given incarnation may be a soul’s 

first incarnation or one of several, as a soul is allowed to incarnate many times for 

its spiritual advancement. In the spiritual realm, these souls work closely with 

counselors to help chart their spiritual course. Just before they incarnate, the souls 

meet with these counselors, and upon returning, they meet with the counselors 

again to review their life on earth and evaluate what lessons they learned, what type 

of life they lived, what type of person they were, and the ove and also the hurt they 



may have caused others.

When incarnating, each individual is assigned a spirit guide from the other side 

who will go with them and help steer them through that life. The individual’s spirit 

guide is always with him or her, throughout a I of the learning experiences and or

deals of life. They are also there at death to help the person transition to the spir

itual world.

In Hindu mythology people's incarnation is based on their deeds from the pre

vious life. A person may be born into a harsh world or a paradise upon their return 

to the physical plane. Those that practice good karma and bhakti (the practice of 

unselfsh loyalty to a deity in order to gain salvation) throughout their lives are 

granted Moksha, which is the liberation from the cycle of death and rebirth.

According to research on out-of-body experiences, astral projection, and near- 

death experiences, as well as channeled sources from the unseen spiritual realm, 

earth is not the only world that souls can incarnate to.

INCAS

An ancient South American empire that was technologically advanced for its time 

period. The empire stretched well over three hundred miles along the Andes moun

tains, from present-day Ecuador to Chile and Argentina. It was the argest empire in 

the world at the time of its fall. The Incas were a highly intelligent and sophisticated 

people, excelling in art, metallurgy, jade car/ing, astronomy, textile making, and 

gold working. Even though they lacked a written language, they lived a rich life. In 

their cities one could find stone palaces and beautifu artwork. The ancient Incas 

held to a dualistic philosophy about life after death. At death, one soul was thought 

to return to its pace of origin in heaven, while the other soul remained with the 

corpse. The soul that remained behind was thought to have many needs, and it 

was necessary for the physica body to be preserved in order for those needs to be 

fulfil ed.



INDIA

See Hinduism; Jainism; Vedas.

INFUSED KNOWLEDGE

Information that comes directly from a spirit or guide or someone in the unseen 

spiritual world that is trying to convey needed information to earth.

INNER VOICE

See Clairaudience; Intuition.

INSPIRATION

It is believed by some that our creative thoughts and imaginations are sometimes 

possible communications from the spiritual world. This idea stems from the fact 

that many times the inspired get ideas that they had never thought about before or 

experienced. Some ofthe world's most phenomena artwork, music, and medical 

cures are thought to be inspiration given from the spiritual world. When this inspi

ration is given, the recipient may experience a sudden wave of knowledge, images, 

or an urge to create or produce something. That urge can be so strong that the per

son may fee the need to immediately produce what he or she sees or feels. Some 

of this world's greatest minds are thought to be working with guides from the spir

itual world in an effort to cure some of this world’s problems. Inspiration is dif

ferent from automatic drawing and writing. There is no channeling involved. The 

person simply creates what they feel from their inspiration and builds on the idea. 

Often, the foundation for whatever work is being accomplished from the infor

mation can already be found in the individual recipient.

Many great artists have claimed that angels inspired their work. These angels are 

sometimes referred to as the angels of inspiration. William Blake credited his cre

ative genius to angels. Visionary and mystic Emanuel Swedenborg wrote many 

books that were inspired by angels, including Heaven and Hell, hailed as his great

est work. In Greek mythology there were nine muses who were credited with inspir

ing the ancient masters of history, art, science, and religion. These muses were the 

archetypal angels of inspiration.

INSTRUMENTAL TRANSCOMMUNICATION (iTC)

The recording of messages from the other side. Communications can be kept on a 

variety of technical equipment including such items as recorders, computers, video 

cameras and other means. ITC allows those in the spiritual world to communicate 



with their friends and loved ones still in the physica I. This method is similar to that 

of e ectronic voice phenomena (EVP), which records voices. For more information, 

see the website for World ITC, a nonprofit corporation established to encourage 

empirical investigations: www.worlditc.org.

INTERLIFE

The existence of the soul in the spiritua world, between incarnations. During this 

period, a person in spirit will work out the details of their next life, with the help of 

special counselors. Each person maps out exactly what it is they want to learn and 

work on (e.g., showing love, tolerance, patience), and how they will live their lives, 

even going to the point of choosing their parents, careers, and the area in which 

they want to live.

INTERMEDIATE STATE

See Bardo; Interlife.

INTUITION

Intuition is a person’s ability to understand or know things without conscious rea

soning. Guardian angels, spirit guides, and loved ones that have passed on often 

work through an individual's intuition in order to assist them in making decisions, 

solving problems, and protecting them from dangerous situations. Intuition is 

sometimes referred to as the inner voice. In his book entitled Divine Love and 

Wisdom, Swedish mystic Emanuel Swedenborg writes about spiritua beings and 

intuition: “Do not believe me simply because I have discoursed with angels ... Be

lieve me because I tell you what your consciousness and intuitions will tell you if 

you listen closely to their voice.”

inuit(s)
The indigenous natives of the Arctic regions of North America, as well as some 

areas of Greenland. The Inuits, or "the People," believe in a spiritual world where 

al virtuous souls will ascend after death. They refer to it as the Land of the Moon. 

There the virtuous wil dwell eternally in a restful and peaceful state. Those that 

have not lived such a life will descend into Adlivun, which, according to legend, is 

located at the bottom of the ocean. The spiritua beings of this cold world are be

lieved to live a dark and empty existence.

IRISH

See Celts.

http://www.worlditc.or


ISLAM

Founded in Arabia in the seventh century AD, Is am is one of the three major world 

religions that profess a belief in a sing e God. Islam is based upon the teachings of 

the prophet Muhammad. One who practices Islam is referred to as a Muslim. Mus

lims follow the reve ation (the Koran) that was given to Muhammad by God. Mus

lims believe in an unseen spiritual realm as well as a host of spiritual beings.

In Islam, there is the belief in a paradise, called Al-Janna, where the good go after 

their life and physical death on earth. The wicked will suffer punishment in hell. 

Non-Muslims can reach paradise only after the soul goes through a period of 

cleansing and purification.

Questioning ofthe Dead. Islam teaches that before the soul moves forward into 

paradise or hell, it must first be questioned by two angels, named Munkar and Na- 

keer, about their good deeds and bad deeds. The person’s answers determine if 

they will ascend to paradise or the darker realm of hell. The angels visit the tombs 

of those who have recently died, and ask several questions, such as, “Who is 

God?” ; “What is the name of God’s prophet?” ; “What is the true religion?” Souls 

responding with such answers as “Allah is God,” “Muhammad is God's prophet," 

and “Islam is God’s true religion,” are considered righteous individuals and are im

mediately allowed entrance into paradise. The unrighteous souls, those who did 

not respond correctly and did not live lives that served God, are left at the gates of 

hell. Muslims also believe that God (Allah) keeps detai ed accounts ofthe deeds of 

al humans and therefore would not rely solely on a system of questioning to deter

mine whether a person should go to Al-Janna or he I.

Spiritual beings figure prominently in Islam. In paradise, God is said to sit on his 

throne in the seventh heaven, surrounded by angels who minister to him. There are 

four archangels in Islam. The Koran lists only two: Jibril (Gabriel), the "faithful ser

vant,” and Mikhail (Michael), “who provides men with food and knowledge.” The 

other two are Az-rael, the angel of death, and Israfel, the angel of music who prais

es God in many languages. It was Jibril who revealed the Koran to Muhammad. He 

also took Muhammad on a tour of the seven heavens. The archangels in Islam are 

believed to record the good and bad deeds of humankind.

There are a so the huri, a group offemae spiritua beings who inhabit paradise; 

the jinn, which are demons; nineteen guardians of hel ; and the el-karvbiyan, or 



cherubim. According to early Muslim lore, the el-karubiyan were created from the 

tears of Mikhail when he cried over the sins of the faithful. In addition to recording 

men's deeds, the rralaika are protectors of humankind; they are neither male nor 

female, but are thought to be androgynous. Other angels include Harut and Marut, 

who gave into sexual temptation; Malik, the ruler of hell; Isa (Jesus), who is a semi

angelic character; and I bl is (Satan). In Islam, angels are said to sit in the mosques, 

l istening to and recording the prayers of men. See also the Koran.

ISLES OF THE BLESSED

See Fortunate Isles.



JACOB

Hebrew patriarch. He was the younger of the twin sons of Isaac and the grandson 

of Abraham. According to bib ical lore, Jacob had a number of experiences with 

spiritual beings. In one instance, in a dream, Jacob had a vision into the spiritual 

world in which he saw angels ascending and descending a adder as they went 

about their work between heaven and earth (Genesis 28:11-12). Jacob was also met 

by angels on his return home to Canaan from Haran. He named the place where he 

met the angels Maha-naim (Genesis 32: 1-2). In one biblica account, Jacob wres

tled with an angel. At Genesis 32: 24-26 it states, “Then a man came and wrestled 

with him until just before day break. When the man saw that he was not winning 

the strugg e, he hit Jacob on the hip, and it was thrown out of joint. The man said, 

‘Let me go; daylight is coming.’ ‘I won’t, unless you bless me,' Jacob answered.” 

There have been a number of theories as to which angel Jacob actually wrestled 

with. Camael, Urie and even God have been named. This angel is also cal ed “the 

dark angel.” Jacob named the spot where he wrested with the angel Peniel. Gen

esis 32:30 states: “So Jacob called the place Peniel, saying, 'It is because I saw God 

face to face, and yet my life was spared.’" The archangel Raphae reportedly healed 

his thigh joint. The story of Jacob wrestling with an angel later became a popuar 

artistic subject. Three of the most popular portrayals were painted by Paul Gau

guin, Gustave Dore, and Eugene Delacroix.

JAINISM

f\r\ ascetic religion of India that was founded in the sixth century BC. It emphasizes 

reverence for al living things and nonviolence. It teaches the immortality and 

transmigration of the soul and denies the existence of a perfect or supreme being. 

In Jainism, the soul is reborn until it reaches enlightenment and is freed. Through 

the laws of karma, the soul can be reborn in the spiritual realm or in hel , or it can 

return to earth as a lower form of life. Once the soul becomes liberated, it then be

comes an all-knowing, all-powerful god.

JESUS

Jewish prophet and teacher (c. 4 BC-c. 30 AD). The life and teachings of Jesus are 

the inspiration for the Christian religion. In Judaism he is a prophet. In Christianity 

he is the son of God. In Islam he is called Isa and is also a prophet. The name Jesus 

is the Greek version of the name Joshua (Y'shua), meaning “savior.” The title Christ 

is derived from the Greek Christos, a translation of the Hebrew word mashiakh, 



meaning “anointed one” or “messiahJesus preached and taught in Palestine al

most two thousand years ago. According to biblica lore, even before Jesus was 

born, his life was connected to the spiritual world and f led with angelic, spiritual 

beings. His birth was announced by the archangel Gabriel to his mother, Mary 

(Luke 1:26—33). When he was born, angels appeared to shepherds in a Feld, an

nouncing his birth (Luke 2:9-15). As a man, Jesus was tempted by the dark forces. 

Once, when he was feeling distressed, an angel came and strengthened him (Luke 

22:43). He once revealed that he could cal on severa armies of angels to give him 

aid (Matthew 26:53).

Jesus tried fervently to convey to his followers that the death of the body was not 

the end of life, that they had something to look forward to in the spiritual world be

yond. He spoke on the subject, saying, "He who hears my word ... has eternal life; 

he does not come into judgment, but has passed from death to life’ (John 5:24). 

After his death, Jesus purposely appeared to his followers to show them that he 

was alive and well in the spiritual world. He reappeared on earth in spirit form be

tween six and ten times after he ascended. For example, Paul's first letter to the 

Corinthians, chapter 15, versus 3-8, reads, “Christ died ... . He was buried, He was 

raised on the third day ... and that he appeared to Cephas, then to the twelve. Then 

He appeared to more than five hundred brethren at one time... . Then He appeared 

to James, then to all the apostles... . He appeared also to me.” In addition, there are 

a number of references in the Bible to Jesus’ materializations, including Luke 24:15, 

16, 29-31 and John 20:12, 14, 19, 26.

The Resurrection of Jesus. The New Testament says that Jesus came back to life 



in his body three days after his crucifixion and entombment. Most Christians be

lieve that Jesus’ resurrection proves that one day they and/or al people will also 

physically rise from the dead and be restored to their bodies.

The gospels of Matthew (28:1-7) says that three days after the crucifixion of 

Jesus, Mary Magdalene and another woman, also named Mary, went to visit his 

tomb. Suddenly there was a fierce earthquake. The women watched as an angel of 

God descended from heaven. He rol ed away the stone of the tomb and then sat 

down upon it. His appearance was like lightening. His clothing was “as white as 

snow.” At the sight of him, the guards at the tomb fainted. The ange told the two 

women not to be afraid. He told them that Jesus had been resurrected and to go 

and tel his disciples. In the account of Luke (24:1-10), Mary Magdalene, a woman 

named Joanna, and another Mar)' (identified as the mother of James), went to the 

tomb of Jesus and found it empty. There, two angels appeared to them, wearing 

“bright shining clothes.” The angels reminded them of Jesus' words, that he would 

be resurrected in three days.

JIBRIL

A powerful spiritual being in Islam. Jibril is the Islamic name for the archangel 

Gabriel. Legend has it that he has sixteen hundred wings and hair the color of saf

fron. Daily he enters the ocean, and when he comes out, a million drops of water 

fall from his wings and become angels who sing praises to God. He is cal ed the 

Faithful Spirit and a so the Faithful Servant. It was Jibril who dictated the Koran to 

Muhammad. He first appeared to Muhammad when the prophet was meditating 

on a mountain near Mecca. Stunned, Muhammad turned away. However, every

where he turned, Jibril's face appeared. On the Night of G ory, when Jibril dictated 

the Koran to Muhammad, his wings were outstretched, his face illuminated, and 

between his eyes was written, “There is no God, but God, and Muhammad is the 

prophet of God.” On another occasion, Jibril appeared and ordered Muhammad to 

cal men to God. One night, angels appeared to Muhammad to prepare him for a 

journey through paradise. Jibril awakened Muhammad and removed his heart. After 

washing and purifying the heart, Jibril put it back into Muhammad’s body. Muham

mad was then fl ed with wisdom and faith. Jibril is also the guardian angel of 

Muhammad. Variations of the name Jibril are Djibril, Jibreel, and Jabrail.

JINN

In Islam jinn are considered demons. But according to Arabic legend, jinn are 



spiritua beings that act in a capacity similar to that of guardian angels. They have 

supernatura powers that are used to grant wishes and protect their charges. They 

were popular in Near Eastern literature and were portrayed in art both with and 

without wings, which indicated their re ation to the divine and their movements be

tween the invisible and visible. Classic stories that include jinn are The Arabian 

Nights, also known as The Thousand and One Nights. The television show I Dream 

of Jeannie featured a jinni in its story line. Jinni is the singular form of jinn. Varia

tions of the name jinni are jinee, genii, and genie.

JOAN OF ARC

A national heroine of France, who was canonized a saint in 1920 (1412-1431). She 

was born in Domremy, a little town of Champagne, which sat on the banks of the 

Meuse. Her neighbors were later witnesses of her pious conduct and her love of 

God, church, and prayer. Often referred to as the “maid of Orleans,” Joan (or 

Jeanne in French) began to hear the voices of angels at the age of fourteen. In the 

beginning, she heard only one voice, which was sometimes accompanied by a bril

liant light. Later, as she began to hear more voices, she began to see the beings be

hind the voices, which turned out to be the archangel Michael, Saint Catherine, and 

Saint Margaret. Joan reported that the beings visited her many times during the 

week. She said that she could see, hear, and touch them, and that she felt such 

love and peace when she was with them that she used to cry when they left and 

wished that they would take her with them. When she was sixteen, the voices 

admonished her to go and help the dauphin of France to rescue their country from 

English control. The Catholic Church claimed her hearing and seeing spiritual be

ings as evidence of witchcraft and heresy and sentenced her to death. She was 

burned at the stake on May 30, 1431.

JULIAN OF NORWICH



Medieval mystic and writer (c. 1342-c. 1429). She has the distinction of being the 

first woman to write a book in English. In May 1373, at thirty years old, Julian of 

Norwich became gravely ill and on the point of death. Then after days, the medica 

crisis passed, and she had a series of fifteen visions—or “showings," as she re

ferred to them—believed to have come from the unseen world. The visions 

brought her great joy and peace. She made a swift recover)’ and wrote down her ex

periences in a short book. Soon afterward she became an anchoress (recluse) liv

ing in a sma I room attached to St. Julian’s Church, prompting her to take the name 

of Julian. (Her real name is now unknown.) She dedicated the rest of her life to 

prayer, studying, and contemplation. She eventually wrote the main book based on 

her experience, The Revelations of Divine Love, which has become regarded as a 

spiritual classic. People who knew her went to her for strong spiritual insight and 

guidance. Since her death, she is still giving insight through her writings. Her book 

is a gentle meditation on God's eternal and all-encompassing love. In The Revela

tions of Divine Love, Julian writes: “God is kind in his Being. That is to say, the 

Goodness which is Kind, is God. He is the Ground: he is the Substance: he is the 

very thing ca led Kindness. And he is the very Father and the very Mother of kinds."

JUNG, CARL

Swiss psychiatrist and founder ofthe school of analytical psychology (1875-1961). 

Jung's most famous concept, the collective unconscious, has had a deep influence 

not only on psychology, but also on philosophy and the arts. Jung introduced the 

concepts ofthe collective unconscious, the archetype, and the introvert and extro

vert. In addition, he wrote at length about his dreams and visions. In his book 

Memories, Dreams, Refections, Jung describes a near-death experience he had in the 

beginning of 1944. He had broken his foot, and after that a heart attack ensued, fol

lowed by an astonishing near-death experience. Jung writes:

It seemed to me that I was high up in space. Far below I saw the globe of the 

earth, bathed in a gloriously blue light. I saw the deep blue sea and the continents. 

Far below my feet lay Ceylon and in the distance ahead ofthe subcontinent of India. 

My field of vision did not include the whole earth, but its global shape was plainly 

distinguishable and its outlines shone with a silvery gleam through what wonderful 

blue light. In many places the globe seemed colored, or spotted dark green like oxi

dized silver. Far away to the left lay a broad expanse the reddish-yellow desert of 

Arabia; it was as though the silver of the earth had there assumed a reddish-gold 

hue.



He continued, “Later I discovered how high in space one would have to be to have 

so extensive a view of approximately a thousand milesl The sight of the earth from 

this height was the most glorious thing I have ever seen.”

JORGENSON, FRIEDRICH

Electronic voice researcher (1903-1987). Friedrich Jurgenson was born on February 

8, 1903, in Odessa to a Swedish mother and a Danish father, who was a physician. 

Jurgenson was a man of many interests and talents. He spent the early part of his 

life as a singer and musician. In addition, he was a so a realist painter specializing 

in portraits, still lifes, and landscapes. He also spent some time chronicling ar

chaeological works that were buried beneath the Vatican. Jurgenson was fascinated 

with the subject of electronic voice phenomena. On June 12, 1959, he and his wife 

went to their vacation home, hoping to enjoy the summer there. He was interested 

in recording bird songs, and during his f rst attempt, he realized that in addition to 

the birds there were also human voices on the tape, even though there had been no 

one around during the taping. Afterward, Jurgen-son began making recordings in 

quiet places, and continued to find voices, including that of his mother, on his 

tapes. He eventual y published a book on the subject, Voices from Space (1964). 

Jurgenson soon became wel known for his recordings. He abandoned his painting 

and theater aspirations and devoted more of his time to his recordings. Later he 

worked closely with Konstantin Raudive, another pioneer in the field. He concluded 

that all of the mysterious voices on his recordings were those from peope that had 

crossed over. In 1967 he published Radio-Link with the Dead. In October of 1987, 

Friedrich Jurgenson transitioned to the other side. He left hundreds of tapes that 

reflected his passion for this important work.



“We know nothing until we know everything.”

—Saint Catherine of Siena, “This Place of Abundance”

K

KA (OR KOI)

A term used by the ancient Egyptians when referring to the astra body. In the Egyp

tian hieroglyph, it is depicted with uplifted arms.

KACHI NA

Nature spirits whose characteristics resemble those of angels. Found in the belief 

system of the Pueblo peoples who reside in America's Southwestern region, they 

are sacred spirits that connect the physica realm with the spiritual. Kachina dolls 

are given to children to remind them of the invisible spiritual realm surrounding 

them.

KAILASA, MOUNT

Also known as the paradise of Shiva, Mount Kai asa is located in Tibet. It is a place 

of rest for the wear)’ soul that has just gone through the cycle of life, death, and re

birth. Upon death, the deserving enter through the Palace of Opulence and ascend 

to a place filled with beauty said to far surpass that of earth. There they find an 

abundance of luscious fruits, beautiful flowers, pure water, and more. The souls 

will rejuvenate there before continuing on their soul’s quest for enlightenment.

KAMI

In the Far East, the word kami signifies the deities of heaven and the spirits of the 

shrines where they are worshiped.



KANT, IMMANUEL

German philosopher from Konigs-berg in East Prussia (now Kaliningrad, Russia; 

1724-1804). He is regarded as one ofthe most infuential thinkers of modern Eu

rope and the last major philosopher of the Enlightenment period. Kant provided 

what has come to be known as the “moral argument” for the immortality of the 

soul. Kant acknowledged that mankind cannot demonstrate, as a matter of cer

tainty, things like the existence of God and the immorta ity ofthe soul. However, in 

Critique of Practical Reason, he writes, “It is morally necessary to assume the exis

tence of God" and that morality requires mankind to pursue a state of complete 

virtue, which is “only possible on the supposition ofthe immortality ofthe soul."

KAR DEC, ALLAN

A popuar French medium, known today as the systematizer of Spiritism (1804- 

1869). His rea name was Hippolyte Leon Denizard Rivail. He apparently took the 

name Allan Kar-dec after a person on the other side, identifying himself as Zefiro, 

came through in a communication and revea ed to Rivai that in a previous life, Ri

vail had a Druid name—Al an Kar-dec. Rivail evidently liked the name and took it as 

his spiritua pen name. As a medium, he was said to be adept at having people on 

the other side use spirit tapping in his sittings. Spirit tapping is a method in which 

those on the other side let the medium and sitters know they are present. In 1857 

Rivail, under the pseudonym of Allan Kardec, published his first book, The Spirit's 

Book. The book contained 1,019 questions about the nature of spirits and the spir

itual world. He later wrote other books, including The Book on Mediums and The 

Gospel According to Spiritism. He also published a journa entitled Revue Spirite. It 

was Rivail who coined the term Spiritism. On Rivail’s tombstone it is written, “To 

be born, die, still to reappear and progress unceasingly, such is the aw.”

KARMA

The word karma originates in Hinduism. Karma is the bel ief that the good and bad 

a person does in this life will return to that person either in the present life or one 

in the future. It is similar to the idea of “what goes around comes around." In fact, 

the pan for reincarnating on earth is to repay as much karma in one lifetime as 

possible and in doing so avoid having to return again and again. While in a phys

ical life, a person is in the process of clearing past-life karma or adding to future

life karma, until they reach their last physical incarnation.

KING, KATIE



The famous spirit control (a spirit who relays messages through a trance medium) 

of Florence Cook. She claimed to be the daughter of John King. She began to mani

fest in the Cook’s house when Cook was fifteen. King was seen almost daily, the 

first time in April 1872, revealing her deathlike face between curtains. Later her 

materializations became more perfect; after only a year of experimental work, she 

could walk out of a cabinet and show herse.f in full f gure. She was said to talk a 

great deal. A criminal in her physical life, King said she was given the assignment 

of working with those in the physical world as a means of doing penance for her 

earthly transgressions. On her farewell appearance, after three years of constant 

manifestations, she said that her years of suffering were now over and that she 

would be ascending to a higher realm in the spiritual world. From there she could 

correspond with her medium only through automatic writing.

KNOWLEDGE (IN THE SPIRITUAL WORLD)

It is supposed that when one transitions from this world to the next he or she be

comes omniscient about life, death, and the universe. However, according to some 

near-death experience accounts, this is not true. The character and personality of 

the individual remain intact. However, the soul still learns and grows in knowledge 

on the other side.

KORAN

The holy book of Islam. Muslims regard the Koran as a revelation communicated 

from God (called Al ah) to Muhammad, through the angel Jibril (Gabriel in Judeo- 

Christian beliefs) on what is cal ed the Night of Glory. The Koran was revealed to 

Muhammad in the Arabian Desert during the seventh century. Muhammad memo

rized the Koran and then dictated it to his companions, after which it was written 

down by scribes. Not one word of its 114 chapters (suras) has been changed over 

the centuries, so the Koran is, in every detail, the miraculous text that was given to 

Muhammad fourteen centuries ago. It was revealed to Muhammad over a period of 

23 years and is regarded by Muslims as the word of God and his final revelation to 

humankind. One of the highest acts of devotion to God for Muslims is to memo

rize the entire Koran and then be able to recite it. One who has mastered the sacred 

text is cal ed a hafiz.

The Koran speaks a great deal of spiritua beings. There are one hundred and 

four references to angels in the Koran. Angels of the Koran include Jibril and 

Mikhail (Michael). There are also the hamaiatai-'arsh, the four throne bearers of 

God, symbolized by a man, a bull, an eage, and a lion. God is praised by many 



angels, which are created from his breath to glorify and exalt him. He is also 

praised by Israfel, the ange of music, in many different languages. There are the 

hafazah, which are guardian angels, and the malaika, angels who record mankind's 

deeds. Other angels include Harut and Marut, angels who gave into sexual temp

tation; Malik, the ruler of hell; and the al-zabaniya, 19 guardians of hell, also known 

as the “violent thrusters.” About angels the Koran says, “You shall see the angels 

circling around the Throne, giving g ory to their Lord.”

See also Guardian Angels.

K0BLER-ROSS, ELISABETH

Thanatologist, researcher, author, and activist for the bereaved and dying (1926- 

2004). She was one of the leading experts on the subject of death and dying in the 

United States. In the late 1970s the popular acceptance of the work of Kubler-Ross 

brought sharp scientific focus on the question of what happens to humans after 

the experience of physica death. After listening to the remarkable accounts of her 

dying patients, Kubler-Ross wrote in her book Death, the Final Stages of Growth, 

“Beyond a shadow of a doubt, there is life after death." She surmised that after 

people die, they are not alone, but helpers in the form of angels, relatives, and spir

it guides or beings of light are there to help those in the dying process to cross 

over. Kiibler-Ross’s discoveries and the publication of her books On Death and 

Dying and On Life After Death broke the taboo people have of talking about death.



LAND OF THE DEAD

Another name for the underworld in ancient Greek beliefs. See Greece.

LAND OF THE MOON

See Inuits.

LARE(S)

In ancient Roman beliefs, ares were the guardian spirits of ancestors, who watch 

over homes and cities. Each household was believed to have a lare watching over 

the family. The lare was believed to be the spirit of the family’s founder. It was 

traditional to thank the are during meas (much like the Christians give thanks to 

God during meals). Some households even set a place for the lare at the tab e. The 

lare was credited as the source of the family’s inspiration and creativity, and was 

considered a part of their everyday life.

LELAND, KURT

Award-winning poet, composer, clarinetist, and channeler (1958-). Le and has per

sonal experience with the unseen spiritual world. He is the author of such other

worldly books as Otherwhere: A Field Guide to Nonphysi-cal Reality for the Out-Of- 

Body Travel and The Unanswered Question: Death, Near-Death and The Afterlife. His 

books detailing his adventures are popular and have aided in the understanding of 

what happens when a person is able to leave their body and travel in the spiritual 

realm and other places. In The Unanswered Question, Le and examines what hap

pens after one's physical death. He also looks at what life is like in the spiritual 

realm. His research consists of near-death experience accounts, ancient books and 

writings, and his personal out-of-body experiences. Since 1984, Leland has main

tained a consulting practice, called Spiritual Orienteering, in the Boston area. Its 

purpose is to help peop e develop and maintain a soul-based approach to the cha - 

lenges and opportunities of life. In 1996 he was featured in a list of the top one 

hundred psychics in America.

LEONARD, GLADYS OSBORNE

English medium (1882-1968). Born to Isabe and William Osborne, Gladys was the 

eldest of four children. As a small child, she witnessed beautiful visions of the spir

itual world. She described the visions having “lovely trees and banks covered with 

flowers" and “people who looked radiantly happy.” In her first known encounter 



with the unseen world on December 18, 1906, she awakened to a vision of her 

mother surrounded by light. She noted that her mother appeared considerably 

younger than when Gladys had seen her before going to bed. She awakened the 

next morning to learn that her mother had died in the early hours of the morning.

Years later, Gladys began her life’s work, that of communicating with those in the 

spiritua world. She later discovered that she had a spirit guide named Feda, a 

Hindu girl that had been married to Gladys's great-greatgrandfather, William 

Hamilton. Feda informed her that she had been looking after G adys from birth 

and waiting for Gladys to develop her psychic abilities, so that Feda could work 

with her.

Gladys was the medium Sir Oliver Lodge visited soon after the death of his son. 

After putting Gladys through a series of tests. Lodge concluded that his son, Ray

mond, had indeed survived death and that the information coming through Gladys 

was from him. Because of G adys and Feda, Lodge was able to pen the very insight

ful book, Raymond, or Life and Death.

LIBRARY (IN THE SPIRITUAL WORLD)

According to severa sources, there exists in the spiritual world a building that is a 

great library. The library houses the spiritua records that contain the history' of 

earth, humanity, and the universe from creation to the present day. Amazingly, it is 

said to hold the experiences of every person in the universe. It is a spiritual library 

of knowledge. Some people have traveled to this library either during an out-of- 

body experience or a near-death experience and returned to tell of what they saw. 

Psychics who have been able to tap into unseen records and retrieve information 

also ca I this great repository a library. The records they accessed are called the 

Akashic Records. This library is also called the Hall of Records.

LIFE AFTER DEATH

See Afterlife.

LIFE REVIEW

The life review is a record of a person’s entire life history. According to near-death 

experiencers, once a person passes from physical life into the spiritual world, they 

are shown their life review. (The term life review has become popular in the past 

few years as more and more accounts of near-death experiences have become 

available to the genera population.) The review has been described as a vivid. 



full-color, three-dimensional, panoramic review of every single act and thought a 

person did in life, including the good and the bad.

Near-death experiencers have witnessed the life review in different ways. Some 

say that it is presented on a large screen or imaging machine. Others have seen it 

as images swirling around them. And, unlike many religious beliefs in which God 

judges the review, each individual essentially judges him- or herself. After wit

nessing the life review and judging its actions and behavior in the most recent life, 

the soul decides whether it will ascend in the spiritual world or return to another 

incarnation on earth.

Each life lived has a life review. It has been suggested by some, such as the 

theosophists, that when recalling past-life experiences, people are actually recalling 

an end-of-life review.

LICHT, THE

We see it portrayed often in religious pictures and in metaphysica books with peo

ple journeying towards it, and we’ve heard of it many times in near-death, religious, 

and mystical accounts. This ver)' brilliant light, emanating love and warmth, perme

ates the spiritual world. This light is one of attraction, and those that have experi

enced it say that once they entered it, they never wanted to leave. Anyone who has 

trave ed into this light and lived to tell about it has relayed the feeling of warmth 

and love they felt while being engu fed in it. This light is described in various ac

counts as blinding and either white or golden. It is often associated with the tunnel 

that the soul passes through after death. As the soul journeys through the tunnel, it 

sees at the end a luminous white light and is automatically drawn toward it. This 

light grows ever brighter as souls travel up through the spiritual realms, and it also 

radiates downward through the heavenly spiritual dimensions.



This light is believed to be the light of the divine source, the light of God. Many 

who have experienced it express the feeling that they knew they were in God's pres

ence and in God’s love. Ancient Jewish lore says that God's light radiated through 

the heavens and downward to the earth. The farther away from God, the dimmer 

the light was. This light, the ancient Jews believed, was also representative of God’s 

love, which was also said to radiate downward. In some religions the white light is 

symbolic of eternal peace. White and light are associated in many cultures with 

goodness. The white light is, therefore, interpreted by some to mean "eterna 

good.”

Spirits are said to be surrounded by this bright light. People that have seen loved 

ones visiting from the spiritua world sometimes speak of a special glow or light 

surrounding these spirits. Those that have had g impses of the spiritual world in 

near-death and astral-travel experiences say that the more spiritually developed a 

person, the brighter the light they radiate. The less spiritually developed someone 

is, the dimmer their light is said to be. If someone has lived a particularly heinous 

life on earth, in the afterlife the soul of that individual may find itself completed 

surrounded by darkness, devoid of al light. This darkness has been described as 

particularly stifling, scary, lonely, and vast.

It is said that humans each carry this light within them, even while on earth dur

ing a physical incarnation. When it is time for a person to pass on, their inner light 

begins to blink, and loved ones on the other side know it’s the person's time to 

cross over. Hospital nurses have reportedly seen a white glow or light that left the 

body at the moment of some patients' deaths.

Beings of light in the spiritua world are said to be so luminous that it is difficult 

to see a form of the spirit within the light. Beings of light, angels, enlightened be

ings and ascended masters dwelling in the various spiritual realms are often de

scribed as “white as snow,” "like lightening," and “shining ones." Catholic priest 

and mystic Pere Lamy once wrote, “These bright Angels are enveloped in a light so 

different from ours that by comparison everything seems dark.” In his Divine 

Comedy, Dante wrote, “They had their faces all of living flame, And wings of gold 

and all the rest so white that never snow has known such purity.”

LICHT BODY

Another name for the soul.



LINCOLN, ABRAHAM

The sixteenth president ofthe United States (1809-1865). Lincoln had an interest 

in spiritual phenomena and was an avid believer of spiritualist concepts. It is 

known that Lincoln attended seances, both at the White House and other loca

tions. Evidence supports that he used spiritualism during the Civil War to obtain 

military information, and spiritualism also may have played a role in his issuing the 

Emancipation Proclamation. Interestingly, Lincoln had a strange dream about his 

death several days before he was assassinated. He relayed his dream to his friend 

Will Lam on:

There seemed to be a deathlike stillness about me. Then I heard subdued sobs, 

as if a number of people were weeping. I thought I left my bed and wandered down

stairs. I went from room to room ... the same mournful sounds of distress met me 

as I passed along ... I kept on until I arrived at the East Room, which I entered. 

There I met with a sickening surprise. Before me was a catafalque, on which rested 

a corpse ... “Who is dead in the White House?" I demanded of one of the soldiers. 

“The President,” was the answer, “he was killed by an assassin.” Then there came a 

loud burst of grief from the crowd, which awoke me from my dream. I slept no 

more that night; and although it was only a dream, I have been strangely annoyed 

by it ever since.

The book The Reincarnation of Abraham Lincoln by Richard Salva is said to be a 

fascinating look at the possibility that Lincoln returned to this life to complete his 

life's lessons and life's work. See a so Colburn, Nettie; Webster, Daniel.

LINCOLN, MARY TODD

See Colburn, Nettie.

LILY DALE SPIRITUALIST COMMUNITY

Founded in 1879 an^ located in Chautauqua County, New York, Lily Dale is a spiri

tualist community of the modern spiritua ist movement. It was created as a retreat 

and home for spiritualists, psychics, and mediums. Today it is a great spiritual 



center, known for spreading enlightenment. In fact, it is the world’s largest center 

for spiritual development and the practice of the Spiritualist religion (a religion in 

which people believe they can communicate with those that have passed on).

In the early days, it was a place f I ed with mystery' and excitement, and people 

embraced the idea of communicating with loved ones ost to the other side. Many 

had their hopes of talking to their loved ones again fulf I ed there. Amazingly, there 

were trumpet mediums, who used lo-fi megaphones to "communicate" with visi

tors’ friends and relatives that had crossed over. Some witnessed messages from 

the other side appearing on chalkboards. “Message services," as they were termed, 

were available at the “Inspiration Stump." There, mediums called out predictions 

and communications from those in the next life that wanted to make contact. The 

scene there was much like those we see today on the modern, televised medium 

and psychic shows.

Today, participants travel yearly to Lily Dale during the summer months to take 

advantage of the popular classes, lectures, workshops, and other activities. These 

events feature best-selling authors, powerful mediums, healers, and leading au

thorities in the spiritua field. A sampling of summer offerings include clairvoyant 

demonstrations, healing services, and development circles. Lily Dale is also the 

home of several mediums and spiritual consultants. In order to work at Lily Dae as 

a registered psychic or medium, a person must pass three thirty-minute test read

ings, which are assessed by the members of the Lily Dale Assembly.

LIFETIME

The period of time in which a being exists in the physical realm. In order to come 

into life on earth, a spiritual being, through the birth process, takes on the persona 

of a physical being for a period of time. This period of time is their lifetime. It is 

temporary and sometimes short. Spirit beings that take on this process come into 

life knowing that it is not forever. There is no time, no growth, no age, and no 

death for spiritua beings on the other side. However, as physical beings, they 

grow, change, and experience their life, learning essons as they progress. In addi

tion, during a lifetime, all lives lived previously are forgotten. The spirits' memory 

of the spiritual realm from which they originated is also gone. This amnesia is con

sidered a necessity, so that the individual wil not long for the blissful world from 

which they came. They can instead focus on their reason for coming into life, the 

lessons they are to learn, and the mission they are to uphold and achieve.



LODGE, SIR OLIVER

World famous British physicist (1851-1940), Lodge has been hailed as one of the 

greatest scientists of his time and a fearless champion of after-death survival. It is 

said that Lodge never missed an opportunity to talk about his beliefs that death is 

not the end, that there are higher spiritual beings, and that communication be

tween the spiritual world and physical world is possib Ie. In fact, he was able to 

make contact with his own deceased son, Raymond. This experience aided him in 

writing about the afterlife.

Lodge’s Frst experiences in psychic research occurred in 1883 and 1884, when he 

joined Malcolm Guth-rie on his investigations of thought-transference in Liverpool. 

Lodge made notable observations of afterlife phenomena as he observed medium 

Eusapia Palladino conduct four seances. Lodge reported on the seances in the Jour

nal of the SPR, in which he wrote: “I am constrained to admit; there is no further 

room in my mind for doubt.” In 1908, Lodge said that he believed that he had gen

uinely spoken with friends in the afterlife and that the boundary between the two 

worlds was wearing thin in places. Lodge’s most famous work on his belief in life 

after death came in the form of a book about his son, Raymond, or Life and Death, 

published in 1916. It was the story of the return of his son, who had died in action 

in World War I.

LOCOS

A term from Gnosticism. Logos was a god and creator of the spiritual world.

LOMMEL, PIM VAN

Dutch cardiologist and researcher/lecturer on near-death experiences (1943-). He 

is the author of the best-selling book Endless Consciousness. Van Lommel conducted 

research on 344 Dutch patients, all ofwhom had suffered from cardiac arrest in the 

hospital. Sixty-two of them had a near-death experience. In 2001, Van Lommel 



published his findings in the renowned medical journal The Lancet, and his artice 

made headlines around the world. Lommel concluded that when a person’s phys

ical body dies, their consciousness continues on in another dimension—one that 

is invisible to the human senses.

LOST SOULS

A term sometimes used (albeit incorrectly) to mean a person that has died physi

cally, but has not transitioned completely into the spiritua world. There are no lost 

souls in the literal sense. All souls have a choice to move into the spiritual world or 

not. Staying is done of their own volition.

Souls sometimes do not transition fully into the spiritual world for a number of 

reasons. One of the reasons given in “lost soul" accounts is that the person's 

death occurred so suddenly that they were left confused and did not understand 

that they had died. In the cases of some murders, a person’s spirit may remain be

hind to help give clues to solve it, so that the family may find peace and closure. 

Unresolved business is another reason a person’s spirit may not immediately 

cross over; for example, the person may have died without having left instructions 

for their estate or telling someone the ocation of their will. A person may be so at

tached to something on the earth plane (e.g., material possessions, a career) that 

they are unwilling to move on. Or the individual may have died in a tragedy of 

some sort and would like to prevent a similar occurrence (see Ghosts of Flight 

401).

Individuals who do not immediately cross over are also referred to as wandering 

spirits. The spirit may wander indefinitely without a body, stuck between two 

worlds, feeling part of neither. Spirit guides are dispatched after these souls to try 

and retrieve them and assist them in their return to the spiritual world.

LOVE

Those who have had near-death experiences say love permeates the spiritual world. 

God’s unconditional love is said to be felt everywhere. It has been explained to 

some near-death experiences, as they visited the other side, that it is showing love 

and being of service to others that enables us to ascend into the higher, more 

beautiful realms. The main aspect ofthe spiritual world is love. It is through the life 

review that some, who returned to tell their experience, learned about love and 

could see firsthand how much love they had showed to their fellow humans. In 



addition, they could see how much more work was needed in order for them to ob

tain a leve of love so high that they would never have to return to the physical 

realm again. Love dominates the afterlife. This love emanates from God and 

spreads down and throughout the cosmos. Those who have found themselves in 

the light after death and have returned to tell about it relay a feeling of love ema

nating from the light. They often express that it is more ove than they have ever felt 

before—so much that they don't want to leave it. Many who have experienced this 

love in the light say that ove is the reason for our existence, the reason we came 

into being, the reason we are a ive. It is thought that the higher we go in the heav

enly or spiritual realms, the more ove we feel.

LOVED ONE(S)

Individuals who are new to the afterlife, usually within three to six months of pass

ing, often make contact with those on the physical plane. This means that through 

dreams, apparitions, visions, and other means, they attempt to make contact with 

friends and re atives in order to give proof that they still exist. In some instances 

they go through mediums and strangers in order to get a message through. It is 

thought that when someone is about to die in the physical world, the loved ones of 

that individual on the other side are informed so that they can welcome their loved 

one into the spirit world. This makes the transition easier for the newcomer. Peop e 

in the physical world have this to ook forward to when their time is finished on 

earth. In addition, loved ones on the other side have more of an advantage than 

those of us remaining behind. Those that have crossed over can still see and hear 

those dwelling on earth, and they can work at helping and communicating with the 

living. Some travel back and forth to check on them.

Unfortunately, those in the physical plane cannot (in most instances) perceive 

those in the spiritual one. Most people are not aware of the fact that their loved 

ones visit them and keep track of the events and happenings in their lives. Those 

on the other side often try fervently to let their loved ones over here know that they 

are alive and well in the afterlife realms. In some cases they are able to manifest in 

a way that their oved ones can see (although this manifestation is temporary and 

often for only a ver>' short period). Other innovative ways that loved ones let the liv

ing know that they “survived death” include bedside visions, moving objects, and 

manipulating electrical equipment.

LOWER REALMS



See Hell Realms; Outer Darkness.



M

MACLEAN, DOROTHY

Spiritual writer and educator (1920-). She was one of the founders of the Findhorn 

Foundation in northeast Scotland. She is also the author of the popular book enti

tled To Hear the Angels Sing, which discusses her experiences with angels within 

the devic kingdom—the realm of spiritua beings that dwell alongside humans, but 

are invisible on the physica plane. From her telepathic communications with the 

angels, she developed the Findhorn Garden (a beautiful garden that grew from 

sand and in adverse conditions) and the Findhorn Community.

MACDOUGALL, DUNCAN

An early twentieth-century physician of Haverhill, Massachusetts (c. 1866-1920). 

In 1907, MacDougall sought to measure the weight that was lost by the human 

body when the soul vacated it at death. His aim was to prove that a person's soul 

was materia and therefore had mass, making it measurable. He believed that there 

would be an immediate, measurable drop in the weight of the individual at the mo

ment the soul vacated the body. With this in mind, MacDou-gall created a special 

bed, arranged on a ight framework and built upon very delicately balanced plat

form beam scales sensitive to two-tenths of an ounce. MacDougall weighed six 

terminally ill patients in succession before they died, so that after the soul left the 

body he could then determine the soul's mass. He observed the patients before, 

during, and after the process of death, and measured any corresponding changes 

in weight. He did the same with fifteen dogs and reportedly found no change in the 

animals’ mass. In the end, MacDou-gall determined that the soul weighed twenty- 

one grams. As a result, this number has become identified with the measure of a 

soul's mass. In March of 1907, accounts of MacDou-gall's experiments were pub

lished in the New York Times and the medical journal American Medicine.

MACY, MARK

Instrumental transcommunication (ITC) researcher and pioneer (1949-). He was 

able to communicate for thirteen minutes with the deceased scientist Konstantine 

Raudive through ITC. Macy is the founder of Continuing Life Research and World 

ITC (www.worlditc.org]. a nonprofit corporation established to encourage empirical 

investigations.

MATERIALIZATION

http://www.worlditc.or


Name given to the psychic phenomenon produced by certain mediums. During 

materialization, a spirit acquires an artificial body and makes itself materially vis

ible.

MAYANS

American Indian people. The Mayans had a large interest in the spiritual world. 

They believed that there were several spirit creatures and gods and goddesses to 

see them through lire in the physical world. The sun god, the maize god, the planet 

Venus, and numerous death gods were among the deities that watched over the 

Mayan world from the spiritual pane. The Mayans believed in an afterlife con

sisting of a paradise where pleasure and delights were in abundance. They a so be

lieved in a lower realm simi ar to hel , to which evildoers would go and suffer such 

unpleasant conditions as freezing, starvation, and grief.

MEDIUM

An American television series (drama) that is based on the life of medium Allison 

DuBois, author of the best-selling books Don't Kiss them Good-Bye and We Are 

Their Heaven: Why the Dead Never Leave Us. The show (which premiered on NBC, 

January 3, 2005), revolves around a medium, played by Patricia Arquette, who 

works for an Arizona district attorney’s office. The show was created by Glenn Gor

don Caron and produced by Picturemaker Productions and Grammnet Productions 

in association with CBS Paramount Television.

medium(s)
A medium is an intermediary for communication between the material and spiritual 

worlds. Those in the unseen world use this person to send messages to the iving. 

Mediums connect the physical world with the spiritual realm. They are gifted with 

the ability to receive messages from the deceased. These messages can arrive in a 

variety of ways. There are, therefore, a number of different types of mediumship. 

Some mediums are clairvoyant—they can see people from the other side or receive 

visions from people in spirit. There are also mediums that are clairaudient, or able 

to hear voices from those in spirit. Some mediums are gifted with both abilities.



Materialization Mediums. A medium that is ab e to assist a spirit being in mani

festing itself in the physical plane. Ecotoplasm plays an important role in this type 

of medi-umship, which is rarely used today. During the io1"1 century, humanity was 

just learning and accepting the idea of life after death and the eternal existence of 

the soul (even though it had been taught for centuries in most re igions). In the 

modern era, there is more acceptance of this reality, and proof like that which is 

given through materialization mediumship is not necessary. This is a benefit, be

cause materia ization mediumship is energetically draining for the medium.

Photographic Mediums. A form of mediumship in which one is able to capture 

the images of spirits on film during a seance. This type of mediumship is no onger 

popular, as modern photographic equipment is able to capture spirits on film with

out the help of a medium.

Trance Mediums. A type of mediumship that allows the medium to go into a 

temporary state of suspended awareness, thus allowing a disincarnate spirit to in

habit the body and speak through it. Trance mediumship first came into promi

nence in the early 19th century. It is still practiced by some mediums today.

Physical Trance Medium. Another term for trance medium.

Direct-voice Mediums. Direct-voice mediums have the unique ability to enable 

people living in the afterlife to speak audibly, so sitters in a seance can hear the de

ceased’s voices and the voices can be recorded on a tape recorder. (See Direct- 

voice Communication.) One of the most famous direct-voice mediums is Leslie 

Flint. On cassettes of his seances, recorded by Betty Green and George Woods, de

ceased people talk about their deaths and crossing over into the next life. In most 

cases, these speakers are people who lived ordinary lives whi e on earth. However, 

voices of notables such as Frederic Chopin, Mahatma Gandhi, Rabindranath 

Tagore, George Bernard Shaw, Valentino, and Oscar Wilde can be found on the 

cassettes.

Mediums via Guides. Mediums via guides is a term that applies to mediums 

who do not communicate directly with the dead, but who work through a guide. A 

guide is a spirit who has passed on, but remains close to the earthly plane in order 

to assist humanity. When working with a medium, the guide communicates with 

departed spirits and then acts as a go-between, getting messages from that spirit to 

the medium.



Mental Mediums. A medium that uses telepathy to bring messages from those 

dwelling in the spiritual world is called a mental medium. This particu ar form of 

mediumship allows the person to mentally hear, see, and even feel messages from 

spirits on the other side. The mental medium is different than a nonmental medi

um in that they produce physical phenomena, such as voices, lights, levitation, or 

in some cases, the manifestation of ectoplasmic f gures.

When a medium is giving a reading for an individual, that individua is known as 

a “sitter.”

See also Altea, Rosemary; Bailey, Lilian; Barbanell, Maurice; Borgia, Anthony; 

Browne, Rosemary; Browne, Sylvia; Channeling; Colburn, Nettie; Cooke, Grace; 

Crookes, Sir William; Direct-voice Mediumship; Doyle, Sir Arthur Conan; DuBois, 

Allison; Edward, John; Flint, Leslie; Find-lay, Arthur; Ford, Arthur; French, Emily S.; 

Garrett, Eileen; Piper, Leonore; Sloan, John; Terry, Dame Ellen; Van Praagh, James.

MEEK, CEORCE VK

An American inventor, designer, and manufacturer of devices for air conditioning. 

He established the Metascience Foundation in Franklin, North Carolina, which 

sponsored the famous Spiricom research. The Spiricom research demonstrated ex

tended, two-way instrumental communication between people alive here on earth 

and people living in the spiritual world. Meek authored a number of books, includ

ing his famous After We Die, What Then? Meek's wife, Jeanette, transmitted accu

rate information from the other side after she had passed and Meek was still on the 

earth plane.

MEETINGS

Shortly after a person has crossed over to the other side, they will likely see some

one they know. More often than not, it is a ver)' close re ative or personal friend, 

trying to ease the person into their new existence or, in the case of a near-death 

experience, informing the person that they must return to physica life because it is 

not time for them to cross over. Meetings of this nature usually have an unfor

gettable impact on the individual returning to ife and helps essen their fear of 

dying.

MELANESIA

Melanesia is a region of the South Pacifc Ocean made up of Fiji, New Ca edonia, 

the Solomon Islands, and Vanuatu. The spiritua life of the Melanesians, the 



indigenous people of the islands, was filed with a diverse group of gods and spir

its. Various spiritual beings were associated with creation, sustaining the cosmos, 

fruit-fulness, wars, and prosperity. To the Melanesians, those that had passed on 

were still near, although in spirit, and they continued to be a part of the commu

nit)'. The Melanesians also believed in ghosts and were careful to not hurt the feel

ings of those that had died. In fact, ghosts were often distinguished from the set

tled dead. The Melanesians worried about those that had died in war, believing that 

these restless souls needed to be p acated. Some believed that if a family member 

was killed unexpectedly, they would cause problems for the iving.

Me anesian dead were believed to go to Adiri, the Melanesian and of the dead. 

Some thought Adiri to be an island; others though it was a mountain located in the 

west beyond the sunset. It was a place free of sorrow and pain, where its spiritual 

inhabitants were young forever. It was believed that immediately after death, the 

soul passed through hazardous circumstances before reaching its destination of 

Adiri. Those souls that were unable to complete the journey faded out of existence 

forever. They a so disappeared for eternity if re atives and loved ones on earth for

got them.

Turn. Another afterlife belief found in the ancient Melanesian culture is that of 

Turn. It was believed that when an individual passes on, the spirit of the person 

journeys to Turn, a beautiful paradise full of material delights. It was believed that 

one could only reach Turn by riding on the back of a large serpent. In addition, only 

those with a special mystical birthmark or tattoo could enter. Once a resident of 

Turn, an individual could enjoy the sumptuous foods, joy, and peaceful existence it 

offered.

MENTAL MEDIUM

See Medium(s).

MERU, MOUNT

A sacred mountain in Buddhism, Hinduism, and Jainism. It was believed to be the 

center of both the physical and spiritua universes. It was also thought to be home 

to Brahma, Indra, and a number of other gods.

messencer(s)
The idea of spiritual messengers that travel back and forth between the physical 

and spiritual worlds can be traced back to ancient history. Such messengers can be 



found in ancient Sumerian drawings, Babylonian legends, Greek and Roman 

mythology, as we I as Judeo-Christian and Muslim writings. The Babylonians had 

the sukalli, which translates into “angelic messengers." The Greeks had Hermes, 

the winged messenger of Zeus (supreme being in Greek mythology). The Greeks 

also had Iris, who was messenger for Hera (Zeus’s wife). In Rome, there was Mer

cury, the messenger of Jupiter. These ancient gods became the archetypes for the 

angelic messengers ofthe monotheistic religions. Diony-sius stated that angels are 

“messengers which carry Divine Decrees.” In Judaic lore, the messengers were an

gels who brought messages to the prophets such as Abraham and Daniel. The 

Christians had Gabriel, the angel of revelation, who delivered messages regarding 

important births such as those of John the Baptist and Jesus. The Koran states, 

“God sends forth the angels as His messengers, with two, three, or four pairs of 

wings." In Islam, Jibril (Gabriel) brought Muhammad a revelation from God.

METHETHERIAL

A term coined by Frederic Myers meaning beyond the ether, the transcendenta 

world in which the spirit exists.

METEMPSYCHOSIS

f\r\ ancient Greek philosophical term for reincarnation. In Eastern beliefs it refers to 

the doctrine of transmigration of the soul, which is the belief that at death, the soul 

ofthe person passes into another body. The body can be human, animal, or inan

imate.

MICHAEL

A prominent, powerfu spiritual being, according to Judeo-Christian lore. Michael, 

whose name means “who is as God," is one ofthe mighty seven archangels. He is 

still cal ed upon today for help and protection. According to religious lore and 

ange-lology, Michael is God’s warrior who leads the celestial army and is the ruler 

ofthe seventh heaven. In art he is depicted as muscular, youthful, and handsome, 

wearing the breastplate of righteousness and the shield of faith. The Bible states 

that it was Michael and his army who defeated Satan and his hordes in the war in 

heaven, throwing them out of heaven and down to the earth: “And war broke out in 

heaven: Michael and his angels battled with the dragon, and the dragon and its an

gels battled, but did not prevail, neither was a place found for them any longer in 

heaven. So down the great dragon was hurled, the original serpent, the one ca led 

Devil and Satan, who is misleading the entire inhabited earth; he was hurled down 

to the earth, and his angels were hurled down with him" (Revelation 12:7-9).



Michael is also said to be the angel that Revelation 20:1-3 says will descend from 

heaven with the key to the abyss and will lock Satan away for a thousand years. Ac

cording to ancient Judaic lore, it was Michael who prevented Abraham from sacri

ficing his son Isaac. Legend has it that it was a so Michael who appeared to Moses 

in the famous burning-bush story. He has been credited with freeing the apostle 

Peter from prison and rescuing Danie from the lion's den (Acts 5:19; Daniel 6:22).

In Islam Michael is named Mikhail. The Koran says the cherubim are created 

from the tears of Mikhail. During the Middle Ages, the church portrayed Michael as 

a psychopomp (an escort of souls to the spiritual world) in order to attract non

Christians into the church. The Dead Sea Scrolls calls Michael the prince of light 

and says he battles against the sons of darkness. He leads the good angels against 

the fa len angels, which are ed by Belial. Joan of Arc named him as one of the an

gels who encouraged her to help the French dauphin f ght the Eng ish. In 1950, 

Pope Pius XII declared Michael “protector of police officers.” In the Book of Raziel 

(a compilation of spiritual, cosmological, and mystical Hebrew works), he is listed 

as an amulet angel who is summoned by women in childbirth to ensure their ba

bies have a safe delivery.

MIDDLE ACES

During the Middle Ages (476—1453 AD), beliefs in spiritual beings were a part of 

people’s day-to-day thinking, philosophy, and Christian theology, especially 

amongst the Europeans. A belief in the presence of both good and bad super

natural spiritua beings predominated. These beings, it was thought, had a number 

of functions related directly to the physical world. It was believed that spiritual be

ings or angels were in charge of the four seasons, the planets, the twelve months 

of the year, the seven days of the week, and even the hours of the day and n ight. As 

a result, representations of spiritual beings flourished in art, including poetry. 



paintings, sculpture, and architecture, and many such beings took on a feminine 

appearance.

However, the belief in a spiritual world fl ed with enlightened beings helping to 

run the universe was equally ba anced with a belief in dark spirits or demons. 

Christians of the period regarded dark spirits as powerful and considered them to 

be present everywhere in the physical world. This belief is seen in the great gothic 

cathedrals from the period, which have carvings of demons, as well as gargoyles, 

on and around the rooftops.

Theologians of the period spent time discussing and debating spiritua beings. 

They sought to be enlightened on the nature of these beings and determine 

whether or not they were omnipresent, as God is. They wondered if these beings 

could be in two places at once and what their relationship was to the space-time 

continuum. The famous question of how many angels can stand on the point of a 

needle came from theologians of this period.

In the Middle Ages, access to the spirits of the dead was obtained through the 

art of necromancy (a form of divination in which spirits from the afterlife are called 

upon).

See also Alighieri, Dante.

MILLS, ROY

See Prebirth.

MINISTERING ANGELS

See Angels.

MOHAMMAD

See Muhammad.

MOKSHA

See Hinduism.

MONROE, ROBERT

A successful businessman and noted pioneer/researcher in the investigation of 

human consciousness and astral projection (1915—1995)- He is the author of Jour

neys Out of the Body. Far Journeys, and Ultimate Journey. In addition, he invented 



Hemi-Sync (a patented technolog}') and founded the Monroe Institute, a worldwide 

organization dedicated to expanding human potential. Monroe began to astral trav

el, to his surprise, in 1958. His out-of-body experiences started without warning. At 

first, afraid of what people might think, he told only a few close friends about what 

was happening. However, as time passed, and he could not find any books to help 

him understand the phenomenon, he decided to write his own. He also began ex

perimenting with sound waves as a way of aiding astral travel.

MONS

The site of a famous apparition involving a band of spiritual beings from the un

seen world, believed by some to be angels. In August of 1914, German troops 

claimed that while Fghting British soldiers in World War I at Mons, Belgium, they 

saw spectral riders, armed with bows, arrows, and swords, battling in the sky, ham

pering their attack on the British.

MONTGOMERY, RUTH

Renowned journalist turned psychic channeler (1913-2001). A former foreign corre

spondent, syndicated columnist, and president of the Women's National Press 

Club, Montgomery stunned her peers by stepping out of a lucrative career in jour

nalism and into a world of psychic phenomena, channeling, and ultimately making 

contact with the other side. At the encouragement of her friend, famed medium 

Arthur Ford, Montgomery made contact with her spirit guides from the other side, 

who would channel through her via pen and paper. She soon began to channe 

startling answers to questions about life after death, the spiritual world, what hap

pens after a person dies, where souls go, and what life is like on the other side. The 

author of some fifteen books, Montgomery wrote extensively about the spiritual 

world, life after death, near-death experiences, extraterrestrials, walk-ins, earth 

changes, prophecies, and more.

MOODY JR., RAYMOND A.

World-renowned near-death researcher, lecturer, and the best-se ling author of 

eleven books, including the classic Life After Life, which has sold over 13 million 

copies worldwide (1944-). Moody is known as the father of near-death experience 

research and has interviewed over a thousand people that have had near-death ex

periences. In fact, it was Moody who coined the term near-death experience. He has 

studied and chronicled many ofthese experiences in several books.



Moody’s fascination with the phenomenon began in 1965 after he heard of 

George Ritchie's near-death experience. As Moody trained to become a physician, 

he came across several patients that had been clinically dead before being revived. 

In 1975, after he had become a doctor, Moody published Life After Life, which con

tained 150 experiences of people that had died, or almost died, and then recovered. 

Since that time Moody has continued his work in near-death experiences and au

thored a number of other books, including Refections on Life After Life, The Light 

Beyond, Reunions, Life After Loss, Coming Back, and The Last Laugh. Moody is cur

rently the head of the Consciousness Studies program at the University of Las 

Vegas.

Moody’s findings showed nine common occurrences in the near-death expe

rience: (1) hearing a strange sound, (2) experiencing peace and painlessness, (3) 

having an out-of-body experience, (4) entering a tunnel, (5) ascending quickly into 

the heavens, (6) meeting friends or relatives that have previously crossed over, (7) 

meeting a being of light, (8) receiving a life review, and (9) having a reluctance to 

return.

MORMONISM

In Mormon beliefs, the soul or spirit immediately goes to the spiritual world. The 

fate ofthe soul is based upon whether or not the person was good and righteous 

in life. If it was, the soul will live in a state of paradisiacal joy. The Mormon spir

itual paradise is said to be a combination of natura beaut}1 and include gold hous

es and jeweled streets. The souls of unbelievers (those who do not practice the 

Mormon faith) and wicked people will exist in a sort of spiritual prison where they 

will exist in unhappiness. This state, however, is only tem porary—if the imprisoned 

souls take the opportunity to repent. There is a final judgment and resurrection in 

which the majority of souls will move into one of three heavenly kingdoms. Only 

the worst of the worst wil spend eternity in suffering and darkness.

Mormons also believe in life before birth. This belief helps them to understand 



who they are, where they originally came from, and their purpose for coming into 

physical form. In order for a couple on earth to remain married after they pass on, 

they go through a ceremony that wil seal their marriage in the afterlife. Only those 

who adhere to Mormon standards can be sealed in this way through marriage, as it 

is through a special Mormon ceremony that this eternal joining takes place.

MORS

The god of death in Roman mythology and the equiva ent of the Greek god 

Thanatos. Mors carried the souls of humans to the underworld after they died. He 

was the archetypal ange of death.

MORSE, MELVIN

American pediatrician, neuroscientist, best-selling author, and near-death expe

rience researcher and expert. Morse’s first experience with the subject of near- 

death experiences occurred in 19S2, when he revived a nine-year-old girl who had 

drowned in a swimming pool. The girl, Katherine, told Morse that during the time 

she was dead she met what she thought was her guardian angel. Morse was so 

taken with the experience that he delved into researching the subject of life after 

death. He first set out to find details of Katherine’s out-of-body experience that 

would prove that she really had seen the other side. He realized that while she had 

been dead, she made observations about what was happening in the physica 

world. Her descriptions of what was occurring during the time when she suppos

edly had no awareness of the physica world proved to Morse that she had indeed 

left her body and, from the spiritual world, was observing what was transpiring as 

she lay dead.

According to Morse, when people experience death, they become fully con

scious. Senses are more keen and aware of the world around them. In addition, 

there is a wisdom about them that they hadn't possessed during their life on earth. 

Morse believes that human beings are not using their brain to the fullest extent. He 

contends that the unused portion of our brain is the area responsible for our intu

ition and psychic gifts. As a young physician, Morse continued to research the 

near-death experiences of children. In time, his research lead him to the locating of 

our God Spot, which is our natural connection to the universe.

Morse is also the author of Closer to the Light. Transformed by the Light (with Pau 

Perry), Parting Visions, and Where Cod Lives (with Paul Perry). For further infor

mation on Melvin Morse's research, see his website: www.melvinmorse.com.

http://www.melvinmorse.com


MUHAMMAD

The founder of Islam (570-632 AD). Muhammad is of key importance to Muslims 

as a living example of the “ideal Muslim," the model for all to learn from and copy. 

Muhammad was born in Mecca, a commercial, cultural, and religious center in 

Arabia, in the year 570. After the death of his mother (his father died before his 

birth), he was raised by an uncle from the tribe of Quraysh. Growing up, he be

came known for his sincerity, honest)', and generosity. Historians describe him as 

calm and meditative, a man of a deeply religious nature who had long detested the 

decadence of his society. It became his habit to meditate from time to time in the 

Cave of Hira, near the summit of Jabal al-Nur, the “Mountain of Light,” near 

Mecca.

One day, at the age of forty, while meditating, he heard a voice that commanded 

him, “Recite!” Muhammad, stunned and confused, wondered if he was hearing 

voices and worried that there was something wrong with him. Frightened and 

bewildered, he responded that he had nothing to recite. Again the voice com

manded him to recite. Finally, the words came to him: “Recite in the name of your 

Lord who has created man out of a germ-cell. Recite for your Lord is the Most Gra

cious One Who has taught by the pen. Taught man what he did not know!" After

ward (around the year 610), Muhammad began to receive a series of revelations 

through the ange Jibril. Like the biblical prophets, Muhammad spent many years 

communicating the messages he received from God. calling upon people to repent 

their sinful ways and to return to the worship of the one true God. Over the next 

twenty-three years, Muhammad wrote under divine dictation a book so beautiful 

that peop e are said to have wept upon hearing it. The Koran affected the lives of al 

the Arab tribes in his region and, in only a few generations, spread across al of 

North Africa and as far east as India. Muhammed continued receiving divine rev

elations until shortly before his death at the age of sixty-two.

In addition to the visions and revelations he received, Muhammad underwent a 

journey in which he ascended to the higher realms and saw many great things. This 

journey secured his fate as God’s messenger in Muslim beliefs and established the 

model for later Islamic literature on the path of souls at death. On another occa

sion, angels washed and purified his heart and fi led him with wisdom and faith. 

They then took Muhammad on a tour of paradise.

MULDOON, SYLVAN MULDOON

American pioneer on the subject of astral projection, or out-of-body experiences 



(19°3-19®9)- Muldoon was born on February 28, 1903. He grew up in the smal 

country town of Darlington, Wisconsin. From a very early age, Muldoon was able 

to eave his body and travel within the astral world. Muldoon first had an out-of- 

body experience when he was just twelve years old. He awakened in the middle of 

the night to find himself conscious, but not knowing where he was. He realized 

that he was floating in the room above his bed. He could see his physica body 

lying asleep on the bed below. He saw, between himself and his body, a cord con

necting the two. The cord ran from the back of the head of his spirit body to a spot 

between the eyes of his physica body. Muldoon attempted to walk to another 

room to wake someone. To his shock, he walked right through the door and 

through the bodies of other sleepers, too. Not knowing or understanding what was 

happening, he was scared. He continued to wak around the house, unsure of what 

to do, when he began to feel the pull of the cord and was pulled back into his body.

Muldoon went on to experience hundreds more projections. As a result, he 

unwittingly became an authority on the subject of astra travel. His books on the 

subject were written during a time when people were not as open-minded to the 

possibility of the spirit body separating from the physical, and few had heard of the 

phenomenon. That didn’t deter Muldoon, who, seeking answers, continued on his 

quest of discovery. Today, his books are considered classics in their field. They in

clude The Projection of the Astral Body, which is mainly an account of Muldoon’s ex

periences. His second book. The Phenomena of Astral Projection, includes over a 

hundred astral projection cases and details about the subjects reating to them, 

such as the different types of astra projection, the astra cable, the hypnagogic 

state, flying and falling dreams, dream control, cosmic energy, telekinesis, con

sciousness, methods of projection, and the nature of the ghostly form.

MULTIDIMENSIONAL TRAVEL

Another term for astral projection.

MULTILOCATION

See Bilocation.



MUSLIMS

See Islam.

MYERS, FREDERIC

f\ scholar, psychic investigator, and one ofthe founders ofthe Society for Psychical 

Research (1843-1901). In addition to the psychical research he did during his life 

on earth, after his death, Myers initiated a series of cross-correspondences, com

plex messages designed in and sent back from the spiritua world to different 

mediums in various parts of the world. Alone, the messages Myers sent meant 

nothing. But when put together, they made sense.

To many, the cross-correspondences were the most persuasive evidence for the 

existence of a spiritual world and the existence of an afterlife. In addition, Myers’s 

method of communication proved that mediumship had nothing to do with the 

medium reading the minds ofthe sitters. Myers, however, did say it was extremely 

difficult to transmit his messages from the spiritual world to the mediums. He de

scribed it as “standing behind a sheet of frosted g ass which blurs sight and dead

ens sound.”

MYSTERIES OF HEAVEN

A term used in the Books of Enoch when referring to knowledge that is known only 

by higher beings in the spiritual world. In the Books of Enoch, God informs Enoch 

that the "mysteries of heaven” were no longer accessible to a particular group of 

angels because of their relations with the women ofthe earth. God accused these 

angels of telling the women the mysteries of heaven and said that the people of 

earth would use this knowledge to perform evil deeds. These mysteries are also re

ferred to in the chronic es of Enoch as “eternal secrets.”

MYSTICS

Throughout history, mystics have claimed to be in contact with the spiritual be

ings. Some famous mystics who had these types of experiences include Jacob 

Boehme, who had visions of angels; Emanuel Swedenborg, who communicated di

rectly with the enlightened spiritual beings and earned a great deal about heaven 

and hell; Rudolph Steiner, who conversed regu arly with spiritual beings and 

learned much about the spiritua realm, as well as mankind's evolution; William 

Blake, who had visions of angels and believed that his creative genius was guided 

by angels; and Teresa Palminota, who regularly received visits from heavenly



people.



NATS

The name used by Burmese and Pakistani people for guardian spirits. Through 

propitiatory ceremonies, they are called upon for protection and to give assistance 

when needed. Nats can be either good or evil spirits.

NATURE SPIRIT(S)

Angels of nature (a.k.a., fairies). From the blueprints of nature that are carried by 

the devas, the nature spirits take the structure of nature and “flesh it out” into 

physical existence. They are also responsible for overseeing the physical require

ments of nature.

NEAR-DEATH EX PER I ENCE(s) (NDES)

A phenomenon in which the soul of a person whose body is clinically dead leaves 

the physical body and travels to the spiritual world, and then later returns to life to 

tell about it.

Near-death experiences have been reported throughout recorded history. They 

are not limited to people of a particular culture, age, or religion. Written accounts 

of NDEs go back more than two thousand years and have been reported the world 

over. They can be found in ancient scriptures and writings, including the Aztec 

Song of the Dead, the Bible, Gregor)'the Great's Dialogues, the Egyptian Book of the 

Dead, the Tibetan Book of the Dead, and Plato’s Republic.

In the mid-1970s, the work of such noted researchers as Maurice Rawlings, Ray

mond A. Moody Jr., Melvin Morse, Kenneth Ring, and Elisabeth Kiibler-Ross 

brought the subject to the attention of the general public. The term near-death expe

rience was coined by Moody, who used it to describe the reports of people that had 

died and, after being resuscitated, told stories of having left their bodies and seeing 

such things as tunnels, beings of light, deceased relatives, buildings, and more. 

There are variations on the experiences, such as traveling above the planet, step

ping into a meadow, crossing a bridge, and seeing religious figures. The experi

ences are now somewhat common, especially since the development of cardiac

resuscitation techniques. There are thousands of these experiences documented, 

and for many, they end credence to the belief that we continue on after death.



A 1992 Gallup Poll survey estimates that thirteen million people in the United 

States have had at least one NDE. That equates to about a third of those adults 

who are resuscitated from the grips of death in a clinic or hospital environment. 

The Fgure for children, however, is over seventy-five percent, as established by 

Melvin Morse and his associates in a landmark study done of children’s NDEs, 

chronicled in his first book Closer to the Light.

Since 1975, there have been many studies on the subject. Because of this world

wide interest, there are now several international associations and journals for the 

examination of NDEs.

According to Moody’s studies, there are nine basic occurrences found in NDEs: 

(1) hearing a strange sound, (2) experiencing peace and painlessness, (3) having 

an out-of-body experience, (4) entering a tunnel, (5) ascending quickly into the 

heavens, (6) meeting friends or relatives that have previously crossed over, (7) 

meeting a being of light, (8) receiving a life review, and (9) having a reluctance to 

return.

Frightening NDEs. An NDE in which the person enters a dark place, often de

scribed as a void, is a frightening experience. There is generally a sense of one- 

liness and foreboding and the presence of an evil force. Going into this dark place 

is the opposite of going into a white ight, seeing loving beings, and finding oneself 

in a beautiful and peaceful environment, as usually happens during an NDE.

One of the best-known frightening NDEs (the result of a suicide attempt) is that 

of Angie Fenimore. In her book Beyond the Darkness: My Near-Death Journey to the 

Edge of Hell and Back, Fenimore writes of finding herself in thick blackness. She 

tells of witnessing young people dressed in b ack, who looked forward with a bank 

gaze, paying no attention to their surroundings. As she continued on, she wit

nessed crowds of thousands upon thousands of other people who emanated dark

ness and seemed not to think or experience emotion. Fenimore felt this world was 

a place where there was neither exchange nor connection with other people and 

that the people there lived in solitude. Fenimore saw this darkness and solitude as



particularly frightening.

Well-Known NDE Researchers and Experiences. Popular NDE researchers in

clude James H. Lindley, Jeff and Jody Long, Craig R. Lundahl, Raymond A. Moody 

Jr., Diane Morrissey, Melvin Morse, Kenneth Ring, Pim Van Lommel, P. M. H. 

Atwater, and Ken Vincent.

Some of the most well-known accounts of N DEs are those of Josiane Antonette, 

Mellen-Thomas Benedict, Betty Bethards, Susan Blackmore, Dannion Brinkley, Don 

Brubaker, Grace Bubulka, Nancy E. Bush, Lynnclaire Dennis, Ned Dougherty, Betty 

J. Eadie, Brian Krebs, Laurelynn Martin, Dianne Morrissey, Juliet Nightingale, Cap

tain David Perry, Jan Price, George Ritchie, Barbara Rommer, Kimberly Clark Sharp, 

Jayne Smith, Tiffany Snow, Nora Spurgin, Ian Stevenson, Howard Storm, Evelyn E - 

saesser-Valar-ino, RaNel e Wallace, and Arthur E.Yensen.

NEW TESTAMENT

See Bible.

NEWLY ARRIVED

Those that have recently physically died and crossed over. It is believed that usu

ally within three months of transitioning to the other side, persons are permitted to 

transmit messages visually to those left behind. They can do this using dreams, ap

paritions, and other means to give evidence that they are still alive and are doing 

well in the unseen world. Many even chose to stay around and attend their own 

funerals. However, new arrivals to the other side have some conditioning and tran

sitioning to undergo before they can return to their true former selves and get back 

to their soul’s journey.

NEWTON, MICHAEL

Hypnotherapist and best-sel ing author of Journey of Souls: Case Studies of Life Be

tween Lives, Destiny of Souls: Case Studies of Life Between Lives, and Life Between 

Lives: Hypnotherapy for Spiritual Regression (1931-). Newton is a pioneer in uncov

ering the mysteries about life after death through the use of spiritual hypnotic re

gression. He has an Internationa reputation as a spiritual regressionist who has 

mapped out much of humans' life-between-lives experience. He has appeared on 

numerous national radio and TV talk shows to explain what immortal life in the 

spirit world is like. The Newton Institute for Life Between Lives Hypnotherapy pro

vides information, support, education, therapist training, and referral services to 



individuals desiring an experiential understanding of their nature as an eternal spir

itual being through the process of life-between-lives spiritual regression. This hyp- 

notic-re-gression method offers a means of accessing soul memories through a 

trance-induced, ‘'superconscious'’ state of awareness that brings a deep sense of 

love and compassion and an understanding of one's life purpose. Information on 

the Newton Institute can be found at iviviv.spiritualregression.org.

NIRVANA

In Buddhism, nirvana is the state of enlightenment in which the causes of rebirth 

are eliminated and the self becomes one with the a.I.

NORSEMEN

The Norsemen had an extensive belief system in a spiritual world where peop e 

trave ed after death. In Norse mythology, Asgard was the name of the spiritual 

world. The dwelling place of the gods and the home of souls that had crossed over 

after death, it was believed to be a multifaceted city divided into twelve realms. It 

has been described as having luxurious palaces, huge banquet hal s, and walls cov

ered with jewels. (The description is ver)' similar to that of the City of Light, wit

nessed by so many of today’s near-death ex-periencers.) Asgard was believed to be 

reached via a bridge, called Bifrost, that stretched between Asgard and the mortal 

world. Gladsheim was the highest realm of Asgard. It was also referred to as the 

palace of Odin, chief of the Norse gods. Valhalla is perhaps the most famous of 

the realms. It is where the Valkyries (beautiful spiritual warrior maidens) carried the 

souls of fallen soldiers. According to lore, Valha la was the p ace where soldiers 

went after a heroic death on the battlefield. Legend has it that after a war, the 

Valkyries would search the dead for soldiers whom they considered worthy to enter 

paradise. They would then take the spirit of the soldier to Valhalla, where the spirit 

would enjoy celebrations and great revelries. In Valhal a, soldiers’ spirits would 

enjoy lavish feasts and listen to tales of their heroic deeds. Soldiers who died un- 

heroically were destined for the g oomy afterlife palace of the goddess Hei, cal ed 

Sleetcold (sometimes referred to also as Hei). Gimli, another part of Asgard, was 

for warriors who died, but not in a war. All of the other Norse people went to a 

realm where the soul existed in a kind of a limbo state.





“Being is not what it seems, nor non-being.

The world’s existence is not in the world.”

—Rumi

O

OLD SOUL

See Soul(s). See also Children.

OLD TESTAMENT

See Bible.

ORBS

Smal spheres that sometimes appear in photographs. They are rarely seen outside 

of a photograph. They are generally whitish, paste -colored, or translucent. There 

are several theories surrounding orbs that show up in pictures. They are believed 

by many to be ghosts. Some say they are angels, and still others say they are souls 

or spirits. The most widely accepted explanation these days is that they are the 

energies of deceased loved ones around the people in the photo. Theory has it that 

spirits’ pure energy shows up on film as these ba Is of light, and from there spirits 

are ab e to show themselves as apparitions, if they so desire. Orbs have also been 

spotted during near-death experiences.

ORIGEN

f\r\ Egyptian Christian philosopher and schoar (185-254). Also known as Origines 

Adamantius. At the age of seventeen, Origen became head of the catechetical 

school of Alexandria, where he had studied under Clement of Alexandria. Origen 

taught in Alexandria, Egypt for 28 years. He became famous for his interpretation 

of the Christian scriptures. Origen believed in a spiritual world, writing that spir

itual beings were paced over the four elements of earth, water, air, and fire, as well 

as over the plants and animals. He taught that every person has two angels, one 

good and one evil.

OSIRIS

Egyptian god of the underworld and the supreme god of the ancient Egyptian pan

theon. He presided over the dead, the netherworld, and the spirit world. With him 

came the hope of continued life after death, and that the quality of that afterlife 

would match the lifestyle people had become accustomed to on earth. He was 

associated with the Nile, whose yearly rise brought renewed life to the earth. His 



cult probably came the closest to a universal religion in pre-Christian Egypt.

OTHER SIDE

A term used when referring to the spiritual world.

OTHER WHERE (OTHER WORLD)

One of many terms that have been used to refer to the afterlife realms. Some other 

terms include the other side, heaven, the other world, the astral world, and the spir

itual world.

OUT-OF-BODY EXPERIENCE(s) (OBES)

An out-of-body experience generally involves a sensation of floating outside of 

one’s body and, in some cases, perceiving one's body from a p ace outside it (a 

perception commonly referred to as autoscopy). An OBE happens when the spirit 

or consciousness separates itself from the confines of the body and brain, thus 

becoming free to experience other worlds. It has been estimated that around one in 

ten people have had an OBE at some point in their life. This experience is also 

known as astral travel, astral projection, and traveling clairvoyance. A typical OBE 

can last anywhere from a minute to an hour. It ranges from a simple sense of float

ing above oneself to more elaborate flights that can take place around the house or 

in another dimension. Often those that have an OBE report looking down on their 

body and surroundings from a height.

Causes of OBEs. Reasons for and causes of an OBE vary. In some cases, an OBE 

is spontaneous. In others, it occurs due to a mental or physical trauma or as a re

sult of taking certain types of drugs. There are also those OBEs that are purposely 

induced through visualization, while a person is relaxed and in a meditative state. 

Studies show that OBEs can also occur from direct-brain stimulation. Out-of-body 

experiences are a part of near-death experiences. Some peop e that experienced an 



OBE proved it by describing details, previously unknown to them, that they had ob

served during the OBE. Other accounts state that some people that left their body 

realized it only after they saw their own bodies nearby. See Enoch; Hughes, Mari- 

lynn; Near-Death Experience(s) (NDEs); Zoroaster.

OUTER DARKNESS

Another name for the darker realms, referred to by some as the hell realms and 

lower realms.

OVER SOUL

One's true self. It is the immortal part of an individual. The personality inhabiting a 

physical body is but one smal portion of the soul of a person. The over soul is 

also referred to as the higher self. Souls have various levels of awareness, from the 

very basic, physical-level awareness all the way up to God-awareness and unit)' with 

the All That Is. A part of a soul's essence never leaves the spiritua world during an 

incarnation. Once the physical body dies and the incarnation is complete, the re

turning soul rejoins with the over soul in the spiritual world. The higher self has 

several personalities, which have formed through many incarnations. Once an 

incarnation is complete, that incarnation's personality returns to the over soul. 

Each “self” carries knowledge and wisdom accumulated from a particular lifetime. 

These selves maintain their individual personalities upon retuning to the over soul. 

The physical being that we are today is believed by some to have been created from 

our over soul and sent into the physical world to earn. The over soul has been 

likened to a probe made and sent to earth by its creator. This over soul is thought 

to later rejoin the original divine creator—a supreme being, often cal ed God—who 

made each over soul from itself.



“He hoped and prayed that there wasn't an afterlife.

Then he realized there was a contradiction involved here 

and merely hoped that there wasn't an afterlife.''

—Douglas Adams, Life, the Universe and Everything

P

PALM I NOTA, TERESA

An Italian mystic famous for her psychic and supernatural abilities (1896—1934). 

She received the stigmata, and once fasted for three years. She was a so able to 

manifest extraordinary phenomena; for exampe, a mysterious f re emanated from 

her breast and would burn anyone who came near her. She led a solitary life be

cause of these abilities, but Palminota communicated regularly with the spiritual 

world. She received visitations from angels and communicated regularly with her 

guardian angel. Eventually, Palminota went deaf, and used her angel as an inter

preter.

PARADISE

A word denoting heaven or the spiritual realm that, in some religions, the good go 

to after death.

PARTIAL APPEARANCE

The visua appearance of a person that has passed. What is seen is only part of the 

person, such as the face, head, or torso. It can be the faint outline of the body or 

the entire body in a transparent form.

PASSAGEWAYS

According to apocryphal ore, there are passageways or corridors within the spir

itual world. These passageways are said to be patrolled on a regular basis by angels 

who belong to the order of angels called the powers. They patrol these heavenly 

passageways on the lookout for demons trying to enter. See Portal(s); Power 

Spot(s); Transportal(s).

PAST-LIFE REGRESSION

A method of tapping into information that is stored in the subconscious mind, by 

the use of techniques such as hypnosis, in order to recall a past life or lives.

PAST LIVES

The lives lived before one’s present incarnation. The soul has an eternal life, and it 



takes on a variety of incarnations during its lifespan. The term "past lives" is gener

ally referring to reincarnation.

PERRY, DAVID

A soldier of the French and Revolutionary Wars (1741-1826). Perry had a near- 

death experience in 1762, which he recorded in his book Recollections. One of the 

only first-hand accounts of the wars written by a soldier during that time, the book 

(written in 1819 and published in 1822) is about Perry’s life’s experiences. Perry was 

on his way home from the hospital at Halifax, Nova Scotia, after fghting in the 

French and Indian War. During that period, he had contracted typhus. Perry writes 

of his soul separating from his body, after which he was ‘‘immediately conveyed to 

the gate of Heaven." He says that he was going to enter, but was told that he 

couldn’t be admitted. He watched as others came and went and even came upon 

someone that he knew. He wrote of a being that spoke with him about entering 

later and about the Revolutionary War. He also talked of everything in heaven feel

ing solid and firm. He saw a “great gulph" and explained that many of the people 

went through there. Some, though, entered the gate into what he called the “Holy 

City.”

PERSIA

See Zoroaster.

PERSONALITY

The complex combination of characteristics (e.g., mannerisms, temperament, 

emotions, mentality) that differentiates one individual from the next. Upon death, 

when one transitions to the spiritual world, one’s personality is kept intact. A per

son takes their mind, personality, and experiences with them. After the death of the 

physical body, one has a spiritual body, which is a duplicate of the earth body, and 

they have the same personality and character that they had in life on earth.

PETS

See Animals.

PHARAOHS

See Egypt.

PHYSICAL BODY

The physical body is a temporary home to the sou (also referred to as the spirit 



and the astra body). At birth we take on a physical body. At death we discard it and 

move on. The physical body is animated by our soul. We take on a physical body in 

order to come into physical life, experience it, and learn lessons and/or fulfil mis

sions. The physica body is not our true se f and cannot last forever. It can be 

likened to a space suit worn by an astronaut to fit the environment to which he or 

she travels. The saying “we are spiritual beings having a human experience" applies 

here. Our spirit self, the one that dwelled in the spiritual world, currently inhabits 

the body in which we find ourselves. When that body wears out, grows old, and fi

nally dies, our spirit se f is released and free to return to the spiritual world.

Detachment of the Physical Body. One does not have to wait until death to leave 

the physical body. This detachment can be achieved during the sleep state. During 

sleep, it is not uncommon for the soul to leave the physical body and travel in var

ious realms. Some have earned to leave the body this way during relaxation and 

meditation by applying various techniques. There are also those that can come out 

of their body at will without any special techniques. When the physical body is at 

the point of death, the soul of the individual will detach from the body. The person 

will observe being outside of the physical body and will be able to perceive the 

spiritual world.

PHYSICAL DIMENSION

The realm in which physical beings dwell. It is the place that provides an envi

ronment for our physical bodies and lives.

PHYSICAL WORLD

The physical world is our temporary home away from home. All people are light be

ings from another realm or world. All have chosen to come into the physical to live 

in and experience it before returning to the spiritual world. The physical world is an 

actua manifestation of the spiritual world. Only the frequency of vibration is lower. 

Here the spirit can experience love as wel as pain. The journey that is life in the 

physical world begins when one awakens to find oneself as a baby. The journey is 

short, as all spirits must detach at some point, return home to the other side, and 

continue on their spiritua path of enlightenment.

PIPER, LEONORA

Popuar trance medium (1857-1950). Born Leonore Simonds, she was considered 

the best trance medium in the history of spiritualism, although she also displayed 



other clairvoyant abilities, such as channeling and the hearing and seeing of spirits. 

In fact, it was Piper who allegedly provided, through cross correspondences, the 

most complete proof of life after death.

At an early age, Piper displayed her clairvoyant abilities. One of her earliest ex

periences was hearing her recently-deceased aunt whisper in her ear, “Aunt Sara, 

not dead, but with you still." Piper also had a series of episodes in which she 

would see faces of people in her room. These episodes terrified her as a child, be

cause she did not realize that the faces were those of people that had crossed over 

and who wished to communicate with her. In her early twenties, Piper’s skills were 

even more apparent after she visited Dr. J.R. Cocke (a popular blind psychic who 

was well known for his medica analysis and treatments), where she joined his 

clairvoyant circle. Dr. Cocke's circles were designed to find medical treatments and 

to also help others develop their mediumship abilities. During her second visit to 

Dr. Cocke, he put his hand on Piper and she fell into a trance and began writing on 

a piece of paper. She recorded an amazing message for another ofthe sitters in the 

circle, one Judge Frost. It was a message from his son, who had previously crossed 

over. After this circle session, word spread about Piper's abilities, and her popu

larity grew. Her psychic gifts also expanded as a direct result of her work with Dr. 

Cocke and put her on a path to professional mediumship, which she embraced a 

short while later.

Piper received many requests for readings, most which she refused (with the 

exception of her family). She did not enjoy the attention she was receiving. How

ever, there was one request, from a Mrs. Gibbins, that she felt compelled to an

swer. Mrs. Gibbins and her daughter (Mrs. James), were so impressed by Piper 

that they brought her to the attention of Professor William James (known today as 

one of Americas greatest psychologists and philosophers. He was also one ofthe 

founders ofthe American Society for Psychica Research). James was Mrs. Gibbins’ 

son-in-law. Because of Piper’s accuracy during her sitting with his wife and moth- 

erin-law, the professor decided to run scientific experiments on her clairvoyant and 

mediumship abilities. As he did, there was a control from the other side in charge 

ofthe readings. He was known as Phinuit, who, during his last earthly incarnation, 

was a French doctor. Professor James and a number of other scientists ran tests on 

Piper to test her abilities, and she never ceased to amaze and fascinate them.

Piper continued her mediumship career and held sittings for readings regularly.



Many famous peop e from the unseen world also came through Piper. Some no

table names included Cornelius “Commodore" Vanderbilt, Henry Wadsworth 

Longfellow and J. S. Bach.

PLACE-BOUND APPARITION

Apparitions that are seen at specific locations on a regular basis, often due to cir

cumstances surrounding their life. They may also be attached to a certain locality 

because of events surrounding their demise, such as a murder or tragic accident.

plane(s)
See Dimensions.

PLANTS

The plant life on the other side is often mentioned by people who have traveled 

there and returned to tell about their experience. These peop e are often awestruck 

by the beauty in the parks, gardens, meadows, and countryside there. It is said to 

be lush, with rich, vibrant colors. It resembles the physical plane, but the beauty is 

so spectacu ar that human words cannot describe it. The foliage has been ca led 

greener than anything seen on earth and is said to have a special g ow to it. In 

Ranel.e Wallace’s near-death experience account, the fowers, grass, trees, and 

other plants seemed musical. In Jayne Smith’s experience, the flowers had colors 

that she had never seen before. The City of Light is said to have lush gardens and 

meadows filled with indescribably beautiful p ants and fowers and co ors far supe

rior than what is seen in the physical realm. In addition, all of the plants, trees, and 

flowers emanate a gentle glow. The plants emit an aroma that fills the senses—one 

that is distinct to the other side.

PLATO

A Greek philosopher (428-348 BC). The oldest account of a near-death experience 

in Western literature comes from Plato. He tells of such an event in his tenth book 



of his legendary work The Republic, a Socratic dialogue written in approximately 380 

BC. A soldier by the name of Er, who had been killed in war, returns to life on the 

funera pyre (a stack of wood for burning a dead body) and tells of his visit to the 

spiritual world. He tells of eaving his body and traveling with a large crowd to the 

location where souls are judged. The good ascended through an opening in heav

en, while the bad descended to meet their punishment.

Plato believed that at death, the soul is finally released from the body. In Phaedo 

(the ast of his great dialogues written during his middle period), Pato tries to 

show that there is an afterlife and that the soul is immortal. Phaedo details the final 

days of the philosopher Socrates and contains the scene of his death. The dialogue 

is told from the perspective of one of Socrates’ students, Phaedo of Elis. Having 

been present at Socrates’ deathbed, Phaedo re ates the dialogue to Echecrates, a 

fellow philosopher. In the dialogue, Socrates presents four arguments for the 

immortality of the soul. The first, referred to as cyclical, says the body and soul are 

opposites, as are fire and cold; therefore, since the body perishes, the soul, being 

its opposite, does not. The second argument, called recollection, says that humans 

have some nonempirical knowledge at birth; therefore, the soul existed before birth 

to carry that knowledge. The third, the Form of Life argument, explains that the 

Forms—incorporeal and static entities—are the cause of a I things in the world, 

and all things participate in Forms. The soul, by its very nature, participates in the 

Form of Life, which would mean the soul could never die.

The fourth argument has sparked hundreds of years' worth of conversation. 

Socrates says that because souls are indestructib e, they must have existed before 

they inhabited bodies and must continue after death as well. The soul does not 

decompose as the body does; it doesn't die, but lives forever. The first three argu

ments were unconvincing to the two men listening to Socrates; however, the fourth 

argument was one they found acceptab e.

Beliefs in Spiritual Beings. In his writings, Plato referenced mediating spirits that 

existed in both the physical and spiritua realms. He believed that there were many 

spirits of different kinds. One of these spirits was Eros. According to Plato, Eros 

(the god of ove in Greek mythology) had the duties of trans ating and showing the 

gods the thoughts of humans. He also communicated to humans what the gods 

required. According to Plato, the gods would not communicate directly with hu

mans. He held that mediators were necessary to converse between the two.



PORTA L(S)

A passageway to another realm. Portals (which are sometimes referred to as trans

portals) are believed to be all around us. Through these passageways, a person can 

leave this ream and time and continue on to a new world and new life. These por

tals carry us to the other side. When a person dies and leaves the body, a pas

sageway opens right before them as a crossway to the other side. Other names for 

portals are gateways and passageways.

POWER SPOT(S)

The specific location of a portal, or gateway, between the earth plane and the un

seen spiritual planes. See Portals.

POWERS

See Angels.

PRANA

In Indian mysticism, prana is the vita life force (also known as life energy or en

ergy body) that activates the body and mind.

PRAYER FOR THE DEAD

It has been said that praying for people both as they are dying and after their death 

benefits them as they transition to the other side. All religions seem to have prayers 

for the dead. Praying for a loved one's safe passage to the spiritual world is a good 

way for a person to et go of grief over that loved one’s passing. Grief, it has been 

theorized, prevents a loved one from progressing through the spiritual realms by 

actua ly pulling their attention back towards earth and keeping them attached to 

friends and family here.

PREBIRTH

The state of existence before a person is born. Other terms for prebirth include be

fore life, pre-existence, and premorta! existence. Some people that have had near- 

death experiences have reported obtaining knowledge regarding their prebirth exis

tence. Some remembered a time before they were born, a time in the spiritua 

world. There have been accounts of some who remembered a past life on earth. 

Some people recal ed how they selected their various life situations, such as their 

parents, disabilities, and even deaths. Some a so reca led the missions that they 

were sent to earth to perform. Others recognized that their spirit guides, who had 

come to assist them at death, were people they had known before coming into 



earthly life. In one case, a person that had died and crossed over to the spiritual 

world knew where he was and was able to go directly to the place where he could 

request to return to earth to continue his life. Author Betty J. Eadie, in her best

selling book Embraced by the Light, wrote of seeing a place where many people 

were preparing for their earthly life.

It is not only through near-death experiences that people remember an existence 

before birth. Some incidences of prebirth memories occur during hypnosis, medi

tation, and dreams.

Preparation for Life. Before souls come into life in the physical world, they go 

through a process in which they spend time with others, arrange to be with them 

together on earth as family and friends, and establish what essons are to be 

learned, what missions to be performed, who the parents are to be, where everyone 

is to live, and the appointed time of each soul's birth and death.

During the period before birth, spirits are attempting to put together a ife for 

themselves in which they can learn and grow spiritual y. Bodies are chosen for dif

ferent reasons, depending upon what it is spirits come into life to learn. In some 

situations, a spirit may chose to come into the world in a difficult life situation, 

such as having a handicap, to aid their spiritual growth.

There are said to be many souls waiting in line for handicapped bodies. These 

are often preferred over the normal ones because more karma can be repaid 

through a handicapped body. In addition, the souls that choose these physical 

lives, as well as those who choose to be their caretakers (e.g., parents), are able to 

learn great lessons. A handicapped person is said to teach lessons to each indi

vidual he or she comes in contact with.

On Their Way. Just before souls are to be born into physica life, they are taken 

by their spirit guide to a special place in the spiritual world to prepare for their new 

life. There they are shown what the lives they are about to under take will be like. 

The guides advise them and then send them into life in the physica—a new incar

nation, a new adventure. A soul generally joins its physical body sometime between 

the fourth month of gestation and birth.



Forgetting Our Prebirth Lives. It is believed that we forget our previous life in the 

spiritual world in order to live our current earth life more fully, and so that we may 

concentrate on our special lessons and or missions we may have come to accom

plish.

One famous case of prebirth memories is that of Roy Mills. Mills has memories 

of events that happened before his birth, memories from his life in the spiritual 

world. These memories were as rea and vivid as those of any experience in his 

earthly life. Most people forget these memories when coming into life; however, 

Mills still carries his. It wasn’t until age ten that he realized most people don't have 

such memories. According to Mills, he was asked by enlightened beings not to 

share his memories with anyone until he was given permission. Permission was 

granted by a heavenly messenger in 1995. He was told to write down his memories 

of the spiritual world in a book. His book is titled The Soul's Remembrance: Earth Is 

Not Our Home. Roy Mills remembers events that occurred before his birth. In his 

book. Mil s humbly shares the memories of a magnificent world.

Prebirth Teachings of Different Religions. Jewish rabbinical literature says that 

God made human souls during the six days in which he created the world. When 

each person is born, a pre-existing soul is put into a body.

The belief in prebirth can also be found in Sufism, which teaches that the sou! 

exists prior to ife on earth. The life of the soul on earth is thought to be only a 

short time in the long life of the eternal person or soul. The soul is believed to be 

born through a number of worlds and states of existence before it returns to its 

home that lies beyond the stars. In addition, Sufis hold that during their life on 

earth, they must forget where they came from.

Mormons hold that before this mortal life, the spirits of all humanity lived with 

God as his children. The first born of God's children is believed to be Jesus.



PRE MORTAL WORLD

See Prebirth.

PRICE, JAN

Author of the popular book The Other Side of Death. The book reveals Price's expe

rience of crossing over to the unseen world. On December 30, 1993, at 1:35 p.m., 

Price died. At 1:39 p.m., she returned to life, with an amazing story of a world be

yond this one.

PRINCIPALITIES

See Angels.

PSYCHIC

An individual that reacts to psychic energy. This person may be able to pick up im

pressions that others cannot. This can include, but is not limited to, the seeing and 

hearing of images and voices that are not within the normal range of human sens

es.

PSYCHICAL RESEARCH INVOLVING SELECTED MEDIUMS (PRISM)

An organization that encourages, guides, and funds research work with mediums.

PSYCHOPOMP

A being that escorts souls into the spiritual world after death. The term literally 

means “the guide of souls.” A variation of the term psychopomp is psychompoi.

PURGATORY

An in-between state found within the spiritual realm, where souls go as they wait 

judgment, contemplate their previous life, and decide where they want to proceed 

next in their spiritual growth. A more modern term for purgatory is the void.



Quran

See Koran.



“We shall remember, when our hair is white,

These clouded days revealed in radiant light.”

—George Orwell, “Our minds are married but we are too young” 

R

RANDALL, EDWARD C.

An attorney, businessman, and author from Buffalo, New York (1860-1935). In the 

1890s, Randall became interested in the subject of life after death after attending a 

seance. His interest was so piqued that he became a spokesperson and advocate 

of spiritualism. There was a strong effort on his part to prove the validity of medi

umship and in so doing, he authored such books as Life’s Progression, Research in 

Metaphysics, The Dead Have Never Died, and Frontiers of the After-life. Randa I held 

seances with Emily French (an American direct-voice medium from Buffalo) for 

twenty-two years. He meticulously documented the details of the sittings by 

stenographically recording the spirit voices. His work with French, as wel as his 

books, made him a minor celebrity in spiritualist circles during that period.

RAUDIVE, KONSTANTIN

Electronic voice phenomena (EVP) researcher and lecturer (1906—1974). Raudive 

was born in Latvia and later became a student of Carl Jung. He was a psychologist 

who taught at the University of Uppsala in Sweden. He studied parapsycholog}' his 

entire life and was especially interested in the subject of life after death. He, along 

with German parapsychologist Hans Bender, investigated EVP. In 1964, Raudive 

read a book by Friedrich Jiirgenson titled Voices from Space. Impressed, Raudive 

had a meeting with Jiirgenson in 1965. Afterward, they collaborated on their EVP ef

forts and made some EVP recordings. On some ofthe recordings they could hear 

faint voices. However, after listening to one particular recording one night, Raudive 

found that he could clearly hear a number of voices. He played the tape back over 

and over and came to understand each of them. Some of the voices were in Ger

man, some in Latvian, and some in French. However, he was quite taken with the 

last voice, which said, “Go to sleep, Margaret.” A woman named Margarete Pe- 

trautzki had recently died; her sickness and death had eft a great impression on 

Raudive. After that experience, he spent the ast ten years of his earthly life re

searching EVP on his own. Raudive’s classic book on EVP research, published 

under the English title Breakthrough (1971), was based on thousands of spirit voic

es he tape-recorded. After the publication of his book, the voices were often re

ferred to as Raudive voices.



From the Spiritual World. Since his death in 1974, Raudive has been actively 

communicating with researchers here on earth from the other side. There is a clas

sic two-way, thirteen-minute tape-recorded conversation between Raudive and 

Mark Macy (Instrumental transcommunication [ITC] researcher and pioneer).

REAL-TIME PROJECTION

The act of a being out-of-body and moving through the physical world invisibly.

REALMS

See Dimensions.

REBIRTH

The act of being born into another incarnation in the physica world after having ex

perienced one or more previous lives and deaths. A soul can be born into many 

incarnations.

REINCARNATION

The belief that one has lived before in another lifetime (or other lifetimes), and that 

one will live again after physical death. Belief in reincarnation dates back as far as 

the ancient Egyptians. It is an idea that some argue was believed in by Jesus and 

the Essenes of his time. Reincarnation can also be found in the philosophies of 

Buddhism, Greek mythology, Hinduism, Jainism, and Taoism. According to an

cient Hindu teachings, after death, the soul of an individual temporarily goes into 

the spiritual world and then reincarnates into a different form of life, such as a 

plant, insect, animal, or human being.

The basic belief about reincarnation, from a metaphysical standpoint, is that 

through multiple lifetimes, the soul gains experience and learns and grows spiri

tually. Each of these lifetimes is said to be a contract with God. We are born, grow, 

age, and die as physical beings multiple times to gain life experience from various 

points of view. As we do so, we purposely forget about our past incarnations. It is 



believed that if we did remember, the memories would cause a distraction and pos

sibly interrupt the lessons we are in the present lifetime to earn. Forgetting who we 

are helps us to concentrate on the present ife. Souls grow in knowledge and wis

dom through this basic process. When we leave the physical body and return to 

the other side, we then review the lifetime we just lived, as well as any other past 

lives, and examine our essons and our progress. We do this with the assistance of 

those that love us on the other side as well as our spiritual guides and with wise 

and experienced teachers and counselors like the Council of Elders.

REPUBLIC, THE 

See Plato.

RING, KENNETH

A professor emeritus of psychology at the University of Connecticut and co

founder and past president of the International Association for Near-Death Studies 

(IANDS) (1936-). He is one of the world's foremost authorities of near-death ex

periences (NDEs). Early in his research, Ring surveyed 102 NDE survivors, and half 

of them reported experiences containing NDE elements. He also surveyed seven

teen suicide survivors who reported that they had experienced al of the various ele

ments commonly found in NDE accounts. His data suggested that the core expe

rience of an NDE consisted of five distinct stages: peace, body separation, entering 

the darkness, seeing the light, and entering the light. Ring was a so the first to offer 

scientific validation to near-death experiences. He has authored several books on 

NDEs, including Life at Death, Heading Toward Omega, The Omega Project, Lessons 

from the Light, and Mindsight: Near-Death and Out-of-Body Experiences in the Blind. 

Ring has been retired from the NDE fie id since 1998.

RITCHIE, GEORGE

American author who had a near-death experience (1923-2007). In his books Re

turn from Tomorrow and Ordered to Return: My Life After Dying, he recounts his 

amazing near-death experience and the revelations and divine truths given to him 

during his time out of his body. In 1943 Ritchie died from double lobar pneumonia 

while he was undergoing basic army training in Texas. After meeting a “being of 

light,” which he believed to have been Jesus, Ritchie was shown his life in just a 

few seconds of time. Afterward, Jesus took him on a spirit trip through the spiritua 

regions of the earth, where he witnessed millions of the lost dead continuing on in 

an endless life in spiritual form only, with no way to hide their private thoughts and 



intentions from each other. After that, Jesus took him toward a city. Ritchie later re

vived in a morgue. After his experience, Ritchie devoted the rest of his life to help

ing people. Ritchie passed into spirit permanently on October 29, 2007.

RIVER STYX

The River Styx, of Greek mythology, was a junction where the physical world met 

the spiritua world. There the living met the dead, and eterna gods and mortal 

men, kings and ordinary people, all made their way across on a one-way journey to 

the spiritual world.

ROBERTS, JANE

A trance medium and author, best known for her work with the Seth Material 

(1929—1984). Born in Saratoga Springs, New York, Roberts had the ability to put 

herself into a light hypnotic trance and channel (see Channeler) a spiritua person

ality named Seth. The texts that were channeled were published and are known as 

the Seth Material. Her books on Seth have sold millions of copies.

ROME (ANCIENT)

Ancient Rome was f led with beliefs about an unseen spiritua world. The Romans 

held that after death, they became immorta and were spirited off to paradise on a 

fiery, four-horse chariot. Spiritual deities can be found among the gods and god

desses of Rome. Two of the gods were the basis for the angels of the monotheistic 

religions that came later. There was the winged god Mercury, who carried mes

sages between heaven and earth for Jupiter (the supreme being), and Eros, the 

winged god of ove. Romans also held the belief that a guardian spirit was assigned 

to each person at his or her birth. This spirit was thought to protect the individual 

from harm. Proserpina, one of Christianity’s most notorious she-demons, was 

once a goddess of Rome. Romans also believed that each household had a are (a 

guardian spirit) watching over the family. The lare was believed to be the spirit of 

the family's founder. The lare was credited as the source of the family’s creativity 

and considered a part of its everyday life. Centuries ater, Rome converted to Chris

tianity and adopted the Christian beliefs in spiritual beings such as angels.





“The supernatural is only the natural of which 

the laws are not yet understood.71

—Agatha Christie, The Hound of Death

S

SABOM, MICHAEL B.

A cardiologist and near-death experience researcher. In his research, conducted 

with partner Sara Kreu-tiziger, he found that of 1OO hospital patients who had been 

unconscious and near death, 61 had had near death experiences. Sabom has writ

ten Recollections of Death: A Medical Investigation, a book about his research. His 

book is hailed as the f rst to seriously explore the relationship of the near-death 

experience and traditiona Christian experience. Sabom is also the author of Light 

and Death: One Doctor's Fascinating Account of Near-Death Experiences.

SAVED BY THE LICHT

A film based on the near-death experience of Dannion Brinkley. After suffering a 

sudden, severe electrical shock, Brinkley (played by Eric Roberts) has a near-death 

experience and is shown the future, which transforms him into a highly spiritua 

person.

SCHUCMAN, HELEN

The channeler of A Course in Miracles (1910—1981). A Course in Miracles is consid

ered to be the most successful channeled work of the twentieth century. Schucman 

was the daughter of Sigmund Cohn, who was a chemist. Even though her mother 

studied Theosophy and Christian Science, and she herse f had been baptized as a 

child into the Baptist facet of Christianity, Schucman professed herself to be athe

ist. She earned a Ph.D. in 1958 and afterward anded a job at Colombia-Presbyterian 

Medical Center. There she worked with William N. Tetford, who was in charge of 

the psychology department. The two had a rocky relationship. Eventually, as a solu

tion to their interpersonal problems, Tetford suggested they meditate together, as 

he had been recently studying the subject. On October 21, 1965, Schucman heard 

an inner voice that said, “This is a course in miracles. Please take notes.” Tetford 

advised her to write down what she was hearing. She did so. During the following 

seven years, she took shorthand notes of what she received, and Tetford tran

scribed them. In the end, some 1,200 pages were received. Those pages are what is 

known now, the world over, as A Course in Miracles, which, according to Schucman, 

was dictated by Jesus.



SCIENTOLOGY

f\ religion founded in the United States in 1954 by L. Ron Hubbard. Scientology fo

cuses on the soul and spiritual awareness. Its goal is to help people reach true 

spiritua freedom. Scientologists also adhere to a belief in reincarnation and believe 

that humans consist of three parts: body, mind, and thetan (the soul). The word 

thetan was coined by Hubbard, who took it from the Greek letter theta, the eighth 

letter of the Greek alphabet. Scientologists believe that the thetan is the real person 

that occupies the body and it is the true nature of an individual. One does not have 

a soul, as so many of the religions teach, but one is the thetan and not the body. 

The thetan can exist outside of the physical body. In addition. Scientologists be

lieve that through a process ca led exteriorization, a thetan can leave its body, but 

still control it. A person that is capable of practicing exteriorization is referred to as 

an operating thetan (OT). Scientologists have no defined belief in life after death, 

except that of reincarnation.

STANCE

A meeting in which severa people convene to try and reach loved ones, friends 

and relatives that have passed on from the physical realm into the spiritual world. 

There is usually a medium present to communicate messages received back from 

the other side. See Mediums.

SENSES (SPIRITUAL)

It has been said by some that have crossed over to the spiritual world and come 

back that they experienced heightened senses on the other side. On earth, human 

beings have five senses. In the spiritual realms, people have increased sensor)' 

abilities.

Sight. In the spiritual world, sight is more keen and, according to one near-death 

experience account, more powerful than earthly sight. One person reported having 

the ability to see in a I directions at once. Blind near-death experiencers have re

ported having perfect sight in the spiritual world. Some have been disappointed to 

find that, upon returning to their body, they were blind once more.



Smell. Different individuals that have visited the other side have said that the air 

is clear. They also say that it is difficult to describe the aromas and fragrances of 

the gardens and parks, which are filled with trees, flowers, and grasses that have 

much more luxurious and vibrant scents than those in the physical world.

Taste. Food is not required for the spiritua body. However, it is present in the 

spiritual world for the pleasure of its taste. The fruits and vegetables, according to 

near-death accounts, are more delectable and enjoyable in the spiritual world. 

However, most souls do not eat. The desire for food wanes the longer one is there 

and is generally utilized only by spirits newly returned from earth.

Touch. The sense of touch is alive and well on the other side. Much of the expe

rience of touch is the same as in the physical world, but like everything else, is 

more heightened and pleasurable.

New Senses. In the afterlife, souls have an additional sense that most of us do 

not have on this side. There an individua has the ability to see into the very soul of 

each living thing, as well as the ability to communicate with them. Souls even know 

the other’s thoughts and desires without having to communicate with them ver

bally.

SENSORY COMMUNICATION

See After-Death Communication.

SERAPHIM

See Angels.

SETH

internationally acclaimed non-physical teacher, who has dictated thousands of 

pages of literature through modern-day channeler Jane Roberts. Roberts’s husband, 

Robert Butts, served as a stenographer, recording the messages in shorthand, al

though sometimes a tape recorder was used. In his channelings, Seth described 

himself as an “energy personality essence no longer focused in physical reality.” It 

was Seth who coined the phrase, “You create your own reality.” Seth’s messages 

are said to be the catalyst to the New Age philosophical movement. He has written 

over twenty-six books, which have been translated into numerous languages and 

have sold millions of copies around the world. H is messages, consisting mainly of 

monologues on a wide variety of topics, are collectively known as the Seth



Material. Seth very eloquently spoke on such topics as the eternal validity of the 

soul and the concept that we create our own reality according to our beliefs, as we I 

as a host of other metaphysical ideas. His teachings have rippled out into the 

world to affect the lives of people in every corner ofthe g.obe.

SHADOW PEOPLE

Mystica beings that appear as b ack, shadowy silhouettes that resemble human 

forms. At one time, reports of seeing shadows in one's periphera vision were com

mon. In recent years, however, there have been more and more reports from peo

ple claiming to have seen shadowy fgures for longer periods of time. They are no 

longer just fleeting images in the corner of one's eyes, but are now seen so often 

that they have become a phenomenon. Shadow figures can range in size and 

shape. Some have reported to be as tai as seven feet, while others are as small as 

children. Some have a distinct human shape, and others are just a shadowy mass. 

Some are cloaked, some are hooded, and some have even been reported as having 

legs. But all are dark and resemble shadows. Often, these shadows are seen dart

ing, running, and generally moving quickly across a room or even a wall. They are 

even said to be able to walk (or run) through walls. Most of these shadows are shy 

and do not like to be seen or scrutinized. They usually will run behind a piece of 

furniture or seem to either hide or disappear a l together. They are most often seen 

at night, although many have witnessed them moving around during the day. Just 

like the shadow of a real person, they have no discernible facial features, although 

there have been reports of shadow beings with red eyes.

History ofthe Shadow People. The phenomenon of shadow people seems to be 

entirely modern. Even more interestingly, shadow people have been reported 

around the world. There are a number of theories as to who and what shadow peo

ple are. Some believe them to be ghosts. Researchers argue that although they ap

pear to be some type of spiritua being, they do not follow the normal criteria of a 

ghostly apparition. They are thought by some to be spiritua guardians that are 

watching over us. Others believe them to be malevolent entities. Another hypoth

esis is that they are beings from another dimension. Although theories abound, 

who and what shadow people are is still unknown.

SHAMANISM

A religion of the Native Americans, Inuits, and the peop es of northeast Asia. It is 

based on the belief in good and evil spirits who are influenced by the shamans 



(medicine man). In shamanism, belief in an unseen spiritual universe is predom

inate. There are reports from shamans of journeys to the spirit realms or reams of 

the dead. Shamans believe that the residents of this world are spirits that come 

into the physica realm to either help or harm. Some of the spirits are winged be

ings similar to angels.

SHEN

See China.

SHINTO

See Shintoism.

SHINTOISM

Indigenous religion of Japan. A pantheistic religion, Shintoism, or “Way of the 

Gods," recognizes a spiritual world that includes a variety of ethereal beings and 

gods, which were created from the primordial coupling of a divine brother and sis

ter named Izanagi and Izanami on the "floating bridge of heaven.” The gods (also 

referred to as kami) of the Shinto religion are believed to have created Japan as 

their image of paradise on earth.

The Afterlife. In Shinto beliefs, a person becomes a kami after death. A kami is a 

being that exists in a different dimension. However, it continues to infuence the 

lives of the family it left behind. If a person was good in life, he or she becomes a 

helpful kami. If however, the person was evil, then in the afterlife he or she would 

also be a crue and harmful kami.

SIBYL

woman of ancient Greece and Rome that was regarded as an oracle or prophet. 

Such women would channel the teachings and predictions of etherea beings and 

deities not of this world.

SIGNS

A method of communication used by those in the spiritual realm to communicate 

with those on earth. Signs are also a way that oved ones that have crossed over 

connect with those left behind. Signs often come in the form of objects used or 

loved by the person that has passed. In some cases, people have made arrange

ments before death to send a still-living loved one a special sign to prove that the 

deceased is still alive in spirit. A sign can come in the form of a favorite flower. 



icon, totem, symbol, or even a special fragrance. The famous singer Patti Labelle 

once commented that her sister came to her as a butterfly. A grandmother whose 

granddaughter died in a car accident left behind an angel-shaped cookie for her to 

find. One child, whose father used to give her pennies before he died, started find

ing them in the oddest places after he'd passed. It is believed that by keeping a 

keen eye out, loved ones on this side can receive signs from those on the other 

side. Often they miss these signs simply because they lack the knowledge and be

lief that life continues on after death. Once people have trained themselves to look 

for signs, they often rea ize that their loved ones have been trying to make contact 

al a ong.

SILVER CORD

The cord that attaches the astra body to the physical body. It is invisible to normal 

vision. At death, the cord is severed. Once this cord is broken, reentry into the 

physical body is impossible. The silver cord has been described as eastic. The 

closer the soul is to the body, the shorter and thicker the cord becomes. While the 

soul is away from the body, the cord becomes onger, thinner, and more elastic.

In his research on near-death experiences, Robert Crookall found numerous 

references to a kind of psychic umbilical cord that appears to connect the nonphys

ical soul body to the physical body. Citing such cases from his research, Crookal 

wrote: "With regard to form, several [experiencers] have described seeing merely a 

‘cord’ and said that it was about half an inch wide.” Sylvan Muldoon a so men

tioned the cord in his writings. He described being out of his body and the cord 

becoming smaller and pulling him back into his body. The cord is mentioned in 

the Bible in Ecclesiastes 12:6—7, which states, "Remember (your Creator)—before 

the silver cord is severed.”

SLOAN, JOHN CAMPBELL



Independent direct-voice medium of Glasgow, Scotland (1870-1951). Through 

Sloan, those on the other side could easily reproduce their own voices and 

communicate with friends and loved ones left behind. Born in Dalbeattie, Scotland, 

Sloan worked as a packer in a warehouse and later ran a sma I shop for support as 

he performed free seances for people. He was well known for not accepting money 

for his medium work. His spirit control was cal ed White Feather and was Native 

American. White Feather was known to have a very friendly and pleasant person

ality and preferred to be called Whitey. White Feather spoke through Sloan's vocal 

organs. Sloan participated in experiments with the British Co lege of Psychic Sci

ence, as well as with Arthur Findlay, who wrote extensively about Sloan.

SMELL

See After-Death Communication; Clairscent.

SMITH, CORDON

Scottish medium (1962—). Known as the “Psychic Barber,” he is renowned for 

bringing powerful messages to peop e from their loved ones on the other side. The 

seventh son of a seventh son, Smith has been called the United Kingdom's most 

accurate medium and is famous for his amazing accuracy of details in his read

ings. He has proven his psychic skills to scientists and amazed them by stating the 

exact names of people, addresses, events—even specific streets—of a deceased 

person’s life. Today Smith travels the world, disp aying his abilities and he ping 

others cope with the grief of losing loved ones. He is the author of such titles as 

Developing Mediumship, The Amazing Power of Animals, Life Changing Messages, 

Through My Eyes, Stories from the Other Side, The Unbelievable Truth, Spirit 

Messenger, and The Times of Our Lives.

SOCRATES

Greek philosopher (469-399 BC). Born in Athens, Socrates is often regarded as 

one of the wisest men of all time. He is credited with aying the foundation for 

Western philosophical thought. His “Socratic method" involved asking probing 

questions in a give-and-take manner, which would eventually lead to the truth. 

Socrates' iconoclastic attitude didn’t sit wel with everyone, and at age seventy, he 

was charged with heresy and the corruption of local youth. Convicted, he carried 

out the death sentence by drinking hemlock, and so became one of history’s ear

liest martyrs of conscience. Socrates most famous pupil was Plato, who in turn in

structed the philosopher Aristotle.



“The hour of departure has arrived, and we go our own ways—I to die, and you 

to live. Which is better God only knows." These dramatic lines, spoken by Socrates 

at the end of P ato’s Apology, are among the most memorable in the history of 

Western philosophy. Apology recounts Socrates unjust condemnation to death by a 

court in Athens. Before leaving the court, Socrates requests to speak to his friends 

on the subject of his impending execution. He reasons that death is not an evil; in 

fact, he argues, “There is much reason to hope for a good result... Death is one of 

two things. Either it is annihilation, and the dead have no consciousness of any

thing or, as we are told, it is really a change—a migration of the sou from this 

place to another." If death is a state of nothingness, he argues, it will be like an 

eternal sleep, and therefore will be a gain and nothing to fear. If death is migration 

of the soul into another world—a spiritual world of true judges—then there is also 

nothing to fear because no evil can await a good and just person. So, Socrates con

cludes, the good person can be of good cheer about death, and know for “cer

tain—that nothing can harm a good man either in life or after death.”

soul(s)
The immaterial part of an individual. Most ideas and beliefs about who and what 

the soul is are consistent around the world, no matter what culture, religion, or 

time in history. The soul is generally viewed as the invisible spiritual part of hu

mans, that lives on after the death of the physical body. In most of the world's reli

gious beliefs, the soul is eternal and after death will travel to either a good pace or 

a bad place, depending upon the deeds in one's life. In some metaphysical beliefs 

the sou is made up of intel igent energy. Metaphysicians also believe that one's 

earthly incarnation is just a short time in the ong and eternal journey of the soul, 

and may return to have many different lifetimes on earth or on other worlds in the 

universe.

Once the individua finishes their journey on the earth and experiences death, the 

soul travels home to the spiritual world, only to decide whether or not it wants to 



come back into another lifetime on earth. It is believed that removing itself from a 

perfect home (the spiritual world) and being born into the not-so-perfect earth al

lows the soul to grow spiritually. The earth is believed to be the earning ground for 

the soul, where the soul experiences all of the delights of being in the physical and 

learns the difference between good and evil.

The Soul's Place in the Body. Through the centuries, there have been many ideas 

about where the soul resides within the physica body. People in ancient Babylon, 

for instance, thought that soul lived in the ears. Ancient Jews believed it could be 

found in human blood. Interestingly, the Russian language connects the idea of a 

soul with the word breath. Since ancient times, Russians observed the dead and 

the living and concluded that there must be something within the human that is 

connected to the breath. They cal ed that something dusha, which means “soul” in 

Russian.

Old Souls vs. Young Souls. The term old souls is often used when referring to 

souls that have incarnated into physica life many times. Young souls are the ones 

that are new to incarnating. But all souls are believed to be the same age and came 

into being at the same time.

See Binary Soul Doctrine. See also Birds.

SOUL CONTRACT

A contract with God made before an incarnation on earth. It is a soul’s so emn 

agreement with God to come to the earth to fulfill missions, learn lessons, or serve 

in the betterment of the earth and/or humankind. The contract gives the soul goals 

to meet and essons to learn in a particular incarnation. It also incorporates such 

life conditions as where a person will live, his or her economic status, where he or 

she will be born, what events will happen during the person’s life, and who will be 

the significant people in his or her life. It is written with the help of a spirit guide on 

the other side. The guide is usually someone who knows the person well and who 

agrees to be with the person during their incarnation on earth.



Missions, lessons, or purposes vary from soul to soul. Each and every soul has 

its own purpose that will be fulflled in due time. This purpose or mission is stated 

in the soul contract. Once a soul’s mission is fulfilled, its purpose is served, and 

its lessons have become available, it leaves the earth and returns to its former 

home and to God with the knowledge and experience it has just gained, and its 

contract is fulfil led.

Forgetting the Soul Contract. After death, the soul must be reminded of its true 

identity. Those that have incarnated are iving in a constant state of amnesia; they 

have forgotten who they are. This is because when a person incarnates into a life 

on earth, they agree to forget that they are a soul that has taken on a body to expe

rience life in the physical. It is believed that souls agree to this amnesia because if 

people remembered their real home, they would not want to live out their lives 

here, fulfill the missions they came here to perform, or learn the essons they in

tended to learn.

SOUL OF THE WORLD

f\ pure ethereal spirit that is found throughout nature. It is the divine essence that 

brings energy to a l life found in the universe. In Latin it is translated as anima 

mundi.

SOUL SLEEP

1. The state that a person in spirit is put in after crossing over, to rejuvenate them 

after an extremely trying life on earth. Those souls that have had extensive ill

nesses, a particularly abusive life, a violent death, or souls that are simply worn 

out, are put into a soul sleep. This sleep has also been referred to as cocooning.

2. The state a person waits in while between physical death and resurrection, ac

cording to some religious dogma.



SOUL SPARK

Another name for soul or spirit. Generally, the soul spark is thought to be a part of 

God or the divine sent out to experience life in the physical. We are each consid

ered to be sparks, or soul sparks, of the divine. This idea was a great part of ancient 

Gnostic beliefs.

SPECTER

A term sometimes used when referring to a roaming and haunting spirit. A specter 

is usually a person who is restless because he or she is troubled.

spirit(s)
The eternal part of an individual. In most of the world's religions, as wel as in 

spiritualism and much metaphysical thought, a human being is a twofold entity: 

part spirit and part physical. The physica element (the body) disintegrates at 

death. However, the spiritua part (also referred to as the soul) continues exactly as 

it was before the physical incarnation, only in another form of existence.

The word spirit has various meanings. However, two particular definitions of the 

term are often used in reference to the unseen world: (1) The English word spirit 

comes from the Latin word spiritus, which means “breath.” To some, the spirit is 

the breath of a person, given for life. To others, it is the consciousness that lives 

on long after a person passes on. Still others define it the same as the human soul. 

It is most commonly believed to be the intelligent, immaterial, and immortal part 

of a human. (2) Some use the word spirit in the same context as the word ghost. In 

fact, when people see a person that has crossed over to the other side, they usually 

refer to what they see as the spirit of the person and not the soul. It is this spirit 

that is believed to be sometimes caught between the physica and spiritual dimen

sion, and that is sometimes seen by unsuspecting individuals on the earth p ane.

Trapped Spirits. A spirit that is trapped on the physical plane is not the same as a 

soul that has fully crossed over into the spiritual world. If trapped here in the phys

ical plane for whatever reason—be it to look after loved ones, wrap up unfinished 

business, or to stay close to a home and material possessions—the spirits cannot 

cal up the memories and knowledge of the other side that they had prior to the 

physical incarnation. The spirits are essentially the same individuals they were 

when they passed, and having not returned to the other side, they still exist in this 

world, even though they are in a different form. It is during the complete crossing 



over that spirits regain the full knowledge of their soul’s journey, their true life's 

path. It is only then that they can remember prior incarnations, and eventually 

reach a higher plane or incarnate again.

Another definition ofthe term is often used in reference to the unseen world.

The Nonphysical Part of a Human Being. Also called the spiritual body, the spirit 

is the duplicate of the physical body and the eternal part of an individual. It is the 

part of a human that survives death. It is most commonly believed to be the intel

ligent, immaterial, and immorta part of a human—the consciousness that lives on 

long after a person passes on. Some define the spirit as the same thing as the 

human soul.

In most of the world's re igions, as well as in spiritualism and much meta

physical thought, a human being is a twofold entity: part spirit and part physica . 

The physical element (the body) disintegrates at death. However, the spiritual part 

(also referred to as the soul or spiritual body) continues exactly as it was before the 

physical incarnation, only in another form of existence. The spirit carries with it a I 

ofthe personality, character traits, and memories held during the physical life on 

earth. The spirit is attached to the physical body via a silver cord. At death the silver 

cord is severed.

Other terms for the spiritual body include linga-sharira (Hindus), ka (ancient 

Egyptians), and pneuma (ancient Greeks).

SPIRIT CUIDE(S)

An invisible helper from the spiritual world, assigned to guide an individual 

throughout his or her physical incarnation. When incarnating, each individual is as

signed a being from the other side who wil go with them and help steer them 

through that life. These beings are referred to as guides or spirit guides. They act as 

persona instructors to humans on earth. Spirit guides are highly advanced beings. 

They are often people who once lived on earth and who desire to help others in 

similar life situations or in certain circumstances that they were once in. One's 

guides are always with them, throughout a l ofthe learning and ordea s in life. It is 

the work ofthe spirit guides to give silent counsel and aid without interrupting the 

life path of the individual. Although invisib e, the guides are able to communicate 

their he p through various means, including telepathy, dreams, signs, intuition, 

and other ways that may get their charge’s attention. These spirits act as 



bodyguards and protectors. Some peop e are quietly aware that someone (their 

guide) is with them their whole life.

Temporary Spirit Guides. Additiona guides may also come into a person’s ife as 

he or she grows, changes, and needs to learn different lessons while on earth. 

Some guides come to teach, others to encourage. Others may have an expertise in 

a certain area the person on earth needs help with. Often when a person has a new 

idea or takes on a new subject to earn, a guide may be sent to assist. These guides 

are temporary. They are there to he p the individual for a short period of time. In 

her book Messengers of Light, angel expert and author Terry Lynn Taylor says, “Spir

itual guides come in and out of our lives according to need. They usually represent 

the essence of a particular culture, race, or religion, or they can represent a career 

or avenue of life. They are teachers.”

Spirit Guides’ Role at Death. In addition, guides come at the moment of a per

son's death. The guide that arrives at death may be the one that was with the per

son their entire life, or it may be a loved one from the spiritual world. In either case, 

the guide comes to assist the person as they transition to a spiritual body and their 

new surroundings. This guide, or sometimes more than one, will make an appear

ance when the person that just crossed over feels confused and even desperate 

about their situation. The guide may appear right away at death or after the person 

crosses over to the spiritual world. In some cases loved ones that have crossed 

over also become guides to family and friends left behind.

SPIRIT INTERVENTION(s)

The act of a person from the other side intervening or mediating in some unfin

ished business surrounding their death. The unfinished business may involve such 

cases as wills, hidden money, secret or hidden documents, or the resolution of the 

person’s murder or some mystery surrounding their death. From the other side, 

they may send messages, via some form of after-death communication, to reach 

the individuals seeking to resolve the situation. The intervention is often done to 

bring some relief to grieving families that may be seeking to locate the individua’s 

physical remains or find the perpetrator behind a crime.



SPIRIT PAINTING

Paintings created, through a medium, by a person existing on the other side.

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHY

See Hope, William.

SPIRITISM

The belief that the spirits of those who have passed on return to the physical pane 

to communicate with individua Is existing on this side. Spiritists differ from the 

spiritualists in that they do not accept the idea of reincarnation. Spiritism is gener

ally associated with Allan Kardec.

SPIRITUAL BODY

See Spirit.

SPIRITUALISM

The belief that the spirits of those who have passed on return to the physical pane 

to communicate with individuals existing on this side. Spiritualism also embraces 

the concept of reincarnation, unlike Spiritism.

Spiritualism is a religious movement that began in 1848 by the activities of 

Catharine and Margaret Fox, known as the Fox sisters. They were natural-born 

mediums whose skills were unknown even to themselves until one fateful day 

when an unseen person came calling. This spirit person, in order to make them 

aware of their presence, would rap and knock to get their attention. In an attempt to 

al eviate their sheer terror, the girls made an attempt to communicate with the spir

it. It was a successfu attempt—and one that put the girls on the path of their own 

life's journey. The girls took their mediumship skills on the road, and became a 

sensation during their time, prompting others to follow in their footsteps. Other 

mediums began springing up throughout the United States, and the practice of 

spiritualism continues to this day (although not a I mediums claim to be part of 

the religion of Spiritualism).

Spiritualism advocates that contact with loved ones on the other side is pos

sible—through gifted mediums. Spiritua ists believe and have proven that through 

talented mediums, people who have died are still able to speak, write, and even 

levitate or materialize objects. Spiritualism was most popu ar between the 1840s 

and the 1920s. It eventually spread to Europe. It is said that around the late 1800s, 

it had more than eight million followers in the United States and United Kingdom.



It later became recognized as a religion. Today, one can find Spiritualist churches 

in the United States, as well as the United Kingdom.

SPIRITUALITY

An attempt to find the good within and to battle negativity. It is what people, in 

their original spiritual state, are striving for. All are on a spiritual journey.

It is important for people here on earth to gain knowledge of the spirit while 

they're here. This knowledge is important because the more people know and 

understand, the faster they will grow on the other side. Often, due to a lack of infor

mation and knowledge, some people, after death, become trapped on this plane. 

They become what is termed earthbound spirits. Some exampies of behaviors that 

would leave a person earthbound after death are materialism, addictions, and 

greed. Many times these individuals, at death, do not have the faith or knowledge 

to recognize the light and energy that pulls them towards the higher realm. There

fore, these spirits simply stay on the earth until they can let go of this world. More 

spiritually oriented peop e, who study and examine spiritual topics and strive to 

live their lives according to what they learn, have a better future ahead of them on 

the other side, as they often know what to expect at death. The kind of life people 

lead now, their thoughts and desires, affects where they will go and what they will 

do in the spiritual world. It may even determine if they leave the earth for good or 

must continue to reincarnate in order to learn more.

There is also plenty of opportunity for spiritual growth on the other side. Just as 

coming to the earth gives people various ways to learn lessons to grow spiritually, 

so there are also various ways to do so on the other side, thus allowing the person 

to continue progressing to even higher and more beautiful realms.

SPIRITUAL WORLD

The natural world of human spirits and of other spiritual beings. It is the invisible 

counterpart to the physical world. It is also the next level of existence above the 

physical, where living beings that are still involved with the cycle of reincarnation 

and evolution study, rest, and learn in preparation for their next incarnation. Other 

names for the spiritual world are the other side, the afterlife, and the other world. 

Inhabitants ofthe spiritual world are called spirits.

The spiritual world is where souls exist after death. It is a place of emotional, 

spiritual, and physical well-being and happiness. Any sadness, depression, or 



sickness—or anything else that is negative and against a harmonious state of love 

and perfection—that people experienced during their last incarnation on earth is 

gone when their souls, or spirits, return to the spiritual world. The spiritua world is 

also where peop e visit when their souls are astral traveling during the s eep state.

The spiritua world is a dimension that interpenetrates the physica world. On 

earth, we are living in both dimensions at the same time, although we cannot see 

the spiritual world from our physical world. It is a far vaster dimension than the 

earth plane. There the soul can experience love unconditionally and receive help 

from higher spiritual beings such as angels. It is from this pane that beings are 

working together in an effort to bring spiritual progression and advancement to the 

earth.

Often people confuse the term heaven with spiritual world thinking that the two 

are one and the same. They are not. Unlike heaven, the spiritual world is made up 

of many dimensions, including some that we cannot begin to comprehend. In fact, 

heaven is but one area of the spiritual world. The astral realms are the same as the 

seven heavens (see Afterlife; Books of Enoch).

Time. In the spiritua world, time is distorted. While it may seem like only min

utes have passed while one is astral traveling in the spiritual world, in actuality, 

several hours of earth time have usually passed.

Size. No one knows precisely how large the spiritual world is. However, in trying 

to answer the question, the Christians have recorded a number in the Bible book of 

Revelation. Revelation 21:16 states that heaven is a perfect cube, 12,000 stadia (ap

proximately 1,400 stadia on each side). However, many believe these measure

ments are symbolic.

Evidence of a Spiritual World. Modern evidence shows that there is indeed an 

unseen world teaming with life. That evidences includes: (1) accounts of out-of- 

body experiences, (2) accounts of near-death experiences, (3) after-death com

munication, (4) electronic voice phenomena, (5) communications from the other 

side, (7) revelations through channels.

Hierarchy in the Spiritual World. According to ancient Hebrew tradition, there is 

a hierarchy to the spiritual world. The early Christians accepted this hierarchy as 

well. According to tradition, God is ocated both at the center of the universe and at 



the highest point of the hierarchy. Angels radiate outward from his presence; some 

are close to the center, while others move further and further away from it.

SPIRIT CONTROL

See Control.

SPIRIT WORLD

See Spiritual World.

STEINER, RUDOLPH

German philosophic genius and c airvoyant (1861-1925). From a very young age, 

Steiner could see, hear, and communicate with angels. At the age of fort)', he began 

teaching about what had been communicated to him by the angels regarding the 

spiritual world. Steiner believed that a l people had a companion angel that stays 

with them through each of their incarnations. He held that during childhood, each 

individual had an angel who guided them. The angel worked with the individual, as

sisting them in the development of the soul. During the person's middle years, the 

angel would eave the person temporarily as the person developed themselves. 

Later in life, the angel would return to he p that person to develop their spirituality. 

The ange also keeps track of a I of that person's former lives. At a certain point in 

their spiritual development, the individua may ask their angel to reveal their former 

incarnations. At the end of that person’s earthly incarnation, the ange leaves. It is 

at that point that the individua has evolved to the consciousness of an ange! and 

to a higher spiritual plateau.

Steiner wrote extensively about the orders of angels and their functions. He 

ranked the angels as follows: (1) seraphim, (2) cherubim, (3) thrones, (4) domin

ions, (5) mights, (6) powers, (7) archai, (8) archangels, and (9) angels. He be

lieved that mankind and the angels were constantly evolving to higher states of 

being, until they reached the pinnacle in the evolutionary process.

STEVENSON, IAN PRETYMAN

A Canadian-American psychiatrist known for his research on afterlife phenomena 

related to children (1918-2007). He performed a number of studies and reported 



his findings in academic journals, in over two hundred articles, and in several 

books. His case studies involved children who had memories of past lives, memo

ries of near-death experiences, and deathbed-vision experiences. Popular books by 

Stevenson include Twenty Cases Suggestive of Reincarnation; Cases of the Reincar

nation Type, Volume I: Ten Cases in India; Cases of the Reincarnation Type, Volume II: 

Ten Cases in Sri Lanka; Cases of the Reincarnation Type, Volume III: Twelve Cases in 

Lebanon and Turkey; Cases of the Reincarnation Type, Volume IV: Twelve Cases in 

Thailand and Burma; Reincarnation and Biology: A Contribution to the Etiology of 

Birthmarks and Birth Defects; Where Reincarnation and Biology Intersect; Children 

Who Remember Previous Lives: A Question of Reincarnation; Ordered to Return: My 

Life After Dying (with George Ritchie), and European Cases of the Reincarnation Type.

STYX

See River Styx.

SUCCUBUS

A mythical spirit that is believed to have re ations with sleeping men. The plural of 

the word succubus is succubi. In medieval times succubi were believed to take on the 

form of beautiful women, who would then seduce men. They ater became thought 

of as invisible spirits who would climb into bed with men to have sexua inter

course. They are said to especially enjoy (but are not limited to) pursuing those 

who are dedicated to a life of celibacy, such as priests and monks.

SUICIDE

The act of taking one’s own life. Through the centuries, there have been various be

liefs about what happens to the soul of a person who has committed suicide when 

it crosses over into the spiritual world. Ancient Japanese warriors and also the an

cient Roman upper class viewed suicide as an honorable way to die. Later, the 

Christians taught that suicide was a sinful act that God would not forgive. This 

teaching is not Bible based. In fact, the Bible says virtually nothing on the subject 

of suicide. There were several people in the Bible, in both the Old and New Testa

ments, who took their own lives (Judas Iscariot, Samson, Saul); however, the Bible 

makes no comment on this act, not saying whether it was right or wrong in God's 

eyes. The position of most Christians, however, is that humans' lives are not their 

own to take and that only God has the right to take life. They believe that humans 

are required, therefore, to continue their lives on earth until they reach the end. 

Christian theologian and philosopher Thomas Aquinas wrote that no one had the 



right to reject God's gift of life. In fact, some churches banned the bodies of sui

cides from being buried in church cemeteries. Since suicides were forbidden, it 

was taught that there would be a harsh punishment in the spiritual world for those 

that indulged in it. That punishment was going to hel and, in some beliefs, burn

ing in an eterna fire. Even in Dante’s Divine Comedy, there is a special area of he I 

especially for souls that committed suicide. In modern times, such spiritual teach

ings about suicide are ess common. The unforgiving, severe God of yesterday has 

been toned down.

Among the various metaphysical ideas of what happens to the souls of suicides 

once they enter the spiritual world is grossly different than the staunch religions of 

old. Metaphysicians believe that when a person commits suicide, they break their 

soul contract with God. This contract is one that was made before the soul incar

nated to come to the earth to learn, grow, and experience. This contract is said to 

be a spiritual agreement between God and each individual soul and is not to be en

tered into lightly or broken. The soul is to live out its life on the earth until the time 

al otted for a physical death. When a person commits suicide and the contract is 

broken, it is believed that that soul is immediately sent back into another life to ful

fill their contract.

What a person faces on the other side after committing suicide depends on a 

number of factors. One’s motivation in the suicide is significant. If one has pur

posefully taken their own life for reasons involving unavoidable death (such as a 

terminal diagnosis), the consequences would be different than they are for those 

who kill themselves because of life’s difficulties. Therefore, life on the other side 

may not be easier for the individua who has hastened to bring an end to their time 

in the physical life. According to some near-death-experience reports and chan

neled communications with spirit guides, the souls of nearly all people who com

mitted suicide regret it. See Fenimore, Angie.



SUMERIA

Sumeria was an ancient country of western Asia, corresponding approximately to 

Babylonia of biblical times. Like most ofthe ancient cultures, Sumerians believed 

in an unseen world filled with a pantheon of gods and spiritual beings that were 

immortal, had supernatural abilities, and were unseen by humans. These beings 

were believed to rule the heavens and the earth. The four principal deities were An 

(god of heaven), Ki (goddess of earth), Enlil (god of air), and Enki (god of water). 

To the Sumerians, heaven, earth, air, and water were the four key components of 

the cosmos, so it's no wonder that to them there would be four major gods asso

ciated with these elements. It was believed that the gods created the heavens, the 

earth, and humanity by simply speaking. Like Jews, Christians, and Muslims, they 

believed that the gods fashioned humans from clay.

SUMMERLAND

Another name for the afterlife. The term is often used in earth-based beliefs. Sum

merland is the name for the heavenly realm in some beliefs. It is thought also to be 

the next, more advanced level of existence.

SWEDENBORG, EMANUEL

A Swedish scientist, religious teacher, mystic, visionary, and philosopher (16S8- 

1772). From his writings, a religious system by the name of Swe-denborgianism 

was developed. Swedenborg published widely in the Felds of chemistry, geolog}’, 

cosmology, physiolog}', religion, and philosophy. At the age of fifty-six, Sweden

borg had a spiritual awakening and wrote numerous books on his theological 

views and related topics. He was especially interested in the spiritual world. Swe

denborg derived inspiration from dreams and visions, and he claimed to be able to 

visit heaven and hell at will. Swedenborg's revelations about the harmonious order

ing of marriage, friendship, work, leisure, and education in the spiritual world were 

a source of conversation and amazement among the eighteenth-and nineteenth

century social critics. His works were widely read after his death and highly re

garded by poets, writers, and mystics. Books about the spiritual world written by 

Swedenborg include Spiritual Diary (the personal notebooks kept by Swedenborg 

of his experiences in and reflections on the spiritual world). Heaven and Hell (a de

scription of the structure and phenomena of the spiritual world), and Inter

relationship ofthe Soul and Body (a brief description ofthe relationship and inter

action between the spiritual and natural planes). In his ater years, Swedenborg 

gave himself fully to the contemp ation of spiritua matters.



Throughout his life, he regularly communicated with angels. He held that angels, 

like humans, have bodies, but are in the spiritual form. He believed that humans 

cannot see angels through their physica eyes, but only through their spiritual eyes. 

About angels Swedenborg once wrote, “I am well aware that many wil say that no 

one can possibly speak with spirits and angels so long as he is living in the body. 

Many say it is all fancy, others that I recount such things to win credence, while 

others will make other kinds of objection. But I am deterred by none of these: for I 

have seen, I have heard, I have felt.”

He believed that God had revealed the true inner doctrines of the divine word to 

him alone. And these doctrines were communicated to him by angels. Swedenborg 

incorporated the information revea ed to him from the angels in his many writings. 

The book that speaks most about the spiritual world is Heaven and Hell. It is recog

nized as his greatest work.

See also Time and Space.



TAOISM

A Chinese religion and philosophy based on the teachings of Lao-tse. The term Tao 

is not easily understood and cannot be easily translated. In one sense it means 

“the way," as in “the way to enlightenment” or “the way to live.” Some sections of 

the Tao-te Ching (the centerpiece of scripture and inspiration to Taoism) suggest 

that the Tao is the all-ness of the universe and possibly even a synonym for God.

Taoists believe in ministering spirits. These spirits are c assified as gods (shen), 

but perform all of the angelic functions of some of the main religions. These func

tions include traveling between the spiritual and physica realms, performing mira

cles, curing the sick, exorcising demons, and instructing humans.

TARTARUS

See Greece; Underworld.

TAYLOR, ELIZABETH

One of America’s great legendary actresses (1932-). A two-time Academy Award 

winner, she is known throughout the world for her beauty and performances. Tay

lor was also named by the American Film Institute as the seventh among the great

est female stars of al time.

In the late 1950s, Taylor died on an operating table. She was clinica ly dead for 

five minutes. In her accounts of this experience, which she has spoken of to such 

media outlets as the Oprah Winfrey Show, CNN’s Larry King Live, and America’s 

AIDS Magazine, Taylor speaks of going through a tunnel, seeing figures that she 

recognized, and seeing and feeling a white light, like warm sunlight. She described 

the light as being in liquid mercury and feeling weightless. She also saw Mike 

Todd, her third husband, who was killed in a plane crash in 1958. In an interview 

with Ag^E Magazine, she said, “I believe that the soul does not die. I went to that 

tunnel, saw the white light, and Mike [Todd]. I said, ‘Oh Mike, you’re where I want 

to be.’ And he said, ‘No, Baby, you can't come over, you have to go back.”’ Taylor 

said that it was Todd's strength and love that brought her back. She has a so said 

that as a result of this near-death experience, she has no fear of dying.

TELEPATHY

The word telepathy is taken from the Greek tele, meaning “distant," and patheia. 



which means “feeling.” It is the ability to communicate information, thoughts, and 

messages from one mind to another through means other than the senses. It is, 

simply put, mind reading or mental communication. It is the method of communi

cation in the spiritual world. It is also a means by which loved ones from the other 

side can communicate with those on earth. See After-Death Communication.

TELEPHONE CALLS

Te ephone cal s from the other side are rare, but do happen. Calling on the phone 

is one of the most fascinating and intriguing ways that those from the spiritual 

world have used to try to reach their loved one. Understandably, those receiving 

the call are usually so stunned they can’t speak. The cal is said to be rather short 

and lets the receiver know the deceased is alive and well in spirit. The caller may 

even have a message of some sort to pass on. People are sometimes nervous to 

admit that they have had this type of communication for fear of ridicule or that they 

will not be believed. See After-Death Communication.

TERRY, DAME ELLEN

English actress (1848-1928). Terry came from a prominent theatrical family. She 

made her debut at the tender age of eight as Mamillius in Charles Kean’s produc

tion of The Winter's Tale. She played juvenile roles until her unsuccessful marriage, 

at sixteen, to G. F. Watts, the painter. She retired from the stage for six years, dur

ing which time she had two children, Edith Craig and Edward Gordon Craig, by E. 

W. Godwin. In 1878 she joined Sir Henry Ir/ing at the Lyceum Theatre as his lead

ing lady. With him she toured the United States, under the management of Charles 

Fro-hman. After 1902, she left Irving for an unsuccessful stint as manager of the 

Imperia Theatre, where her son, Edward, designed the sets. She also lectured on 

Shakespeare in Eng and and in the United States. An actress of great beauty, she 

invested her versespeaking with spontaneity in such Shakespeare ro es as Portia, 

Olivia, and especially Beatrice. In 1925 she was made dame of the British Empire.

In a seance given by direct-voice medium Leslie Flint in 1965, Terry came 

through. She explained what the afterlife is like, how the people there live, and that 

there is no hell, only each person’s evaluation of his or her life. She encouraged 

people to look forward to that afterlife, saying that it is the most wonderful part of 

their eternal life.

THANATOLOCIST



A person who studies the process of death and dying. They often work closely with 

people that are dying or bereaved and sometimes with those that have had near- 

death experiences.

THANATOS

The angel of death and rebirth. In Greek mythology, Thanatos was the personi

fication of the god of death. He came to humans when their life span was com

pleted. Spreading his wings over the newly departed, he would cut off a lock of 

their hair and dedicate them to the underworld. He would then carry them away. In 

Roman mythology, he was ca led Mors.

THRONES

See Angels.

TIBET

See Tibetan Book of the Dead.

TIBETAN BOOK OF THE DEAD

The Tibetans believed in a spiritual world where peop e traveled to after death. In 

fact, they wrote extensively about traveling to the spiritual world and what lies be

yond death. These writings were incorporated into what is known as the Tibetan 

Book of the Dead. It is essentially a guide to the death and dying process, designed 

to help people to be more knowledgeable about what is happening to them and 

how to proceed through the transition. The following excerpt explains to the reader 

what to expect after the death of the physical body and how one's spiritua body 

will look.

O Child of noble family, when your body and mind separate, the dhar-mata (light 

being) will appear, pure and dear, yet hard to discern, luminous and brilliant, with 

terrifying brightness, shimmering like a mirage on a plain in spring. Do not be 

afraid of it, do not be bewildered. This is the natural radiance of your own dhar- 

mata, therefore recognize it ... You have what is called a mental body of uncon

scious tendencies, you have no physical body of flesh and blood, so whatever 

sounds, colors and ray of light occur, they cannot hurt you and you cannot die. It is 

enough to recognize them as your projections. Know this to be the bardo state.

TIME AND SPACE

There is no time and space outside of the material universe. Time and space, as we 



know them, exist only on the earth plane. When we eave the earth plane (or mate

ria universe), we leave al of our physica and earthly limitations, including that of 

keeping time. Therefore, the life we lead in spirit, in regard to time, is far different 

than what we experience while living on earth. Once a person crosses over to the 

spiritual world, the time on earth seems brief.

According to Swedish mystic Emanuel Swedenborg, who wrote extensively about 

the spiritual world, the “angels have no idea or concept of time.” In his book Heav

en and Hell, Swedenborg says, “The reason for the existence of time in the world is 

the sun’s sequential progression from one degree to another, producing the times 

called ‘seasons of the year.’ Heaven's sun is different. It does not produce days 

and years by sequential progression or orbital motion, but causes changes of state. 

This does not happen at fixed intervals. This is why angels are incapab e of any 

concept of time, thinking instead in terms of state.”

TRANCE

f\ temporary suspended state of awareness in which a person that is acting as a 

channel or medium enters into, in order to allow a spiritual person speak through 

them from the spiritual world.

TRANS PORTALS

Another name for portal. See Portals.

TRAVEL (IN THE SPIRITUAL WORLD)

Travel within the spiritual world is done through thought and is instantaneous. The 

spiritual mind is very powerful. In order to journey from one p ace to the next, one 

simply must think about doing so. This information has been made available from 

those on the other side who have spoken to the living in channeled communi

cations from mediums and from those that have had near-death experiences and 

know firsthand what it is to move at the speed of thought. One such example can 

be found in Betty J. Eadie's best-selling book Embraced by the Light. There, Eadie 



tells of eaving her body after death and desiring to go home. A moment later she 

found herself moving quickly and arriving at her house, where she could see her 

children.

In the afterlife, we travel with weight ess freedom. This concept also applies to 

the angels and other enlightened beings existing in the spiritua world. According 

to the ancient book of Ezekiel, angels travel at the speed of lightening (Ezekiel 

1:14).

TUNNEL

A passageway from the physical world to the other side. People that have had a 

near-death experience often report seeing a tunnel open up before them, and they 

are rushed through it toward a bright light. The descriptions of this tunnel vary. 

Some report it to be dark; some describe it as having spirals of light. Others say it 

is a dark tube with a light at the end. In some cases, people have seen a starry tun

nel or a starr)' universe.

The vast spiritual world has many tunnels, portals (or transportals), and pas

sageways, which ead to and from the spiritual realms and dimensions. These 

corridors are said to be spherical in shape and often there is light radiating from 

them. It is believed that angels, beings of light, and other heavenly beings move 

back and forth from the spiritual world to earth through these openings.

Fortunately, God, or the divine, has provided an easy way for souls to go home 

to the spiritual world via one of these portals. When a soul eaves the body at 

death, a tunnel opens. Usually, the tunnel is perceived as going upward, although 

some have suggested that it extends outward from the spiritual body.

After reaching the end of the tunnel, the person enters the light. It is then that 

they see friends or relatives that have a ready crossed over, or an angel or being of 

light, ready to assist them.

Says Dannion Brinkley in his best-selling book Saved by the Light:

A tunnel was forming, opening like the eye of a hurricane and coming toward me. 

I actually didn't move at all; the tunnel came to me. There was the sound of chimes 

as the tunnel spiraled toward and then around me. Soon there was nothing to be 

seen—no crying Sandy, no ambulance attendants trying to jumpstart my dead 

body, no desperate chatter with the hospital over the radio—only a tunnel that 



engulfed me completely and the intensely beautiful sound of seven chimes ringing 

in rhythmic succession. I looked ahead into the darkness. There was a light up 

there, and I began to move toward it as quickly as possible. I was moving without 

legs at a high rate of speed. Ahead the light became brighter and brighter until it 

overtook the darkness and left me standing in a paradise of brilliant light.

Best-selling author Betty J. Eadie re ays her personal account ofthe tunnel in her 

book Embraced by the Light: “I saw a pinpoint of light in the distance. The black 

mass around me began to take on more ofthe shape of a tunnel, and I felt myself 

traveling through it at an even greater speed, rushing toward the light.”



u

UNDERWORLD, THE

In traditional mythology, the universe was often divided into the heavens, earth, 

and the underworld. A god usually ruled the last. It was the nether pole ofthe cos

mic hierarchy and often thought of as the land of the shadows. It was a place 

where, in order to arrive, one would have to undergo difficult ordeals, such as haz

ardous river crossing, the weighing of one’s deeds on a sea Ie, and other obstacles.

In ancient Egypt the underworld was the dangerous realm through which a boat 

carrying the sun god and his companions, including the deceased, must travel 

each night.

The Greek and Roman underworld was named Hades. It was, essentially, the 

kingdom ofthe souls ofthe dead. The entrance to the underworld was believed to 

be located at Avernus, a crater near Cumae. Three judges, Minos, Rhada-manthys 

(also Rhada-manthus), and Aeacus (also Aiakos), passed sentence on the right

eous and unrighteous souls. In addition, five rivers ran through the underworld: 

Styx (the river of hate), Acheron (the river of woe), Lethe (the river of forget

fulness), Cocytus (the river of wailing), and Pyriphlege-thon (the river of fire). 

Charon, the ferryman of the dead, transported souls across the River Styx or 

Acheron. In order to take this essential ride, the deceased would have to pay a fare 

(a coin) and have had a proper burial. Hermes Psychopom-pus, who was the ead- 

er ofthe souls, escorted souls ofthe dead to Charon. There was a guard dog to the 

underworld as well. It was a three-headed, ferocious dog named Cerberus. To the 

Greeks, Proserpina was the queen ofthe underworld.

In the Testament of Solomon (an Old Testament pseudepigraphical work), 

Abezethibou is ruler of the underworld. In other sources, Abbaton is a guardian 

angel ofthe underworld, and the archangel Raphael is the guide ofthe underworld. 

Other names for the underworld are Atala, Amenti, Dis, hell, the infernal region, 



limbo, the netherworld, Orcus, Sheol, and Tartarus.

UNINTENTIONAL DREAM INCUBATION

A spiritua dream received by a person s eeping in a holy place, but who has made 

no effort to contact any supernatura entity.

UNSEEN WORLD

f\ term used when referring the spiritual world. The phrase "unseen world" can be 

loosely used to encompass all things found in the spiritual realm, which is made 

up of many dimensions. It is the realm of angels, spirits, souls, otherworldly and 

ethereal beings, and worlds unseen by the human eye. It is the place that we jour

ney to when we astral travel. It is where we find ourselves, for better or worse, after 

death. There, in this unseen world, our loved ones await us as we finish our time 

on earth before returning home. It is a pace filled with wonder and great beauty. 

However, dark places, such as the void, are said to be for those who are not ready 

to ascend to the higher dimensions of beaut)', light, and spiritual enlightenment, 

also exist in the unseen world. It is where many believe the divine creator of all 

things (God) originated and dwells. It is the place in which a l beings on this planet 

will one day return, to wherever their soul's journey is taking them.



VALHALLA

See Norsemen.

VAN PRAAGH, JAMES

World-renowned medium and author (1958-). In April of 2002, CBS aired a minis

eries, Living With the Dead, based on his writings and starring actor Ted Danson as 

Van Praagh. A TV series, Beyond With James Van Praagh, debuted in the fa I of 

2002. Van Praagh has penned a number of books on being a medium and on the 

spiritua world. They are Talking to Heaven; Reaching to Heaven; Healing Grief; 

Heaven and Earth: Making the Psychic Connection; Looking Beyond: A Teen's Guide to 

the Spiritual World; and Meditations with James Van Praagh.

VEDAS, THE

Sacred scriptures of Hinduism; also known as the Books of Knowledge. They are a 

collection of manuscripts that were recorded in Sanskrit from about 1200 BC to 

100 AD. The Vedas are amongst the most ancient, revered, and sacred of the 

world’s holy books. The four Vedas—Rig Veda, Atharva Veda, Sama Veda, and 

Yajur Veda—are regarded as divinely revealed and filed with otherworldly eternal 

wisdom. Individual immorta ity is a large part of what is taught by the Vedas. They 

discuss a kingdom of the dead, ruled by Yama, with distinct spiritual realms for the 

good and the evil. The good dwell in a realm of beautiful light and share in the 

feasts of the gods. The wicked, however, are exiled to a place of “nethermost dark

ness."

vibration(s)
Energy in motion. Everything that exists vibrates. The only difference between 

earth's dimension and the spiritual world is the rate of vibration. This vibration 



determines which spiritual realm the soul will reside in after death and the amount 

of light the soul will emanate. Vibration also controls the rate of thought communi

cation and travel in the spiritual and physica realms.

Beings of ight, angels, spirit guides, and spirits residing within the spiritual 

world work on a higher vibration than people on earth. In the spiritual world 

thoughts are pure energy and vibrate at a much faster rate. In addition, beings vi

brate at different frequencies depending upon their consciousness. The higher the 

vibration, the brighter and more intense the light around a being is. The higher the 

vibration, the closer a being is to heaven and the nearer it is to God. The ower the 

vibration, the further away from God that being is. Some of the lower vibratory 

rates found within the spiritual world propel spirits into dark places. In addition, a 

person’s vibratory rate is based upon their spiritual status (or spirituality). One rea

son spirits incarnate is to earn lessons and improve their spirituality, so that in the 

afterlife their vibration (or spiritual level) will be raised. It is the only way to gain ac

cess into the higher rea ms and be nearer to God.

On earth, humans vibrate at a much lower rate than they do in the spiritua 

world. In order for spirits to talk to us on the physical p ane, they must slow down 

their vibrations, which is not an easy process. If we were to meet spirits in their 

natural state, we would not be able to see them. Their movements would be much 

faster than our conscious mind could comprehend.

When transitioning to the spiritual world after death, people find themselves with 

others that are at their same rate of vibration and in a realm that supports that 

vibration. Therefore, in the afterlife, each person is destined to live in a world that 

they made for themselves while on earth. That world can be either a high spiritual 

realm or a owone.

VIRTUE, DOREEN

f\ spiritual psychologist who works with the angelic realms (195S-). An extremely 

prolific writer, Virtue is the author of numerous books about angels, as well as 

about health, diet, and other mind-body issues. As a child, Virtue could see and 

hear angels. This unique ability has allowed her to help others throughout the 

world. Virtue holds B.A., M.A, and Ph.D. degrees in counseling psychology. She 

has worked in the psychiatric field and specialized in treating women’s psycho- 

logica issues. Virtue’s Angel Therapy practice is a combination of her background 

in psychology and her clairvoyant work with the angels. Today, she is known the 



world over for her work with the realm of angels. It has become her life’s mission 

to show others howto listen, hear, and apply their own messages from the angels 

in their lives. Virtue does this through her literature, workshops, and a ca l-in on

line radio show on Hay House Radio. Some of Vir-tue's books include How to 

Hear Your Angels, Archangels and Ascended Masters, Healing with The Angels, Mes

sages from Your Angels, Ange! Numbers, Ange! Medicine, and The Miracles of 

Archangel Michael. Virtue has also created a number of Angel Therapy tools, such 

as oracle cards and guidebooks, that were inspired by the angels and Virtue’s vast 

storehouse of knowledge. Her schedule of workshops for learning howto commu

nicate with angels can be found on her website: www.angeltherapy.com

VIRTUES

See Angels.

VISION OF ADAM NAN, THE

An Irish-Gaelic other world experience had by Saint Adamnan. Adamnan was a 

renowned scholar-abbot of Iona who traveled to the spiritua world and visited 

heaven, a purifying realm and a realm of retribution. The vision dates back to the 

tenth century and is preserved in The Book of the Dun Cow (c. 11OO). The Vision of 

Adamnan describes the journey of Adamnan's soul, which is guided by an angel. 

He f rst travels through a fragrance-nlled realm. He next goes through the seven 

stages through which an aberrant soul passes to reach perfection. Next, he passes 

through the land of torment, which is fi led with Fends. Historically, this account is 

very important because it is one of the frst medieval Irish out-of-body experiences 

to be recorded.

VISIONS

See Deathbed Visions.

VISIONS OF COD

http://www.an
y.com


See God.

VISIONS OF UNBORN CHILDREN

On occasion, people that travel out of their body to the other side and those that 

have had a near-death experience have seen their unborn children before these 

children came into earthly life. One person that traveled through the astral realms 

about a year before her marriage found herse f in a p ace where she saw a boy that 

she never forgot. Years later she recognized that boy in her then five-year-old son. 

There have been cases of near-death experiences in which people that have crossed 

over interact with others in the spiritual realm, only to recognize the others in their 

children who are born sometime later. In Raymond Moody Jr.’s book Life Before 

Life, there are accounts of parents who saw and spoke with the children that would 

be born to them in the future.

VISITATION

See Afterlife Visitations.

VISITS TO THE AFTERLIFE

Journeying to the afterlife is not only done via death. Those still existing in the 

physical world are able to journey there as well. There have been numerous ac

counts of those who traveled to the spiritual world after being proclaimed clinically 

dead, only to be revived and return to life (often under protest on the other side) to 

complete their mission or their time on earth. Others travel there during sleep, 

while under hypnosis, while critically ill, or by using induction techniques that 

allow the soul to journey outside of the physical body.

In addition, instead of incarnating back into a life in the physical world, a spirit 

may wait in the spiritua world for loved ones who are still in the physica world. 

Others move back and forth between the physical world and the afterlife, checking 

on their loved ones left behind. This is one reason why people report seeing 

ghosts.

VISUAL COMMUNICATION

A communication by sight, usually given by a loved one that has died, in an effort 

to communicate that they are alive and well on the other side. In a visual communi

cation, the experiencer may see a picture or images of the deceased in the form of a 

vision. The vision is spontaneous and can occur anywhere at anytime. Usually, the 

deceased person appears younger and in better health than before they crossed 



over. See also After-Death Communication.

VOICES

See After-Death Communication; Auditory Communication.

VOID

In the unseen world, a great void is said to be located in the lower realms. Refer

ences to this void first appear in ancient egends and scriptures, where the void is 

referred to as the abyss. The word abyss is derived from the Greek word abyssos, 

which means “the bottomless pit.” In the biblica book of Revelation (20:1-3), the 

abyss is where the archange Michael will lock Satan away for a thousand years. In 

ancient Babylonian lore, there is a female spirit of the abyss named Apsu. In an

cient Hebrew beliefs, Abaddon, another spirit being, was the guardian over the 

abyss.

Reference to a great void can also be found in some of today’s near-death- 

expe-ence accounts, such as that of Ned Dougherty, who shares his journey to the 

other side and back in his book Fast Lane to Heaven. Dougherty speaks of falling 

slowly into a dark and what seemed like an endless, empty space. He felt that 

reaching the bottom would have meant the end to his existence. In another expe

rience, Angie Fenimore, in her book Beyond the Darkness, writes of committing sui

cide and, after crossing over, finding herself in a vast space of darkness and deso

lation. This great void is believed by many to be the same realm that religions are 

speaking of when they teach about hell and purgatory.



“I saw Eternity the other night

Like a great ring of pure and endless light, 

All calm as it was bright.”

—Henry Vaughan, “The World (i)”

W

WALK-INS

A term that is used for a highly developed entity from the spiritual world who, with 

the permission of a soul inhabiting a physical body, enters that body to begin its 

mission on earth. The soul occupying the body eaves and enters the spiritual 

world. By walking into an adult body, the being can right away get started in its 

work on earth while avoiding childhood. The two individual souls have agreed in 

advance to switch paces. The first soul, the one in the body, has reached its limit 

and gone as far as it can in its spiritual development on earth. This does not pre

vent the soul from incarnating back into life in the future. The soul that is taking 

over will learn different lessons than the one before and will live out the remaining 

lifespan in an entirely different capacity. Another term for this wa k-in phenomenon 

is soul transference. Author and channeler Ruth Montgomery first brought walk-ins 

to public attention.

WANDERING SPIRITS

Another term for Lost Souls.

WELCOMING, THE

Our welcome into the afterlife can be any number of ways. Near-death experiencers 

have reported seeing angels, spirit guides, and, most often, relatives come to greet 

them. Apparently, there is a great celebration when a spirit that's newly departed 

from earth returns home to the spiritual world. The person, whose memory ofthe 

spiritual world is very foggy at this point, is greeted by a relative or close friend (de

pending on one’s life circumstances) and is then led to an area fora review of their 

life. At that point, they see higher beings, such as elders or important religious fig

ures (if that is what is expected). In some instances, people are welcomed by reli

gious figures such as Jesus (if one was Christian) in order to make the transition 

easier and the welcoming warmer. The welcoming takes place immediately after 

one has passed through the tunnel and is entering the light.



WHITE SOUNDS

Sometimes referred to as “white noise,” these sounds are believed to be distor

tions that are captured on tape when endeavoring to record the voice of a person 

existing in the spiritual world.

WHITFIELD, BARBARA HARRIS

Thanatologist, author, near-death ex-periencer, and therapist (1943-). She has been 

on the board of directors for the Kundalini Research Network and was on the fac

ulty of Rutgers University's Institute on Alcohol and Drug Studies for twelve years. 

Whitfield spent six years at the University of Connecticut medical school studying 

the aftereffects of near-death experiences. She has also sat on the executive board 

ofthe International Association for Near-Death Studies. She is a consulting editor 

as well as contributor for the Journal of Near-Death Studies. She is the author of 

many published articles and several enlightening books, including The Power of 

Humility; Full Circle: The Near-Death Experience and Beyond: Spiritual Awakenings: 

Insights of the Near Death Experience: Other Doorways to Our Soul; Final Passage: 

Sharing the Journey as This Life Ends; The Natural Soul; and Kundalini Rising: Explor

ing the Energy of Awakening. Whitfield’s website is www.barbarawhitfield.com.

WILLIAMS, KEVIN

Near-death experience researcher. Williams is the creator and webmaster of the 

popular near-death experience website Near Death Experience and the Afterlife and 

author ofthe book Nothing Better Than Death. A computer scientist, Williams first 

became interested in the subject of near-death experiences in the 1970s after read

ing Raymond Moody Jr.’s book Life After Life. Since then, Williams has devoted 

himself to informing others of the important messages found in near-death expe

rience accounts. Some of the topics found on his website include near-death re

search conclusions, notable near-death experiences, and near-death experiences of 

http://www.barbarawhitfield.com


the religious. William’s website can be found at www.near-death.com.

http://www.near-death.com


YEN SEN, ARTHUR E.

A geologist and nationally syndicated cartoonist. In August of 1932 Yensen was in a 

fata car accident, which prope led him into the spiritual world. When first entering, 

he found himself looking at what he called “a bright, new, beautiful world, beyond 

imagination.” For a moment he was able to see both the spiritual world and the 

physical world together. Then the physical world disappeared. Yensen described 

seeing people that were so glorious that he was f led with “awe." One of the most 

interesting points taken from his experience was what he termed the “Master- 

Vibration,” which, in his view, exp ained why heaven was eternal. It was due to the 

Master-Vibration that things in the spirit world didn’t break down, get old, dirty, or 

decay as they do on earth. The Master-Vibration, Yensen believes, emanates from 

God.

YOUNG SOUL

See Children; Soul(s).



“Death is a door life opens.”

—Adela Rogers St. Johns, Love, Laughter and Tears 

Z

ZALESKI, CAROL

H istorian of religion. She is the author of Otherworldly Journeys: Accounts of Near

Death Experience in Medieval and Modern Times and The Life of the World to Come. 

and coauthor, with Philip Za eski, of Prayer: A History; The Book of Heaven; and The 

Book of Hell. In Otherworldly Journeys, Zaleski compared a variety of near-death 

experience accounts of post-mortem journeys of the soul with modern-day writings 

of near-death experiences, showing that visions of the afterlife are based on expe

rience, not specu ation.

ZAMMIT, VICTOR J.

Afterlife researcher and author of the book A Lawyer Presents the Case for the After

life: Irrefutable Objective Evidence. Zammit had a number of psychic as well as spir

itual experiences, which led to his searching for answers and proof of life after 

death. It was this questioning and research that led to the publishing of his book. 

In it, Zammit provides twenty-three different areas of proof that there is, without a 

doubt, an afterlife. Many experts from around the world have examined Zammit's 

evidence in an effort to refute it. As of yet, no one has been able to do so. More 

information about Zammit and his book can be found at www.victorzammit.com.

ZOROASTER

Ancient Persian prophet who founded the first world religion—Zoroastri-anism 

(630-550 BC). He was born in Medea and was active in Bactria. He was a man 

known for his devotion and obedience to God. According to the Zend Avesta, the 

sacred book of Zoroastrianism, Zoroaster was born in Azerbaijan, in northern Per

sia. He is said to have received a vision from Ahura Mazda, (God), the god of ight, 

who cal ed on him to preach the truth. Zoroaster began preaching his message of 

cosmic strife between Ahura Mazda and Ahriman, the principle of evil. He taught 

that the world is po arized in a perpetual battle between good and evil and that we 

are supposed to choose between them. Zoroaster emphasized good thoughts, 

good words, and good deeds. The end of the world would come when the forces of 

light would triumph and the saved souls would rejoice in their victory. Zoroaster’s 

teaching became the guiding light of Persian civilization and was called Zoroas

trianism.

http://www.victorzammit.com


Zoroastrians had keen ideas about the spiritual world, God, and the spiritual be

ings that dwel there. Followers of Zoroaster believed in a god that created a I 

things and oversaw the heavens and earth. There were a so powerful spiritual be

ings that are the equivalent of the angels of Christianity. Zoroaster learned of these 

beings and more in what seems to be out-of body experiences to the spiritual 

realm, as it is said that he made numerous trips to the spiritual world. In fact, the 

Zend Avesta is filled with references to the spiritual world.

In Zoroastrianism, every thought and action of an individual is seen as con

tributing to his or her existence after death. It is believed that the earthly life is con

nected with the afterlife, which is perceived as a state of being where God will re

ward good conduct and punish bad. In addition. Zoroastrians believe that the soul 

of the departed remains near the body for three days. On the fourth day, the soul 

crosses over the Chinvat Bridge. Afterward, there is a weighing of good and evi 

deeds. If the good actions outweigh the bad, the soul ascends to heaven, which is 

viewed as a place of eterna happiness and light. If, however, the bad deeds out

weigh the good, that person goes to hell, a place of darkness and terror. Unlike the 

hell of other beliefs, the Zoroas-trian hell is not everlasting. There is a final judg

ment that occurs at the end of time. During this period, the bodies of the dead are 

resurrected and reunited with their souls. Afterward, there is a final purgation and 

cleansing of a l souls, and all will be allowed to enter into heaven.

Zoroaster held that angels dwelled within the unseen spiritual world and worked 

ver)’ closely with God. He believed that the angels emanated from God and were a 

part of the divine. Zoroaster wrote that there are both male and female angels. He 

portrayed them as large and humanlike. According to Zoroaster, there are six 

archangels that assisted God. These six angels represented six fundamental moral 

ideas: wisdom, truth, devotion, desirable dominion, wholeness, and immortality. In 

addition, from the spiritual world, each was a protector of one of six aspects of cre

ation: cattle, fire, earth, the sky, water, and plants. Other spiritua beings included 



the angel of fertility and fruitfulness; the angel of fire; the angel of blessings; the 

angel of truth, justice, holiness, and virtue; the angel of divine intuition; the angel 

of justice; and the angel of light and mercy. There were also angelic beings that 

guarded the interests of humankind, although God himself was regarded as the 

protector of humankind. Finally, there was the spirit of darkness, God's adversary.
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